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Chapter 1

The framework

1.1 Introduction

The term 'ghosts' has been applied in phonology to refer to vowels (and
sometimes consonants) which alternate with phonetic zero and whose
properties, such as quality and disffibution, are not fully predictable (cf.,
among others, Clements & Keyser 1983, Hyman 1985, Kenstowtcz & Rubach
1987, Archangeli 1991 and Zoll 1993). Consider the following examples of
ghost vowels from Polish. For ease of exposition, throughout this dissertation I
will underline vowels which alternate with zero.

(1) a. piqs
bies

b. listwa
paristwa

psa
biesa
listew
paristw

'dog', NoM sG vs. GEN SG

'devil', NoM sG vs. GEN sG

'slat', NoM SG vs. GEN PL

'state', NoM PL vs. GEN PL

'intelligence', NoM sG vs. ACC sG

'time', NOM SG vs. ACC SG

'resolution', NoM SG vs. ACC sG

The first words in (1)a and (b) exemplify alternations between the mid front
vowel and phonetic zero. The second example in (1)a shows that the vowel-
zero alternation cannot be due to vowel deletion since the phonetically identical
vowel in biesa does not disappear in the same context. The second example in
(l)b indicates that the appearance of Polish ghost vowels cannot simply be
attributed to epenthesis breaking up 'unpronounceable' consonantal clusters
since the cluster which is broken up in listgw remains intact rn paristw. Given
the unpredictable distribution of Polish ghost vowels, they have most often
been assumed to be present underlyingly (see Chapter 5 below for a review of
different approaches).

On the other hand, in Turkish, vowels altemating with zero regularly break
up consonantal clusters. Consider some examples below (from Harris & Vural
lee5):

(2) [ak +1]

Ivakit]
laziml

[akl+]
Ivakti]
[azmi]

Given the predictable appeamnce of such vowels, they have generally been
analysed as epenthetic. The materialisation of ghosts, e.g. in Polish, and the
appearance of epenthetic vowels, e.g. in Turkish, have therefore often been
perceived as (at least partially) distinct phenomena.
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According to the approach adopted in this dissertation, all vowels alternat-
ing with zero are present in the underlying representation, yet their phonetic
appearance is predictable because it is controlled by universal well-formedness
conditions. The apparent unpredictability of ghosts is only due to the lack of a
fulI understanding of all the factors which determine the phonetic presence of
such vowels. Consequently, in this dissertation I use the term 'ghost' with
respect to all vowels alternating with zera. The discussion will be confined to
those languages in which the quality of ghost vowels is predictable.

The idea underlying the approach to vowel -zero alternations pursued in this
dissertation is that the basic mechanism triggering vowel-zero altemations is
the same in Turkish and in Polish, as well as cross-linguistically. More
specifically, the phonetic appearance of a ghost vowel is analogous to sffess
assignment. A ghost vowel surfaces when it is parsed into a prominent position
in a prosodic relation, parallel to a stress foot. The formation of such relations
is subject to well-formedness constraints parallel to those which affect stress

feet.
This chapter is organised as follows. In $ 1.2 I introduce the basic notions

of Government Phonology in its standard version. In $ 1.3 I present its Strict
CV version, which is adopted in this dissertation. In $ 1.4 I discuss various
approaches within Government Phonology to the issue of conflicts befween
well-formedness requirements. $ 1.5 gives a preview of the remaining chapters.

1.2 Standard Government Phonology

Government Phonology (GP) (cf., e.g. Kaye at al. 1985, 1990, Charette 1991

and Harris 1994a) is a theory of representations. The research prograrnme of
GP phonologists has been based on the assumption that phonological and
syntactic structures are subject to the same principles, and that the canons
known from the study of syntax, specifically from the Govemment and
Binding theory, can also be shown to be operative in phonology. A direct
relation is assumed to exist between processes and the contexts in which they
occur. Processes follow from representations and universal well-formedness
conditions. They apply whenever the conditions triggering them are satisfied
(cf. Kaye 1992: 141). Under such a view the arbitrariness of phonological
processes is highly restricted.

GP is a principles-and-parameters approach, the well-formedness of
phonological structure is believed to be consffained by a number of universal,
inviolable principles. Cross-linguistic variation is resfficted to the differences in
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the setting of a number of parameters. (On the other hand, in the present
dissertation I propose to give up parameters in favour of constraint rankirg.)

In $ 1.2 I will introduce the notions which are crucial to the understanding
of standard GP. Not all of them play a role in the Strict CV approach, which is
applied in this dissertation and which is presented $ 1.3. However, they are

important to the understanding of the general spirit of the theory.

1.2.1 The Licensing Principle

Each position in the phonological structure has to be sanctioned, or licensed,
by some other element of the structure. This condition does not hold with
respect to one position in a phonological domain, which is the licensor of all
others and need not be licensed itself (Kaye 1990: 306):

(3) Phonological Licensing Principle
All phonological positions save one must be licensed within a
domain. The unlicensed position is the head of this domain.

The Licensing Principle boils down to the requirement that all elements of a

structure must be integrated into the representation, in that every element is
related (by licensing) to some other element (cf. also the principle of Prosodic
Licensing in Itd 1986: 2).

Each level of the phonological hierarchy defines a licensing domain.
Depending on the domain in which licensing relations hold, these are either
referred to as prosodic (p-licensing) or autosegmental (a-licensing). Harris

Q99aa) recognises the following prosodic hierarchy:

(4) Prosodic hierarchy
phonological phrase
phonological word
foot
syllabic constituent
skeletal position

Under prosodic licensing, each element of the prosodic structure must belong
to some higher-level unit: a skeletal position must be incorporated into a
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syllabic constituent, a constituent into a foot, a foot into a prosodic word, etc.r

On the other hand, autosegmental licensing holds with respect to the skeletal
tier and the subsegmental structure. In order to appear at a particular location
within a representation a melodic element must be autosegmentally licensed by
being attached to a skeletal position. In this dissertation I will not deal with
issues related to autosegmental licensing.

1.2.2 Government

Government is the basic mechanism by which prosodic licensing is assigned.
The notion is central to the theory of GP. Government is defined as a binary
relation between structural positions. It is inherently asymmetrical: one position
is the governor, or the head, while the other is the governee, or the comple-
ment.z Governing relations define the prosodic constituents into which the
skeletal positions are grouped. Syllabification proceeds from government, and
not vice versa.

Three syllabic constituents are recognised: the onset (O), the nucleus (N)
and the rhyme (R). The rhyme does not stand for an independent constituent
category, but refers to the second projection of the nuclear head position. The
coda is not identified as a constituent, but the term is informally used with
reference to the post-nuclear rhymal position (x, in (5)a below). This is

illusffated in (5) for the Polish word lampa'lamp' and the English word tree'.

(s) a.

' The skeletal tier consists of 'x' slots which are place-holders for segments and indicate
segmental length. The information about the consonantal or vocalic status of segments (i.e.
the CV tier) is redundant since it follows from constituent structure and the melodic speci-
fication of segments (see Kaye & Lowenstamm 1984). For a comparison of approaches
assuming skeletal positions and those appealing instead to the weight units, i.e. moras, see

Broselow (1995).

' One of the criteria for establishing headship is obligatoriness. For instance, within the
rhyme, the head (i.e. a vowel) is obligatorily present, while a 'coda' consonant is not. The
head position also enjoys a greater degree of distributional freedom than its complement.
For a discussion see Harris (199aa) as well as Dresher & van der Hulst (1995).

R

+-_x-{ x
V

i

o
\

i'i
tr

b.ORtl
Ti,
pa

R

1l\
i' i'
am

o
I

j'
I
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Governing relations between segments are subject to the conditions of strict
locality and strict directionality (see Kaye et al. 1990). Locality demands linear
adjacency between the governor and the governee on the skeletal tier, while
directionality determines the position of the head in a governing relation.

Government holds within and between syllabic constituents. Constituent
government ts head-initial. It is contracted between segrnents within the onset,
within the nucleus and within the rhyme. Examples of constituent government
are illustrated below. Following convention, heads will be dominated by a

vertical line.

(6)

where '+' indicates constifuent govemment

Two skeletal positions in a governing relation constitute a governing domain.
Hence, a branching onset (e.g. [tr] in (5)b), a branching nucleus (e.g. [i:] in
(5)b) or a branching rhyme (e.g. [am] in (5)a) is a governing domain.

Interconstituent government ts head-final. Segments which conffact such
governing relations belong to different syllabic constituents. Examples are
given below. The structure in (7)a is an instance of the governing relation
between an onset head and the preceding rhymal adjunct (i.e. the 'coda') and
(7)b represents the relation between an onset-rhyme sequence.3

Interconstituent government(7)

R

\x --)

c.N
N--
x+

C ons tituent gov ernment
ob.
t\
x +x

a.

a.Rr\
x

b.o RINx€x

o
I

x €x

where'e' indicates interconstituent government

The onset-rhyme governing domain in (7)b corresponds to the syllable in
traditional approaches. The direction of government within this domain,

3 Harris (1994) uses the term 'government' in a more restricted sense, namely, with
reference to the types of (constituent and interconstituent) licensing relations where the
complement 'displays a seriously depleted set of distributional options' (1994: 168). On
his view, governing domains are only those illustrated in (6)a,b and (7)a here. Other
relations involve licensing, but not government.
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however, is opposite to that within the onset, the nucleus and the rhyme (cf.
(6)). Therefore recognising the onset-rhyme governing domain as a constituent
would run against the generalisation about strict directionality of the two basic
types of government (left{o-right within constituents and right-to-left across
constituents). This is a theory-internal reason why the syllable is not identified
as a constituent in the GP theory.

The third type of governing relation, projection government, is contracted
at a projection level. Only nuclear heads have the potential to be projected
through successive levels of the prosodic hierarchy.o For instance, stress feet
are only constructed on projections of nuclear positions. Unlike in the case of
constituent and interconstituent government, the direction of projection
goverrrment is subject to parametric variation. It may be left-headed or right-
headed. This variation is evident in prosodic phenomena such as tone, stress

and vowel harmony. Nuclei which contract an internuclear goveming relation
must be adjacent on the relevant projection level.

All governing relations are illustrated below for the Polish word lampa
'lamp'. Constituent government holds within the branching rhyme, where [a]
governs [m], interconstituent government applies between [a], the head, and [],
the complement, in the first syllable and between [a], the head, and [p], the
complement, in the second syllable, as well as between the onset [p] as the
head and the preceding coda consonant [m] as the complement. Primary stress

on the first syllable indicates that projection govemment in the domain of the
stress foot in Polish is left-headed.

(8)

o For a different view see Charette (1991), who
also present on a projection level. Therefore
instead of the nuclear projection level.

constituent government
interconstituent government
projection government

R

I

ON
ll
x€x
tl
pa

x€
t

m

+

N

I

X

I

a

o
I

x€
I

I

suggests that heads of branching onsets are
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1.2.i Constituent parameters

The conditions of strict locality and sffict directionality impose a binary limit
on the branching structure of constituents. Whether a language actually allows
for branching onsets, nuclei and rhymes depends on the setting of relevant
parameters. However, the simultaneous branching of the nucleus and the rhyme
produces a temary structure which does not meet the requirement of strict
locality in constituent government. This is represented below:

(9)* R

\
N\
\\xl x2 x3

In such a configuration the nuclear head, x,, which is also the rhymal head, is
separated from the rhymal complement, x:, by the nuclear complement, xr, and
cannot govern the former. The structure in (9) is therefore regarded as ill-
formed. In languages which have both branching nuclei and branching rh5rmes,

the two constituents carurot branch at the same time. Sequences which seem to
correspond to (9) must be analysed otherwise, This is the position taken by
Kaye et al. (1990) and adopted in most GP studies.s

1.2.4 Government and segmental substance

Segments linked to two skeletal positions which are in a governing relation
must meet certain requirements conceming their melodic content and governing
properties. Segments are viewed as being formed out of a pool of univalent
units called elements.u Elements are defined in accoustic terms. Th"y enjoy
stand-alone phonetic interpretability, i.e. each is fully specified and pro-
nounceable in isolation (the autonomous interpretation hypothesis in Harris &
Lindsey 1995). Elements may appear on their own or combine in a head-
dependent manner to form more complex segments.

5 See, however, Harris 1994a who assumes that
formed structure and postulates it, for instance, in
sound.
u For an introduction to element theory see, for
Lindsey (1995).

a doubly branching rhyme is a well-
the representation of the English word

instance, Harris (1994) and Harris &
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The actiue vocalic elements are A, I and U. When pronounced alone, they
correspond to the vowels [a], [i] and [u]. Another vocalic element is the 'cold
vowel', also referred to as the 'neutral' or 'identity' element, represented as
cvo' or'@'. The independent realisation of the neuffal element is a reduced
non-palatal, non-open and non-labial schwa-like vowel [+]. The neuffal element
is assumed to be latently present in all vowels as a dependent element. It
manifests itself when the active elements are delinked (i.e. not licensed
autosegmentally) under vowel reduction so that, for instance, in English
reduced vowels emerge as schwa. The neutral element as the head of a

segment is said to characterise lax vowels, in contrast to tense vowels, which
are headed by an active element. More recently, the neutral element has often
been replaced by an empty element (see, e.g. Cobb 1993, Charette 1994,
Charette & Gtiksel 1994, Rennison, 1998, to appear (b) and Rennison 8{.

Neubarth 1998). The vocalic elements also appear in the representation of
consonants, where they define the place of articulation and combine with
consonantal elements.

In earlier versions of GP (e.g. Kaye et al. 1985, 1990), the combinatorial
and governing qualities of elements were expressed in terms of charm values.T

Elements were positively, neutrally or negatively charmed. In a combination of
elements the charm value of the whole complex segment was determined by
the element in the head position. Charm was the primary determinant of a

segment's governing properties. Segments in goveming positions had to be
either positively or negatively charmed (vowels and obstruents, respectively),
while governees had to be neutral (sonorants).

In current GP the charm theory has been replaced by the notion of
segmental complexir) (see Harris 1990, t994a, Harris & Lindsey 1995). The
complexity of a segment is calculated by determining the number of elements
of which it is composed.s T\e Complexity Condition requires that the melodic
expression in the governing position must be at least as complex as the
governee:

(10) Complexity Condition (Harns 1994a: 170)
Let cr and B be melodic expressions occupying the positions A and B
respectively. Then, if A governs B, fi is no more complex than u.

' For a critical discussion of the charm theory see, for instance, Coleman (1995).
* However, Cyran & Gussmann (to appear), among others, argue that not only the number
of elements in the structure but also their nature is relevant to the complexity of a

segment. See Chapter 7.
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Both charm theory and the complexity approach aim at deriving the phono-
tactic restrictions which are observed to hold within syllabic constituents, in
particular within onsets. These have traditionally been accounted for in terms

of sonority. ln a well-formed syllable, segments have a rising sonority slope
from the onset to the nucleus and a falling sonority slope from the nucleus to
the coda (cf. the Sonority Sequence Principle in Selkirk 1984b). However,
there has been no universally accepted definition of sonority.e

The complexity approach is one of several proposals to relate sonority
properties directly to segmental structure. According to it, the more complex a

segment is, the less sonorous it is.r0 However, many issues of segmental
structure within this approach are still far from established, such as the exact
number of subsegmental elements and their specific interpretation. Details of
segmental stmcture will not be considered here as they are of no direct
relevance to the present study.

1.2.5 The Unifurmity Principle

The direct interpretability of elements of segmental structure is inherent to one

of the crucial claims of GP, namely, the Uniformity Principle (cf. Kaye 1995:

2e2):

( 1 1) The (Jniftrmity Principle
Phonological representations are directly interpretable at every
level.

This principle implies that there is no level of phonetic representation.
Phonological representations can be mapped directly onto an accoustic signal.
The Uniformity Principle is incompatible with any form of underspecification.

e In articulatory terms, sonority correlates roughly with the degree of aperture in the vocal
tract. Perceptually, it corresponds to differences in loudness. On sonority and sonority
sequencing under various approaches see, e.g. Jespersen (1913), Saussure (1916),
Jakobson and Halle (1956), Vennemann (1972, 1988), Steriade (1982) and Selkirk
(1e84b).

'o See, for instance, Clements (1989), Rice (1990) in feature geometry, van de Weijer
(1994) in a Dependency Phonology framework, the Radical CV phonology of van der
Hulst (1995) and Scheer (1996) in the Shict CV version of GP. For a discussion of some
of these proposals see Ha:ris (1990). Notably, Rice (1990), van de Weijer (1994) and
Scheer (1996) relate the sonority profile of a segment and its structure in a way opposite
to that of Harris': more sonorous segments have more structure.

tl
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1.2.6 The Projection Principle

Governing relations are established at the level of lexical representation, i.e.
'the level at which the stem is attached to accompanying affixes, if any' (Kaye
et al. 1990: note 34), and do not change." This is formulated as the Projec-
tion Principle (Kaye et al. 1990: 221):

(12) Projection Principle
Governing relations are defined at the level of lexical representation
and remain constant throughout a phonological derivation.

The Projection Principle rules out any form of resyllabification. Throughout a

derivation onsets must remain onsets and rhymes must remain rhymes. As GP
advocates emphasise, this principle desirably restricts the power of the
theory.r2

The Projection Principle has significant consequences for the analysis of
vowel-zero alternations within GP. Consider the Polish word sen

'dream-NoM-sc' which altemates with snu 'idem-cEN-sc'. In a non-GP
approach these words can be syllabified as below:

(l 3) b.

I

S

Nucleus

I

e
I

n
I

un

Orm

As illustrated above, the consonant [n] is included in the coda (or, the post-
nuclear rhymal position) when the preceding vowel [e] surfaces in (13)a, but in
the phonetic absence of the vowel in (13)b it is resyllabified into the onset
together with [s]. Resyllabification of this kind is inherent to many phonologi-
cal analyses of vowel-zero alternations (cf., for instance, Rubach & Booij
1990a for Polish; see Chapter 5 below). In GP it is prohibited by the Projec-
tion Principle.

" This corresponds approximately to the lexical level of Class II affixation in English in
the model of Lexical Phonology.

'' Coleman (1995) points out that in some GP work the Projection Principle does not seem

to be observed. For instance, in Kaye's (1990a) analysis of Yawelmani a skeletal position
is deleted.
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1.2.7 More licensing principles

The syllabic status of word-final consonants, such

regulated by the following universal principle:
as [n] tn sen in (13)a, is

(14) Coda Licensing (Kaye 1990: 311)
Post-nuclear rhymal positions must be licensed by a following onset.

The Coda Licensing Principle demands that if a consonant is syllabified into
the coda, it must be followed by an onset. It rules out a 'CVC.V' syllabifica-
tion (where '.' denotes a syllable boundary) for 'CVCV' sequences and thus
derives the effect of 'onset maximation' noted in the literature (see, e.g.

Selkirk 1982 and Clements & Keyser 1983). It follows that a word-final
consonant may not constitute a coda, since there is no onset to license it."
The final [n] in (13)a above must therefore be analysed as an onset.

Onsets, on the other hand, must be licensed by nuclei:

(15) Onset Licensing (Harris 1992)
An onset head position must be licensed by a nuclear position.

The Onset Licensing Principle prohibits configurations of two following onsets.
In the case at hand, final [n] in sgr? must be licensed by a following nucleus,
albeit an inaudible one. Under the Projection Principle, the GEN-sG form of the
same word sr2u must have the same constifuent sffucture. Within the framework
of GP, vowel-zero alternations are construed as involving the phonetic
realisation, or its lack, of nuclear positions, and not therr insertion or deletion.
The words sen and snu (cf. (13) above) are syllabified as shown below. Both
representations in (16) contain empty nuclei, (16)a finally and (16)b medially.

13

( 16)

" See, however, Piggott (1995) who argues that
parameter, rather than a principle. According to
word-final consonants can be parsed as a syllabic
by an onset.

Nr

I

x

Coda Licensing should be viewed as a

him, there are languages where certain
coda, even though they are not followed
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1.2.8 The licensing of empty nuclei

The idea that empty positions function in phonological structure can be ffaced
back at least to Anderson (1982), Kaye & Lowenstamm (1984) and Giegerich
(1985). It has also been recognised that the postulation of empty positions in
phonological sfiucture must be combined with principles which control their
distribution. Empty nuclei can be inaudible or phonetically realised. In GP the
mechanisms appealed to in the licensing of empty nuclei in phonological
representation to remain silent are Proper Government, domain-final licensing,
Magic Licensing, and Inter-Onset Govemment. Whether a language makes use
of these mechanisms or not is expressed in terms of parameter setting.

1.2.8. I Proper Government

Proper Government (cf. Kaye 1990, Charette 1991) is generally assumed to be
the main mechanism which controls the (in)audibility of empty nuclei in
representations cross-linguistically. It involves government relations which hold
between audible and silent nuclei. It is parallel to relations between stressed

and unstressed vowels in metrical structure. In rhythmic languages sequences
of unstressed vowels are banned. Analogously, in phonotactics, sequences of
silent nuclei are ruled out. An inaudible empty nucleus requires the company
of a phonetically realised nucleus. Together they form a 'phonotactic foot',
with the audible nucleus as the head and the silent nucleus as the dependent. In
most studies it has been assumed that Proper Government is right-headed, i.e.
the head follows the dependent. This is illustrated below for the Polish word
lalka'doll':

(17) /-
N"O N,

l'll'
xxxtt

ka

Proper Government
o Nrottl
xxxrtt
I al

Ialka]

ln the representation above, the head N, properly goverzls the empty dependent
Nr. Empty nuclei parsed as dependents into feet like this are allowed to remain
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silent. This follows from the phonological E*pty Category Principle, which
has been formulated as follows (Kaye et al. 1990: 219):

(18) E*pty Category Principle (ECP)
A position may be uninterpreted phonetically if it is properly
governed.

The govemor in a Proper Government (PG) relation may not itself be silent or
properly governed by another nucleus. The govemor and its governee must be
adjacent on a PG nuclear projection and they cannot be separated by a

governing domain, such as a branching nucleus or a coda-onset sequence. PG
relations are said to be contracted under directional analysis, starting at the
right word edge.

PG ensures that a silent empty nucleus is always adjacent to an audible
one. Sequences like'...C 0 C 0 C V...' are ruled out on the grounds that the
second nucleus, being empty and properly governed by the third, is unable to
properly govern the first nucleus. A position which is not properly govemed
cannot remain silent and must be spelled out phonetically. This is illustrated
below for the Polish word laleczka'doll-nlM'.

( 1e)

15

o N3o N4

ltll
xxxx
lll
dka

o Nro
tll
xxx
ltl
I al

/-\r,n.
N2

I

x

J
e

Ialedka]

In the representation above there are two empty nuclei in adjacent syllables.
The final nucleus No can only properly govem empty N, in the preceding
syllable. N2 remains without a proper governor. It must therefore surface
phonetically.

Kaye et al. (1990) also recognise two other kinds of Proper Govemment:
the governing relations within a disyllabic long vowel and between the two
parts of a geminated consonant. In both cases the governee does not have a

phonetic realisation of its own (but is identified with the governor.) The
structure of long vowels will be considered in Chapter 2 below and the
goveming relation between geminates is addressed in $ 1.2.8.5 below.
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1.2.8.2 Proper Government and metrical structure

The idea of PG relations holding between audible and inaudible nuclei is based
on the parallel with meffical structure. It is a well-known fact that cross-
linguistically, vowels in metrically weak positions tend to be reduced (as, for
instance, in Russian) or even entirely deleted (as in Tonkawa; cf. Hooijer
1946). Reduction of a vowel indicates that it occupies a weak metrical position
in a metrical foot whose head is a stressed and/or unreduced vowel. By
analogy, the phonetic absence of a nucleus has been interpreted as evidence
that it is a dependent in a foot-like relation with a phonetically realised vowel
in a sffong position.

The parallel between Proper Govemment and metrical structure nafurally
raises the question whether the various fypes of stress feet attested cross-
linguistically also have a counterpart in PG relations. Kaye (1986-87) addresses
this question, discussing two aspects of sfress foot form: its head orientation
(left-headed vs. right-headed) and its bounded vs. unbounded character. He
suggests that PG relations can in principle exhibit variations in the head
orientation. However, he adopts right-headedness in PG relations as the default,
leaving left-headedness as the other possible parameter setting. He rejects
ternary PG relations, but considers the possibility of iterative PG, parallel to
unbounded metrical feet, applied, for instance, in the analysis of Russian by
Halle & Vergnaud (1987). Kaye proposes such PG relations in a dialect of
Moroccan Arabic (see $ 5.5.4 of this dissertation).

As far as the relation between PG and metrical structure involving stress
within a language is concerned, Yoshida (to appear) argues that the two can be
identified in Arabic: strong PG positions, i.e. proper governors, involve strong
metrical positions and weak PG positions, i.e. properly governed empfy nuclei,
are included in metrical structure as weak positions. It is, however, not possible
to identiry PG relations and metrical relations in all languages. For instance,
properly governed nuclei in Polish are entirely ignored by metrical structure,
which only includes audible vowels. Van der Hulst & Rowicka (1997) argue
that in such languages PG feet invohe lexicalised metrical structure, i.e. the
metrical structure of an earlier stage in the development of a language. Such an
approach 'gives the abstract PG relations a proper place in the theory of
phonological representations.

The same idea underlies the present study. Its implication is that PG
relations in a language should reflect the type of stress system that the
language used to have. For instance, the postulation of iambic (i.e. right-
headed) PG relations in a language where only trochaic (i.e. left-headed) stress
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has been attested historically is therefore controversial. Moreover, in a

language which used to have a lexical accent system, PG relations can be
expected to exhibit some properties of such a system.

Since PG relations were first proposed in the analysis of vowel-zerc
alternations, progress has been made in the study of metrical sffucture. In this
dissertation, some of the new insights are transferred to the study of ghost
vowels and make a more successful analysis possible. In particular, the view
that left-headedness is the only option in PG relations by a universal well-
formedness consffaint resembles van de Vijver's (1997) approach to metrical
structure and some ideas about the interaction of morphology and prosody in
lexical accent systems have been worked out thanks to Revithiadou's (1999)
analysis.

1.2.8.3 Licensing of final empty nuclei

Given right-headed Proper Govemment, final empty nuclei, such as the one
postulated in the representation of the word sen tn (16)a above, can never be
properly govemed since they are not followed by a potential proper governor,
i.e. an audible nucleus, in the same word. The licensing of final empty nuclei
calls for another mechanism.

It has been assumed that whether a language allows for such nuclei is not
related to internuclear configurations, but is controlled by a parameter. If the
parametric licensing of final empty nuclei is set to ON in a language, the
language will have words with final consonants on the surface (as in Polish). If
the parameter is set to OFF, inaudible final nuclei are disallowed and every
word must end in a vowel (which is the case in Italian, for instance).

The licensing of final empty nuclei (by parameter) is seen as independent
of the licensing of intemal ones (by Proper Government). An argument in
favour of such a view is the observation that in some languages final empty
nuclei have different licensing properties with respect to their onsets. For
instance, Charette (1991) points out that a final silent nucleus in Quebec
French can be preceded by a coda-onset cluster, as in carte [kart] 'card', as

well as by a branching onset, as in quatre [katr] 'four'. On the other hand, a
word-internal empty nucleus following a cluster of either type must be realised
phonetically as schwa. This situation can be attributed to different licensing
properties of properly governed (i.e. word-internal) and parametrically licensed
empty nuclei (cf. $ 1.3.1 below).

t7
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1.2.8.4 Magic Licensing

From the strict binarity limit on branching onsets and the left-headedness of
govemment within such onsets it follows that word-initial sequences of [s] +
consonant, as tn stop or street, cannot possibly be analysed as tautosyllabic, as

in some other approaches (cf., e.g. Kurylowicz lg52; see Chapter 5). Kaye
(1992) argues that [s] in such clusters is in fact the coda of an empty word-
initial nucleus, as represented below:

(20)

Istop]

where or/'- parametric final licensing

Given that the sequence [st] constitutes a governing domain (the onset tt]
govems [s] in the preceding coda by interconstituent govemment), the empty
nucleus Nr cannot be properly govemed by the following contentful Nr,
because PG would have to cross a goveming domain. The fact that in English
Nr remains empty is attributed to parametric 'Magic Licensing'. The word
'magic' is used to ackowledge the lack of understanding why [s] should behave
in this way.

Magic Licensing can apply to an empty nucleus which has [s] as its rhymal
complement. It is not restricted to word-initial position. For instance, it affects

both the word-initial and word-internal empty nucleus preceding [s] in the
English word spinster, represented as /0s.pi.n0s.te.r0l (where dots separate

syllables). On the other hand, Magic Licensing is set to OFF in Spanish. In this
language word-initial [s] + consonant sequences must therefore surface with
'prothetic' [e] (as in qspafiol'Spanish'), which is the realisation of an unli-
censed initial empty nucleus.

,/
O N,O N.tt'lr-
xxxxrtt
top

R
,I,.'.
xx

I

S
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1 .2.8. 5 Inter-Onset Government

Another mechanism of licensing empty nuclei involves relations between
consonants in the two onsets enclosing an empty nucleus. This has been
labelled Inter-Onset (IO) Govemment. The existence of such relations was first
suggested by Guerssel & Lowenstamm (1988) (see also Kaye 1990, Cyran
1996, Cyran & Gussmann, to appear). It was originally resorted to in cases

when an empty and properly ungoverned nucleus remains silent in between the
two parts of a geminate or a homorganic consonantal cluster. Consider a

Moroccan Arabic example from Kaye (1990: 322):

(21) [ha:11] 'to open-ACTIVE PARTICIPLE'

The empfy nucleus N, in the above representation cannot be properly governed
from the right because the following nucleus is itself empty and parametrically
licensed. Still, it remains inaudible. The mechanism which allows N, to remain
inaudible is the relation befween the two parts of a geminate which enclose it.

Kaye (1990) and Kaye et al. (1990) identify the governing relation between
the pafis of a geminate as one of Proper Government since the governee is
devoid of its own melodic specification. However, the relation in question does
not involve nuclei, but onsets, unlike other kinds of PG. It therefore involves
an Inter-Onset Govemment relation. Moreover, unlike the case of nuclear PG,
the governing relation between the onsets above not only determines the
melodic shape of the governee onset (i.e. its identity with the governor), but
also suppresses the audibility of the intervening constituent, i.e. Nr.'o

Gussmann & Kaye (1993) postulate IO Government relations in Polish
befween consonants in clusters which resemble branching onsets and argue that
IO Government licenses an empty nucleus separating the consonants. Yoshida
(1996) and Cyran (1996) appeal to IO Government to account for the

t9

,/
o N,o N.tt-tt-
xxxxIttl

Nr

\xx
V
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I
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I

h

ro In the case of PG between
the governor if the intervening
suppressed by internuclear PG.

two nuclei the governee can be melodically identified with
onset is empty. The content of the onset position cannot be
See $$ 2.3-4 below.
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inaudibility of empty nuclei
respectively.

IO Government will be

CHAPTER 1

befween homorganic clusters in Japanese and Irish,

discussed in Chapters 2,3 and 7 of this dissertation.

In $ 1.1.8 I have introduced the mechanisms licensing empty nuclei ln
phonological representations in standard GP. They involve Proper Govemment,
domain-final licensing, Magic Licensing and Inter-Onset Government. Of these,
the operation of Proper Government will most often be discussed in this
dissertation. This is because of its intemuclear (hence prosodic) nature and the
focus of this dissertation on the prosodic conditioning of voweT-zero alterna-
tions.

1.2.9 The content of empty nuclei

In early GP analyses of empty nuclei (cf., e.g., Kaye 1986-87 and Kaye 1990)
it is assumed that every nucleus, hence also an empty one, contains the latent
neutral element '@' or the cold vowel 'vo' (cf. $ 1.1.4). This element does not
need to be phonetically realised if the nucleus also contains an active element
in its segmental structure, e.g. A, or if it is licensed to remain silent. In some
languages, e.g. in Arabic and European Portuguese, an unlicensed empty
nucleus is phonetically realised as [+], while in others an active element must
be added to it. For instance, in Polish, A is added so that unlicensed empty
nuclei are phonetically realised as [e] (cf. Gussmann & Kaye 1993: 434). I
assume that providing an ungoverned empty nucleus with a phonetic realisation
consists in adding information about the phonetic shape of a realised empty
nucleus by a language-specific interpretation convention. 15

In this dissertation, I ignore the neutral element in ernpfy nuclei, following
the line of research within GP which dispenses with the neutral element in
segmental structure and replaces it by an 'empty' element.

" This may seem to contradict the privativeness claim of Kaye et al. (1990: 194) which
excludes any form of underspecification in Government Phonology. In my understanding,
however, the melody with which empty nuclei are provided when phonetically realised
does not always fully belong to the nuclei themselves, but it is a property associated with
their PG status. As argued later in this dissertation, empty nuclei surface when they are
heads of PG relations. The fact that, e.g. in Polish, such nuclei surface as mid vowels,
rather than as placeless 'cold vowels', follows from the language-specific preference for
more sonorous heads of internuclear relations. The surfacing of empty nuclei which have
no proper governees as high, rather than mid, vowels in ot verbs, considered in $ 7.4
below, provides evidence in favour of this view.
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E*pty nuclei cannot be uncontroversially postulated to represent ghost
vowels in languages where more than one vowel alternates with zero and
where the quality of the ghost vowel cannot be predicted from the context (e.g.

on the basis of the surounding consonants). Yoshida (to appear) points out that
this is the case in Cairene Arabic. Vowel-zero alternations in this language
involve both the front and the back high vowel, as illustrated below:

(22)

2t

b.

lkitaabl
[wi ktaab]

[yaaxud]
[yaxdu(h)]

'book'
'and a book'
'he takes'
'he takes it'

Yoshida concludes that the alternating vowels must be lexically specified for
their melodic content, i.e. they do not actually involve empty nuclei. Their
syncopation in certain positions, which he argues to be weak metrical positions,
is due to a constraint on autosegmental licensing which prohibits high vowels
in such positions (cf. Yoshida, to appear, (20)):

(23) Prosodically licensed nuclei at Level 0 nuclear projection cannot
autosegmentally license high vowels.

In other words, in Cairene Arabic a metrically weak nucleus cannot support
(or, autosegmentally license) a high vowel. A licensing consffaint of this kind
in fact results in empty nuclei in weak metrical positions by detaching (i.e. not
licensing) a high vocalic melody from its nucleus, but leaving intact any other
vocalic melody in a similar position.'u

I believe that a constraint against the autosegmental licensing of some
specific melodic elements in the phonetic output, similar to (23), has been
responsible for the historical formation of empty nuclei in many languages
(including Polish, analysed in Part II of this dissertation). It predicts conectly
that syncopating vowels must constifute a natural class within a language, i.e.
they must share elements to which the constraint can refer.

However, I find it an urulecessary complication to assume that in languages
where only one vowel quality is involved in alternations with zero, empty
nuclei are synchronically derived from some contentful vowels by means of a

constraint analogous to (23). Therefore I assurne that in al1 the languages

16 Yoshida also postulates lexically empty nuclei in words,
where they do not alternate with zerc (*nahir, *nahur). See

such as nahr lnah0r0/ 'river',
$ 2.5.3 below.
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analysed in this dissertation ghost vowels have no lexical melodic
specification.rT

1.2.10 Phonological domains: synthetic vs. analytic

Grammatical words do not always constitute single domains for phonological
processes. Certain types of affixes attach to the root in a 'cohering' way. The
derived form becomes one domain for phonological processes, which apply in
exactly the same way as to underived words. It obeys the same phonotactic
resffictions that hold for underived words. Other types of affixation, however,
are phonologically 'non-cohering'. Their outputs are not single phonological
domains and can violate word-internal phonotactic restrictions. The latter q/pe

of morphology has been labelled 'analytic', and the former is referred to as

'non-analytic' (cf. Kaye 1995) or 'synthetic'.
For example, English regular past tense formation is analytic. This is

evidenced by the presence of a long vowel before two word-final consonants

tptl in [[seep]edl. On the other hand, vowel shortening in the non-analytic
irregular past tense formation, for instance, in [kept] makes the form conform
to the structure of underived words, where long vowels are generally not
allowed before such consonantal clusters (examples due to Kaye 1995:310).
Whether an affix attaches in an analytic or synthetic way has generally been
assumed to be its idiosyncratic, arbitrary properfy (cf. Kaye 1992).

Cross-linguistically, suffixation often produces synthetic phonological
domains, while compounding and prefixation generally result in analytic
domains. The division into phonological domains is relevant for the application
of local segmental processes, such as palatalisation of consonants or assimila-
tion, but also for the operation of internuclear processes, such as vowel
harmony and Proper Govemment.rs The issues of synthetic/analytic suffix-
ation, well-formedness constraints on the shape of phonological domains and
the relation between the phonological domains in GP and prosodic domains in

r Moreover, contrary to Yoshida, I will argue that the phonetic realisation of nuclei in
strong prosodic positions and the inaudibility of empty nuclei by default follow from two
separate constraints (see the constraints Henn Aunmtltty and Iont*trtrv(CI) in fi 2.2.5
below).
18 Rebrus et al. (1996) point out, however, that the binary synthetic/analytic distinction is
not refined enough.to deal with some facts of Hungarian. Hungarian suffixes do not seem
to behave consistently as synthetic or analytic with respect to different phonological
processes. This suggests that different degrees of analyticity may need to be recognised.
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Prosodic Phonology are discussed in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 of this dissertation in
the analysis of Polish.

1.3 Strict CV

Besides the standard Government Phonology approach, which allows for binary
branching constituents, a more radical version of the theory has been de-
veloped, called the CVCV approach or the Strict CV approach. This is the

version of Government Phonology which is adopted in this dissertation.
The model was proposed by Lowenstamm (cf. Lowenstamm L996, see also

Larsen 1994, 1995, Scheer 1996, 1998 and Yoshida 1993, to appear). It is
based on the observation that the unmarked type of syllable cross-linguistically
is 'CV', i.e. a single consonant followed by a single vowel. There are

languages which have only syllables of this kind, such as Hua (cf. Blevins
1995). No language in the world has been reported to lack such syllables
altogether. In their language development children begin by pronouncing
simple oCV' syllables, irrespective of the complexity of their target language
(cf. Fikkert 199{ Levelt & van de Vijver 1998).

The claim of the Strict CV approach is that all languages have underlying
'CV' structure. Every consonant is followed in phonological representation by
a nuclear position, either lexically contentful or empty. In other words, no
branching constituents are recognised. Branching onsets of the standard theory
are reanalysed as two onsets separated by an empty nucleus. Similarly, coda-
onset clusters are represented as two onsets with an empty nucleus in between
them. Long vowels are interpreted as consisting of two nuclei with the
intervening onset being empty.

As a consequence, there is no need to recognise the rhyme as a constifuent
distinct from the nucleus (since there are no codas). Moreover, the distinction
between syllabic constituents (Onset and Nucleus) and skeletal positions (x's)
becomes superfluous. A skeletal position in the Onset is identified as a

'C(onsonant)' and one in the Nucleus is identifed as a'V(owel)'. All forms of
government involve interconstituent government or projection govemment. The
Coda Licensing Principle of standard GP theory can be dispensed with,
because there are no coda positions. The satisfaction of the Projection Principle
also becomes largely superfluous. Throughout a derivation onsets naturally
remain onsets because consonants cannot be parsed into any other syllabic
position.

Compare the representations for the English word tree and for the Polish
word lampa 'lamp' given below (cf. (5) above). In order to avoid confusion
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with the syllabic constituents in traditional approaches and standard Govern-
ment Phonology, I will refer to the sequences of an Onset position and a
Nucleus position postulated in Strict CV as 'CV units'. However, contrary to
most studies in the Strict CV approach, where representations consist of
alternating sequences of C's and V's, I preserve the O(nset) and N(ucleus)
nodes of the standard GP theory.

(24)
a.

Strict CV
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As argued by Scheer (1996, 1998), an advantage of the Strict CV approach is
that it permits a simple and elegant analysis of the blocking effects that
consonantal clusters have on Proper Government in French. The argument is
related below.

1.3.1 Consonantal clusters and Proper Government in French

In many words in French the phonetic realisation of schwa is generally
optional (cf. (25)a). However, when schwa is followed (cf. (25)b) or preceded
(cf. (25)c) by a consonantal cluster it must always be realised phonetically.
Consider the following examples (cf. Charette 1991 and Scheer 1996):

b.

o
I

t

ONII
la

d.c.OR OR
| ,\, I r.r

xxxxxtrltt
I a mp a

rn'
ONONtrt
mpa

(2s) a. [rDpa]
b. [sdl<re]
c. [krDve]
d. [parvdnir]

[r0pa]
*[s0kre]
*[kr0ve]
*[parv0nir]

'meal'
'secret'
'to die'
'to reach'

CV framework provideStandard Government Phonology and the Strict
different explanations for such facts.
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1.3.1.I Standard GP: Charette (1991)

Within the standard framework (cf. Charette 1991), the data illustrated in (25)b
and those in (25)c,d are accounted for independently. In [sDlae] schwa
(represented as an empty nucleus) cannot be properly governed by the
following contentful vowel and remain silent because a governing domain (i.e.
a branching onset) separates it from the potential govemor [e]. Proper
Government is said not to be able to apply across a governing domain. This is
represented below:

(26) Proper Government

constifuent government

A different mechanism is resorted to when a non-deleting schwa is preceded by
a consonantal cluster. Charette introduces the notion of Government Licensing.
The head of a branching onset must be government-licensed by the following
nucleus in order to be able to govern its complement. Similarly, dfr onset
consonant must be government-licensed in order to be able to govern the
preceding coda consonant. This is shown in the (partial) representations below:

o Nro N2lt\l
xxxxxIII!I
s dkr t

t-,

(27)

a. b.o
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Government Licensing
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xxxxlttt
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interconst. gov.

I
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\xxtl
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U
const. gov.

A properly governed, i.e. silent, nucleus cannot be a government-licensor.
Charette observes that in this situation there is a conflict between the require-
ments of PG (by which schwa should remain silent) and the demands of
Government Licensing (which calls for an audible vowel after a consonantal
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cluster). In French this conflict is decided in favour of Government Licensing.
PG cannot apply to schwa which is a government-licensor.

The blocking effect of consonantal clusters on Proper Govemment of
French schwa is then attributed to different factors, depending on whether the
cluster precedes or follows schwa.

1.3.1.2 Strict CV: Scheer (1996, 1998)

Within Strict CV all consonantal clusters are assumed to contain an intervening
empty nucleus which participates in Proper Government relations. In [sOkre]
this cluster-internal nucleus is properly governed by the final contentful vowel.
It carurot itself properly govern the preceding schwa, which must therefore be
phonetically realised (cf. (28)a). On the other hand, in fla0ve] and [parvdnir]
the cluster-intemal empty nucleus requires the following schwa to be its proper
governor and this is why the schwa cannot remain silent (cf. (28)b and c).

(28)

,.-\
N,O N,'ll'

v A nir

b.

o Nro N2o N3ttttt
s dk r t

O NrO NrO N3 c. O NrOlttltttt
k r 0 v e p a r

French 'stable' schwa in the context of consonantal clusters is in this way
uniformly accounted for. The Strict CV analysis is also maximally simple in
that it appeals only to the mechanism of Proper Government, which has
independent theoretical status in GP theory.

1.3.2 Branching onsets in Strict CV

As shown in the previous section, the Strict CV approach can successfully
handle cases when different kinds of consonantal clusters have the same effect
on PG relations. On the other hand, languages in which branching onset-like
clusters behave differently from other consonantal sequences appear to be
problematic for Strict CV.
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Scheer (1996) observes that in Czech, contrary to French, not all conso-
nantal clusters seem to have the same effect on Proper Govemment. While
certain clusters block it, as in French, others apparently let PG apply across

them. Consider his discussion of vowel -zero alternations in prefixes in Czech.
The vowel alternating with zero is e. It appears at the end of the prefix
od-/ode- tn odg:psat 'to write back', but not rn od:plsovat 'idem-ot' (where(:) indicates the prefix boundary). This alternation can be accounted for in
terms of Proper Govemment, as shown below (cf. Scheer 1996: 125-6):

(2e) a.

27

O NrO Nz: OIIII
ode p

o N4o N5orltrl
sovat

o Nrott
od

/- '/
N3O N4O N5-trl

sat

b. /-
Nr: O N.-ll"

pi

/
N6

In (29)a the root nucleus N, is properly governed by the following contentful
vowel [a] and remains silent. There is no proper governor for the prefix-final
vowel N, which must therefore surface phonetically. On the other hand, the or
stem in (29)b contains an overt vowel N, in the first CV unit of the root. This
vowel is able to properly govern the prefix-final nucleus N, which remains
inaudible. So far the facts are analogous to French.

However, the prefix-final vowel can also remain silent when the following
root begins with a branching onset-like cluster, such as tbl] in od:blanit
*odg-67onit 'to remove membrane from meat'. Scheer argues that the prefix-
final vowel is subject to Proper Government from the vowel [a] in the root
even though they are separated by a cluster with an intervening empty nucleus.
According to him, PG can apply across such a consonantal cluster since its
members are in direct interaction. This is represented below:

(30) ,/
N6O 

T,? 
N2: 

? 
N3? 

T'? T'?
odb((lanit

where '((' - direct cons. interaction
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Consonants which are in such direct interaction form a 'closed domain' across
which PG can apply.

Scheer's theory of direct consonantal interaction is meant to express
largely the same facts as constituent govemment in standard GP theory.
Consonants which are in direct interaction correspond to the branching onsets
of the standard theory. Scheer attempts to relate the clustering capacities of
consonants to their segmental structure in a way opposite to Harris' Complex-
ity Condition. The direct government relations between consonants are
established between elements of segmental sffucture which express the place of
articulation. (Voice and manner of articulation properties are assumed to play
no role.) According to Scheer, sonorants are more complex than obsffuents in
terms of segmental structure. Therefore he assumes the opposite directionality
of interconsonantal relations to that adopted in the standard GP approach (see

$ 1.1.4 above). He assumes that sonorants, rather than obsffuents, are go-
vernors in interconsonantal relations. I will not discuss his theory in detail here
since the particulars of segmental structure which are relevant for its proper
presentation go beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Vowel-zero alternations in prefixes in Polish, which are similar to those in
Czech, on which Scheer bases his analysis, are accounted for quite differently
in Chapter 8 of this dissertation. It is shown that in Polish the relevant factor
triggering the appearance of the prefix-final empty nucleus is the prosodic
sffucture of the whole root following the prefix, and not simply the type of
cluster at the beginning of this root. More specifically, prefix-final empty
nuclei acquire phonetic realisation before roots which have no contentful
vowels at all.re This also seems to be true of Czech. For instance, the empty
nucleus is phonetically realised in Czech in the prefix in the verb rozg:brat'to
take apart' (cf. the Polish cognate roze-brac) which contains the vowelless
root hhrbl, even though the consonants [br] should be able to contract a

relation of 'direct interaction' and license the intervening empty nucleus
(compare, for instance, no audible prefix yer before the same root-initial cluster
in Czech roz:breiel 'to start crying').

However, irrespective of whether Scheer's analysis of vowel-zero alterna-
tions in Czech prefixes is tenable, his interpretation of branching onset-like
clusters constitutes an interesting proposal. It is also clear that there is a need
within the Strict CV approach to express the relation between consonants in a
branching onset-like cluster, which corresponds to the constituent government

re Unlike in the Czech example
alternations in Polish. It always
od:pisat'to write back' and its ot

above, the root pls- 'write' exhibits no vowel-zero
appears with a lexically contentful vowel [i], as in
form od--pisywat.
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of standard GP. This is, for instance, necessary for the analysis of languages
whose phonology is sensitive to the distinction between 'open' (i.e. ending in
a vowel) and 'closed' (i.e. ending in a consonant) syllables and where
branching onset-like clusters do not make the preceding syllable closed. In
Dutch, for instance, vowels generally analysed as 'lax' or 'short', such as [e],
can only appear in closed syllables, as in [werpOn] 'to throw'. Branching
onset-like clusters do not make the preceding syllable closed. Therefore a form
such as *[zebra) 'zebra' is ill-formed and the correct pronunciation is [zebra],
with a tense mid vowel in the first syllable. Within a Strist CV approach there
is no obvious structural reason why the clusters [rp] and [br] should behave
differently since both are represented with an interuening empty nucleus: hLpl
and bhrl.

The need for a mechanism expressing relations between consonants in
separate onsets, namely, Inter-Onset Government, has independently been
recognised within standard GP theory. The question arises whether and to what
extent different tlpes of relations between consonants can be expressed in
terms of IO Government, and whether more than one ffie can be operative
within a language. For instance, Riffer (1995) argues that only right-headed IO
Government is active in Hungarian, which follows from setting the IO
parameter to right-headedness. On the other hand, Cyran (1998b) proposes to
recognise both left-headed and right-headed IO Government relations in Polish.
The former hold between consonants in a branching onset-like cluster, while
the latter involve coda-onset type of clusters. The idea behind this type of
approach is that any two melodically adjacent consonants can involve an IO
Government relation.

An adequate restatement of governing relations between consonants
requires an explicit theory of segmental structure. Moreover, it must be based
on an extensive cross-linguistic study of phonotactic restrictions on consonantal
adjacency. It therefore goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. Although I
will often refer to IO Government throughout this dissertation, I do not aspire
to propose an explicit theory of such Government.

1.4 Principles in conJlict

The principles of GP have essentially been assumed to be universal and
inviolable. However, it has often been noted in the literature that principles are
sometimes in conflict and that it is not always possible to meet all their needs
at the same time. Cases of conflicts between various constraints which conffol
vowel (in)audibility will also be considered in this dissertation.
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1.4. 1 Principle ranking

Within the standard GP framework, Charette (1990, 1991 , 1992) discusses the
conflict between Govemment Licensing and Proper Government (cf. $ 1.2.1.1

above). According to the latter mechanism, an empty nucleus followed by an

audible nucleus in the next syllable should remain silent. On the other hand,
Government Licensing requires a non-silent nucleus after a consonantal (coda-
onset or branching onset) cluster. In French, she observes, Govemment
Licensing prevails and a cluster is followed by an audible nucleus, e.g.
lpawDntr0l lparv1nir) *[parvnir] 'to reach'. On the other hand, in Polish, the
Govemment Licensing effects are absent. A cluster can be followed by a silent
empty nucleus, as in /u:br0daebl fu+rdai] *[u:brsdai] 'to imagine', which
means that Proper Government requirements are satisfied. These observations
lead Charette (1990, 1991) to the conclusion that in cases of conflict between
Government Licensing and Proper Government, languages can choose which
principle they give priority to. The choice of dominance, i.e. which pnnciple
takes precedence over which, is set parametrically in the grarnmar. In Charette
(1992) the ranking idea is given up in favour of introducing another parameter.
The Government Licensing parameter determines whether or not in a language
empfy nuclei can be government licensors.

1 .4.2 Universal rankings

Cyran (1996) looks for non-arbitrary motivation behind principle ranking
strategies. He argues that cases where, according to Charette, Proper Govern-
ment takes precedence over Government Licensing can in fact be due to a

different mechanism, namely to Inter-Onset Government, which licenses an

empty nucleus between specific consonants. Cyran claims that there is a

universal ranking of principles (with IO Government outweighing both Govern-
ment Licensing and Proper Government). Cross-linguistic differences follow
from the fact that evidence for the operation of, for instance, Proper Govern-
ment cannot be found at all in some languages. The universal principle
ranking, he suggests, can be derived from the Elsewhere Condition (cf.
Kiparsky 1973). The highly specific Inter-Onset Government is ranked highest,
and Proper Government, being less general than Government Licensing,
outranks the latter universal principle.

Cyran's proposal is intended to be highly restrictive and is therefore
certainly theoretically interesting. However, in its strongest version it would
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allow for very little cross-linguistic variation. Therefore Cyran also recognises
apparent principle conflicts conditioned by the licensing properties of (empfy)
nuclei (as suggested by Charette 1992). In other words, according to him, two
mechanisms can be responsible for principle conflict effects: ranking as well as

principle-related parameters. The duality of this approach seems to weaken the
whole argument.

The issue of principle ranking is also taken up in Cyran & Gussmann (to
appear), this time with respect to the apparent conflict between Inter-Onset
Government and Proper Government in Polish. It is proposed that the necessity
of contracting IO Govemment relations before establishing PG relations
follows from the universal requirement that licensing relations (in this case,

relations before melodically adjacent consonants) have priority over licensing
segrnents (i.e. licensing empty nuclei by PG). The position taken by Cyran &
Gussmann implies that cross-linguistic variation cannot involve different
rankings of the same principles in case of conflict.2o Their proposal is
reviewed in more detail in Chapter 7 of this dissertation.

Many PG advocates express the opinion that all the apparent cases of
principle conflicts can be resolved once the relevant principles are adequately
(re)formulated (Kaye, p.c.; Gussmann, p.c.).

1.4.i Violable constraints approach: Optimality Theory

A different position with respect to conflicts between universal well-formed-
ness conditions is advocated within the framework of Optimality Theory (OT)
(cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993, 1995; for discussions
of the theory, see Archangeli & Langendoen 7997, Roca 1997 and Dekkers et

dl., to appear). In OT well-formedness conditions are viewed as violable
constraints. The central claim of the framework is that all languages of the
world share the same set of universal well-formedness constraints, which are

ranked on a language-particular basis. The output forms of words must be
optimally well-formed, but not necessarily perfectly well-formed. They must
satisfo the top-ranked constraints, even if this is at the cost of violating some
lower ranked ones. They are not arrived at by serial derivation, but selected by
parallel comparison of all diverse possible output candidates. Cross-linguistic

20 The analysis of Mohawk facts in Chapter 3 below can be interpreted as counterevidence
to the postulated universal character of the ranking of IO Government above Proper
Government since the former have no influence on the latter. However, IO Govemment
relations in Mohawk function differently from those in Polish, namely only as negative
conditions on consonantal adjacency.
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variation is explained in terms of different rankings of the same set of
constraints. The attestability of various rerankings in the languages of the
world is a crucial claim of OT.

There is little interest in current OT literature in representational issues, on

which point OT crucially differs from the representation-oriented framework of
GP. OT is primarily a meta-theory of constraint interaction. In principle, the
OT idea of constraint ranking is independent of all the assumptions that one

makes about, e.g. the structure of segments or the syllable structure. Polg6rdi
(1998, to appear (a)) points out that for this reason Government Phonology and
OT are not incompatible and she argues for a combined GP+OT approach. She
proposes to interpret the principles of GP as ranked violable constraints and to
account for crossJinguistic variation in terms of different rankings of these

consffaints. This approach in fact follows the spirit of Charette's (1991)
original proposal concerning the different rankings of Govemment Licensing
and PG.

Polgfrdi points out that thanks to the mechanism of constraint ranking we
can dispense with the growing number of parameters in GP. For instance, she

proposes to reformulate the principle of Onset Licensing, which requires every
onset to be followed by a nuclear position (cf. $ l. 1.6 above), in terms of the
constraint Nuclrus. By allowing the violability of this constraint it is possible
to eliminate the domain-final licensing parameter. In a language where this
constraint is ranked high, there can be no consonant-final words, because every
consonant must be followed by a nucleus (and there is no mechanism which
could license final empty nuclei). In a language where Nuct-pus is ranked
lower than a constraint forbidding epenthesis, it is possible to have consonant-
final words. In the absence of a contentful word-final vowel no epenthesis will
take place and the representation will end in an onset consonant, and not in an

empty nuclear position, as generally assumed in GP. The ranking and
violability of various others consffaints based on the principles of Government
Phonology has also been suggested by, among others, Piggott (1995b) and
Harris (1994b).

The approach assumed in this dissertation also goes back to Charette's idea
of principle ranking and to the idea of violable constraints of OT. I assume that
phonological pnnciples are violable well-formedness consffaints. They are
ranked on a language-specific basis. Lower ranked constraints can be violated
if they conflict with higher ranked ones. The output forms of words must be as

well-formed as possible, but can be imperfect with respect to some (lower
ranked) well-formedness requirements. I also adopt the OT approach to the

directionality effects in prosodic structure. In Chapter 2 (5 2.2.7) I argue
against directional analysis in arriving at the correct forms. The output forms
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of words must be the best possible (i.e. 'optimal') with respect to the hierarchy
of well-formedness requirements, irrespective of whether they are examined
leftto-right or right-to-1eft. The edge-orientation of certain phenomena is

expressed in terms of constraints on the right/left AIIGNMENT of grammatical
categories, rather than as an effect of a directional formation of structure (cf,
e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1993a).

I choose the hierarchical ranking of well-formedness requirements over
parametric rankings of (pairs of) such requirements since I can see no
principled reason why only certain constraints could be ranked with respect to
one another. Adding a ranking parameter every time such ranking is observed
is an ad hoc solution. It does not provide a well-motivated limit to principle
ranking. On the other hand, although I assume a hierarchical ranking of all
well-formedness requirements, certain constraints do not ever make conflicting
demands, and hence their ranking is arbitrary. Moreover, one can still seek to
establish whether some constraints are universally ordered (as argued by Cyran
& Gussmann, to appear), or whether there is at least some unmarked order
observed in most languages.

I .5 Preview

This dissertation is divided into two parts, Part I: General, and Part II: Polish.
Part I contains Chapters l-4, while Part II includes Chapters 5-9. Basing
myself on the growing knowledge and understanding of stress systems, I
propose to revise considerably the current approach to vowel-zero alternations
in terms of Proper Govemment.

In Chapter 2 | lay out the new approach to Proper Government in terms of
several straightforward and violable constraints, which interact in determining
the well-formedness of PG relations. I focus on vowel-zero alternations and
long vowel shortening in Turkish and Yawelmani. Drawing on the observation
that the most unmarked type of a metrical foot is a left-headed trochee, I argue
that PG relations are universally left-headed. Within such an approach, the
phonetic realisation of a ghost vowel is related to its position as a governor in
a PG relation. This insight is expressed in terms of the HBno Auomu-trv
constraint, which requires the audibility of heads in PG relations. This con-
sffaint substitutes the E*pty Category Principle of standard Government
Phonology. Under the new approach, the phonetic emergence of an empty
nucleus is a manifestation of the prominence which is an attribute of the head
of a prosodic (PG) relation. It is parallel to stress placement. Long vowel
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shortening is also accounted for analogously to Trochaic Shortening, known
from the study of stress.

Apart from the audibility of the proper governor, all other aspects of the
well-formedness of PG relations (namely, their binarity and left-headedness,
the inaudibility of empty nuclei in a non-head position and the avoidance of
sequences of silent nuclei) are controlled by independent constraints. I argue
that by means of various (re)rankings of these constraints with respect to other
well-formedness constraints it is possible to account for the cross-linguistic
variation in the patterns of ghost vowel surfacing. The languages discussed
include Hungarian, Tignnya and Cairene Arabic.

Chapter 3 provides further evidence for the claim that the surfacing of
nuclei as a result of Proper Government involves their status as heads of
trochaic internuclear relations, i.e. prosodic heads. I discuss the behaviour of
ghost vowels in Mohawk, which involves not only alternations in terms of the
phonetic presence or absence of a ghost vowel, but also in terms of its
visibility or invisibility to stress. I show that the metrical invisibility of some
ghost vowels in this language is due to the fact that they are not heads in PG
relations. Such ghosts materialise due to restrictions on Inter-Onset Govern-
ment relations which function independently from PG relations. Nuclei which
are PG heads are always both audible and stress-visible.

Chapter 4 summarises the findings of Chapters 2 and 3 and concludes the
General Part of this dissertation.

Part II offers a study of the behaviour of Polish ghost vowels, the so-called
'yers'. I argue that Proper Government relations in this language, although
strictly binary, function similarly to stress in lexical accent systems, giving the
appearance of unbounded PG relations. More specifically, in lexical accent
systems, morphemes can be lexically specified as to whether they can bear
sffess. Heads of feet contained in unaccentable morphemes reject prosodic
prominence, i.e. they do not bear stress. The surface result involves sequences
of unstressed syllables. Morpheme unaccentability can be violated if it conflicts
with the prosodic preferences of another morpheme.

Similarly, in Polish some morphemes (roots as well as affixes) which
contain no lexically contentful vowels are lexically marked as unaccentable in
terms of PG structure. Empty heads of PG relations within unaccentable
morphemes reject prominence manifested by way of phonetic interpretation and
remain inaudible. This can result in sequences of silent nuclei, i.e. in complex
consonantal clusters on the surface, As in the case of stress, such unaccent-
ability can be violated in conflict situations.

In other words, I argue that the formation of PG relations in Polish is
subject to the same well-formedness conditions as in the languages discussed in
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Part I. PG relations in Polish are binary and trochaic, and phonetic realisation
is a property of PG heads. However, in Polish, the unaccentability of some
morphemes suppresses the phonetic appearance of the PG heads within such
morphemes, thus forcing violations of the Hneu AuotgtLITY constraint.

The discussion of Polish is spread out over Chapters 5-9. Chapter 5
provides preliminary information about the vocalic and the consonantal
inventories of Polish and exemplifies vowel-zero alternations in the language.
I also review some previous analyses of yers and of the complex clusters
which fail to be broken up by surfacing yers.

Chapter 6 is devoted to derived words containing suffixes which have no
lexically contentful vowels. There are two pafferns of yer surfacing found
under suffixation, both of which apparently run counter the predictions of the
theory of PG, as developed in Part I. The attachment of one group of suffixes
(Class A) results in sequences of audible yers in consecutive CV units, while
the attachment of another group of suffixes (Class B) is not accompanied by
the surfacing of any yers and results in complex clusters. I argue that both

ffies of suffixes are lexically specified as 'unaccentable'. Unaccentability
triggers their analytic parsing. Class A suffixes parallel pre-accenting mor-
phemes in lexical accent systems. They are lexically pre-specified as PG 'foot-
tails' and therefore must be parsed into a dependent position in a PG relation.
The head of this position must be the preceding root-final empty nucleus. The
nucleus which is in a PG head position within the root as well as the one pre-
accented by the suffix acquire phonetic interpretation. This can result in a

sequence of audible yers. On the other hand, Class B suffixes remain outside
the domain of the root to which they attach. Due to their unaccentability, the
surfacing of PG heads within such suffixes is suppressed. This results in
sequences of empty nuclei.

Suffix unaccentability is violated if it conflicts with the prosodic require-
ments of the following derivational suffix and with some general constraints on
the well-formedness of the word tree. Since an unaccentable suffix lacks an
audible head, it is incorporated into the word ffee as a weak branch, which
must be supported by an adjacent strong branch. Therefore the occurrence of
weak branches, i.e. unaccentable morphemes, within the word is subject to
well-formedness constraints. These are analogous to the consffaints which
determine the distribution of weak elements in meffical structure as well as in
PG relations. Adjacent unaccentable morphems are prohibited by the No Lapsr
constraint, applied at a higher representational level. Due to this constraint, the
unaccentability of one of adjacent morphemes must be violated. A strong and
a weak word tree branch together form a 'superfoot'. Such superfeet are left-
headed, as required by the constraint TRocHEE, applied to the word ffee
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structure. These word tree well-formedness constraints dominate in Polish over
morpheme unaccentability requirements.

Chapter 7 discusses roots with no lexically contentful vowels, which are
also interpreted as unaccentable. First, I review the approach put forward by
Cyran & Gussmann (to appear). Subsequently, I propose a new analysis, based
on root unaccentability and the inaudibility of PG heads within unaccentable
roots. I also discuss some cases where root unaccentability is violated. These
are mostly due to the requirements of the following derivational suffix and the
word tree well-formedness constraints.

The behaviour of yers in prefixes is analysed in Chapter 8. I argue that the
general analyic status of prefixes is due to a constraint which requires that the
beginning of every root designates the beginning of a phonological domain. As
in the case of roots and suffixes, prefixes with no lexically contentful vowels
are analysed as unaccentable. The synthetic parsing of (both accentable and
unaccentable) prefixes followed by unaccentable verbal roots and the appear-
ance of prefix yers, I suggest, is ffiggered by a consffaint which favours a
strong word tree branch at the beginning of a phonological domain.

Chapter 9 recapitulates the results of the analysis of Polish yers presented
in Part II of this dissertation. Appendix 1 includes the list of consonantal
clusters in Mohawk. Appendices 2, 3 and 4 provide lists of Polish consonantal
clusters in word-initial, word-medial and word-final position, respectively.



Chapter 2

On trochaic Proper Government

2.1 Introduction

This chapter develops a revised approach to Proper Government, based on
several straightforward and violable consffaints which interact in determining
the well-formedness of PG relations. I argue that by means of various
(re)rankings of these constraints, it is possible to account for cross-linguistic
variation in the patterns of ghost vowel surfacing. In current Government
Phonology, such variation is attributed to the ON and OFF settings of various
mechanisms licensing empty nuclei. On the other hand, the present approach
goes back to the idea of language-specific rankings of universal principles, put
forward by Charette (1990, 1991) (see $ 1.3.1 above). A similar idea consti-
tutes the foundation of Optimality Theory (see $ 1.4.3). Several constraints that
I appeal to below were originally formulated in the latter framework.

In the first section of this chapter ($ 2.1) I discuss the issue of head
orientation in PG relations. I compare the standard analysis of some Moroccan
Arabic data in terms of righrheaded PG with an alternative account, adoptrng
left-headed PG, and point out the advantages of the latter. In $$ 2.1-2.4I focus
on vowel-zero alternations and long vowel shortening in Turkish and Yawel-
mani.r I review previous accounts proposed within the framework of Govern-
ment Phonology and identify problems involved with them, and argue that the
adoption of left-headed PG makes possible a more insightful analysis. Within
such an approach, the phonetic realisation of an empty nucleus is related to its
role as a governor in a PG relation. This insight is expressed in terms of the
Hnan AunB[ITY constraint, which requires the audibility of heads in PG
relations. This constraint substitutes the Empty Category Principle of standard
Govemment Phonology. I propose that other aspects of the well-formedness of
PG relations, such as the binarity of PG relations, their left-headedness and the
inaudibility of empty nuclei in non-governor positions, are each controlled by
an independent and straightforward constraint. In $$ 2.5-2.6 I discuss violations
of some of these consffaints in certain contexts in Hungarian, Turkish, Tigrinya
and Cairene Arabic. Since the present approach makes domain-final licensing
superfluous, some arguments generally adduced in favour of this licensing
mechanism are reconsidered in $ 2.7. $ 2.8 concludes.

I These sections include a considerably revised and extended version of an analysis
presented in van der Hulst & Rowicka (1997) and Rowicka (to appear).
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2.1.1 The headedness of internuclear relations

Proper Government is viewed as a kind of internuclear relation, like relations
which are involved in sffess, tone phenomena and vowel harmony. At the
nuclear projection level, where such relations are contracted, the head-
orientation (i.e. the position of the head with respect to the govemee) in
governing relations is not fixed, but varies from language to language. For
instance, vowel harmony systems vary with respect to whether the harmonic
feature is spread rightwards within a domain, as in Hungarian (cf. V6go 1980)
and Turkish (cf. Lees 196l and Polg6rdi, to appear (b)) or leftwards, as in
Zulu (cf. Doke 1969 and Harris 1987) and Yoruba (cf. Archangeli & Pulley-
blank 1989, 1994). In stress systems both left-headed metrical feet (trochees)

and right-headed feet (iambs) have been recognised. Trochees have, for
instance, been used in the analysis of English and Dutch word stress (cf. Kager
1989), and iambs in the analysis of Hixkaryana (cf. Derbyshire 1985) and Weri
(cf. Boxwell & Boxwell 1966).

The phonetic correlates of stress are usually considered to be pitch
movement, duration and intensity. However, it has been observed that in
trochaic feet the distinction between the head of the foot and its dependent is
typically that of intensity. On the other hand, iambic stress pafferns are said to
usually involve a strong durational distinction between the head and the
dependent preceding it. This distinction can, for instance, be manifested as the
lengthening of the vowel in the foot head position or as the reduction of the
vowel in the dependent position. This observed asymmetry between trochaic
and iambic systems has been formulated as the iambic-trochaic law by Hayes
(198s, 1991).

A Proper Government relation befween a contentful vowel and an empfy
nucleus can be viewed as analogous to the relation between the head and the
dependent in a metrical foot, where the dependent is reduced to phonetic zero.
Assuming the correctness of the iambic-trochaic law, one can expect Proper
Government relations to be typically iambic.

There are, however, facts which undermine the validity of the iambic-
trochaic law. On the one hand, neither vowel reduction in weak metrical
positions nor vowel lengthening in sffong positions is a purely iambic
phenomenon (cf.Revithiadou & van de Vijver 1996). Trochaic metrical
systems with vowel reduction include, for instance, English and Dutch (cf.
Kager 1989), late Latin (cf. Jacobs 1986) and Old Irish (cf. Thurneysen 1961).
Lengthening in strong positions in trochaic feet occurs, for instance, in
Mohawk (see Chapter 3) and in Italian (cf. Hall 1948). On the other hand, the
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status of right-headed feet in metrical theory is weaker than that of left-headed
feet. The trochee is cross-linguistically the most common type of foot found in
rhythmic languages, while the iamb is a more marked option (cf. Dogil 198 1

and the tables of dominant stress placement in Hyman 1977b). The trochaic
pattern is also unmarked in first language acquisition (cf. Allen & Hawkins
1978 and Fikkert 1994). Moreover, cross-linguistically, ffochees, and not
iambs, generally play a role as basic templates in prosodic morphology (cf.
Kager 1994).

Given these facts, van de Vijver (1995, 1996, 1998) proposes that an iamb
is not a primitive of phonological theory in the way a trochee is. In metrical
systems, he claims, there is no parametric choice between trochaic and iambic
feet. In terms of Optimality Theory (OT), such a choice has been expressed by
the parametric variable in Prince &. Smolensky's (1993) consffaint on the
rhythm type (or, foot form) RHTYps:Ieun/TnocHEE. Contrary to them, van de
Vijver argues that there is only a constraint which requires feet to be left-
headed. There is no 'mirror-image' constraint which requires feet to be righr
headed. Iambic feet only arise 'by accident'. They involve violations of the
constraint TRoCHEE due to the interaction of various factors, such as the
avoidance of a strong position word-initially in some languages.

From this perspective one can expect PG relations also to be left-headed,
rather than righrheaded. Yet in the majorify of work done within the frame-
work of GP, Proper Government is assumed to be right-headed. This is the
same head-orientation (i.e. the position of the head with respect to the
dependent) which was adopted in the first analysis of vowel-zero alternations
in terms of PG, the account of Moroccan Arabic in Kaye (1986-87). (Kaye
(1990: note 2l) makes a provision about the parametric nature of head-
orientation in PG.) However, as will be shown later in this chapter, the Empty
Category Principle, as it has been taken over from syntax, combined with left-
headed PG, can lead to wrong predictions.

In this chapter I put forward the claim that Proper Government is left-
headed and that left-headedness is in fact the only option in well-formed PG
relations.2 The new approach associates phonetic realisation with the head
status of the surfacing nuclei in PG relations. I begin by showing that cases

previously analysed in terms of right-headed PG, such as vowel-zero altema-
tions in Moroccan Arabic (cf. Kaye 1986-87), also yield to an analysis in terms

2 Charette (1991) considers the possibility of left-headed PG in Korean, Wolof and
van der Hulst (1991) suggests it for the analysis of Turkish and Yawelmani, Gibb
applies it in her analysis of Finnish and Yoshida (to appear) argues for it in
Arabic.

Pulaar,
(1ee2)

Cairene
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of left-headed PG. By analogy to the prominence patterns in stress feet, I will
refer to the left-headed Proper Government relations proposed below as

'trochaic PG', as opposed to the'iambic PG'of the standard theory.

2.1.2 lambic Proper Government in Moroccan Arabic (Kaye 1986-87)

Moroccan Arabic exhibits vowel-zero alternations which involve the vowel [+].
An example is given below (cf. Kaye 1992:151)3. Following the convention
adopted in Chapter 1, vowels alternating with zeto are underlined.

(1) a. [tan ktib]
b. ftan kitbu:]

'I am writing'
'we are writing'

Kaye proposes to analyse the vowels alternating with zero as lexically empty
nuclei. This is illustrated below (cf. Kaye 1992: 151-2):

(2) a. b.,/
ON.tt
xx

I

b

,Ar'- ao Nro N2ttll
xxxxtl
ktJ

+

lkubl

Nj

\xx
V

u

o Nro N2otrrlt
xxxxxrllk +t b

+

where 'r^'
, r/,

[k itbu:]

- (iambic) Proper Government
- domain-final licensing

Whether an empry nucleus is or is not phonetically realised, Kaye observes,
depends on the nature of the following vowel. Consider first (2)b, starting at
the end of the word. The final nucleus N, is lexically contentful and phoneti-
cally realised as [u:]. Therefore the preceding empty nucleus N, can remain
silent. On the other hand, N, must acquire phonetic realisation because it is
followed by silent Nr. The relations between empty and contentful nuclei are

expressed in terms of Proper Govemment, as shown in (2)b, where a contentful
nucleus is the governor and an empty one is its governee.

r Kaye (1992) recapitulates the analysis from Kaye (1986-87), with the addition of final
empty nuclei and their domain-final parametric licensing.
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Largely the same analysis holds for the sffucture in (2)a. Here, however, an

additional mechanism needs to be invoked to account for the behaviour of the
word-final empty nucleus Nr. The nucleus remains silent although it is not
followed by a contenful vowel. The fact that it is allowed to remain silent
cannot be explained in terms of Proper Government. Kaye attributes it to an

independent licensing mechanism which is restricted to domain-final positions
and regulated parametrically (domain-final licensing, cf. $ 1.2.8). Being itself
empty and licensed, N, cannot function as a proper governor for the preceding
nucleus. Therefore N, must acquire phonetic realisation. The empty nucleus N,
in the preceding CV unit can now remain silent.a

2.1.3 Moroccan Arabic and trochaic PG

As summarised above, Kaye's analysis requires two separate licensing
mechanisms, Proper Government and parametric domain-final licensing, to
account for the behaviour of empty nuclei in Moroccan Arabic. Recall (from

$ 1.2.8) that one of the arguments in favour of recognising domain-final
licensing as a licensing mechanism distinct from PG is that in some languages
final empty nuclei apparently have different licensing properties with respect to
their onsets. However, the use of two separate licensing mechanisms hardly
seems justified in Moroccan Arabic. Word-final silent empty nuclei have
properties no different than word-internal properly governed ones. This
suggests a possible analysis of ghost vowels in Moroccan Arabic in terms of
ffochaic PG, instead of iambic PG proposed by Kaye.

Consider first the plural form [kgtbu:], which contains a sequence of two
empty nuclei.5 The pattern of empfy nucleus surfacing in this word can easily
be accounted for by means of ffochaic Proper Government. The representation
in (3) contains a sequence of trrvo empty nuclei. If both of them remain
uninterpreted phonetically, such a sequence constitutes a 'lapse' in the
representation which can be compared to a sffess lapse formed by consecutive
unstressed syllables (see Selkirk 1984). A nuclear lapse of this sort is ill-
formed. There is no way in which both empty nuclei can be properly governed,

a In order to avoid the confusion between the traditional notion of the syllable (containing
an audible vowel and the consonants surrounding it) and the Onset + Nucleus sequences
postulated within a Strict CV approach, I follow the convention adopted in Chapter I and
refer to the latter as 'CV units'.

' The length of the final vowel is ignored here as irrelevant for the present discussion. The
representation of long vowels within a Strict CV approach is addressed later in this
chapter.

4t
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whether iambically or trochaically. By acquiring
resolves the lapse and can serve as a trochaic proper
empty nucleus Nr.

phonetic realisation, Nr
govemor for the following

(3) /--\
NrO N2

IJt
+

trochaic PG

?T,
bu

o
I

k

[k1tbu:]

Note that, unlike in the standard analysis in terms of iambic PG, the empty
nucleus which acquires phonetic interpretation in (3) is not one that remains
without a proper governor, but one which itself must properly govern. I argue
that the role as a proper governor is what forces N, to materialise phonetically.
This line of analysis boils down to the fairly uncontroversial requirement that
the governor in a governing relation must be phonetically present.

Consider now the singular form [kt:b]. It contains a sequence of three
empty nuclei, the middle one of which is phonetically realised:

(4) ?

ONr
I

k

,^\O N,O N,l'l't +b
+

[kt tb]

Assuming trochaic PG, the analysis proceeds as follows. The middle empty
nucleus N, in (a) is phonetically realised and properly governs the following
silent Nr. The empty nucleus N, remains ungoverned, but fails to be phoneti-
cally realised. This is indicated by a question mark over it. Under the ECP,
every ungoverned nucleus must be audible. This does not happen to Nl.
Notice, however, that in conffast with Nr, N, has no governing role to fulfil. I
argue that there is therefore no reason for it to be audible. Moreover, since it is
not adjacent to another silent nucleus, it does not constitute (part o0 a lapse. I
argue that such unpaired empty nuclei can remain silent.

The phonetic realisation of the empfy nucleus in the middle of a sequence
is the most efficient way of avoiding a nuclear lapse consisting of three
inaudible nuclei. The output form does not contain a sequence of silent nuclei
any more. The phonetic realisation of only N, or only N, would not serve the
purpose equally well, as shown below. The hypothetical representation in (5)a
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contains a nuclear lapse made up of empty and silent N, and Nr, while in (5)b
the lapse consists of N, and Nr. Given trochaic PG, there is one ungoverned
nucleus, Nr, in the first of the representations and two ungoverned ones, N,
and Nr, in the other one. Another flaw of the representation in (5)b is that the
surfacing empty nucleus N, is not followed by another non-surfacing one.

(5) a.

43

ON,ON,l'l'k Jt
+

?

O N',

I

b

b.??
o Nro N2o N3ltl
k t bJ

*[ktb:]

Another possible, but incorrect, output form, represented in (6) below, suffers
from the same shortcoming. In this case the first phonetically surfacing
nucleus, N,, is followed by another phonetically surfacing nucleus Nr, which
properly governs final inaudible Nr.

*[kitb]

(6)
o N,o N.l-lt Jb

+
*[k +tib]

oNr
IKJ

+

The audibility of N, in (6) and N, in (5)b runs against the observation on
which the theory of Proper Government has been based, namely, that cross-
linguistically, a phonetically realised empty nucleus is generally followed by a

silent one. Notice that this generalisation can straightforwardly be expressed in
terms of trochaic PG: a realised empty nucleus has a silent proper governee to
its right.

In this section I have shown that the facts of Moroccan Arabic analysed in
Kaye (1986-87) in terms of iambic PG can also be dealt with adopting the
opposite headedness of PG relations. In this case no appeal needs to be made
to domain-final licensing. In the following section I will argue that vowel-zero
altemations in Yawelmani and Turkish can adequately be accounted for under
the same assumption.
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2.2 Trochaic PG and vowel-zero alternations in Yawelmani and Turkish

Yawelmani is an aboriginal language of North America. It is a dialect of
Yokuts, spoken in South Cenffal California.u The main source on Yokuts is
Newman 09aa); others include Kroeber (1907), Newman (1946) and Gamble
(1978). It has been widely discussed in the linguistic literature. See, e.g.

Kuroda (1967), Kisseberth (1969), Kenstowicz & Kisseberth (1979), Archan-
geli (1984), (1985), (1989), (1991) and Noske (1993). The examples below are

taken from Kenstowrcz &, Kissebenh (1979).
Turkish is the largest language (in terms of the number of speakers) in the

Turkic family. It is the official language of Turkey, also spoken in Cyprus and
the Balkans. For facts and discussion see, e.g. Lees (1961), Foster (1969),
Clements & Sezer (1982), van der Hulst & van de Weijer (1991) and Kornfilt
(1986, 1997). The examples below come from Kornfilt (1986, 1997).

Both Yawelmani and Turkish exhibit vowel harmony effects, which are

also visible in the examples below. Vowel harmony will be left out of
discussion in what follows, as it is immaterial for the present analysis.

2.2.1 The data

Consider the following examples of vowel -zero alternations in Yawelmani and
Turkish. Ghost vowels, i.e. vowels alternating with zero, are [i] in Yawelmani
([u] when subject to rounding vowel harmony) and high back unrounded [ +] in
Turkish ([u] when subject to rounding harmony, [i] under fronting harmony, or
front rounded [y] when subject to both types of harmony). As illusffated in (7),
both in Yawelmani and Turkish a cluster of two consonants appears root-
finally if a vowel-initial suffix follows. Moreover, the cluster is broken up by
a surfacing ghost vowel before a suffix which starts with a consonant.

(7) a. Yawelmani

[?ugnal] 'might drink' [?ggnhun]
[?ugnon] 'will drink' [?uggnmu]
flihmal] 'might run' fiihimhin]
[ihmen] 'will run' flihimmi]

'drinks'
'having drunk'
'runs'
'having run'

6 As Leanne Hinton reports (cf. Linguist List, 1 May 1996), there are close to 20 speakers
left. They call their language 'Yolum'ni' and claim that the name 'Yawelmani' is an error.
However, given its widespread use, I keep the apparently incorrect name.
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b. Turkish
NOMINATIVE

laktll
lburunl
[5ehir]
[bahls]

ACCUSATIVE

[akl +]

[burnu]
[5ehri]
[bahsi]

LOCATIVE

Iakilda]
fbualnda]
[Sehirde]
[bahiste]

'intelligence'
'nose'
'city'
'bet'

2.2. 2 Epenthetic analysis

Since the qualify of the surfacing vowel is predictable, vowel-zero altemations
exemplified above have mostly been analysed in terms of vowel epenthesis
which breaks up impermissible consonantal clusters. Yawelmani allows only
syllables of the types 'CV', 'CVC' or 'CW' on the surface. Turkish addi-
tionally allows for some 'CVCC' syllables. The tolerated types of syllable-final
consonantal clusters involve sonorant + obstruent clusters (as in alt 'bottom'),
voiceless fricative * oral plosive (as in Eift'colple') and the cluster [ks] (as in
rala 'dance'). Epenthesis applies whenever a sequence of consonants arises
which cannot be exhaustively syllabified. Consider, for instance, the syllabifi-
cation of Turkish [burnu] vs. [burun] according to Komfilt (1986: 81-83).

oACVtt
nu

CVCttt
bur

In (8)a the stem-final consonant [n] can sffaightforwardly be syllabified into
the onset of the following suffix-initial vowel [u]. No epenthesis takes place. In
(8)b, however, no vowel follows the consonant [n]. Since the sequence [rn] is
not a possible syllable-final cluster in Turkish, ["] cannot be syllabified into
the preceding syllable. Vowel epenthesis must take place, inserting a vowel
before the extrasyllabic consonant and creating a new syllable.

(8) a.

o
./1CVll

bu

o
I+V-+
I

u

CVCCllll
burn

CVCltrrun

CVCLlttt
burn

b.
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2.2.3 Turkish and Yawelmani as Strict CV languages

The epenthetic approach outlined in the preceding section assumes that any
consonantal cluster can be syllabified as a coda-onset sequence. While in the
case of [bur.nu] (where separates syllables) the supposed coda [r] is
followed by an arguably less sonorous [n] in the onset, this is not the case in
[ak.l +]. There [k] must be supposed to occupy the coda before more sonorous

[] in the onset. Such syllabification is ruled out in standard (i.e. not Strict CV)
Government Phonology since the sequence [kl] cannot contract a well-formed
(righrheaded) interconstituent governing relation (cf. Coda Licensing, $ 1.2.7).

One must therefore posfulate empty nuclear positions in between such
consonantal sequences.

A consequence of the Strict CV framework, adopted in this dissertation, is
the postulation of a nuclear position after every consonant. It is the fundamen-
tal assumption of the model that every consonantal position, i.e. 'C', is
followed by a nuclear position, i.e. 'V'. However, whether or not one wants to
commit oneself to a Strict CV analysis of all languages, I argue that there is
good evidence against branching constituents in Yawelmani and Turkish. Both
languages impose severe restrictions on consonantal clusters (cf. Newman
1944, 1946 on Yawelmani, Clements & Sezer 1982 and Kornfilt 1997 on
Turkish). Yawelmani does not tolerate any consonantal clusters word-initially
or finally, and word-medial clusters are limited to two consonants. Even for an

adherent of standard Government Phonology, such facts indicate that there are

neither branching onsets nor codas in Yawelmani. Arguments in favour of
interpreting Yawelmani and Turkish long vowels as consisting of two nuclei,
rather than as branching nuclei, will be presented later in this chapter.

The situation is a little less straightforward in Turkish. Like Yawelmani, it
does not allow for word-initial clusters, which indicates that it has no branch-
ing onsets either. However, the fact that word-final consonantal clusters which
meet the GP conditions on coda-onset sequences are tolerated can be inter-
preted as evidence in favour of branching rhymes in Turkish. This is the
position taken by Harris & Vural (1995). A disadvantage of such an approach
is the indeterminacy it produces with respect to word-medial clusters. Such

clusters can then be represented either as sequences of onsets across a silent
nucleus, or as coda-onset clusters.

On the other hand, under a Strict CV analysis, every cluster invariably
involves a sequence of onsets. The fact that certain clusters resist epenthesis
(i.e. ghost vowels fail to break them up) can be attributed to Inter-Onset
Govemment relations between the members of such clusters, which license the
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intervening empty nucleus and prevent its phonetic surfacing (cf. $ 1.2.8 and

$ 2.s).

2.2.4 Analysis under trochaic PG

The surfacing of ghost vowels in Yawelmani and Turkish can straightforwardly
be accounted for within a Strict CV framework as the phonetic realisation of
lexically empty nuclear positions due to trochaic Proper Govemment. This is
shown below. Forms with no ghost vowels are represented in (9).

(9) a. Yawelmani and trochaic PG (no ghost vowels)

,-roN,oN2oN3+oN4oN5
I l' I ' | ' l' I r

?ugnJJal
Reduction

[?ugnal]

b. Turkish and trochaic PG (no ghost vowels)

N3+Ol l
+

oN,oN2l'l
ak

o

Reduction

[akl +]

In both forms above the consonants which end up adjacent on the surface (tgn]
in (9)a and [kl] in (9)b) are separated by an empty nuclear position Nr. The
empty nucleus is trochaically properly govemed by the preceding contentful
nucleus N,.

The stem-final consonants are also assumed to be followed by an empfy
nucleus Nr. The suffixes [u] in (9)a and [ +] in (9)b, on the other hand, are
represented with an initial empfy onset position. The postulation of these empty
positions follows from the assumption that syllable structure (or, more
specifically, Onset and Nucleus structure) is present in underlying representa-
tion. Lexical entries, such as stems and affixes, must be syllabified
underlyingly. There is no representational level at which any lexical entries are
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not well-formed in terms of syllabic structure.' A stem cannot end in an onset
which is not licensed by a following nucleus. A nucleus, on the other hand,
such as the suffix vowel No, always licenses an onset position before it,
whether or not there is a consonant to fill it. Suffixation may therefore result in
a sequence of an empfy (stem-final) nucleus and an empty (suffix-initial) onset,
which is the case in both (9)a and (b) above. Such redundant empty sequences
seem to be ignored by phonology altogether. Gussmann & Kaye (1993)
propose, after Vergnaud (1982), that they are universally removed from the
representation by convention, known as reduction:

( 10) Reduction
An empty nucleus followed by a pointlesss onset are removed from
any phonological representation in which they occur.

The reason behind reduction is, one can argue, the avoidance of onsetless
syllables and unnecessary structure. Reduction applies to N, and the following
onset in (9)a and (b). The output representations contain only one empty
nucleus in N, which is properly governed and silent.e For the sake of simplic-
ity, from now on sequences subject to reduction will be omitted from represen-
tations.

One more comment is in order with respect to the representation in (9)b.
Kaye (1990) assumes that every surface occurrence of [+] in Turkish is a
realisation of an unlicensed empty nucleus. Therefore in a language where

'This follows both from the Uniformity Condition, which requires phonological represen-
tations to be directly interpretable at every level (cf. Kaye 1995: 292) and from the
Projection Principle, which rules out any form of resyllabification (cf. KLV 1990: 221).
I 'Pointless' means here 'not dominating a skeletal point', not 'meaningless'.
e According to Harris (1997), reduction involves overlaying of nuclei at domain edges, as

represented below:

(1)

t...

ON
llNx xl I

| '.-- i...ct
V

This is a matter of interpretation, rather than a formal mechanism. In the course of
phonetic interpretation the edges of the stem and the suffix overlap so as to avoid
redundant empty structure. However, Harris does not consider cases where the empty
nucleus subject to reduction is preceded by another empty nucleus.
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parametric dornain-final licensing is active, which according to him is the case

in Turkish, there is no reason why [ +] should ever be audible word-finally.
Kaye proposes that the Turkish accusative suffix [ +], e.g. in [mera:k +], is in
fact a 'disyllabic' long vowel consisting of two empty nuclei separated by an
empty onset. This is represented below, where 'X' is a 'mysterious consonant
which is not realised phonetically for one reason or another' (cf. Kaye 1990:

31e).

(1 1)

The final empty nucleus No is then parametrically licensed and indeed silent,
the preceding 'ghost' consonant is not pronounced either, and unlicensed N,
surfaces as [+]. As Polg6rdi (1998, to appear (a)) obserues, a serious weakness
of this proposal is that word-final [ +] is fairly common in Turkish and there is
no independent evidence for the final silent Onset + Nucleus sequence in such
words. This is one of the reasons why Polgirdi proposes to discard domain-
final licensing altogether. According to her, consonant-final words contain no
word-final empty nuclei, but end in an onset position. Word-final [ +], as in
[mera:k +] and [akl +], is simply a realisation of an unlicensed empty nucleus.

Contrary to both Kaye and Polg6rdi, I assume that not every surface
occurrence of [ +] is a phonetic realisation of a lexically empfy nucleus. In all
the languages analysed in this dissertation, ghost vowels have phonetically
identical counterparts which do not alternate with zero. However, since I do
not address issues of segmental strucfure here, I refrain from making any
specific proposals concerning the representational difference between altemat-
ing and non-alternating [+] in Turkish.t0

Coming back to the vowel-zero alternations illustrated in (7), consider
Yawelmani and Turkish words where ghost vowels do materialise, represented
in (12) below.rrNeither in (12)a nor (b) is the stem-final empty nucleus

r0 Harris (1994: l8l-82) addresses an analogical problem in English, namely, the distinc-
tion between an inaudible empty nucleus and a 'stable' final schw&, €.9. in Dinah. He
suggests that the neutral element @ functions as the head in a 'stable' schwa, while it does
not do so in an inaudible empty nucleus.
tt Nothing really hinges on the representation of the vowel [i] in the aorist suffix -hin as

empty or contentful. Since it does not alternate with zero it was interpreted as underlying
[i], e.g. by Kenstowicz &. Kisseberth (1979) and Noske (1993). On the other hand, Kuroda

r'
o N3o N4llrr
xxxxtlKX

N2

\
XX
V

a

o Nroltt
xxxtlt
me r
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subject to reduction: in (12)a it is followed by a contentful onset, while in
(12)b it is word-final. Consequently, both representations contain a sequence of
empty nuclei, N2 and N3. In both cases the nucleus N2 acquires phonetic
interpretation in order to properly govern the following Nr.

(12) a. Yawelmani ghost vowels and

o N, o ,fi-*,ll'll?us+n
u

[?uggnhun]

b. Turkish ghost vowels and

trochaic PG

oN4oN5rll
hun

trochaic PG

oNr
I

4

--r.oN2oN3lt
kJl

+

lak:ll

The surfacing of a ghost vowel in (12)a and (b) is then triggered by a sequence
of two empfy nuclei. If both of them remain silent, such a sequence constitutes
a 'lapse' in the representation. It is ill-formed, like a stress lapse, i.e. a

sequence of unstressed syllables, in a rhythmic language. The materialisation of
a ghost vowel is caused by the fact that in such a sequence the leftmost
nucleus must act as the head of a left-headed Proper Govemment relation.

Notice an advantage of trochaic PG over iambic PG which is evident from
the representations in (12): no independent mechanism is needed to license
final empty nuclei. They are simply properly govemed by the preceding vowel.
They could not possibly be subject to iambic PG, because no potential
governor follows. This is why a separate licensing parameter had to be
postulated in the standard theory. Under the present approach, flo special
mechanism is necessary to license such nuclei.

(1967) and Archangeli (1984) analyse it as epenthetic, and Kaye (1995) as empty. For the
sake of simplicity of analysis I represent the vowel as contentful. However, the opposite
assumption would not bear on our analysis since the nucleus in question is always
followed by the morpheme-final empty nucleus nucleus which needs to be properly
governed.
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It is conceivable that, in order to resolve the lapse in the above representa-
tions, a ghost vowel could surface in the N, position, rather than in the N,
position. Such hypothetical forms are represented below. The hypothetical form
in Turkish is in fact homophonous with the ecc form of the relevant word (cf.
(7)b above). I have argued above that the lexical representation of the ecc
suffix must be different from that of the Turkish ghost vowel.

5l

(13) a. Yawelmani

o ofi-i,,
ll'lL?ug

'2 For the same reason another potential
formed since the final surfacing (empty)

variant of the Yawelmani word *[?ugnghnu] is ill-
nucleus is not followed by a silent governee.

oN.orl
nJh

u

ON,t'1+
+

T.?N5
un

*[?ugnuhun]

b. Turkish

oNroN2lt
ak

*[akl i]

In both representations in (13) N, properly governs Nr, leaving N: urgoverned.
According to the ECP, an ungoverned empty nucleus must acquire phonetic
realisation. This is what happens in (13). However, such output forms are not
well-formed, either in Yawelmani or in Turkish. Cross-linguistically, a
surfacing empty nucleus is generally followed, and not necessarily preceded, by
a silent one. This can be expressed in terms of ffochaic PG as a requirement
that a surfacing empty nucleus must have a silent governee.'' Trochaic PG
combined with the ECP makes wrong predictions.

2.2.5 The ECP revised: well-formedness constraints on PG relations

The ill-formedness of the representations in (13) indicates that the change of
head-orientation in the analysis of Proper Government relations also necessi-
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tates a revision of the ECP. The ECP, formulated under the assumption that
PG is iambic, dictates that every ungoverned empty nucleus must surface
phonetically. On the other hand, under trochaic PG the surfacing of an empty
nucleus must be related to its role as a proper governor with respect to the
following empty nucleus. To accommodate this generalisation into a theory of
trochaic PG, I propose to replace the ECP by the HEen Aunm[ITY constraint,
given in (1a).

(14) Hneo Auorcrurrv
The governor in a Proper Govemment relation must be audible.

Although the constraint in (1a) refers to Proper Government heads, it is clearly
a specific instance of a more general, intuitively unconffoversial, requirement
that goveming heads must be audible.

Hreo AUotettlTv preserves the ECP insight that empty nuclei remain
inaudible, or they acquire phonetic realisation, depending on their role in PG
relations. In contrast to the ECP, HEAD AuoBtI-ITY does not focus on the

question when empty nuclei can remain silent, but when they must have
phonetic realisation. I 3

I claim that the inaudibility of proper governees follows from an indepen-
dent well-formedness constraint which in general prohibits changes of the make

up of segments in phonological representations. ln the OT literature, such

constraints have been labelled IpBNury (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995). I will
refer to the relevant consftaint as InrNTITY(0). Put simply, it requires that
ozero' nuclei have null phonetic realisation. The consffaint refers to all empty
nuclei, irrespective of whether they are proper govemees or governors. It is the

ranking of Hneu Aunm[ltv above IopNrtry(O) that guarantees the phonetic
realisation of those empty nuclei which are PG heads, despite the prohibition
expressed by InrNrtrv(0).'o

13 HeeD Auuglltrv resembles the proposal of Gussmann (1997). According to both
analyses an empty nucleus surfaces in order to properly govem another empty nucleus.

Otherwise it remains silent. However, contrary to the present approach, Gussmann's
analysis of Polish presupposes iterative application of iambic PG. Some of the facts which
serve as basis for Gussmann's proposal will be addressed and reanalysed in Chapter 7 of
this dissertation.
14 The opposite ranking, IoENrrrv(O) above Hpeu AuomtLttv, predicts a language in
which the formation of Proper Government relations cannot trigger the phonetic realisation
of any lexically empty nuclei. I assume that such is the ranking in languages infamous for
their vowelless words, for instance, Nuxalk (Bella Coola; cf. Bagemihl 1991) and Imdlawn
Tashlhiyt Berber (cf. Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985). The postulation of PG relations in such
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Hgen Aunmlllrv in itself does not require proper governing heads to have

silent governees. This follows from an independent constraint on the binarity of
Proper Govemment relations:

(15) Btt't,q,ntrv
Proper Government relations are binary.

Bmarury is analogous to the branching requirement on metrical feet (Foor
Bmerurv), well-known from the literature (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1986,

Kager 1989, 1993, Prince & Smolensky 1993). In the languages discussed in
this dissertation, BnqeRlrv is obeyed, which indicates its very high ranking
cross-linguistically. For instance, in (13)a surfacing N3 is followed by
contentful No, while in (13)b N3 is the last nucleus in the word. In both forms
N, is then the head of a degenerate (non-branching) PG foot. Such feet are
prohibited by BthteRrrv. The fact that the representations in (13) are unaccept-
able indicates high ranking of this constraint in Yawelmani and Turkish.

Finally, the head-orientation in PG relations is determined by yet another
constraint:

(16) Tnocsrp
PG relations are left-headed.

In other words, I claim that left-headedness is not a parametric option, but the
only option in PG relations. This is parallel to the claim made with respect to
metrical feet by van de Vijver (1998). As far as PG relations are concerned,
the existence of the constraint TRoCHEE, and the non-existence of consffaint
IeNae (or a parameter setting the head-orientation in PG relations to right-
headed), predicts that in no language can the default strategy to resolve a lapse

of two empty nuclei be the phonetic realisation of the rightmost one. However,
ItO (1986, 1989) and Noske (1993) report such patterns in Cairene Arabic and
Tigrinya, respectively. For a discussion, see $ 2.6 below.

Under the new approach, the surfacing of an empty nucleus is analogous to
assigning (rhythmic) sffess. A syllable gets stressed if it is the head of a

metrical foot, otherwise it remains unstressed. Well-formed feet should be
branching, i.e. the stressed foot head should be accompanied by an unstressed
dependent. Similarly, iln empty nucleus must surface if it is the head in a PG

languages is by and large
of them, such as somehow
expressed in terms of 'PG

redundant (unless independent evidence can
different prosodic status of empty PG heads,
feet').

be found in favour
or word size limits
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relation (cf. Hsen Auomrtrv). Such a PG head, i.e. a nucleus realised
phonetically, must be followed by a PG governee, i.e. a silent nucleus (cf.
Bnqnnrry and Tnocunn).

Within the model developed in this dissertation, the behaviour of empty
nuclei is governed by a number of straightforward constraints, each of which
refers to only one aspect of the well-formedness of PG relations. Each
consftaint is fairly uncontroversial in itself and is parallel to a constraint
postulated in the literature on metrical relations. Each can also be ranked
individually with respect to other well-formedness constraints in the grammar.
This implies that, for each consffaint, a possible language is predicted where
this constraint is violated. Indeed, in Chapters 6-8 I discuss violations of Hpeo
AUnBLITY in Polish. In Chapter 3, I argue that in Mohawk PG dependents are
phonetically realised, which involves violations of InrNurv(0). A case of
Bn-teRlrv violation in Polish will be pointed out in Chapter 7. The violability
of the constraints Bn+eruty and TRocunB is also discussed in $ 2.6 below.

2.2.6 No L,epst

A sequence of silent nuclei constitutes a lapse analogous to a lapse in meffical
structure created by a sequence of unstressed syllables. Stress lapses are
generally avoided in rhythmic languages and generally tolerated only under
special circumstances (e.g. to avoid clash with main sffess). Although the
notion of lapse is essential to the gnd theories of stress, where constituents like
feet play no role (cf. Selkirk 1984a), it has also been employed in approaches
where metrical structure is viewed as consisting of feet or bracketed grids. For
instance, van der Hulst (1994) appeals to the constraint No LAPSE, which rules
out sequences of weak (i.e. unstressed) syllables.t' It is given in (17) below.
The prohibition against lapses triggers foot formation, the result of which is
sffess assignment to one of the syllables within a foot. Due to this constraint,
(rhythmic) sffess is assigned to every other syllable in a sequence.

( I 7) No Lapse
* ww

oo

where 'w' stands for 'metrically weak'

t5 See, also Hung (1995) for a parallel constraint RsvrHu.
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I propose that the formation of PG relations and the surfacing of PG heads is
driven by the same constraint No LRPSe, operative at the nuclear projection
level where Proper Government relations are contracted. Inaudible nuclei
correspond to metrically weak vowels; hence their sequences are prohibited.

Note that a single inaudible empty nucleus never involves a violation of No
L.trsr, in whatever position in the word it occurs. Such a nucleus word-
intemally or finally is properly governed by a contentful nucleus in the
preceding CV unit (by trochaic PG). In the word-initial CV unit, a single
inaudible nucleus cannot be properly governed (because no potential governor
precedes it), but it does not constitute a lapse and No Lepsr is not violated.
There is no other empty nucleus for it to govem; hence no PG relation can be
contracted (due to BrNenrrY). HEAn AuomILITy cannot trigger the audibility
of a nucleus which is not a governor. Inrxrnv(6) insures its inaudibility. Such
an empfy nucleus resembles an unpaired syllable which is left metrically
unparsed because it cannot constitute a well-formed binary foot on its own. No
Lnpsg has nothing to say about such 'unparsed' empty nuclei.

2.2.7 Directionality of analysis

In GP, Proper Government relations are generally assumed to be established
directionally, right-to-left, starting at the right edge of the word. The opposite
directionaliry has only been proposed by Yoshida (to appear), who argues that
trochaic PG relations are formed from left to right in Cairene Arabic. The
direction of analysis can determine the output.

Compare the following two analyses (in terms of iambic PG) of a
representation which consists of a sequence of three empty nuclei, such as

Moroccan Arabic /rAtAbAl, analysed in $ 2.1. In (18) it is 'scanned' for well-
formedness from right-to-left, as required by the standard approach (cf. (2)a in
$ 2.1).

(18) Scanning right-to-left
,/
N3

55

o Nro Nrortt
k t,Lb

+

kt +b
+-+- directionality of analysis
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In (18) the final empty nucleus N, is parametrically licensed and remains
silent. It cannot itself govern the preceding empty nucleus. N2 must get
phonetic interpretation and can properly govem N,. The predicted paffern of
empty nucleus surfacing is: 0 A A -> 0Y A.

In (19) the same representation is scanned left-to-right, i.e. from the
beginning of the word. For clarity, the consecutive steps of the analysis are
illustrated separately below:

(19) Scanning left-to-right
a.

o Nro N2o N3rltk Jt b
++-+

b.

directionality of analysis

,/
N3

directionality of analysis
*kitib

As shown in (19)a, N, is the first empty nucleus to be encountered when the
analysis proceeds from left-to-right. At this point it is not followed by a

potential proper governor, because the next nucleus is also empty. Nr must
therefore be realised phonetically. N, is subsequently considered (cf. (19)b). It
also lacks a proper governor to its right and must acquire phonetic content.
Now it could govern an empty nucleus in the preceding CV unit. However,
strict directionality of scaruring resembles serial derivation. It implies that it is
not possible to reconsider the situation of the nuclei which have already been
scanned. N, has already been spelled out. Finally, empty N, gets parametrically
licensed in the domain-final position. The predicted pattern of empty nucleus
surfacing is different than in (18) and incorrect: A A A -+ *V V 0. (The same
result is achieved when analysing the same string directionally left-to-right in
terms of trochaic PG.) In order to exclude the pattern in (19), the right-to-left
directionality of scanning has been said to be fixed.

Trochaic PG is compatible with the standard right-to-left analysis. With
respect to all the representations considered above, this direction of examin-
ation guarantees the correct outcome.

o Nlo Nrottlt
k +t Jb

+-+ +
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One ffiity, however, wonder if the well-formedness of representations
should depend on whether one examines them from the beginning to the end of
the word, or the other way round. Standard Government Phonology, where
branching constituents are recognised, has rejected the idea of directional
syllabification, on which other models rely heavily (cf., e.g. ItO 1986 and
Noske 1993). In GP, syllabification follows from the conditions on the
governing relations between segments and is entirely independent of the
direction in which segmental sequences are examined. This is an advantage of
the model.r6 It may therefore seem unsatisfactory that some other aspects of
represontational well-formedness still depend on directional examination.

I argue that the consffaints postulated above make a directional analysis
superfluous. BrNeRrry guarantees that a surfacing nucleus must have a
dependent, TRocHrn locates such a dependent to the right of the governor, No
Lepsp makes sure that sequences of inaudible nuclei are avoided, and Hreo
Auus[ITY and FatrH(0) together ensure that only PG heads acquire audibil-
ity. If there is an even number of empty nuclei in a sequence, the prediction is
that they will be exhaustively parsed into trochaic PG relations, irrespective of
the directionality of 'PG foot' formation and irrespective of whether any
contentful vowels precede or follow them (cf. (20)a). This is because such a

parse is the only way to avoid lapses and ill-formed PG relations. On the other
hand, if there is an odd number of empty nuclei in a sequence, the only way to
avoid a lapse is to leave the leftmost empty nucleus unparsed (or parsed with
the preceding contentful vowel, if any) and form binary PG relations on the
remaining empty nuclei (cf. (20)b). Leavin g any other nucleus in the sequence
ungoverned creates a lapse, as shown (underlined) in (20)c and (d).

(20) a.

(...v) at a2 a3 a4 ry...)JJ
VV

b.nn
(...v) 01 a2 a3 a4 as ry...)JJ

VV

'u Different directionality parameters in syllabification have been argued to make correct
predictions, among others, about the variation of the epenthesis site cross-lignuistically.
How such facts can be dealt with under the present approach; see later in this chapter.
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as ry...)

c' 11* (...v) at a2

+
V

n
% a4 as ry.")
J
V

a^

J
V

al
J
V

az a3

Notice that (20)b, (c) and (d) contain one ungoverned empty nucleus each (0,
and 0r, respectively) if the sequence of empty nuclei is word-initial (i.e. 0, is
not preceded by a contentful vowel). This is because there is no way of parsing
exhaustively an odd number of nuclei into binary relations. However, the
representations in (20)c and (d) violate the No Lepss requirement, while the
one in (20)b does not. This is why (20)b is more satisfactory in terms of well-
formedness than (20)c and (d). Once the No LepsE requirement is adopted, no
directional analysis is necessary to guarantee the ill-formedness of (20)c and
(d).''

I claim that it is the general maximal well-formedness of the output
representation that counts, rather than the directionality of analysis under which
this form can be arrived at (see, however, the discussion in $ 2.6 below). The
relevant well-formedness conditions include the prohibition against sequences

of silent nuclei (No LarsE), the binary restriction on PG relations (BINARITY),

the left-headed character of PG relations (Tnocunr) and the requirement that
the PG head is phonetically realised (Haen AuoBrIrY). The discussion in
$ 2.3 below will show that the restriction against vowel hiatus can also
influence the pattern of empty nucleus surfacing.

In 5 2.2 I have shown that the fasts concerning the surfacing of ghost

vowels in Yawelmani and Turkish can be straightforwardly dealt with in terms
of trochaic PG relations. Iambic PG is not at all necessary for an adequate

17 As Honor6 Kamany (p.c.) has pointed out to me, the postulation of No Lepsr makes it
largely redundant to assume any PG relations between a contentful nucleus and the

following empty nucleus. The surfacing of empty nuclei could then be viewed as a simple
strategy to resolve lapses and would not involve parsing empty nuclei into any kind of
relations. The difference between a PG approach and a No LepsE-only approach to vowel-
zero alternations is comparable to the one between a bracketed grid version vs. a grid-only
version of metrical theory. I am of the opinion that facts such as those in Mohawk,
considered in Chapter 3 below, justify the appeal to internuclear relations and hierarchical
prosodic structure in the analysis of ghost vowels.
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analysis of the facts. The formation of trochaic PG relations has been argued to
follow from several straightforward and violable well-formedness constraints.

Yawelmani and Turkish phonologies are characterised by another phenom-
enon which involves a fype of vowel-zero alternation, namely, long vowel
shortening. In $ 2.3 I will show that trochaic PG is more successful than
iambic PG in accounting for these altemations.

2.j Long vowel shortening in Yawelmani and Turkish
2.i.1 Facts

Long vowels in Yawelmani and Turkish shorten before a word-final consonant
and before a consonantal cluster. Some examples are given in (21), where the
relevant vowels are italicised.

(2 1) a.

b.

Yawelmani

[pana:hin]
[hoyo:hin]
[hiwe:tal]
[yawa:lal]

Turkish
POSS

[mera:k +]

[seva:b+]
[usr.l;lyti]

'arrives'
'names'
'might walk'
'might follow'

NOM

Imerak]
[sevap]
[uszlY]

[panal]
[hoyol]
[hiwethin]
Iyawalhin]

NOM PL

[meraklar]
Isevaplar]
[usulYlYer]

'might arrive'
'might name'
'walks'
'follows'

'curiosity'
'good deed'
'method'

In non-GP accounts the phenomenon is generally viewed as vowel shortening
in closed syllables (cf., e.g. Noske 1993). The idea behind such an analysis is
that in languages exhibiting closed syllable shortening, the syllable rhyme can
contain maximally two positions. These two positions can be filled either by a
short vowel and a single consonant, or by a long vowel (i.e. a long mono-
phthong or a diphthong). This is shown schematically in (22)a below.
Whenever a sequence of a long vowel and a consonant needs to be parsed into
the same syllable, one vocalic position must be deleted to make room for the
consonant, as shown in (22)b.
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(22) Closed syllable shortening
R

F--
VVC

J
a

To illustrate such an analysis, the Yawelmani word [panal] 'might arrive' is
represented in (23)a and the Turkish word [meraklar] 'curiosity-t'tou-rr-' in
(23)b.

(23) Closed syllable shortening
a. Yawelmani

ORORllrr\
p a n a a I

t

Long vowel shortening in Yawelmani has been analysed along these lines by
Archangeli (1984: 181).

2.3.2 Kaye (1990)

Kaye (1990) argues that, given the phonotactic restrictions imposed on syllable
sfructure in (standard) GP, in many cases the consonant before which shorten-
ing takes place should not be analysed as a coda. A consonant is allowed in the
coda position only if it is followed by a less sonorous (or, in terms of the
Complexity Condition, representationally less complex) consonant in the onset
(cf. the Coda Licensing Principle, $ 1.2.6). A word-final consonant, such as []
in Yawelmani [panal], is not followed by any other consonant. It may therefore
not be included in the coda of the preceding nucleus. A final empty nucleus
must be postulated and [] must be syllabified into its onset. Word-intemal

a.

or

Rt\
VV
VC

b.

b. Turkish
oRotlt
me r

Rr\
a a k

J
a

OR

,I J\
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clusters which trigger long vowel shortening often fail to meet the requirements
on well-formed coda-onset sequences. For instance, the Turkish word [merak-
larl carurot be phonologically syllabified as [me.rak.lar] because [] is more
sonorous than [k] and cannot license it in the coda position. The cluster [kl]
must be analysed as two onsets separated by an empty nucleus. This means
that the long vowels which undergo shortening are not in closed syllables at

all.
Given the above arguments, the words [panal] and [meraklar] (cf. (23)

above) are more adequately represented as in (2\a and (c). Related forms in
which no shortening takes place are given for comparison in (24)b and (d),
respectively.

,/

T, ?N3
a a I

J
shortening

,/
N,

,/
N5

6l

(24) a.

o Nro
lllp a n

h.

o Nro N2 o N3orrr\rrrp a n ae h i n
no shortening

o
I

r
? 

N3? 
T-

kla

oNroN2lttl
me t a

o Nrortl
me r

a
J

d.

shortening

N,ON,
\ll'aal(+

no shortening

Kaye concludes that the so called 'closed syllable shortening' in Yawelmani
and Turkish does not take place in a closed syllable at all. It involves the
shortening of a long vowel before an empty nucleus in the following CV unit.
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This is the case with N, in QQa and (c). In (2a)b and (d) there is no shorten-
ing of N, because the following nucleus, Nr, is not empty.

However accurate this observation is, it does not explain why shortening
should occur precisely in this context. Standard Government Phonology does
not predict any direct connection between an empty nucleus and the preceding
(branching) nucleus. Both in (24)a and (c) the empty nucleus which apparently
triggers the shortening is licensed. In Qa)a N, is licensed parametrically as

word-final, while in (24)c it is properly governed by the following contentful
No. Therefore no explanation is evident under Kaye's analysis for the Yawel-
mani and Turkish shortening phenomena.

Yoshida (1993) and Lowenstamm (1996) (see also Larsen 1995) seek a

principled account for the shortening of long vowels before empty nuclei. They
do not consider Yawelmani or Turkish specifically, but their analyses can be
extended to these languages.

2.3.3 Yoshida (199i)

Yoshida (1993) discusses the behaviour of long vowels before empty nuclei in
Palestinian Arabic. The facts are analogous to those of Yawelmani and
Turkish. In Palestinian Arabic the vowel [a] is regularly syncopated in open
syllables when the preceding vowel is also [a]. This is illusffated in (25)a
below. What is crucial for the present discussion is that the presence of a long
vowel in the preceding syllable blocks the syncope, as shown in (25)b. The
predicted form *[s6abkat] is illegitimate.

(25) a. [ddr0sat] *[d6rasat]

b. *[s6ab0kat] 
[s6abakat]

studied-r-sG-FEM
(cf. daras'idem-3-sc')
raced-:-sG-FEM
(cf, s6abak'idem-3-sc')

In a GP approach syncope involves delinking vocalic melody (or the lack of
autosegmental licensing) from a nuclear position which results in an empty
nucleus. The incorrectly predicted syncopated form contains a sequence of a

long vowel followed by an empty nucleus. This is the same configuration
which is prohibited in Yawelmani and Turkish.

Following Guerssel & Lowenstarnm (1988), Yoshida adopts a Strict CV
analysis of Arabic. He recognises no branching constituents, i.e. no branching
nuclei, rhymes or onsets. All surface consonantal clusters are represented as
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broken up by empty nuclei. All long vowels are interpreted as 'disyllabic', i.e.

they consist of two nuclei separated by an empty onset, as represented in (26).

(26) 'Disyllabic' long vowel (Yoshida 1993)
NONtl
XX

In order to account for the ill-formedness of a sequence of a long vowel and
an empty nucleus in Palestinian Arabic, Yoshida appeals to the concept of
govemment-licensing (cf. Charette l99l; see $ 1.3.1 above). Recall that
according to Charette's proposal, a consonant in the onset head position has to
be government-licensed by its nucleus in order to be able to govern another
consonant, either an onset complement or the preceding coda consonant. An
inaudible, properly govemed nucleus caru:rot be a government-licensor. (On the
other hand, parametncally licensed domain-final nuclei can be government-
licensors in some languages.)

Yoshida proposes to extend government-licensing to the heads of long
vowels. He proposes that in order to be able to govem its complement, a

nuclear head must be government-licensed by the following nucleus. A word-
intemal govemmentJicenser in Palestinian Arabic may only be a contentful
nucleus.rs The internuclear governing relations in [sfabakat], as represented
by Yoshida (1993:L52), are illustrated in (27) below. The long vowel [a:]
consists of two nuclei Nr and N2 which form a lefrheaded intemuclear
governing domain. The headship within the long vowel is evident from the fact
that N, always bears stress. In order to govern Nr, Yoshida argues, Nr must be
goverrrment-licensed by Nr. Syncope would result in an empty and silent
nucleus in Nr. Word-internal inaudible nuclei have no government-licensing
qualities. Silent N, could not govemment-license N,, Nr could not have a
complement in N, and no long vowel could surface. Therefore no syncope
takes place and the long vowel is preserved.

'8 In Palestinian Arabic, unlike in Yawelmani and Turkish, long vowels are not shortened
before word-final consonants, but only before word-internal consonantal clusters. In other
words, a contentful vowel can be followed by two empty nuclei in word-final position, but
not elsewhere. According to Yoshida, this is because in Palestinian Arabic parametrically
licensed domain-final empty nuclei, in contrast to properly governed (word-internal) ones,
can be govemment-licensors. For a discussion of word-final superheavy syllables within
the present model, see $ 2.5 below.
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(27)

CHAPTER 2

,/
N5

an internuclear governing relation
within a long vowel
internuclear government-licensing

I

o N3o N4ottttr
b a k a t

o
I

S

N,+N"
(2"

a

Is6abakat]

where '+'

Yoshida argues that the same analysis can be applied to other languages, such
as Choctaw, Luganda, Yawelmani and Turkish, in which the occumence of an
empfy nucleus triggers the shortening of the preceding long vowel.

Several objections can be raised against the above analysis. According to
Charette's proposal, the nuclear governor (i.e. the vowel) licenses its non-
nuclear governee (the onset head) to govern its complement. Thus, govern-
ment-licensing is based on an interconstituent governing relatioh (between the
nucleus and its onset). On the other hand, the government-licensing proposed
by Yoshida is not based on any such governing relation. There is no evidence
for internuclear government between the long vowel and the following nucleus
in (27). In particular, the idea that the head of the long vowel should be a
dependent of the following short vowel N, seems highly controversial. N, bears
primary stress and is thus the ultimate head of the whole word. On the other
hand, the sffucture in (27) implies that N, is at some level of representation a
governee of Nr. Therefor. Nr, and not N,, should be expected to be the head
of the word.

Another problem involved in this analysis is the multiplication of represen-
tational levels. The standard GP approach assumed by Yoshida postulates a

nuclear projection level where right-headed PG is contracted. The left-headed
internuclear government within the long vowel must take place at a different
level. Finally, right-headed govemment-licensing applies across the long vowel
internuclear government, and hence must hold at yet another level. None of
these levels can be identified with the level at which left-headed metrical
relations (i.e. trochaic stress feet) must be represented.

For these reasons Yoshida (to appear) rejects the analysis presented above.
He also comes to the conclusion, for which I argue below, that long vowel
shortening is related to Proper Government and that Proper Government is left-
headed, rather than right-headed.
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2. 3.4 Lowenstamm (1 996)

Lowenstarnm (1996) puts forward a different explanation for 'closed syllable
shortening' from the one reviewed above. He relates it to iambic Proper
Govemment. The same line of analysis is adopted in Larsen (1995) to account

for the restrictions on tonic lengthening in Italian in terms of a Strict CV
approach.

Under Yoshida's 'disyllabic' analysis, long vowels consist of two nuclei
linked to the same melody (cf. (26) above). Lowenstarnm (1996) adduces

arguments from compensatory lengthening in Latin that in a 'disyllabic' long
vowel configuration the first nucleus is contentful, whereas the second is
empty. A long vowel on the surface is the result of melodic spreading from a
contentful vowel to the following empty nucleus across an empty intervening
onset. To account for the fact that a long vowel may not be followed by an

inaudible nucleus he suggests that melodic spreading within a long vowel is

only allowed if the target empty nucleus is licensed by Proper Government
from the following contentful nucleus. This is illustrated in (28)a. On the other
hand, if N3 is itself empfy, as shown in (28)b, it cannot properly govern the
preceding Nz. N, is not licensed (to remain inaudible) and cannot be targeted

by melodic spreading from the preceding N,. No long vowel can surface.

(28) a.

N,O N.

L'.--" 
"

V

b.

?I,
CV

o
I

C

o Nro
I L --yt'
CV

/-'+\N,O N.t-l
C

This line of analysis raises some questions. First, according to the ECP, an
empty nucleus which is properly governed, such as N2 in (28)a above, is
allowed to remain silent. However, in the configuration in (28)a N, may not
remain silent, but is targeted by melodic spreading from Nr. It must surface as

part of the long vowel N,*Nz. Second, spreading and Proper Government seem

to be in conflict in (28)a: one affects N, from the left, the other from the right;
one provides N, with melody, while due to the other Nz may remain silent.
Why then is it the case in (28)b that spreading is impossible if Proper
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Govemment does not apply? Finally, in (28)a the spreading agent N, targets
empty Nr, which is the proper govemee of another nucleus, namely N:. Why
can spreading interfere with a governing domain? Proper Government, for
instance, has been observed to be blocked across a governing domain, such as

a branching onset (cf. KLV 1990, and Charette 1991).
Given the above criticism of the analyses proposed so far, I propose below

a new account of the shortening of long vowels before empty nuclei.

2.4 New analysis
2.4.1 'Disyllabic' long vowels

In this thesis I follow Yoshida (1993) and Lowenstamm (1996) in adopting a
Stnct CV approach. A 'disyllabic' analysis of long vowels is inherent to the
approach. However, let me point out arguments which could convince a

standard GP phonologist to assume such an interpretation of long vowels in
Yawelmani and Turkish. First, a language which, according to standard GP,
has branching nuclei can be expected to have both long monophthongs and
diphthongs in its inventory. Neither Yawelmani nor Turkish has diphthongs.
Second, there are no underlying long vowels in the Turkish native vocabulary.
Long vowels, which are subject to shortening, appear only in Arabic and
Persian borrowings. Third, a 'disyllabic' representation of a long vowel
containing an empty nucleus, such as the one argued for by Lowenstarun
(1996), correctly predicts that such a long vowel will be sensitive to the
presence of a following empty nucleus, because it ends in an empfy nucleus
itself. Sequences of empty nuclei are cross-linguistically dispreferred, as vowel-
zero alternations in many languages show. Therefore I adopt the disyllabic
representation of long vowels in Turkish and Yawelmani given in (29):

(29) 'Disyllabic' long vowel
NrO N2

I

V

2.4.2 Long vowels and trochaic PG

In all analyses of long vowels some left-headed goveming relation has been
recognised between the head of the long vowel and its complement. The main
argument is that it is universally the first half of a long vowel, and not the
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second, that can caffy sfess. Given the representation in (29), there must be a
governing relation between contentful N, and empU Nr. I propose that this
left-headed relation is one of Proper Government. The proper governor N,
licenses the following empty N, and, since the intervening onset is empty, it
spreads its melody to the governee. This is illustrated in (30)a. The melodic
spreading, I argue, is a manifestation of a PG relation between adjacent nuclei
(across an empty onset).

The relation between the nuclei within a long vowel is the same as the one

which holds between any contentful vowel and the following empty nucleus,
namely trochaic PG. An intervening contentful onset will prevent melodic
spreading. This is shown in (30)b. In both cases, however, Proper Government
enhances the prominence of the governing head, either by lengthening it or by
suppressing the following nucleus (i.e. keeping it silent). Contrary to
Lowenstamm's analysis, there is no conflict under the present approach
befween spreading and trochaic Proper Government. N, is both the govemor
and the spreading agent, and the directionality of both processes is the same.

(30) Trochaic Proper Government
a.

ON,ON"I L--"'"
CV

[CV:]

b. ,-,
o Nro N2ltl
CVC

lcvcl

Note that although N, in (30)a acquires phonetic realisation (by spreading), it is
properly governed and cannot possibly function as a governor for another
empfy nucleus. This indicates that phonetic realisation itself is not enough for
a nucleus to be a proper govemor. This issue will be taken up again in Chapter
3 of this dissertation.

Observe also that the PG domains in (30)a and (b) correspond to heavy
syllables recognised in other frameworks. Heavy syllables have often been
argued to have a special status, e.g. in stress assignment (they atffact stress in
weight-sensitive languages). Trochaic PG opens the possiblity, not available
under standard iambic PG, to identify such linguistic units as Proper Govern-
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ment domains and relate their special behaviour to this fact. This is an
advantage of the present model above approaches which assume iambic PG.re

2.4.3 Trochaic Shortening

Let us return to long vowel shortening in Yawelmani and Turkish. Consider
first words in which a long vowel is followed by a contentful nucleus in the
next CV unit:

(3 1) Trochaic PG within a long vowel
a. Yawelmani

O N,O N,I L: --"'na
[pana:hin]

o
I

h

oNrIIpa

ON,ll-
k+

oNrtl
me

,-r
NoO N5

ll
ln

b. Turkish

O N,O N.I L- --'-ra
[mera:k +]

In both cases the head of the long vowel N, properly govems the following
empty nucleus N, and, because no overt onset intervenes, spreads its melody.
Unlike under Lowenstamm's analysis, reviewed above, Proper Government and
melodic spreading are not in conflict. The governor is at the same the nucleus
spreading its melody; its govemee is at the same time the target of spreading.
The direction of PG and spreading is also the same: left-to-right. Both PG and
spreading serve the purpose of enhancing the prominence of the governor.

However, if a 'disyllabic' long vowel is followed by an empty nucleus in
the next CV unit, a sequence of two silent nuclei in adjacent CV units arises.
Such a sequence forms a lapse in the representation. In the cases analysed so

'' Heavy [CV:] and [CVC] syllables are not always treated equally
suggest that such differences do not necessarily involve different PG
on whether in a specific language PG status or audibility is the
which nuclei are projected onto the level of metrical relations.

in metrical systems. I
structures, but depend
criterion according to
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far (see 5 2.2 above), lapse resolution involves the phonetic materialisation of
the leftmost empty nucleus. This possibility is shown in (32). None of the
forms below is an actual word in Yawelmani or Turkish. The phonetic
realisation of the empty nucleus N, gives rise to vowel hiatus, which is avoided
cross-linguistically. I suggest that the representations in (32) must be ru1ed out
by a universal constraint against hiatus.

(32) a. Yawelmani
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? I,? T,
pana

o
I

I

oNloN2ltrt
me r a

*[panail]

b. Turkish

^,o N3o N4

IJI
i

,^\
o N3o N4

IJk
+

,/--,
N5O N6lt
ar

*[mera:klar]

Yawelmani does not tolerate vowel hiatus at all (cf. Newman 1944: 27). The
situation in Turkish is less transparent. There are many apparent cases of vowel
hiatus on the surface. These are due to the more or less optional deletion of
certain consonants intervocalically and to the 'ghost consonant' of Turkish, the
yumuqak-G, i.e. 'soft-G' (cf., e.g. Sezer 1986, Lees 1961 and Kornfilt 1997).

Vowel hiatus in standard Istanbul Turkish words is generally resolved by one
of these consonants in cognate words in some other dialect of Turkish. I
assume that in all dialects these ghost consonants are present in lexical
representation, where PG relations are established.2o

20 See Lees (1961), who posits /!/ as an underlying segment which never surfaces
phonetically in standard Turkish. Clements & Keyser (1981), (1983), Kornfilt (1986) and
Sezer (1986) postulate an empty 'C' in these contexts. As far as Government Phonology is
concerned, 'ghost consonants' must clearly be kept distinct from entirely empty onsets since
only the former have phonological effects similar to overt consonants. The existence of
ghost consonants in various languages can be seen as an argument in favour of preserving
the distinction between the Onset-Nucleus tier and the skeletal tier also within the Strict CV
approach. In that case ghost consonants could be represented as empty skeletal slots in the
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Observe that the forms in (32) are the predicted ones if PG relations are

established strictly directionally, starting at the right edge of the word, as

generally assumed in GP. Once an empty nucleus is encountered in No, the

nucleus to its left, namely Nr, would be predicted to surface, no matter what
stands before it. Information about what precedes N3 cannot be taken into
consideration because under a strictly directional analysis it is not yet
available. Appealing to a constraint against hiatus in order to rule out the
representations in (32), as I do above, implies that a complete representation
must be considered and checked for well-formedness at the same time. While
this approach is in accordance with Kaye's (1992) hypothesis that 'processes
apply whenever the conditions that trigger them are satisfied', it does not seem

to be fully compatible with a strictly directional analysis.
Let us retum to the behaviour of long vowels before an empty nucleus and

consider an altemative epenthesis scenario shown in (33).

(33) a. Yawelmani

,'ft
NrO NrO N3I I l---"
ana

*[pana:l!]

b. Turkish

oN4

,I J
i

o
I

p

o Nrottk J1
+

ON,ll'
me

^.o N,o N.I L- -"'
ra

,'^\
N5O N6II
ar

*[mera:k;ilar]

Here N, properly governs N, and a long vowel surfaces. On the other hand, No
is ungovemed and acquires phonetic realisation. The output representations in
(33) do not contain an undesirable sequence of empty nuclei, but are not
grammatical either. As has been argued above, the surfacing of an empty
nucleus is related to its function as a proper governor with respect to another
empty nucleus. However, No is not followed by a potential govemee either in

skeletal slots in the Onset position, distinct from 'pointless', i.e. entirely empty, Onsets (cf.
Charette's l99l analysis of French ft-aspire).
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(33)a or (b). Realising it phonetically involves creating a degenerate (i.e. non-
branching) PG relation, i.e. a relation which only consists of the head. Such
relations are avoided cross-linguistically in stress as well as in PG relations, as

required by the constraint Bn'teRJry. This is why the representations in (33) are

not well-formed.
Other conceivable output forms of the same words are ones in which

neither epenthesis nor shorterning takes place. N, properly governs Nr. Melodic
spreading within a PG domain occurs and the long vowel [a:] surfaces. No is
unlicensed because there is no potential proper govemor to its left, but it
remains silent since it has no governing task to fulfil (i.e. no degenerate PG
foot is created). The resulting forms, represented in (34), are again ungram-
matical.

(34) a. Yawelmani

O N.,O N,I L""''
na

*[pana:l]

b. Turkish

,---.o N,o N.oI L---"- 
- 

|

rak
*[mera:klar]

Both ungmmmatical forms in (34) violate No Lapss. They contain a long
vowel followed by an ungoverned empty nucleus in the next CV unit.

Notice that in both forms N, is part of an empty CV unit, whereas No has

a proper onset. No is much more than N, "in need of' being governed in order
to license its onset. Therefore in the actual output the empty CV unit is deleted
and N, surfaces as a short vowel, as shown below. Deletion of underlying
material is itself not unproblematic. In terms Optimality Theory, it involves
violation of FeIru(ruI-NEss) constraints, which require a maximally faithful
mapping from the input to the output in phonology. Observe, however, that in
(35) very little underlying information is lost. Specifically, no melodic
elements are left out, i.e. all Felru constraints referring to melodic elements
are satisfied. Deletion has only affected (empfy) syllabic constituent positions:
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Nucleus and Onset. This is the reason, I conclude, why (35) is preferred to the
alternatives considered above.

(35) Long vowel shortening under trochaic PG
a. Yawelmani

ft
NTON2ON3ON4tltr
a n a.t J I

shortening

fpanal]

b. Turkish

^\ ^o N2o N3o Noo N5o N6ll-,,"lll-l
r a +Jk I a r

shortening

[meraklar]

Under the present analysis, shortening is directly related to PG. It involves the
deletion of an empty Onset + Nucleus sequence in order to include the
following empty nucleus in a binary PG relation. It is also analogous to
Trochaic Shortening, discussed by Hayes (1995: 145-49), among others. In
Fijian, for example, a long vowel is shortened when followed by a single light
syllable, but not before another long vowel or two light syllables. Compare

1fr6:l 'pull' vs. [ff6ta] 'idem-rRANS.', but [frd:ft6:] 'difficult' and Jrfrbe:teti1
'belt'. As argued by Hayes, Trochaic Shortening takes place in order to permit
a more complete parse of words into metrical feet. In the case of Turkish and
Yawelmani considered here, a long vowel is shortened in order to permit an
exhaustive parse of empty nuclei into PG relations.

2.5 Ternary patterns in PG
2.5.1 Hungarian 'open syllable shortening'?

The analysis of 'closed syllable shortening', developed in the preceding
section, presents this phenomenon as a natural consequence of the well-
formedness requirements on PG relations. More specifically, it follows from
the binarity limit on PG relations. It may therefore seem highly problematic for
the present approach that some languages apparently display the opposite

o
I

p

?T,
me
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phenomenon, which can be labelled 'open syllable shortening' and which
apparently involves ternary PG relations.

For instance, Hungarian exhibits altemations between a long vowel in a

closed syllable and a short vowel in an open syllable. Consider the following
words, where the relevant vowels are italicised. They are given in Hungarian
spelling, where acute accents indicate vowel length. The examples come from
Ritter (1995: l2l).
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(36) a. madar
et
hid
levdl

b. madmak
erek
hidak
levelek

'bird', NoM-sG vs. NOM-PL
'vein', NOM-SG vs. NOM-PL

'bridge', NoM-sG vs. NOM-PL
'letter', NoM-sG vs. NoM-PL

The forms in (36)a contain a tong vowel in the final closed syllable of the
stem. It alternates with a short vowel in an open syllable in the forms in (36)b,
when a vowel-initial NoM-pL suffix is attached. Ritter relates the behaviour of
the long vowels to the working of iambic Proper Govemment. This is
represented below (cf. Ritter 1995:146):21

(37) ,/
N,

iambic PG
o

I

m

b.
o

I

m

N,ONTON3
I 
' I 1".--"a d a

[moda:r]

NrO NrOllt
ada
[modorok]

o
I

r

/N̂3O N4Ottl
r a k

,/
N5

iambic PG

Ritter assumes that the basic form
vowel whose second nucleus, Nr, is
N3 is followed by a parametrically
incapable of properly goveming it.

of the stem contains a 'disyllabic' long
empty.'z In the unsuffixed form in (37)a,
licensed final empty nucleus, which is
Ungovemed N3 must acquire phonetic

'' Apurt from quantity, there also is a quality difference between long a [a:]
which is actually pronounced as [c].
22 Ritter makes crucial reference to the skeletal tier to distinquish between
which do and do not undergo length alternations. The skeletal tier is left out
representation as it is not directly relevant to the present discussion.

and short a,

long vowels
of the above
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realisation. It becomes melodically identified with the preceding audible
nucleus N, (by spreading) since the intervening onset position is empty. The
result is a long vowel N2+N3. On the other hand, in the suffixed form in (37)b,
the suffix vowel N4 properly govems empty Nr, which therefore remains
inaudible. The stem surfaces with a short vowel Nr."

Under such an analysis, 'open syllable shortening' appears to be a natural
consequence of iambic PG, just as 'closed syllable shortening' follows from
trochaic PG. However, it implies that, in descriptive terms, 'superheavy
syllables' (with a long vowel and a coda consonant, like [da:r] tn maddr)
involve quite ordinary CV structures and comrnonplace intemuclear relations.
They should therefore be far more corlmon cross-linguistically than they
actually are. On the other hand, we do not expect to find any phonetically long
('disyllabic') vowels in open syllables since their second part should be
properly governed and inaudible. The representation of every phonetically short
vowel in an open syllable becomes now, quite irrationally, ambiguous between
a truly short vowel and a phonetically short realisation of a 'disyllabic' Iong
vowel. These unwanted implications, in my view, undermine an analysis of the
facts exemplified in (36) based on iarnbic PG. Vowel length altemations, such
as those illustrated in (36), are less common cross-linguistically than 'closed
syllable shortening'. In Hungarian, they are resfficted to a small (closed) class
of words and they only occur at the right edge of the root.

I argue that alternations between a long vowel in a closed syllable and a

short vowel in an open syllable do not follow from the rnechanism of Proper
Government. Instead, they arise as a result of the lengthening of an originally
short vowel under certain prosodic conditions, independent of PG. The history
of the English language provides a well-known example of such lengthening.
The lengthening of the stressed root vowel in initial open syllables of disyllabic
words and the loss of the word-final weak vowel in Middle English have
resulted in long vowels in stem-final closed syllables in present-day English
words, such as same (< /sa:mdl < lsamll < Early Middle English /sama/) and

lengthening and the loss of the final weak vowels, as well as the question

23 Korean has been reported to exhibit similar 'open syllable shortening' (cf. Kim-Renaud
1975). Rhee (in prep.) proposes an analysis in terms of iarnbic PG, analogous to Ritter's
account of Hungarian. However, one problem with Korean data is that many phonologists
question the very existence of a length distinction in the present-day Korean vocalic
system. Lee (1998) provides a summary of arguments against such a distinction. These
include, among others, serious divergencies between dictionaries which mark vowel length
and the results of an interview with several native speakers of the Seoul dialect, who were
shown to be incapable of identifying vowel length.
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whether they were independent processes, or they conditioned each other, is a
matter of debate in the literature (see, e.g. Lass 1992: 73-83).

A similar phenomenon took place in the development of many Slavic
languages. The reduction, and eventually loss, of final weak yer vowels
brought about compensatory lengthening of the vowel in the preceding syllable
of di- and polysyllabic words (cf. Shevelov 1964: 445-8 and Carlton
1990: 215-6). It resulted in alternations parallel to the ones in (36) above,

between a long vowel in a closed syllable and a short vowel in an open

syllable. In present-day Polish, the length distinctions were substituted by
quality distinctions between vowels. Consider, for instance, w[uJz 'cart' vs.

w[oJzy 'idem-pt-' and b[uJr 'forest' vs. b[oJry 'idem-Pl', where [u] is the
reflex of historical long /o:/.

Crucially, both in the case of English and Slavic, the affected vowels were

originally short. On the other hand, the analysis of the alternations in Hungari-
an (36) above in terms of iambic PG is based on the assumption that the
alternating vowel is underlyingly long. In my view, vowel lengthening in the
morpheme-final syllables was conditioned metrically, rather than by PG. It was
triggered by a change in the prosodic system of the language. The loss, i.e.
inaudibility, of the final weak vowel involves the change of a disyllabic foot
(V V) into a PG relation (V 0). The strong vowel preceding the word-final
silent yer is now the last audible vowel in the word. I suggest that its lengthen-
ing has been a way to provide the metrically sftong vowel with an audible
dependent in order to avoid stress on the last audible vowel and preserve the
trochaic nature of metrical relations. The formation of a superheavy syllable, I
claim, carurot be due to the requirements of PG only.

2.5.2 Ternary PG relations?

Represented in terms of Strict CV, superheavy syllables, such as [da:r] in
(37)a, consist of three CV units: one with a contenful nucleus (I.{, above)
followed by rwo with empfy nuclei (N, and No). From the perspective of
trochaic PG, their existence in some languages raises the question whether such
a sequence possibly involves a single, temary PG relation, where the proper
governor is followed by two governees.

Ternary relations have been perceived as problernatic in metrical theory.
For instance, temary stress effects have been accounted for in terms of
constraints on (binary) foot placement, rather than foot shape (see 'weak local
parsing' in Hayes 1995 as well as Kager 1995). However, several authors have
argued that temary feet should be included in the universal foot inventory.
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Some assume a 'flat' ternary foot with no internal structure (cf. Halle &,

Vergnaud 1987, Levin 1988), while according to others, a ternary foot consists
of a binary branching head and a non-branching dependent (cf. Dresher &
Lahiri 1991, Rice 1992 and Rowicka 1996). Under the latter analysis, ternarity
is a combined result of binary relations on two structural levels, the foot head
and the foot itself,

(38) Foot

,/\
Foot head \
,A.. \sww
ooo

As pointed out in Rowicka (1996), in languages with temary stress systems,
the constraints demanding branchirg foot heads and branching feet must be
ranked above the constraint against sequences of unstressed syllables, i.e.
metrical No Lapsr. (The opposite ranking results in an ordinary, binary
metrical system.)

As far as PG relations are soncerned, Kaye (1986-87) excludes ternary
structures as impossible. [n a language with consistently ternary PG structures,
ghost vowel surfacing should only break up lapses of at least three inaudible
nuclei. Lapses of only two inaudible nuclei should be tolerated, irrespective of
their position in the word. In descriptive terms, such a language should exhibit
a general preference for superheavy syllables. It is an empirical question
whether such languages indeed exist. It is, however, a well-known fact that
many languages occasionally allow for superheavy syllables. I argue that this
can be the result of the ranking of some constraint above No Lnpsg, which
occasionally forces its violation, rather than a general permission for temary
structures in the language.

In $ 2.5.1 above, I have suggested that the formation of superheavy
syllables in English and Slavic (which resultes in No Lnpsp violations with
respect to the Strict CV strucfure) has been triggered by a higher ranked
constraint referring to the metrical structure. Below I consider two other cases
where the violations of No Lepsg are due to other constraints.
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2,5.3 Cairene Arabic: No L,l,psg versus Attctt

Superheavy syllables in Cairene Arabic are restricted to the end of the word.
Yoshida (to appear) proposes to account for final superheavy syllables in this
language by rneans of trochaic PG combined with domain-final parameffic
licensing. Consider the following examples:

(3e) a-

b.

t-.

77

/-- ,/
a h 0r A

-\ 

,/
i f A s 0

,-r '/i g At 0

[nahr]

[nifs]

[risl]

'river'

'soul'

'leg'

Yoshida suggests that the final empty nucleus in such words is subject to
domain-final licensing.2a This is why the empfy nucleus preceding it has no
proper governing function to fuIfiI. It can be properly governed by trochaic PG
from the contentful vowel in the first syllable. In this way ffochaic PG
combined with domain-final licensing can license two empty nu0lei at the right
domain edge. The appeal to domain-final licensing combined with trochaic PG
is analogous to the use of extrametricality and ffochaic feet in the analysis of
antepenultimate stress (see, for instance, Hayes' 1995 account of Classical
Latin).

On the other hand, the iambic PG of the standard theory together with
domain-final licensing can normally predict and account for no more than one

empty nucleus word-finally. With respect to languages which, like Cairene
Arabic, allow for sequences of two inaudible nuclei in the word-final position,
researchers who adhere to iambic PG are forced to say that in such cases the
parametrically licensed final empty nucleus properly governs another empty
nucleus to its left (cf. Larsen 1994 for an analysis of word-final 'superheavy'
syllables in Norwegian and the proposal in Lowenstamm 1996: n. 17 with
respect to Biblical Aramaic and Old English). This implies the analysis of the

Cairene Arabic examples, as shown in (a0). Postulating that a licensed empty
nucleus can be a proper governor is a serious departure from the standard view
of Proper Govemment (cf. $ 1.2.8). What is most controversial about it is that
it attributes special licensing properties to an inaudible nucleus in a prosodic-

'o The phonotactic domain in Cairene Arabic is the phrase. Phrase-internally, words such
as exemplified in (a0) trigger the appearance of a ghost vowel. See $ 2.6.2 below.
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ally weak word-final
plausible.
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position. Yoshida's proposal seems intuitively more

(40)
n a h

,*{
A r A

r-/A s 0

-/
at a

b.
ni

c.
ri

However, a problem for Yoshida's analysis is the existence of forms in Cairene
Arabic where domain-final licensing is apparently set to OFF since an empty
nucleus in the penultimate CV unit does surface phonetically in order to
properly govern the final empty nucleus (cf. Yoshida, to appear):

(41) nizil
Sirib

'he descended'
'he drank'

'they descended'
'he drank it'

nizlu
Sirbu

The question arises why the nucleus in the penultimate CV unit in (a0) does
need to properly govern the final ernpty nucleus and can be inaudible, but the
one in the same position (41) must properly govem and be phonetically
realised. Yoshida's conclusion is that there is a representational difference
befween the surfacing ghost vowels [i] in (a I ) and the inaudible nucleus N, in
(a0) (cf. $ 1.2.9, fn. 18).

It seems, however, that the audibility versus inaudibility of the penultimate
empty nucleus in Arabic can be related to the grammatical class of the word.
For instance, in English there are well-known distinctions in stress patterns
specific to grammatical categories (cf. convert* vs. convdrtu). Compare the
following representations of the Cairene Arabic examples:

(42) a.

ON?
I

r

o
I

Z

o
I

n

o
I

n

b.

,ftN,O N"l'l'
ah

Nr

i

N2O N3

I+l
i
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In the noun rn (42)a, a PG relation is formed at the left edge of the word,
while in the verb tn (42)b, a PG relation is aligned with the right word edge.

The audibility of the first nucleus in (42)b in quoted forms follows from an

independent requirement on the audibility of the nucleus in the phrase-initial
CV unit (cf. the word [ma-nzil-naa-5] 'we didn't descend', where the nucleus
between [n] and [z] remains inaudible).

I suggest that the formation of PG relations in various grammatical classes

in Cairene Arabic can be subject to different word-edge-oriented constraints.
They require that a PG relation must be formed as close as possible to the
lefuright edge of the word. Such requirements are known from the study of
sfress.25 For instance, in Polish, the main stress foot is placed at the right edge

of the word, producing penultimate stress pattern, while in Hungarian stress is
initial, i.e. the beginning of the stress foot must coincide with the beginning of
the word. Such 'edgemost' effects have been expressed in Optimaliry Theory
in terms of AI-tcN(HaENr) constraints (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993a). Such
constraints express the preference for the edges of various grafirmatical and/or
prosodic categories to coincide. The placement of the main stress foot in Polish
can be attributed to the constraint ALIGN-R(PW,Foot), i.e. 'align the right edge

of every prosodic word with the right edge of a foot'. On the other hand, the
situation is Hungarian indicates high ranking of the consffaint with opposite
edge orientation, ALIGN-L(PW,FooI), i.e. 'align the left edge of every prosodic
word with the left edge of a foot'. AltcN constraints produce the effect of
directional analysis. Crucially, however, directionality viewed this way is a

violable constraint, which can interact with other well-formedness
requirements.

I suggest that analogous AucN constraints, determining the position of PG
relations with respect to the edges of phonological domains and specific to
various grammatical classes, can be responsible for various ghost vowel
surfacing patterns in classes of words in Cairene Arabic. High ranking of the
At-tcw-L consffaint can force the violation of No Lepsp in (42)a.26 Some
other facts involving the behaviour of ghost vowels in Cairene Arabic are

considered in 5 2-6.2 below. As far as ALtcN constraints are concerned, in
Chapter 8 of this dissertation I will discuss the influence of such a constraint
on PG relations in prefixed words in Polish.

25 In fact, Yoshida (to appear) argues that stress and PG relations in Cairene Arabic
involve the same structure; hence one relevant set of constraints can actually be identified
for this language.

'u On the other hand, higher ranking of No L,q.pse obliterates all At-lctt effects and results
in a language with no superheavy syllables, like Yawelmani.
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2.5.4 Turkish: No Lepsn versus lvrtn-Ovstr

Other factors which can force the occurrence of lapses in PG relations involve
Inter-Onset Government relations. In some languages certain fypes of clusters
are generally not broken up, even though they involve lapses in PG relations.
Consider, for instance, 'coda' clusters in Turkish, such as in the word [alt]
'bottom'. Two hypothetical, ungrarnmatical forms of this word, *[al +t] and
*[alta], are represented in (43)a and (b) below, and the correct form is given in
(a3)c.

Severe restrictions on the final clusters in Turkish (see FJ 2.2.2 above)
suggest that members of such clusters, for instance, the sonorant [] and the
obstruent [t], contract an Inter-Onset Government relation. I assume that in
some languages Inter-Onset Govemment relations can be underlyingly present
in the lexical representation. Their presence in the output form is protected by
a FAITHFULNESS constraint. Altematively, Inter-Onset Government relations
can involve an INTcn-ONSET constraint. Such a consffaint specifies which types
of melodically adjacent consonantal sequences contract Inter-Onset Government
relations and should not be broken up. I assume that the latter is operative in
Turkish, where three specific types of clusters are almost never broken up.

The INInR-ONSET constraint requires the inaudibility of the emply nucleus
intervening in a cluster protected by it, i.e. N, in (a3). In (43)a the require-
ments of INITBn-ONIser are violated in favour of the needs of No Lersr. N,
and N, contract a PG relation, the head of which is phonetically realised. The
output form *[al +t1 is ungrammatical because it does not obey the INrBn-
ONspr requirements of Turkish. The form in (a3)b satisfies the needs of both
IuIEn-ONSET and No Lepsp. However, it violates BrNreRIry since the
surfacing ghost vowel has no silent governee to the right. It is ungrammatical.
The grammaticalify of the form in (a3)c indicates that Turkish ranks both the
Iurrn-ONSET requirement and BINRRTTv higher than No Lapsr.

(43) a. ,--,oN,oN,oN3
l'l"l
a I tIt

J
+

*[al +t]

ProperGovemment

IO Govemment
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b. ,'^
oNroN2tt

a1

ProperGovernment

IO Government

ProperGovernment

IO Govemment

oN3
I

t{r
J
+

*[alt:]

c.

o N,o Nro N3

l' | '| '
a I ttr

alt

Under the present approach, the ranking of No Lepsp with respect to the
INrnn-ONSET requirement substitutes the parameffic ON/OFF switching of
Inter-Onset Government as a mechanism licensing empty nuclei. Inter-Onset
effects are only visible (in other words, Inter-Onset licensing is switched ON)
if the INrnn-ONSET constraint is ranked above No LepsE. Higher ranking of
No Lnpsr (as well as BrNnnrrv) cancels out (or, tums OFF) Inter-Onset
licensing. I argue that other ON/OFF parameter settings of Government
Phonology can also be reduced to constraint ranking.

In this section I have argued that apparently ternary PG structures, which
involve violations of the No LepsE consffaint, can be due to a higher ranking
of another constraint in the language. I have suggested that in Hungarian the
violation of No Lnpse was brought about historically by an independent
consffaint on metrical structure, in Cairene Arabic No LapsE is outranked by
the At-tcu-L constraint, while in Turkish it is outranked by an IureR-ONsBr
constraint, which prevents ghost vowels from breaking up certain clusters.
According to this approach, temary pattems on the Strict CV tier do not
require an analysis in terms of ternary PG relations or domain-final licensing.

Of all the relevant constraints on the well-formedness of PG relations,
postulated in the present model, the violability of TnocHrn seems most
questionable. Below I consider some potential evidence. My conclusion will be,
however, that violations involve other constraints, rather than Tnocgrg.
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2.6 Tnocrunn violations?

cuRprsR 2

The implication of the constraint TnocgEE is that in a sequence of two empfy
nuclei which conffact a PG relation, the leftmost one will be phonetically
realised as the head. Violations of this constraint should involve a right-headed
PG relation and a mirror-image ghost vowel surfacing pattern, where the
rightmost ghost materialises. In other words, a word-internal triconsonantal
cluster should be resolved by a vowel surfacing after the second consonant.
This is represented schematically below:

(44)
ON,lt'
CV

?T,?
CVC

,r-.
N,O N,'l

CJ
V

Such patterns have indeed been reported by ItO (1986, 1989; see also Broselow
1980, 1982 and Selkirk 1981) in Cairene Arabic and similar ones by Noske
(1993; after Pam 1973) in Tigrinya. Both authors adduce such facts as

evidence in favour of (cross-linguistically marked) left-to-right directional
syllabification in these languages.

2.6.1 Tigrinya

In Tigriny?, a South Semitic language of northem Ethiopia, some word-final
clusters of two consonants are resolved by the appearance of a ghost vowel
after the second consonant, as tn l(<albl [k^lbi:] 'dog', rather than after the first
consonant (cf. the cognate form [knl +b] in Tigre, a closely related language).
Notice, however, that the final ghost vowel is long. That is, while the ghost
vowel surfaces in an unexpected place, the surfacing head 0.{, below) is
simultaneously provided with a dependent (No below), to which it spreads
melodically. Compare the short ghost vowel in /kalb+n/ [knlbin] 'dog' +
suffixed conjunction, where the surfacing nucleus has to properly govern an
inaudible final one.

The fwo words are represented in (a5). Both contain perfectly well-formed,
binary, trochaic PG relations. Moreover, the form in (a5)b illustrates the cross-
linguistically unmarked ghost vowel surfacing pattern. In sequences of three
empty nuclei (Nr, N, and No), the middle one is phonetically realised. What
needs to be explained is why no ghost vowel is allowed in between the [b]
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cluster in (45)a. Pam (1973: ll7) observes that not all kinds of clusters behave
in this way. This suggests that some consfraint on Inter-Onset Government
relations is relevant here (cf. the discussion of the INIrR-ONSET constraint in
Turkish, $ 2.5 above).

(4s)

83

a.

o
I

k

o
I

k

NrO N2Ottl
a I b

tk^lbi:l

ft
T,? 

N2?

a I btt
[knlbin]

ff,
N3O N4

{-,
N3O N4

JI
+

I
i

b.

2.6.2 Cairene Arabic
2.6.2.I 'Epenthesis'

ItO (1989: 242) provides the following examples from Cairene Arabic:

(46) /?ul-t-l-u/ [?ultllu]
lkatab-rl-u/ [katabtilu]
katab-t-dars/ [katabtldars]

'I said to him'
'I wrote to him'
'you wrote a lesson'

As exemplified above, triconsonantal clusters are resolved by epenthesis
between the second and the third consonant: ICCCI -+ [CCVC]. It6's account
of these facts appeals to directional (left-to-right) syllabification. Within the
framework of OT, directional syllabification has been expressed in terms of
constraints on syllable AucNuENT. More specifically, the epenthesis pattern
illustrated in (46) suggests that the right edge of syllables in Cairene Arabic
should be as close as possible to the right edge of the word. This can be
expressed as the constraint At-tcN-R(o,PW) (cf. Wiltshire 1994).27

" For instance, in the form [?ul.ti.lu] the right edge of
from the right edge of the word by four segments [tilu],

the leftmost syllable is separated
while in another candidate form
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In terms of the approach developed in this dissertation, one might conclude
that ghost vowel surfacing in this Arabic dialect is controlled by iambic PG
relations (conka the constraint TnocHEE), as the representation below suggests:

(47)
ON,ll"
lu

?T,?u

,lno N,o N,ll.
I tJ

i
[?ultilu]

However, this would be a hasfy conclusion, as the facts involving 'syncope'
show.

2.6.2.2 'Syncope'

Except for the facts illustrated above and traditionally interpreted as vowel
epenthesis, Cairene Arabic exhibits vowel-zero alternations usually analysed in
terms of vowel syncope. Both 'epenthesis' and 'syncope' involve high vowels.
In descriptive terms, an unstressed high vowel in a light syllable deletes when
it is non-final and preceded by a light syllable:

(48) V + A t v.C .CV

Some examples are provided in (a9) below (due to Davis 1997; see also the
examples in (al) above from Yoshida, to appear). While epenthesis in Cairene
Arabic results in [CCVC] syllables, syncope produces [CVCC] syllables. The
latter fype of output structures have been attributed in the OT literature to the
consffaint At-tcNr-L(o,PW), which requires the left edge of syllables to be as

close to the beginning of the word as possible (cf. Mester & Padgett 1994,
Yearly 1995).28 Clearly, the constraints AI-tcN-R(o,PW) and AllcN-L(o,PW)
make conflicting requirements.

*[?u.l!t.lu] the right edge of the leftmost syllable is separated from the right edge of the
word by five segments Uitlu]. There is no difference between the two candidates with
respect to the alignment of the medial and the rightmost syllable. The former form wins
with respect to Artcu-R(o,PW).

" For a review of alternative analyses, see Davis & Zawaydeh (1997).
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(49) /f,him-u/ [flhmu] '(he) understood it'
*[flhlmu]

/bi-ni-targim/ lbintarglm] 'we ffanslate'
*[binitirgim]

/ma-bi-ni-targim-5/ [mablntargimS]'we don't translate'
neg-pre s-we-trans-ne g

*[mabnltargim5]
*[mabinitarg[m5]

/ma-bl-ni-sma?-5/ [mabnisma?S] 'we don't hear'
*[mabinsma?5]
*[mabinisma?5]

Davis (1997) observes that such a difference within one language between
outputs of epenthesis and syncope is difficult to account for within an output-
oriented framework, such as Optimality Theory. According to a framework
which focuses on the well-formedness of output forms, all kinds of processes

operative in a language should 'conspire' to satisfu the same hierarchy of well-
formedness requirements. This predicts that they should result in similar output
configurations. More specifically, in a language where ALIcNI-R(o,PW) is
ranked above AllcN-L(o,PW), both epenthesis and syncope should result in
ICCVC] outputs, while in a language with the opposite ranking of the two
consffaints, both processes should produce [CVCC] outputs. The difference
between the [CCVC] ou@uts of epenthesis and [CVCC] outputs of syncope in
Cairene Arabic is unexpected and problematic.

The approach developed in this dissertation faces a similar problem. Both
epenthesis and syncope phenomena are accounted for in Government Phonol-
ogy in terms of PG relations. It appears that Cairene Arabic needs right-headed
PG relations to account for the epenthesis facts and left-headed PG relations to
deal with the syncope facts. Such a proliferation of relations of differing head
orientation is certainly unwelcome.

2.6.2.3 Davis (1997)

Davis (1997) puts forwards a solution along the lines of Kenstowicz (1996). In
OT there is one underlying form for the possible output candidates. However,
Kenstowicz has proposed that, with respect to complex words consisting of
more than one morpheme, there can be constraints that refer to the base of the
complex word. The base would be (the output form of) an independently

8s
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occruring word. It is not the same as the underlying form. He postulates Basn-
IunNtmv constraints, which require that a complex word resembles its base.

Davis (1997) observes that syncope in Cairene Arabic operates in such a
way as to maxirnally preserve the sequence of phonemes present in the base
unintemrpted in its derivative. Consider the following example:

(50) base form
/bi-ni-targin/
negative
/ma-bi-nl.targ[m-5/

The negative form [mabint6rg$5]
sequence of phonemes as its base
as follows:

'we translate'

'we don't translate'
ftintirgiml

ImablntArgrmS]
*[mabnit6rgim5]

is well-formed because it contains the same

[bint6rgim]. The relevant consffaint is stated

(5 1) Btsr-Iotunry (CourucuffY)
The sequence of phonemes that comprise the base must remain
unintemrpted in their realisation in related forms.

The above consffaint makes it possible to account for the syncope patterns
illustrated in (a9) above without reference to the constraint At-IcN-L(o,PW).

BasE-InENTITY is obeyed as long as no sequences of high vowels in open
syllables occur. In the latter case syncope must apply, even though it violates
the Bass-IopurtrY requirement. This is exemplified below:

(52) base form
lfihlm/
derivative
/fihim-u/

[flhim]

[flhmu]
+[thimu]

'(he) understood'

'(he) understood it'

The fact that the candidate form *[f!h!mu], which faithfully copies the
phoneme sequence of its base [fihim], is ungrammatical is attributed to a

higher-ranked constraint *OpeNOpEN. The latter constraint, which prohibits
sequences of stressless light syllables, triggers syncope. Davis observes that the
constraint ALIGN-R(o,PW) is still necessary to account for the location of
epenthesis in certain words. Consider the following example:
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IS6wwar]

[Sawwarl ahaf"
t[Sawwarilha]

Both candidate outputs [Sawwarlaha] and +[Sawwadlha] satisfo the constraints
BasE-InENrITy (i.e. they contain the sequence [S6wwar]) and *OpTNOPEN.

The correct choice between the two forms can only be made with reference to
the consffaint Artcu-R(o,PW), which favours the first candidate.

The analysis proposed by Davis constitutes an attempt to find an indepen-
dent reason for one of the contradictory patterns in epenthesis and syncope and
resolve the Auou(o) paradox. The formulation of BesE-InsNrtrv which they
adopt provides an account for the syncope facts. Artchl-R(o,PW) is kept to
deal with epenthesis. In other words, the epenthesis facts (and the [CCVC]
pattern) illustrated in (a6) are taken to represent the default situation in Cairene
Arabic, while a special account is offered to account for the syncope facts (and

the [CVCC] pattem) exemplified in (a9).
Recall, however, that it is the [CCVC] epenthesis paffern which is cross-

linguistically rare. The alternative, [CVCC] epenthesis pattem, i.e. the
epenthesis between the first and the second consonant in a triconsonantal
cluster, is more widely attested, among others in Iraqi Arabic (cf. Broselow
1980, It6 1986, 1989 and Mester & Padget 1994). I therefore suggest that an
adequate analysis of the Cairene Arabic facts should also treat the cross-
linguistically unmarked [CVCC] pattem as the default situation and provide a

special account for the problematic [CCVC] pattern.

2.6. 2.4 Alternative analysis

The Besp-InnuurY constraint which Davis adopts refers to the sequencing of
vowels and consonants in a base word and its derivative. This appeal to linear
sequencing of phonemes, especially in a language where consonants and
vowels belong to different morphemes, is controversial. I suggest that it is
more adequate to assume that the identity relations between the base and
derivative involve the preservation of goveming relations between segments,
namely, PG relations. PG relations constitute part of prosodic structure. The

" In Cairene Arabic, the epenthetic vowel is [a], rather than [i], when it is followed by

[ha].

(53) base form
/Sawwar/
derivative
/Sawwar-l-ha/

'(he) filmed'

'(he) filmed for her'
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preservation of the prosodic structure of the base form in its derivative is a

familiar phenomenon cross-linguistically. Consider, for instance, the preserva-
tion of stress under Class II derivation in English (e.g. pdrent and pdrenthood).

I propose that Cairene Arabic obeys the following constraint:

(54) Btss-Ioturrry (PG)
The PG relations within the base must be preserved in related
forms.

This constraint correctly predicts the location of epenthesis both in
[mabintfrglm5] 'we don't translate' and in [Sawwarlaha] '(he) filmed for her'.
This is represented below. Curly brackets'{}'enclose the base form. High
vowels, which can alternate with zero in Arabic, are represented as empty
nuclei. In both words, the PG relations of the base are preserved in the derived
word. This results in sequences of empty nuclei, N, and N, in (55)a and No
and N, in (55)b. Consider first the second word. No cannot properly govem N,
since it is a proper governee of Nr. The only possibiliry to resolve the lapse is
by parsing Ns in a degenerate PG relation and prgviding it with phonetic
realisation. N, does not properly govern the preceding \ by iambic PG, but it
simply has no proper governee.

(ss)
a. /^l

NrO N3O N4O N5O

,lllll+n t a r g
i
lbint6rgiml
[mabtnt6reimS]

,-r
NuO N7) O N8rlt.vms
i

b.

oN,{ ollr
ma b

o N5o N6ttr
I ha

J
a

{o
I

S

,r-, ,--.
NrO N2O N3O N4)tlrtr
awwal

[SAwwar]
[Sawwarlaha]

ln other words, I argue that the ICCVC] pattem of epenthesis in this word
involves a violation of the BnrnRITy constraint on PG relations, and not a
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and No LepsE.30 I suggest that the same account is possible for other words
exhibiting this epenthesis pattern and exemplified in (afl above.

In the discussion of words with final consonantal clusters in Cairene Arabic
in $ 2.5.3 above, it has been argued that the final empty nucleus in such words
is not parsed into a PG relation. This is consistent with the analysis proposed
here and based on BRsp-IonNutv (PG). Consider, for instance, the representa-
tion of [bint] 'daughter' and [bintlna] 'our daughter' below:

(56) a. .,-o Nl o N2ttb +n
i

lbintl

89

b.
It

?N3
t

oN3) oN4ltlt+na
i

o
I

b

NrO N2

I

Jn
i
[brntina]

The PG relation between N, and N, in (56)a is preserved in (56)b, as required
by Besn-IonNnrv (PG). On the other hand, Nr, which is left unparsed in
(56)a, is free to be parsed into a new relation. As represented in (56)b, it forms
a non-branching PG foot. Such non-branching PG relations occur phrase-
internally, as in (56)b, but never finally, as in (56)a. I attribute this fact to an
independent well-formedness requirement, namely the avoidance of prosodic
heads in a domain-final position (cf. the consffaint NoNFINALITY in Prince &
Smolensky 1993).

Besr-InENTIry (PG) can only be observed at the right edge of the base in
the case of the derivatives of consonant-initial suffixes. The addition of a

vocalic suffix -u in lf0rh0rm+u/ '(he) understood it' makes it impossible for 0,
to properly govern the following nucleus. The selected output form is not
faithful to the base t[fihimu], but [fihmu].3'

ro The ranking of No Lepsr above Brue,zury in Cairene Arabic is then the opposite to the
ranking established for Turkish in $ 2.5 above.
3r Notice that the distinction between synthetic and analytic suffixation does not seem

sufficient to account for the different effects of vowel-initial and consonant-initial suffixes
on the 'epenthesis' in Cairene Arabic. The attachment of an analytic suffix should not have
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to properly govem the following nucleus. The selected output form is not
faithful to the base *[fihimu], but [fihmu].3'

I conclude that the Cairene Arabic facts illustrated in (46) above involve
PG relations which violate BntRRITv, rather than TRocgEE. TnocuEE appears
to be universally highly ranked.

I suggest that the Strict CV approach to vowel -zero altemations, presented
above, can also offer a straightforward solution to the problem of the "surface
opacity of metrical structure" in other dialects of Arabic, pointed out by Kager
(to appear). The latter author observes that the metrical context of foot-
governed syncope is no longer retrievable on the surface. He proposes an
account in terms of constraints on correspondance between related words. On
the other hand, within a Strict CV approach, the metrical relations conditioning
syncope are transparent and present in the form of PG relations.

2.7 Domain-final licensing revisited

Earlier in this chapter I have argued that trochaic PG makes parametric
licensing of domain-final empty nuclei redundant in the analysis of languages
which allow for one such nucleus. In $ 2.5 I have also shown how sequences
of empty nuclei at the right domain edge can be accounted for without resort
to domain-final licensing. In this section I reconsider some more evidence
advanced previously in favour of such licensing.

One of the arguments adduced in the GP literature in favour of a separate
licensing mechanism for domain-final empty nuclei is that in some languages
such nuclei apparently have different (autosegmental) licensing properties with
respect to their onsets than word-internal empfy nuclei. For instance, in Quebec
French a word-final empfy nucleus can be preceded by a coda-onset cluster, as

3r Notice that the distinction between synthetic and analytic suffixation does not seem

sufficient to account for the different effects of vowel-initial and consonant-initial suffixes
on the 'epenthesis' in Cairene Arabic. The attachment of an analytic suffix should not
have any influence on the PG relations within the root domain. However, as shown in
(56), the presence of the suffix -na tn [bintina] triggers the phonetic realisation of root-
final Nr, which otherwise remains inaudible.

An alternative analysis, not pursued here, is possible under the assumption that word-
final empty N, is the head of a non-branching PG relation both in (56)a and (b). In (56)a
its phonetic realisation is suppressed phrase-finally due to NourtNALITy. The advantage of
this line of analysis is that it does not need to resort to the Bese-IoeNTITy (PG) constraint.
Its weak point is the postulation of non-branching PG relations with inaudible heads,

violating both Brxerutv and HEeo Auomrr-rry.
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in carte [kart] 'card', but a word-intemal one cannot parvenir [parvdnir]
*[parvOnir] 'to reach' (cf. Charette 1991 and $ 1.3.1 above).

I suggest that such differences should be attributed to interconsonantal
relations, rather than to the empty nucleus licensing mechanism. A word-final
empty nucleus is not followed by another consonant and hence its inaudibility
does not create a (domain-intemal) consonantal sequence, as is the case with
word-internal empty nuclei. It can be expected that in languages which place
restrictions on the nafure of consonants in a cluster, like French, a consonant
followed by another consonant across a word-internal empty nucleus will be
subject to different restrictions than a consonant only followed by a final empty
nucleus.

Domain-final licensing has also been appealed to in the analysis of Italian,
which allows for word-internal consonantal clusters but no word-final
consonants (cf. Larsen 1995). In terms of Strict CV, such a language licenses
empty nuclei word-internally, but not finally. This state of affairs can easily be
accounted for by switching domain-final licensing parameter OFF, and
applying iambic PG in the licensing of word-internal empty nuclei. However,
such a possibility does not exist within the present model. It seems a natural
prediction of trochaic PG that a language which allows for empty nuclei word-
internally must also allow for them finally.

I suggest that the absence of words with final empty nuclei in Italian and
other languages with similar phonotactic restrictions is related to Inter-Onset
Government relations, rather than to PG. The presence of an onset consonant
following an empty nucleus can not only have a resffictive effect (as in
French), but also a licensing effect on the preceding consonant (cf. van der
Hulst & Ritter 1998). For instance, in Southern Paiute, the only tolerated
syllable coda consonants involve the first part of a geminate or a nasal
homorganic with the following onset consonant (cf. Sapir 1930, 1931). The
presence of a following onset consonant is a prerequisite for the occurrence of
a coda consonant and it determines its content. Consider the representation of
the Southern Paiute root iampa-l 'sound' below:

(57) ,,-,o N,o N2o
l' | '|
a m p

It
Iampa]

Proper Government

9t

N1

I

a
IO Government
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Under a Strict CV analysis, the 'coda' nasal and the following homorganlc
obsffuent are separated by an empty nucleus. The presence of an empty
nucleus activates the requirements of Proper Government. Contentful N,
properly govems empty N, and hence allows for the consonants enclosing N,
to form a cluster. However, the content of the onset position of empty N, is
dictated by the lnter-Onset Government relation with the following consonant.

In other words, I argue that in Southern Paiute only contentful vowels and
no empty nuclei can license the content of an onset consonant. The content of
a consonant followed by an empty nucleus must be licensed by another conso-
nant in an Inter-Onset Government relation. No such consonant in present in
the hypothetical form [am] represented in (58) below:

(58)
oNroN2l'l

am
L_*_

*[am]

Proper Govemment

IO Government

The final empty nucleus is properly governed, but the content of its onset is
not licensed by another consonant. The form could either surface as [a], with
the final consonant being left unparsed, or as [ama] after final vowel
epenthesis.

This kind of approach explains the restrictions on coda consonants and the
lack of word-final closed syllables without separating the licensing of domain-
internal and domain-final empty nuclei. I conclude that domain-final licensing
is not necessary for an adequate analysis of phonotactic patterns.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter I have proposed a new theory of Proper Government. In the
present model, each aspect of the well-formedness of PG relations is controlled
by an independent, straightforward and violable consffaint. I have argued that
PG involves trochaic, i.e. left-headed, relations, rather than righrheaded ones,

as generally assumed. This head-orientation is conffolled by the constraint
TnocHgr,. The surfacing of an empty nucleus is related to its role as a
governor in a Proper Government relation (cf. Hean Auote[ITy). PG relations
must be branching, as required by the Bn-nRITY constraint. Sequences of silent
empty nuclei are ruled out by the 'rhythmic' constraint No Lapsn.
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This approach has been applied to the analysis of vowel-zero altemations
and long vowel shortening in Turkish and Yawelmani in fiS 2.2-2.4. I have
argued that an account in terms of trochaic PG within the present approach is
more insightful than under the standard GP assumptions. In the Strict CV
model, long vowels consist of a contentful vowel and a following empty
nucleus. Under the present analysis, the head of a long vowel must properly
govem its empty dependent in order to spread its melody to it. It cannot
therefore properly govern another empty nucleus in the following CV unit.
Shortening occurs, i.e. the deletion of the empty dependent of the long vowel.
Such shortening follows straightforwardly from the requirements of trochaic
PG. It is analogous to Trochaic Shortening familiar from metrical theory.

In $ 2.5 I have considered some cases of ternary pafferns in the Strict CV
structure in Hungarian, Cairene Arabic and Turkish. I have argued that they do
not require an analysis in terms of ternary PG relations or domain-final
licensing. They can result from the ranking of No Lapsn below another well-
formedness constraint, such as a constraint on metrical sffucture, the consffaint
At-lclr-L, which requires the presence of a PG relation at the left edge of the
word, or INIeR-ONSET, which prohibits breaking up c.ertain clusters.

In $ 2.6 some apparent evidence for the violability of the constraint
TRocHBg has been discussed, involving vowel-zero altemations in Tigrinya and
Cairene Arabic. I have concluded, however, that the trochaic character of PG
relations in Tignnya is preserved by the lengthening of the ghost vowel. On
the other hand, the facts of Cairene Arabic involve violations of the Brxemrv
constraint on PG relations, rather than of TnocHEE.

In $ 2.7 I reconsider some evidence usually adduced in favour of domain-
final licensing, which is redundant within the present approach.
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Ghost vowels in Mohawk:
audibility versus visibility

3.1 Introduction

Proper Government is usually assumed to be the basic mechanism which
controls the phonetic realisation of empty nuclei within the framework of
Government Phonology. According to the E*pty Category Pnnciple (see

$ 1.1.8), an empfy nucleus can remain phonetically inaudible if it is properly
governed by an audible nucleus in a neighbouring syllable. Otherwise it must
receive a phonetic realisation. Phonetic presence versus phonetic absence has

been considered the essential difference between properly governed and
ungovemed nuclei. On the other hand, however, it has also been recognised
that a properly govemed nucleus can have phonetic realisation if it constitutes
(the second) part of a long vowel (see Lowenstamm's 1996 analysis of long
vowels in $ 2.3.4 above).

Within the framework developed in Chapter 2 above, audibility is an
atffibute of proper governors. The HenD AUDIBILITY consffaint (see 5 2.2.5
above) leaves open the issue of whether empfy nuclei in non-governing
positions must remain silent or not. (This was argued to follow from another,
lower-ranked constraint, Ionlqrny0, which requires empty nuclei to have zero
phonetic realisation.) In this chapter I present evidence that PG does not simply
concem the audibility of a nucleus, but tts phonological relevance, which
involves phonetic presence, but can also be manifested in other ways. Phonetic
presence itself can also result from other linguistic mechanisms. Apart from
intemuclear phonotactic conditions of the PG ffie, empty nuclei can also
materialise phonetically as a result of conditions on Inter-Onset Government
relations.

I will analyse the behaviour of empty nuclei in Mohawk.r Properly
governed nuclei in Mohawk can in certain contexts become audible, i.e.
phonetically realised, without at the same time acquiring the phonological
relevance which is the attribute of governors. Their status as proper governees
is manifested in their invisibility to stress. Phonotactic conditions on Inter-
Onset Government relations can determine the audibiliry of nuclei, but not their
prosodic status and visibility to stress.

' Parts of this chapter include a revised version of an analysis of Mohawk ghost vowels first
presented in Rowicka (1998) and (to appear, a).
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The discussion will add support to the approach assuming trochaic PG and
the system of constraints on the well-formedness of PG relations developed in
Chapter 2 above.

This chapter is organised as follows. In $ 3.2 I present the Mohawk data
concerning the prosodic behaviour of the ghost vowel [e]. The analysis of these
facts in terms of trochaic Proper Government is developed in $ 3.3. In $ 3.4 I
propose to account for the systematic breaking up of certain types of conson-
antal clusters in terms of Inter-Onset Government. Magic Licensing is
discussed in $ 3.5, where I argue that it is involved in most clusters of more
than two consonants in Mohawk. Some problems which Mohawk raises for a
possible account in terms of iambic PG are identified in $ 3.6. The prosodic
behaviour of the stem joiner vowel is discussed in $ 3.7. Finally, the present
approach is compared with some previous analyses of the Mohawk facts in
$ 3.8. $ 3.9 concludes. Appendix I at the end of this dissertation provides lists
of the consonantal clusters reported in Mohawk.

3.2 Data
3.2.1 Mohawk ghost vowels

Mohawk is a Northern Iroquoian language, spoken on reserves in Quebec,
Ontario and New York State. The basic sources for Mohawk phonology are
studies by Michelson (1981, 1983, 1988, 1989). Unless otherwise stated, all the
examples in this chapter come from these works.z

Mohawk has four oral vowels [i e a o] and two nasal vowels E X]. Since
vowel nasality apparently plays no role in the phonological phenomena
discussed in this thesis it will be left out of representations. There are no
underlying long vowels or diphthongs, but vowels bearing main stress are
lengthened.3 There are three oral obstruents [t k s], two sonorant consonants

[n r], two glides [* y] and two laryngeal consonants [h ?]. There is no
underlying voicing contrast in the oral obstruents. They are voiced
prevocalically and voiceless otherwise.

There are three vowels in Mohawk traditionally analysed as epenthetic: [i],
[a] and [e], which are phonetically identical to their non-epenthetic counter-
parts. The vowel ti] is added word-initially to augment the size of certain

'Other sources and studies on Mohawk include Alderete (1995), Beatty (1974), Bonvillain
(1973), Chafe (1977), Hagstrom (1997), Mithun (1979a, b), Piggott (1995a), Postal (1968,
1969) and Potter (1994). Some of the analyses are discussed in $ 3.8 below.
3 Some vocalic sequences, namely [ai ae ao au], appear on the surface as a result of certain
combinations of morphemes. See Michelson (1988: 11).
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words. More specifically, the vowel is prothesised in verb forms if they contain
only one stress-visible vowel (see $ 3.2.2 on stress-invisible vowels). Consider
the following examples, where prothetic [i] is underlined. The left-hand column
provides the input form. Following the sources, morphemes are separated by a
hyphen.

(l) I-prothesis
/k-yn-sl
/t-n(i)-ek-s/

[iky,.s]
[ltneks]

'I put it'
'you and I are eating'

This kind of augmentation is not uncommon cross-linguistically (cf. McCarthy
8L Prince 1986 and 1990). It indicates that there is a prosodic minimality
condition on Mohawk verb forms. A well-formed word must minimally contain
one branching foot (see Piggott 1995a). hothetic [i] always bears stress.

The presence of epenthetic [a] is morphologically conditioned. It appears

befween specific morphemes as a 'stem joiner'. It will be discussed in $ 3.8
below. In the first part of this chapter I will focus on the vowel [e]. Only this
vowel systematically exhibits the special prosodic behaviour to be discussed
here and therefore deserves the name of a 'ghost vowel'.

The ghost vowel [e] materialises, i.e., becomes phonetically audible, to
break up consonantal clusters.a It shows up after the first member of a

triconsonantal cluster and to split up a biconsonantal cluster if its second
member is a sonorant [n r w]5 or a word-final glottal stop [?]. No ghost vowel
appears if [h] or [?] occupies the first place in a cluster or if [s] or [h] occupies
the second place, The appearance of the ghost vowet is illustrated below.

o Michelson makes a distinction between vowels epenthesised between morphemes and

invisible vowels which occur under the same phonological conditions morpheme-internally.
Only in the case of the former type can one talk of actual vowel-zero alternations which
motivate an epenthesis analysis. However, the second type of vowels also exhibit the
peculiar behaviour with respect to stress ('stress invisibility') which epenthetic vowels have.

Within the framework adopted in this dissertation, a distinction between epenthetic and

underlying 'invisible' vowels is irrelevant since they both involve lexically present, empty
nuclei.
5 The glide [y] in a postconsonantal position does not trigger ghost vowel surfacing, but
often palatalises the preceding consonant (cf. Michelson 1988: 16). Moreover, certain
occurrences of [kw] and [ts] clusters do not trigger epenthesis either. They behave like
complex segments, rather than consonantal sequences, in that they do not block tonic
lengthening in the preceding syllable. The problem has attracted considerable attention in the

literature (cf. Postal 1968, Kiparsky 1973, Beatty 1974, Michelson 1981, 1983, 1988 and

Gorecka, undated ms.). In this thesis I abstract away from the exceptional behaviour of such
clusters.
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Ghost vowel surfacing
a. between C and word-final [?J:

(2)

b. between C and sonorant:

'I lay myself down'
'he has a bump on his nose'

'I will put it into a container'
'it smells'

'you coat it with something'
'go back!'

'hunt'-IMPERATIVE
'I have counted it'

/n-k-arat-? I
/ro-kut-ot-?/

ln-k-r-n?l
/w-akra-s/

[nk6:ratg?]
[rolcu:tote?]

[nkgrn?]
[w6ksras]

In the examples above main stress is indicated by acute accent. No secondary
stress has been reported.

3.2.2 Ghost appearance versus slress

In words with no ghost vowels the primary stress falls on the penultimate
syllable. The stressed vowel is subject to lengthening (cf. (3)a below).7 Tonic
lengthening fails to take place in two types of contexts. One is when a
consonantal cluster follows (cf. (3)b). Consider the following examples:8

c. to break up clusters:
/s-rho-s/ [sgrhos]6
/sa-a-ahkt/ [sas6hkst]

(3) a. with tonic lengthening:
ls-atoratl [sato:rat]
/wak-ashet-u/ [wakash6:tu]

u A 'late, automatic rule' inserts [h] after an accented vowel and before [rh] and [nh]
sequences (cf. Mithun 1979b:344; Michelson 1988: 61), so that [s€rhos] actually surfaces as

[sghrhos]. However, unlike in the case of underlying [h], this does not result in a falling
tone on the preceding vowel. In this thesis I will ignore the /r-insertion.
7 Beatty (1974:21) and Bonvillain (1973 39) note a few words where stress exceptionally
falls on the last syllable, e.g. [ist6] 'mother' and [ap16m] 'Abraham'. Moreover, there are
rare exceptions to tonic lengthening before a single consonant, such as [isi?] 'there' (cf.
Beatty 1974:21). According to Michelson (1988: 152), word-final stress in utterance-final
position is the result of the deletion of a whole word-final syllable, as in [istn] 'mother-voc'
vs. [istnha] (elsewhere).
8 The last word involves the elimination of underlying vowel hiatus by the deletion of one
of the vowels.
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b. without tonic lengthening:
/k-atirut-ha?l fkatirutha?]
/s-ho-ahkt-u/ [sh6hktu]

99

'I pull it'
'he went back'

The other context where lengthening is blocked involves the occurrence of a

ghost vowel in the next syllable and will be discussed later.
Ghost vowels are sometimes visible to stress and sometimes not. Consider

the examples below:

(4) a. ghost vowel before
lx-k-arat-? I
/t-^-k-rik-?/

b. ghost vowel before
/wak-nyak-s/
/s-k-ahkrs/

a single consonanl

[nk6:rate?]
[tnkerike?]

a consonantal

Iwaksnyaks]
Isk6hksts]
*[iskahkets]

'I lay myself down'
'I will put together side by
side'

cluster
'I get married'
'I got back'

Roughly speaking, a ghost vowel in a closed syllable is visible to stress,
whereas one in an open syllable rs invisible.e Syllables ending in word-final
[?] do not count as closed and ghost vowels preceding such a glottal stop are
invisible. Compare, for instance, the pre-antepenultimate stress in [tnkgrike?],
where neither of the ghost vowels conffibutes to the metrical sffucture, and the
penultimate stress in [sk6hkgts], where the ghost vowel is included in the foot.
If it were not, [i] would be added word-initially and stress would fall on the
prothetic vowel. This hypothetical but non-existent form is also given in (a)b.
Compare also the visible ghost vowel before word-final [t] in [sasihkgt] in (2)c
above (example due to Piggott 1995) and the invisible ghost vowel before
word-final glottal stop in [nk6:ratg?] in (4)a.

3.2.3 Adjacent ghosts

Sequences of ghost vowels complicate the situation. The presence of such
vowels in adjacent syllables has different consequences for stress assignment
than in non-adjacent syllables. Ghost vowels in non-neighbouring syllables are

' Some researchers, including Michelson and Piggott, use the term 'weightless' with respect
to the stress-invisible vowels.
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invisible to stress. This is illustrated by the words in (5)a, which have pre-
antepenultimate stress. On the other hand, in a sequence of two contiguous
syllables with ghost vowels, one is visible and the other is invisible to stress.
This is evidenced by the antepenultimate stress in (5)b.

(5) a. ghosts in non-adjacent syllables:
/rn-ehr-? I litenehre?l
lo-waht-?l [6n9rahte?]

b. ghosts in adjacent syllables:
/te-wak-ahsutr-?/ [tewakahsri:tgre?] 'I have spliced it'

lyo-t-r-?l

*[tewak6hsutere?]
*[tewakahsute:.re?]

[yo:tgrq?]
*[i-:yotsre?]
*[yote:rg?]

'it's in the dish/glass'

In the first example in (5)a augmentation (i.e. iprothesis) takes place. This
indicates that none of the non-adjacent ghost vowels is visible to stress and
may contribute to the minimally required word size. In other words, a ghost
vowel (not adjacent to another ghost) can never be included in a stress foot,
either as its weak branch (cf. impossible *[tendhrq?]), or as the foot head (cf.
n[tenehre?]), even if there is no other (contentful) nucleus in the word which
can act as the head of such a foot. lnstead, the vowel [i] is prothesised and it
forms a foot together with the only lexically contentful vowel in the word, here

[e]. On the other hand, no augmentation takes place in the last example in (5)b,
which shows that the word minimality condition is fulfiIled by one of the
adjacent ghosts.

Visible and invisible ghost vowels have different effects on tonic lenthen-
ing in the preceding syllable. Tonic lengthening is blocked before an invisible
ghost in the following syllable, again as in [itenehre?] in (5)a. On the other
hand, visible ghosts, just like contentful vowels, do allow for tonic lengthening
in the preceding syllable, as in, for instance [y6:tere?] in (5)b.

3.2.4 Evidence for the non-underlying status of ghosts

To recapitulate, evidence for the non-underlying status of ghost [e] involves
vowel-zero alternations (not always available) and invisibility to stress, tonic

'you and I want'
'leaf
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lengthening and the prosodic minimality condition just mentioned. The
examples in (6) illustrate:
(a) the altemation between an audible visible vowel and phonetic zero within
the root lahktl 'go back',
(b) the alternation within the root /ahsutr/ 'splice', where the ghost vowel is
sometimes stress-invisible and sometimes stress-visible, and
(c) the alternation befween zero, an invisible ghost vowel and a visible one at
the end of the I-pERsoN-AGENT prefix flrl.

l0l

(6) a. Visible [eJ vs. 0
/s-k-ahkt-s/ [sk6hksts]
is-ho-ahkt-u/ [sh6hktu]

'I got back'
'he went back'

'I fill it in'
'I will put it into a container'
'I buy'

b. Visible [eJ vs. invisible [eJ
/te-k-ahsfir-ha?l [tekahsutgrha?] 'I splice it'
/te-n-k-ahsutr-n?/ [tnkahsritgrn?]'I shall splice'

c. Visible [eJ vs.
/k-r-ha?l
I n-k-r-n? I
lk-hninu-s/

invisible [eJ vs. A

[k{rha?]
[nkgrn?]
[khni:nus]

In the following section I present an
trochaic Proper Goverment.

analysis of the Mohawk facts in terms of

3.3 Mohawk under trochaic PG
3.3.1 Mohawk as il Strict CV language

I propose that, just like Yawelmani and Turkish, Mohawk is best analysed as a

Strict CV language. There is virtual consensus among researchers that Mohawk
has no branching onsets. For instance, intervocalic CC clusters prevent tonic
lengthening in the preceding syllable (see, however, fu. 5). This is not expected
before clusters which form branching onsets. In languages which are sensitive
to the distinction befween coda-onset clusters and branching onset clusters, like
Dutch, long vowels are freely allowed before branching onsets, but not before
(morpheme-internal) coda-onset clusters. Moreover, clusters of a consonant and
a sonorant which meet the requirements on well-formed branching onsets are
regularly split up by ghost vowels. Consider, for instance, the behaviour of [14]
sequences in the following examples:
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[kgrunyus] 'I sketch'

[t6keriks] 'I put them together'
(7) lk-runyu-s/

/te-k-rik-s/

As shown above, the sequence [<r] is broken up by a ghost vowel both word-
initially and medially.

There is not much evidence for branching rhymes either. Most word-
intemal surface CC clusters are not canonical coda-onset sequences. Consider,
for instance, the clusters [ny] and [ks] in the examples in (7) above. According
to the standard GP theory, coda-onset clusters must be characterised by the
rising complexity of segmental strucfure (which expresses falling sonority; cf.

$ 1.1.4 above), while in [ny] and [ks] the second consonant is less complex
(hence more sonorous) than the first one. Such sequences must then be
represented with intervening empty nuclei. There are no underlying long
vowels or diphthongs in Mohawk. All these facts suggest that Mohawk is best
analysed as a Strict CV language with no branching constituents. A1l surface
clusters must be represented with an intervening empty nucleus.

An obvious problem for a Strict CV analysis of Mohawk, but also for any
other analysis of Mohawk constituent structure, is the occurrence of clusters of
up to three consonants word-finally, up to four consonants word-initially and
up to five consonants word-medially (cf. Appendix 1 at the end of this
dissertation, based on Michelson 1988: l2),'o while domain-internally, PG can
account only for clusters of two consonants.

Mohawk has a rich morphological system with a large number of prefixes
and suffixes, some of which are monoconsonantal. This morphological
complexity can be reflected in analytical domain structure. Since restrictions on
the occurrence of empty nuclei do not hold across domains, a sequence of
analytic monoconsonantal affixes can potentially give rise to a heavy conso-
nantal cluster on the surface. To what extent situations like this occur in
Mohawk can only be determined after a thorough examination of the lan-
guage's morphology, which goes beyond the scope of this study.

However, it is evident that the occurrence of consonantal clusters in
Mohawk is related to the special status of [s h ?] in this language. Almost all
clusters of more than two consonants contain one (or more) of these conso-
nants. It is striking that in longer consonantal sequences essentially every other
consonant is either [s], [h] or [?]. Such sequences fail to be broken up by ghost
vowels. This issue is addressed in $ 3.5 below. Anticipating the discussion in

r0 Contrary to Michelson, Bonvitlain (1973 35-36) reports at most biconsonantal clusters
word-initially, at most tri-consonantal clusters finally and clusters of at most four consonants
medially in Akwesasne Mohawk. See also Appendix 1.
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that section, I propose that empty nuclei preceded by [s h ?] in the onset do

not need to be properly governed. They are subject to a special form of
licensing, known as Magic Licensing, which will be denoted by '#' in the
representations.

Below I will show that an analysis in terms of trochaic PG correctly
predicts the materialisation of sffess-visible ghost vowels.

3.3.2 Trochaic PG and stress

Ghost vowels in Mohawk count for stress when followed by a consonantal
cluster or by another ghost vowel. Under a Strict CV analysis, both of these

contexts involve sequences of empty nuclei. Compare the representations in
(8).

(8) a. iwak-nyak-s/

b. lyo-t-r-?l

^o Nro N3ottlk +n y
e

Iwakgnyaks]

'I get married'
#

N4O N5O N6ttl
a k s

'it's in the dish/glass'

?T,
wa

,'-\
N,O NrO NlOtl"t-lot Jr ?

e

#
N4o

I

v

e

[yo:tgrg?]

where '#' indicates Magic Licensing

In (8)a there are two sequences of empty nuclei in adjacent CV units. In the
leftmost sequence, N, must properly govem N, and therefore it surfaces. It is
metrically visible and receives stress. Magic Licensing affects the final empty
nucleus Nu so that the preceding empty N, has no properly goveming function.
It can be governed itself by contentful No and remains silent.
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In (8)b there is a sequence of three empty nuclei. Word-final No is subject
to Magic Licensing and does not need to be properly govemed. Empty N, has
a governing role to fulfil with respect to N, and therefore it is audible and
stress-visible.

In both representations the ghost vowel which is visible to stress is
followed by another (audible or inaudible) ghost vowel which is invisible to
sffess. In terms of the present model, the visible ghost vowel has in each case

a trochaic properly governing function to fulfiI. The problem is that the
invisible and properly governed N, in (8)b is for some reason phonetically
realised. I argue below that the reason why it is audible is independent of PG.

Leaving aside for the moment the issue of the phonetic presence of the
invisible nucleus N, in (8)b, one can conclude that the status of the governor in
a ffochaic PG relation is what makes a ghost vowel audible as well as visible.
Ghosts which are proper governors are audible and visible, while those which
are not governors are invisible (although they can be audible for independent
reasons). Trochaic PG offers an explanation for the diverse behaviour of
audible ghost vowels with respect to stress. It is not unexpected that structural
heads (here PG heads) cannot be ignored at other hierarchical levels (here: in
metrical structure), while non-heads can be. In other words, I argue that PG
mainly determines the prosodic status of nuclei: governors or govemees. Only
governors are projected onto the representational level where metrical relations
are established. A nucleus, which is present on this level, must be phonetically
interpreted. Therefore audibility is also an attribute of PG heads. On the other
hand, invisible ghosts are non-heads in PG and as such are not represented on
the metrical projection level and not visible to stress. However, for some
reason independent of PG, they acquire phonetic realisation.

In Mohawk, similarly to Polish, stress takes into consideration only these
empty nuclei which have the status of (trochaic) proper governors, and ignores
those which are properly governed or otherwise licensed. The difference
befween Polish and Mohawk is that in Polish properly governed nuclei are
never phonetically realised, while apparently in Mohawk they sometimes are.

The situation in Mohawk provides evidence in favour of the approach to
Proper Government put forward in Chapter 2. According to it, the focus in the
formation of PG relations is to determine which nuclei must be govemors in
such relations. The Heao AunB[ITy constraint requires that these nuclei must
be audible. Unlike the ECP of standard GP, it does not speciff whether proper
governees should remain inaudible. While the status of a proper govemor
always involves audibiliry, the opposite does not necessarily have to be true.
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3.3.3 Tonic lengthening

Under ffochaic PG, the blocking of tonic lengthening in Mohawk before an
inaudible empty nucleus or audible invisible ghost vowel in the following CV
unit can be accounted for similarly to the shortening of long vowels before an
empfy nucleus in Turkish and Yawelmani (see Chapter 2 above),

Within Strict CV, tonic lengthening is viewed as addition of an empty CV
unit following the vowel under main stress. The tonic vowel spreads its melody
to the following empty nucleus so that a long vowel results. Such an analysis
of tonic lengthening has, for instance, been proposed for ltalian by Larsen
(lees).

Mohawk tonic lengthening viewed in this way is represented in (9). The
stressed syllable, i.e. the stressed CV unit and the lengthening CV unit, is
doubly underlined.

(9) /s-atorat/

o
I

r

o N,oll'l
sat

N,O N,
l' --" 

t

o

o N3o N4ttt
rut

'hunt'-IMPERATIVE

NrO Nstl
at

[sat6:rat]

As was argued in the preceding chapter, a long vowel is a trochaic PG domain.
The contentful long vowel head, here Nr, properly govems the following
empty nucleus, here Nr, and, in the absence of a consonant in the intervening
onset, spreads its melody to the empty governee.

Consider now the words [katirutha?] k-atirut-ha?/ 'I pull it' and [w6k9ras]
/w-akra-s/ 'it smells'. In both words the nucleus in the CV unit following the
stressed vowel is empty (although it is audible in the second word) and it
needs to be properly govemed by the vowel under main stress. The words are
represented in (10).

(10) a. /k-atirurha?l 'I pull it'
)&
a.t

o N5o N6ttl
h a?

? T,? T,
k a t i

[katirutha?]
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b. /w-akra-s/

,'^o Nro N2o
llll
wakr

'it smells'

e

[w6k9ras]

In such words the insertion of an empty CV unit after the tonic vowel would
result in a sequence of two empty nuclei which both need to be properly
governed from the left. This is shown below:

sjv
{F/\'^

N3O N4II
AS

?#
o N3o N4o N5rltl
k r a s

(11) a.

oNroN?ll'll'k a t i

b.
o

I

w

/,-\ ? #
o N1o Noo Nso N6o N7I l"--"- I " t l" I

r u t h a?
*[katiru:tha?]

/'-\
N,ON"

.t-LI -'
a

L
*[w6:keras]

In (1l)a contentful N, properly governs empty No and spreads its melody to it.
Similarly, in (11)b N2 is properly governed by contentful N, and tonic
lengthening, i.e. spreading from N, to Nr, takes place. However, N, in the first
word and N, in the other word remain ungoverned. The resulting forms in (ll)
contain sequences of empty nuclei in adjacent CV units. They violate the No
Lepsn constraint (cf. S 2.2.6 above) and are therefore ill-formed. Instead, in
order to guarantee trochaic PG for N, in (1I)a and N, in (11)b, no empty CV
units are inserted and no lengthening takes place.

The fact that the representation in (11)b is ill-formed is particularly
significant as regards the correct interpretation of the No LnpsE consffaint.
Both N, and N, have some phonetic realisation: one is part of a long vowel
and the other is an audible invisible ghost. However, neither of them is a PG
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governor. They are both prosodically weak. Therefore their sequence violates
No Lepsn. The No Lepsn constraint, I argue, refers to the prosodic status of
nuclei, and not only to their audibility.

Under the present analysis, the failure of tonic lengthening in Mohawk
follows from the same mechanism which has been shown to trigger the
shortening of long vowels in Yawelmani and Turkish (see $ 2.3 above). In all
these languages, vowel length altemations are due to the avoidance of No
Lepsp violations.

3.4 Inter-Onset Government

I return now to the mechanism which triggers the phonetic realisation of some
invisible ernpty nuclei, such as N, in (10)b above, which, although audible,
have been argued to have the status of proper governees.

Recall that invisible ghost vowels appear befween specific consonants,
namely, between a consonant and a sonorant or a (word-final) glottal stop. As
a relation which operates on nuclear projections, PG is expected to be blind to
the melody of intervening consonants. It should allow for the existence of
(bi)consonantal clusters, irrespective of the nature of the consonants involved.
I argue that this is indeed the case in Mohawk. The materialisation of ghost

vowels in between specific consonants has been shown not to affect their status
as proper governees. The regular breaking up of specific consonantal sequences

indicates that not only internuclear (i.e. PG) relations are relevant in the
audibility of ghost vowels in Mohawk, but interconsonantal relations play a

significant role as well.
Relations between consonants in separate onsets have been expressed in GP

in terms of Inter-Onset (IO) Government (cf. $ 1.1.8 above). It is contracted
befween two consonants in onset positions separated by an empty nucleus. IO
Government relations can be left-headed or right-headed. Left-headed IO
Govemment relations are analogous to constituent government within branch-
ing onsets of the standard GP theory, while nght-headed IO Government
relations parallel the interconstituent government between an onset consonant
and the preceding coda consonant. Similarly to those relations, obstruents are
typical IO heads and sonorants are fypical IO dependents. The headedness in
IO Govemment relations expresses the language's preference for 'branching
onset-like' consonantal sequences or for 'coda-onset-like ' clusters. Left-headed
IO Government results in clusters of rising sonority across empty nuclei, e.g.

[k0n], while right-headed IO Government produces clusters of decreasing
sonority, e.g. [n0k].
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3.4.1 IO Government in Polish

IO Government was first resorted to in cases when an empty nucleus remained
silent in between specific consonants (i.e. between the two parts of a geminate
or a homorganic consonantal cluster), even though it was apparently not
properly governed. Proper Govemment, being an internuclear relation, could be
expected to result in random consonantal sequences on the surface. Cyran &
Gussmann (to appear) point out that this expectation is not borne out in Polish.
Certain fypes of clusters are clearly preferred, while others are unattested or
occur only marginally. Although in principle oblivious to consonantal
melodies, PG cannot apparently result in such sequences. Cyran & Gussmann
argue that this is due to the requirements of IO Government.

According to Cyran & Gussmarur, IO Government is the basic means of
licensing empty nuclei in Polish. In a 'Cr0C2V' sequence, (iambic) PG does
not apply automatically from the contentful vowel to the preceding empty
nucleus. C, and C, are first checked as to whether they meet the requirements
on a well-formed IO Government relation. If so, the IO Government relation is
contracted, licensing the intervening empty nucleus. According to Cyran &
Gussmann, IO Government in Polish is left-headed, i.e. it licenses obsffuent-
sonorant type of clusters, as in kfiril [kra] 'ice float' (cf. [k'er] 'idem-Grx
PL'). This is represented in (12)a below.

(12) a.

b.

,'r,\o Nro N2ltt
krar1

lkral

O N,O N"ltt'
rka
l,+

,zx[rka]

(iambic) PG

IO Government

(iambic) PG

IO Government
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[kto]

d. f-'-,o Nro N2

lll
nra
t-- i-+

*[nra]

(iambic) PG

IO Government

(iarnbic PG)

IO Govemment

?N?T,
kto

In (12)a there is a well-formed left-headed IO Government relation between
the onsets enclosing N, and that is why the nucleus remains inaudible. IO
Govemment seems to take precedence over PG in Polish in that consonantal
sequences which 'fail the IO test', i.e. which cannot contract a well-formed IO
Government relation, cannot be osaved' by applying (iambic) PG to the
intervening empty nucleus. That is why the hypothetical form in (12)b is
impossible. However, the IO requirement only holds with respect to sequences

of typical governor, i.e. an obsffuent, and a typical governee, i.e. a sonorant.
Sequences of two typical governors are allowed. As shown in (12)c, the empty
nucleus intervening between [k] and [t] tn kto 'who' can be licensed by PG.
On the other hand, sequences of typical governees are disallowed, as shown in
(12)d.

Cyran & Gussmann's paper is reviewed in more detail in $ 7.2 below. A
generalisation particularly important to the present discussion, which they do
not state explicitly, but which is apparent from the facts represented in (12), is
that IO requirements in Polish are only relevant in the presence of a sonorant.
Such typical governees apparently require to be governed in Polish whenever
they stand melodically next to another consonant. Exactly the opposite can be

observed in Mohawk.
As long as languages exhibit only one type of head orientation in IO

Government, it could be expressed in terms of parameter setting. However,
Strict CV analyses of languages which exhibit both 'branching onset-like' and
'coda-onset-like' clusters seem to call for both left-headed and righrheaded IO
Government. This is the suggestion made by Cyran (1998) in his analysis of
Polish final clusters. I am of the opinion that both left- and righrheaded IO
Government relations are also relevant in Mohawk.
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3.4.2 IO Government in Mohawk

The situation in Mohawk differs from that in Polish in several respects. For
one thing, clusters of increasing sonorify, such as [kr], are disallowed. Such
clusters are always broken up by an audible nucleus. This indicates that, on the
one hand, there are some restrictions on the sequences of melodically adjacent
consonants, which can be expressed in terms of conditions on Inter-Onset
Government relations. On the other hand, however, unlike in Polish, there is
obviously no left-headed IO Government in Mohawk which could sanction
obsffuent plus sonorant clusters of increasing sonority. Whenever the IO
requirement is not satisfied, the intervening empty nucleus is audible. Consider
the example in (13).

N3O NoOtlt
ik ?t r(i

e

will put together, side by side'
PG

[tnksrike?]
*[tnlcrik?]

A left-headed IO Government relation is not possible between the onsets

enclosing N, in (13). Therefore the intervening nucleus must be phonetically
realised to break up the cluster. In $ 3.4.3 below I argue that IO requirements
are also responsible for the surfacing of ghost vowels between a consonant and
a glottal stop, such as No in (13).

Since IO considerations are evidently relevant in Mohawk and clusters
favoured by left-headed IO Government relations are not well-formed, one
could expect to find right-headed, rather than left-headed, IO Government
relations licensing intervening empty nuclei. This would predict that ('coda-
onset-like') clusters of decreasing sonority should be preferred. Indeed,
Michelson mentions [rk] as a possible sequence (although I was not able to
find any examples containing this cluster). However, it is not the case that
sonorant * consonant clusters are in general favoured. Michelson (1988: 1a3)
mentions (after Lounsbury 1978: 338) that there are several words in which an
invisible ghost vowel unexpectedly breaks up tnk] clusters. Consider the
following example:

(13) /t-^-k-r^k-?l
,r--,o Nro N2lrr

t nk

.I
ra
N5o

I

r
IO Government



(14) /n-t-k-wnn-inkn?-n?/

Mosewr

[ntfuwnningkn?n9?] 'I speak up'
*[ntkewnningkn?n9?]
*[ntkgwnninkn?nq?]

The fact that invisible ghost vowels can break up clusters of a sonorant and
another consonant reveals that such clusters are not any more welcome than
those where the sonorant is in the second position. This indicates that in
Mohawk IO Govemment relations cannot sanction any type of clusters
containing a sonorant. Clusters of a sonorant and an obstruent in whatever
order are avoided. I conclude that a condition on IO Government relations
disallows the sequence [nk] and rules out *[ntkewnninkn?ne?] as a possible
form. The intervening vowel must be audible, but it is invisible to stress since
it is not a head in a PG relation. Except for [ny] and [ry], sonorant sequences

are not attested either." Sonorants most often appear in clusters with [s h ?],

clearly due to the special clustering properties of the latter consonants.
I conclude that, conffary to Polish, where IO Govemment is an additional

mechanism licensing certain consonantal sequences," in Mohawk IO Govern-
ment only functions in the form of negative conditions on consonantal
sequencing. This condition prohibits clusters of sonorants with consonants
other than [s h ?]. Without going into the details of segmental structure, one

can observe that these three consonants, in particular [h] and [?], are rather
simple in terms of their melodic structure. One can therefore fairly uncontro-
versially assume that they can be nothing but governees in IO Govemment
relations. Consequently, the ability of sonorants to occur in clusters with [s h ?]

only, and not with any other (more complex) consonants, can be stated as the
following condition:

(15) In Mohawk a sonorant must be a governor in an IO Govemment
relation.

I suggest that both left- and right-headed IO Government are relevant in
Mohawk. This is why a sonorant cannot be either preceded or followed by a
consonant which it cannot govem.

Mohawk also differs from Polish in that PG in Mohawk functions entirely
independently of IO Govemment. As I have shown, PG relations are

established irrespective of the melodic content of consonants. Whether or not
IO requirements make an empty nucleus audible has no effect on the PG status

111

11 Bonvillain (1973) does
12 See also the discussion

report [nl], though. Cf.
of Turkish'coda-onset'

Appendix 1.

-like clusters in $ 2.5 above.
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of this nucleus. On the other hand, as argued by Cyran & Gussmann, in Polish
(iambic) PG cannot license an empty nucleus if the consonants enclosing it do
not satistz the well-formedness requirements on IO Government relations. This
difference between Polish and Mohawk can be interpreted as evidence that
there is no universal ranking between IO Government and PG, contrary to the
conclusions of Cyran ( 1996) and Cyran & Gussmann (to appear), who argue
for the universal precedence of IO Government over PG. In Mohawk there is
simply no interaction between the two ffies of relations. However, the precise
working of IO Government and its interaction with the rest of phonology
requires a more detailed study in Mohawk as well as cross-linguistically.

3.4.3 IO Government and the glottal stop

The glottal stop patterns with sonorants as far as IO Govemment requirements
are concerned. It cannot melodically follow another consonant. Word-final
clusters of a consonant and a glottal stop are always broken up by an invisible
ghost vowel. There are no surface word-intemal 'C?' clusters, either. Ghost
vowels also split these up. Consider the following words. The first two come
from Piggott (1995a: 308); the third is from Michelson (1988: 134):

( l6) lrak-?nil

k-ya?t-?kns/

lk-?nikhu-s/

[r6ke?ni]
*[rake?ni]

lkey6?te?knsl
*ftgya?tg?knsl

[ke?nikhus]
*[k?nikhus]

'father-voc'13

'I am fat'

'I sew'

152): [rake?ni] or [rak6ni]
[rake?niha] (elsewhere).

b.

C.

Observe that in (16)a and (b), the ghost vowels in the penultimate syllable are
invisible even though they are followed by a consonantal cluster (of a glottal
stop and another consonant). These examples provide evidence that invisibilify
of ghost vowels before a glottal stop, observed by Michelson, is not resfficted
to the word-final position. This invisibility indicates that these ghost vowels are
not phonetically realised due to the requirements of PG, but due to IO
Government.

Postal ( 1969) discusses a Vowel Doubling process in the Caughnawaga
dialect of Mohawk which changes /C?V,/ sequences into [CVi?Vi] ones. That

13 Compare, however,
'father-voc', where the

the forms given in Michelson (1988:
utterance-final syllable [ha] is lost, and
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is, a prevocalic consonanl + glottal stop cluster is broken up by a vowel which
is a copy of the vowel following the glottal stop. Consider the following
examples (the inserted vowel is capitalised):

(17) /n-wa-atunis?a-s-hek-?/

[owatunisA?6shek9?]
/n-wa-o-atunis?a-u-hak- ?/

IoyotunisU?trhakEe?]

'it will be ripening repeatedly'

'it will have been ripening'

Vowel Doubling is another piece of evidence for an IO constraint against 'C!
sequences in Mohawk. The inserted vowels break up the prohibited 'C?'
clusters. What is specific to Vowel Doubling is that the ghost vowel which
materialises before the glottal stop to separate it melodically from the preced-
ing consonant is targeted by spreading from the underlying vowel following
[?]. No such spreading is possible when the glottal stop is word-final or when
it is followed by another consonant, as in the words in (16). Such spreading is
not possible either across a consonant other than [?]. F,or instance, [tnkerike?]
'I will put together, side by side' cannot become *[!nkirikg?]. The fact that
spreading is possible across the glottal stop must be due to the extremely
simple, 'empty' segmental strucfure of the consonant.

I conclude that there is sufficient evidence for an IO constraint against 'C?'
sequences in Mohawk. In terms of its representation, the glottal stop is a very
simple consonant: it lacks melodic specification. Unlike sonorants, it cannot
govern any other consonant in an IO Government relation. The prohibition
against 'C?' clusters in Mohawk can therefore be stated as a condition that [?]
cannot be governed in a left-headed IO Government relation:

(18) The glottal stop carurot be govemed by another consonant in a left-
headed IO Government relation.

The glottal stop differs from sonorants in Mohawk in that it can be followed
(and hence governed in a right-headed IO Governrnent relation) by another
consonant. Ghost vowels never materialise after a laryngeal consonant, either

[?] or th]. I argue, however, that this difference is not necessarily an indication
that [?C] clusters are entirely acceptable in terms of IO Government relations.
Ghosts fail to surface after t? h] in sequences of up to five consonants. The
acceptability of t?Cl clusters is not enough to explain such facts. They indicate
that there is a well-formedness constraint which inhibits ghost vowel surfacing
after a laryngeal consonant.
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3.5 Magic Licensing

CHAPTER 3

In this section I take up the issue of the special clustering properties of certain
consonants in Mohawk, namely, [s h ?]. Consonantal clusters containing these
segments fail to be broken up by ghost vowels. I have proposed that the
special properties of [s h ?] involve Magic Licensing.

Below I propose a reinterpretation of Magic Licensing, a licensing
mechanism familiar from standard GP, within the Strict CV framework and
apply it in the analysis of Mohawk.

3.5.1 Standard GP vs. Strict CV

One of the mechanisms licensing empty nuclei within Government Phonology
appeals to the Magic Licensing properties of consonants, specifically of [s] (cf.

$ 1.1.8 above). Kaye (199211996) argues that [s] in word-initial [s] plus
consonant clusters is in fact in the coda of a word-initial empty nucleus. Such
a nucleus is parametrically Magically Licensed to remain silent, as represented
below (cf. Kaye 1996: 171):

(1e) ,/
oN2 oN3

where '#' indicates Magic Licensing
'/' indicates domain-final licensing

The Magic Licensing mechanism of the standard theory cannot be adopted in
the Strict CV framework as it stands. It crucially refers to the rhymal comple-
ment position, while the Stnct CV approach does not recognise such a position.
Given the assumption that every consonant is followed by a nuclear position,
the cluster [st] must instead be represented with an empty nucleus in between

[s] and [t]. This implies that a [str] cluster, e.g. tnstrip, contains two interven-
ing empfy nuclei, as shown below:

lrt
R

t\
T\
xx

!

S

Is

xxxxllt
t op

topl
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/^\ '/
NrO NjO N4"tl'l

rip
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(20)

(2r)

{F

Nl o
I

t

o
I

S

Given the standard iambic PG, contentful N, can properly govern empty Nr,
domain-final empff No can be licensed parametrically, but there still remains
empty N, to be accounted for. Under Strict CV, 'magic' needs to be resorted to
in order to account for the licensing of an empty nucleus following [s].

A somewhat different line of analysis must be taken in a Strict CV
framework adopting trochaic PG. The representation of the word strip is
reanalysed below. The final empty nucleus No is properly governed by the
preceding contentful nucleus Ns. Nr is Magically Licensed and inaudible.
Empty N, is silent although it apparently lacks a proper governor to its left.

licensing and trochaic PGMagic
*

oNr
I

S

NrO N4tl
lp

trochaic PG
o Nrott
tr

IO Government

I argue that the inaudibility of N, is due to the nature of the consonants
enclosing it. The consonants enclosing N, are subject to rigid restrictions. They
can only be an obstruent and a sonorant. The same restrictions hold on word-
initial clusters in words such as trip in English. In standard GP these restric-
tions are stated in terms of conditions on constituent government. Within the
Strict CV approach developed here, they can be formalised in terms of left-
headed IO Government. Observe that in trip, represented as hAnphl, there is no
contentful vowel which can trochaically properly govern the empfy nucleus
between ttl and trl. Still, the nucleus remains silent. I conclude that in a

language such as English, an empty nucleus enclosed by consonants which
meet the conditions on left-headed IO Govemment can be licensed by way of
such I0 Government. Similarly, IO Government licenses empty N, in (21)
above.

The effect of Magic Licensing is that an empty nucleus following lsl can
remain inaudible although it is ungoverned. The rationale of this licensing
mechanism has hardly been understood, which is also expressed in its 'magic'
name. I suggest that the Magically Licensing consonant lsl is analogous to the
'moraic' nasal in Japanese, as analysed by Yoshida (1990). Japanese words
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cannot end in a silent empty nucleus. They can only end in an audible vowel
or in the'moraic' nasal, as in hoN thofr] 'book'. Yoshida proposes to
represent the 'moraic' nasal as an onset consonant which spreads to the
following unlicensed empty nucleus so as to provide it with phonetic content.
The word hoN is represented below (cf. Yoshida 1990: 338):

(22)

As a result of the spreading, the final nucleus is no longer silent and the
representation is well-formed. ra

I argue that Magically Licensing [s] is parallel to the Japanese 'moraic'
nasal. It occupies an onset position, but at the sarne time it spreads to the
following empty nucleus so that it no longer counts as silent. In other words,
Magically Licensing [s] behaves phonotactically like a syllabic consonant.rs
This can tentatively be stated in terms of the following consffaint:

(23) M,q.crc Lrcnusruc
/s/ spreads to the following empty nucleus.

The issue of consonant syllabicify will also be discussed in $ 7.5.2 below.
Magic Licensing has been said to be inactive (i.e. switched off

parameffically) in Spanish. Word-initial [sC] clusters in Spanish always surface
with a prothetic e, as in gspafiol 'Spanish'. The vowel has been interpreted as

the realisation of an unlicensed word-initial empty nucleus, as in fis.pa.fio)Al
(where '.' separates syllables). I propose an altemative explanation. Under the
present analysis, a word-initial [sC] cluster contains an ungovemed inaudible
nucleus. For instance, the word gspafiol is represented as /s0,.pa.fro.101. Cross-

ta Yoshida suggests that the nasal is subsequently dissociated from the onset position since it
is pronounced without a complete closure or the specification for the place of articulation. I
assume this is a matter of the interpretation of melodic material, rather than of syllabic
constituency.

" I owe this idea to my son Oskar. When he was learning at school to break up words into
syllables he used to syllabify his name as [o.s.kar] and treat similarly 'sC' clusters in other
words.

Another anecdotal piece of evidence in favour of viewing Magic Licensing as consonant
syllabicity comes from the Cherokee syllabic alphabet (cf. Feeling 1975). The alphabet
contains symbols for 'V' and 'CV' syllables, as well as for ... [s]. (Thanks to Charles Ulrich
for this suggestion.)

ONONIr1."
hoN
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linguistically, such nuclei are disfavoured at the beginning of the word. In the
analysis of Polish in Chapter 8 below, I discuss the constraint EocB-Lrrt,
which requires a strong (i.e. audible) nucleus in the word-initial CV unit. I
suggest that the same constraint is responsible for e-prothesis in Spanish. One
way to satisfu Encp-LErr is to create a word-initial degenerate PG foot with
0, as the head. This, however, involve a violation of the BwaRITY requirement
on PG relations. Another strategy is taken in Spanish. A contentful nucleus is
added word-initially. In other words, I argue that Spanish e-prothesis is not due

to the phonetic realisation of a lexically present word-initial empty nucleus. It
actually involves prothesis, i.e. word-initial addition of a vowel, analogical to
i-prothesis in Mohawk. This account does not demand that Magic Licensing be
parametrically switched OFF in Spanish. The ranking of the EpcE-Lerr
constraint above the MecIC LICENSING constraint gives the correct result.

3.5.2 Magic Licensing in Mohawk

Magic Licensing properties of [s] are active in Mohawk. Ghost vowels fail
break up clusters of three consonants if the second consonant is [s]. This
exemplified below:

(24)

to
is

a.

b.

lk-st-ha?/

/ak-skar-?/

/yo-kste-?/

likstha?l
*[kgstha?]

[6kskare?]
*[6k9skarg?]

[y6kste?]
*[y6keste?]

'[ am good at'

'my girlfriend,
boyfriend'
'it's heavy'c.

This fact can be accounted for if one assumes that [s] can Magically License
the following empty nucleus. Such a nucleus does not need to be properly
governed. Consider the representation below. (Magic Licensing by the final
glottal stop is considered in the next section.)

^ 
+

NrO NrO N3tl-l
oks

[y6kste?]

(2s) vrv-{}
f

o N,o N.ltl
te?

o
I

v
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Magic Licensing by [s] affects N:. The preceding nucleus N, has no properly
governing function, hence it can itself be properly govemed by contentful N,.
Magic Licensing also accounts for the fact that word-final 'Cs' clusters do not
need to be split up by ghosts. Recall, for instance, the final cluster in
[wakgnyaks] 'I get married' in (8) above.

Licensed empty nuclei have generally be assumed unable to license any
other nuclei. It follows that a Magically Licensed nucleus should be unable to
properly govern another nucleus. Consider, however, the representation of the
Mohawk word [ikstha?] 'I am good at'. (The curly brackets enclose the
prothetic CV unit.)

'I am good at'
?

N,t

(26) k-st-ha? I

^ 
#

{ oNr} oNroN3trl
iks

likstha?l

\&1*
o N.o N"

ll'lu
h a?

o
I

t

In the representation tn (26), there is a sequence of three empty nuclei, Nr, N:
and No, none of which surfaces phonetically. The nucleus in the middle, Nr, is
Magically Licensed due to [s] in its onset. Hence preceding Nz has no properly
governing function to fulfil and does not need to surface phonetically.
(Prothesis provides it with a proper govemor.) However, Magic Licensing of
N, leaves the following empty nucleus, No, without a proper govemor. (Its
unlicensed status is indicated by the question mark '?' above it.) Given the

Bil.teRlry constraint on PG relations, No carurot be parsed as a head of a non-
branching PG foot (and be audible) because it has no governee. It remains
silent.

One may wonder, however, whether the structure in (26) can be considered
well-formed. Can an ungoverned empty nucleus simply be tolerated after a
Magically Licensed one, analogously to an empty nucleus in a word-initial CV
unit, simply because Magic Licensing has deprived it of a potential proper
governor? Or, is it the case that a Magically Licensed nucleus, here N3, csrl
function as a proper governor, here with respect to No? I suggest that it can if
the MncIC LICENSING consffaint is ranked higher than Hpao Aupteil-ITY. I
argue that this is the case in Mohawk. Magically Licensed nuclei are able to
properly govem any other nuclei, although they differ from other proper
governors in that they are not phonetically realised as audible vowels, invisible
to stress and hence to the prosodic minimality condition.
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Notice that once a Magically Licensed nucleus which is a proper govemor
with respect to the following empry nucleus becomes audible for independent
reasons (i.e. due to IO requirements), it cannot help being also visible to sfress

and the minimality condition. This is shown on the example of the word
[sgrhos] /s-rho-s/ 'you coat it with something' in (27)a below. If the nucleus
following [s] were sffess-invisible, one would incorrectly predict the prothesis-
ed form in (27)b. Due to Mnclc LIceusnqG, Nr in (27)a should not become
realised as a vowel. However, the high-ranked prohibition against [Cr] clusters,
expressed in terms of an INIun-ONSET constraint, requires an audible vowel in
this position. In Mohawk INrrn-OusEr oufianks MacIc LIcptqsrsc, and N, is
phonetically realised as [e].

(27) a. ,,^o N,o N,o N.ott"tl"l
srhos

IO Government

IsErhos]

119

J
e

1*
N4

vrvaJ
o N4o Nsttl
hos

N3Nr)
I

1

b.

to
q^\

*[i

IO Governrnent

3.5.3 Magic Licensing and laryngeals

[s] is apparently not the only consonant in Mohawk which has Magic Licens-
ing properties. The laryngeal consonant [h] behaves similarly. Ghost vowels do
not split up clusters with [h] in the second position. This is exemplified below:

o N"ol'l
ST
I * ,t

e

sgrhosl
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(28) lk-hninu-s/ [khni:nus]
*[kehni:nus]

[y{khreks]
*[yekehreks]

'I buy'

'I push it'iye-k-hrek-s/

/yo-(a)tewey-awak-ht-ha?l [yoteweyaw6khtha?]'fan'
* fyoteweyaw6kqhtha?]

This fact can be accounted for if one assumes that [h] can Magically License
the following empty nucleus so that it does not need to be properly governed.

Consider the representation below:

(29) /ye-k-hrek-s/ 'I push it'
##

o N,o N,o N1o Noo N5o N6I l' | 'l '[ I'l Iyekhreks
[y6khreks]

The structure above contains two sequences of empty nuclei in adjacent CV
units, N, + N, and N, * Nu. However, none of the nuclei becomes phonetically
realised. In both cases the second ernpty nucleus in a sequence is subject to
Magic Licensing by thl or [s] in its onset. It does not need to be properly
governed by the preceding nucleus. The nuclei preceding them, i.e. N, and N5,

respectively, have no governing function to fulfiI and hence no reason to
become audible.

As in the case of Magic Licensing by [s], an empty nucleus Magically
Licensed bV [h] can properly govern the following empfy nucleus. An example
is partially represented below:

(30) /yo-(a)tewey-awak-ht-ha?l

-'-\ #
o N,o N2o N3o Noo N5oll'l' l 'l 'll'l
wa k h t h a?

'fan'

[yoteweyaw6khtha?]

In the representation above there is a sequence of three empty and silent
nuclei. Contentful N, properly governs empty and inaudible Nr. N, is Magical-
ly Licensed and silent due to [h] in its onset. It properly governs inaudible No

in the following CV unit.

vL/{)'
N6
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There is some evidence that [?] also shares the Magic Licensing properties
of [h] and [s]. Ghost vowels which materialise before the word-final glottal
stop due to IO Government, both word-finally and internally (see $ 3.4.3
above), are stress-invisible. This indicates that they do not have any properly
goveming function with respect to the empty nucleus following the glottal stop.
Consider the representation of the word [r6ke?ni] (cf. (16)a above):

(3 1)

t21

,-rr
NrO N2Ollt
a k ?I xt

e

[r6ke?ni]

o
I

r

1r
N3O N4tt

nt
IO Government

Empty N, is Magically Licensed due to the preceding glottal stop. Empty N,
has no governing function to fulfil and can itself be properly govemed by
contentful N,.Neither N, nor N, is visible to stress, even though N, is audible
due to the IO restriction against'C?' clusters.

There is also evidence in favour of the Magic Licensing properties of
cluster-initial laryngeals. Ghost vowels do not break up clusters beginning with
a laryngeal. Some examples are given below:

(32)
/wa?-t-k-atat-nak-? I

ftrs-ya?k-s/

/t-wa-ri-ht-ha? I

/wa? -k-shu?kar-a-r?ok-?/

[wa?tkat6tenake?]'I scratched myself
* [wa?gtkatitenake?]
[ihsya?ks]
*[hgsya?gks]

[tewarihtha?]
*[tEwarihetha?]

'you are cutting'

'you (pl) and I cook'

'I chopped the board'

[wa?kshu?kar6ro?ke?]' 
u

* 
[wa?gkshu?kardro?ke?]

This fact can be accounted for if laryngeals [h ?] can have Magic Licensing
properties also in a cluster-initial position.

Another piece of evidence in favour of this comes from laryngeal lengthen-
irg. Tonic lengthening is generally blocked before an empty nucleus in the

'6 This form involves also metathesis of [?] and [o].
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posttonic CV unit. I have argued in $ 3.3.3 above that this is due to the fact
that the stressed vowel must properly govern the following empty nucleus.
However, if a laryngeal consonant after a tonic vowel can Magically License
the following empty nucleus, tonic lengthening should be able to take place.
This indeed is the case.r' Such lengthening is accompanied by sharply falling
tone on the lengthened vowel (indicated by grave accent).r8 The laryngeal
consonant itself is optionally deleted (cf. Lounsbury 1960: 34 and Michelson
1988: 59). This is illustrated below:

(33) /k-aru?tars/ [karu:tats] 'I blow'
or: [karu:?tats]

lwak-ya?k-u/ [wakyd:ku] 'I cut it off
or: [wakya:?ku]

/ye-hra-hrek-s/ [yehi:reks] 'he pushes'
or: [yehi:hreks]

/yo-hnyot-?/ [yo:nyotq?] 'it's standing'
or: [yd:hnyotq?]

The fact that the deletion of the laryngeal consonant which triggers the
lengthening is not obligatory, i.e. the above forms can as well be pronounced
as [karu:?tats] or [yehi:hreks], shows that the phenomenon in question is not a

simple case of a consonant deletion and compensatory lengthening. Under the
present analysis it is rather a special case of tonic lengthening. Compare the
representations below. The representation in (3a)a is ill-formed since N, is
unlicensed. Tonic lengthening carurot take place in [katirutha?] (cf. ( I l)a
above). On the other hand, in (3a)b No is Magically Licensed so that the tonic
vowel N, can properly govern the empty nucleus N, of the tonic lengthening
CV unit.

(34) a.

o Nro N2olltltk a t i r

,'-a
N'. O N,l--"'
u

?#
o N5o N6o N7lttl
t h a?

*[katiru:tha?]

17 More specifically, laryngeal lengthening occurs before th] if it is followed by a sonorant,
and before a glottal stop, irrespective of what follows it.
'8 The falling tone also appears on lengthened tonic vowels which are followed by an
intervocalic glottal stop, e.g. [i:?arg?] lw-a?ar-?/ 'curtain, net, veil'.
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-{F

oN7
I

S

{F

o Noolt
?t

b.

o N,oll'l
k ar

N,O N"
l' -tt 

J

u

--r\
T,? 

N6

at

[karu:tats] or [karu:?tats]

In this section I have suggested that in Mohawk [s] as well as laryngeal
consonants th ?] have Magic Licensing properties. Empty nuclei following
[s h ?] in the onset do not need to be properly governed. Moreover, they can
themselves properly govern an empty nucleus in the following CV unit. This
proposal makes it possible to account in a uniforrn way for two different facts
concerning the behaviour of these consonants. For one thing, the three
consonants [s h ?] are almost omnipresent in clusters of more than two
consonants, which fail to be broken up by ghost vowels, such as [hsk], [kskw],
[?ks], [stury] and [?tsth] (cf. Appendix 1 below). Second, while tonic lengthen-
ing is generally blocked before consonantal clusters, it is possible before
cluster-initial laryngeals. These facts can be accounted for if one assumes that

[s h ?] all have the Magic Licensing properties in Mohawk.
Crucial to the above analysis are the assumption that PG is trochaic and the

adoption of the set of violable constraints on the well-formedness of PG
relations, postulated in Chapter 2. In the following section I consider for
comparison a possible account of the Mohawk facts assuming iambic PG and
the ECP, and point out the problems which such an account encounters.

3.6 Problems for standard GP

Under the standard theory, one is compelled to interpret the phonetic presence
of a nucleus as evidence that (iambic) PG fails to affect it. Such an interpreta-
tion follows from the standard formulation of the ECP. What is more, it has

been argued that PG can be optional in some languages, o.g. in French (cf.
Charette l99l ). Whenever an empty nucleus is audible, PG is assumed not to
apply. One could argue that this is also the case in Mohawk. However, in
Mohawk such an approach faces several problems.

Consider again the word [yo:tgre?] 'it's in the dish', represented in (35),
this time analysed within the standard framework. Given iambic PG, N3 lacks
a proper governor to its right since the final empty nucleus No must (parame-
trically) be licensed itself. Ungoverned N3 should surface and be able to
properly govern the preceding empfy nucleus Nr. N3 is indeed phonetically
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realised, but so is Nr. What is more, N, resembles a contentful vowel
than its iambic proper governor, i.e. Nr, because it does not block
lengthening in the preceding syllable.

(3s) /-- '/
N2O N3O N4l.lr?

J
e

*[y6tr9?]
*[yotgrg?]

[yo:t9r9?]

Alternatively, if one assumes that PG is optional in Mohawk and applies
neither to N, nor to Nr, the question arises why PG is not optional across the
board. Why can some empty nuclei never be audible? For instance, [sgrhos]
(cf. (2)c above) never surfaces as [serehos]. An even more serious problem is
how to account for the differences in stress behaviour of ghost vowels. If every
audible ghost fails to be properly governed, why is N, in (35) visible and N, is
invisible, and never the other way round? Or, why are they not both visibile or
both invisible? The difference between these nuclei can only be expressed if
the phonetic (in)audibility of proper governees is somehow separated from
their PG status.re Such a move is sraightforward within the framework
advocated in this dissertation, but seems to run against the spirit of the ECP.

The model developed in this dissertation does not face the problems that
Mohawk poses for standard GP. Trochaic PG can adequately predict whish
empty nuclei must be audible as well as visible. The Heao Aunmtrttv
constraint leaves open the issue of the audibility of proper governees. This
leaves room for the operation of (negative) Inter-Onset conditions on melodic
sequencing.

In the preceding sections I have developed an analysis of the ghost vowel
[e] in Mohawk and its prosodic behaviour. I have shown that the ghost vowels
which surface as a result of trochaic Proper Government are visible to stress.
On the other hand, ghost vowels whose appearance can only be attributed to
the conditions on Inter-Onset Govemment remain metrically invisible. I have

re Moreover, one would have to assume that a parametrically licensed f,rnal empty nucleus is
able to properly govern the preceding empty nucleus. Controversial proposals like this have
actually been made in the literature to account for the existence of word-final consonantal
clusters in certain languages (cf. Larsen 1994 and Lowenstamm 1996). See $ 2.5.

more
tonic

? T,?
yot
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also proposed to account for the fact that certain types of clusters fail to be

broken up by ghost vowels in terms of Magic Licensing.
So far I have left the prosodic behaviour of the joiner vowel out of the

discussion. I take it up in the following section.

3.7 The stem joiner vowel
3.7.1 The prosodic behaviour of the joiner vowel

The stem joiner vowel [a] appears between any two consonants 'at a boundary
inside the verb base, e.g. between an incorporated noun root and a following
derivational suffix such as the DISTRIBUTIVE or INSTRUMENTAL' (Michelson
1989: 48; see also Michelson 1988: 157-58). The nature of the consonants
between which it appears is irrelevant. Many clusters broken up by the joiner
are acceptable elsewhere in Mohawk. Its phonetic appearance is then morpho-
logically, rather than phonologically, conditioned.

The intriguing fact about the joiner is that, similarly to the ghost vowel [e],
it is sometimes visible and sometimes invisible to stress. It is invisible when it
appears in an open syllable and visible before a consonantal cluster.2O Con-
sider the examples below (the joiner vowel is printed in bold):

(36) a. Invisible joiner in an open syllable
/te-ka-nakt-ke-A I [tekan6ktake]
lka-naw-ku/ [kan6:waku]

b. Visible joiner before a cluster
/te-ka-hruw-nyu/ [tekahruwflnyu]

lk-nnst-k-s/ [kennstaks]

'two beds'
'in the swamp'

'many objects put
in your path'
'I eat corn'

These conditions on the appearance of metrically visible and invisible vowels
are familiar from the prosodic behaviour of the ghost vowel. It may seem that
the prosodic behaviour of the joiner can be analysed along the same lines as

that of ghost [e].

'0 Joiners in word-final syllables are also always visible to stress. Michelson (1988: 168,
n. 3) relates this to the fact that they always occur in closed syllables. She observes that
words of this type are rare and have alternants with a preceding vowel.
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Crucial differences become evident when the joiner appears in a syllable
adjacent to another joiner or to a ghost vowel. Recall that in sequences of fwo
ghost vowels it is always the leftmost one which is prosodically visible, as in

[yo:terg?] 'it's in the dish/glass' (cf. (5)b above). In sequences of a joiner and

a ghost vowel in the penultimate and antepenultimate syllable it is always the
joiner that is visible, irrespective of whether it stands before or after the
ghost.2r Examples are given below:

(37) a. Joiner before a ghost
/yo-hnek-irli-A I [ohnekflkeri]
/o-rut-kri-O/ [orutikeri]

/wak-no?kwitshr-k-u/

/te-ka-wy-yn-Al

*[teka?nukse:.rake]

[wakgno?kwitsherf, : ku]
* 

[wakeno?kwitshe :raku]

[tekawqyi:yn]
*ftekawsyay^]

'broth'
'maple sap'

'hlro onions'

'I have eaten
the cornmush'
'Resting Wings'
(personal name)

'tlo horns'

'one side of the
lake'
'measure it!'

b. Joiner after a ghost
/te-ka-?nuksr-ke-0/ [teka?nuksgrf,:ke]

On the other hand, in a sequence of two joiners in the penultimate and

antepenultimate syllable, the rightmost one is stress-visible, and not the

leftmost one, as in sequences of ghost vowels. This is illustrated below:

(38) Sequences of two joiner vowels
ite-ka-na?kar-ka/

/s-ka-nyatar-ti/

/hs-at-weyuhk-r-r-n/

[tekana?kar6:ke]
*[tekana?kfrake]

[skanyatarfl:ti]
*[skanyat6rati]

[satgweyuhkarfi:rn]
*[sateweyuhkf:rarn]

However, the stress pattem illustrated above is only present in words where the

two joiner vowels are followed by a contentful vowel in the word-final

" This is of course true as long as both vowels are in open syllables on the surface. For
instance, in [ruhskwahghrha?] /tru-(a)hskw-hr-ha?/ 'steel-workers (they put the bridge up)'
the ghost vowel in the syllable following a joiner is stressed since it is followed by a

consonantal cluster.
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syllable. None of the joiners is stressed if the following vowel is a ghost, but
instead stress falls on the lexical vowel in the pre-antepenultimate syllable:

(39) Sequences of two joiners and a ghost
ly-a?-k-naw-r-?-n?/ [ya?kgn6:wara?ne?] 'I approached the

swamp'
/wa?-k-wnn-r-hkw-?/ [wa?kswn:narahkwe?]'I obey'

Unlike the ghost vowel, the joiner never blocks tonis lengthening in the
preceding syllable, irrespective of whether it is itself visible or invisible.
Consider the following examples:

(40) Tonic lengthening before a joiner
he-ka-nat-ke/ [tekan6:take]
/w-at-rnn -yn-A I [atern:nayn]

'two towns'
'prayer'

These facts call for an analysis of the prosodic status of the joiner vowel
different from the account proposed above for ghost vowels.

3.7.2 Analysis
i.7.2.1 Joiners vs. ghosts

In all other analyses of Mohawk (see $ 3.8 below) the metrical invisibility of
the joiner vowel in certain contexts has been taken as evidence that the joiner
is also a kind of ghost or epenthetic vowel, on a par with [e]. On the other
hand, in this dissertation I claim that the joiner has a different prosodic status

than the ghost vowel. It is not underlyingly empty and in fact it is not
metrically invisible, although sffess on it is avoided. The fact that the joiner
never blocks tonic lengthening in the preceding syllable indicates that it is not
represented as an empty nucleus and does not need to be properly governed.

Consider, for instance, the representation of the word [atern:nayn] below.
Given the assumption that the joiner in N, is not empty, the tonic vowel N, can
properly govern empfy No in the lengthening CV unit.
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(41) n ,,-o 
T' ? 

N2 

? I',-:- ^'atrn ? T,? T'
nayn

IO Government
e

[atgrn:nayn]

Another piece of evidence in favour of the underlyingly contentful status of the
joiner is the fact that it does not necessarily need to be followed by an empty
nucleus to be sffessed. Consider again the words in (37)b and in (38). In both
sets of examples there are instances of the joiner vowel which are stressed,
although they are in an open syllable and not followed by an empty nucleus.
The joiner vowel under stress is lengthened. (Recall that prosodically visible
ghost vowels can never lengthen because they are always followed by an
invisible ghost). A1l these facts follow if one assumes that the joiner is a

contentful vowel. What calls for an explanation is the behaviour of the joiner
in penultimate open syllables, illustrated in (36)a above, where it avoids stress.
This is the only context where the joiner behaves differently from other
contentful vowels. I will argue that the examples in (39) involve a subcase of
the same context.

Below I discuss the behaviour of some vowels in Polish which avoid stress.
A similar analysis will subsequently be extended to Mohawk joiner vowels.

3.7.2.2 'Weak' vowels in Polish

In the account of Mohawk ghost vowels I have argued that the ghosts which
cannot be included in stress feet are lexically empty. However, there are cases
known from the literature of lexically specified vowels which also avoid stress.

Consider some Polish examples.z2 As illustrated in (42)a, Polish has
penultimate stress. All intervening empty nuclei are entirely ignored. There is,
however, a group of words, exemplified in (42)b, where stress exceptionally
fails to affect the penultimate syllable and falls instead on the antepenultimate
syllable. The sffessed vowels are capitalised.23

" Polish spelling conventions are explained in Chapter 5 below.

" These facts have received a lot of attention in the literature. See,
Franks (1985), Rubach & Booij (1985), Halle & Vergnaud (1987)

e.g. Comrie (7976),
and Kra6ka-Szlenk
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(42) a. Penultimate stress in Polish
jqzykoznAwstwo
zawodOwy
koszYkarz
slownlki

129

'linguistics'
'professional'
'basketball player'
'dictionaries'

'republic'
'grammar'
'university'
'republic'

b. Antepenultimate stress in Polish
repUblika *republlka

gramAtyka *gramatYka

uniwErsytet *uniwersYtet

rzecryaspOlita *rzeczpospollta

Most, but not all, of the examples in (42)b are borrowings. Most, but not all,
contain a Latinate suffltx -ik-l-yk-.

Further examination indicates that the penultimate sffess in the words in
(42)b involves the avoidance of stress on certain instances of the vowels [i] or

[y]. In inflected forms containing at least two syllables after the 'unstressable'
vowel stress is regularly penultimate, as in republikAmi 'republic-INlsrn-Pl-' and
gramatykAmi 'grammar-INSTR-PL'. However, apart from the handful of
exceptions exemplified in (42)b, the vowels [i] and [y] do not generally avoid
stress in Polish. Consider, e.g. koszYkarz and slownlki in $2)a. Moreover, as

pointed out by Kra5ka-Szlenk (1995), facts of secondary stress assignment
indicate that the 'weak' vowels are not entirely invisible to foot formation.
There is secondary stress on the first as well as on the third syllable in
uniwersytety'luniversity-rI-', which provides evidence for the parsing (uni)(wer-
sy)(tety), with the 'weak' [y] included in a foot. In other words, the unstressa-
bility of [i]/[y] does not involve its complete invisibiliry to sffess, but its
avoidance of the foot head position.

3.7.2.3 Joiner as a weak vowel

I argue that the prosodic behaviour of the Mohawk joiner vowel is analogous
to that of Polish oweak' til/ty]. That is to say, the joiner vowel of Mohawk is
not invisible to metrical structure, but it is avoided in the foot head position.
Contrary to Polish, the 'weak' vowels in Mohawk involve the boundary marker
of a specific morphological stem, which Hagstrom (1997) proposes to identifo

(lee5).
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as a 'lexical root'. One can formulate a (violable) constraint of stress avoidance
on the 'joiner morpheme' as follows:

(43) Jotttsn Uvsrndss.tBrlrrY
The joiner morpheme must occupy a weak prosodic position.

The weak prosodic status required by the above constraint will be indicated rn
the representations below by bold 'w(eak)' under the joiner vowel (as opposed
to plain 's(trong)' and 'w(eak)' marks derived by regular foot formation). I
assume that the computation of primary stress involves iterative footing. The
rightmost foot receives stress (indicated by subscript 's').

The unstressability requirement (43) evidently outranks the general
constraint which requires the main sffess foot to be formed as close to the
word end as possible. In terms of OT, the relevant consffaint has been
formulated as Altct t-R (i.e. the main stress foot must be right-aligned with the
prosodic word). This is why $$a is selected over (44)b (cf, examples in (36)a
above):

(44) Joiner in an open syllable
a' F.

\SW
ka (n6: wa) ku

w

b'*F*
\SW

(ka na)

F-

\SW
(wfl: ku)

w

The structure in (44)b contains a foot at the right word edge, as required by
At-IcN-R. However, it violates JorNrR UusrnsssABlt-rry in that the joiner
required to be 'w(eak)' by JomER UNSTRESSABILITv (43) is parsed as the
's(trong)' foot branch. This is why it loses to the representation in (44)a, which
satisfies (a3) at the expense of ArtcN-R. Jon-tpn UNISTRESsABILITv is ranked
higher than AllcN-R in Mohawk.

The situation is in fact similar in the case of the words in (39), where there
are fwo joiners and an invisible ghost vowel in the word-final syllable. In both
examples of such sequences mentioned in Michelson (1988: 161), the final
invisible ghost is properly governed by the Magically Licensed nucleus in the
preceding syllable. The word [ya?k9n6:wara?ne?] is partially represented
below:
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(4s)

Neither Magically Licensed
account by stress. Therefore
to (44)a, as shown below:

IO Government

nor properly governed No is taken into
structure is formed largely analogously

ra
oN5

I
,l

o N,o N"oll'll'l
wa r a ?

)Atrfr
N3O N4

I

n

N, and N,
stress foot

(46) a. F,

\sw

a' F*

\
SW

(te ka)

b'+F*
\sw

(ya?ke na)

F,

\
SW

(w6: ra?ng?)
ww

ya?kg (n6: wa)
w

ra?ng?
w

The unstressability of the rightmost joiner is satisfied both in (46)a and (b)
since it is the last vowel within the word which is visible to stress. However,
only the structure in $6)a also satisfies the unsffessability of the leftmost
joiner. This is why it wins against (46)b, where the leftmost joiner bears stress.

The weak status requirement (43) cannot, however, be satisfied if there are

two joiners in the penultimate and antepenultimate syllable, followed by a
contentful vowel in the ultimate syllable, as in the examples in (38) above.
Given the binarity resffiction on stress feet, one of the joiners must be a foot
head. In this case such an output structure is selected in which the main stress
foot is the closest to the right word edge, as demanded by ArtcNI-R. This is
represented below. Both sffuctures below violate the unstressability of one of
the joiners. Of these, the one is selected which scores beffer with respect to
Ar-rcN-R.

(47) Adjacent joiners

S

(na?
w

ke)
WS
ka) (rri:
ww
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b.* F*

\SW
te (ka na?)

F,

\SW
(k6: ra)
w\ry

ke

The requirements of Proper Government are apparently in conflict with Joiner
Unstressability if the joiner must properly govem the following empty nucleus.
The prosodic status of the proper governor outranks the unstressability
requirement. The joiner preceding a ghost vowel or a silent empty nucleus
cannot avoid stress. This is shown below (cf. examples in (36)b and (37)a,
respectively):

(48) Joiner as a proper governor
a. F* F,

\ f---
SWSW

/'-
te (kah ru) (wi n0 yu)

w

PG

PG

F,

\SW

b. F*

\sw

-l(o ru) (ti ke ri)
w

Given that the joiner vowel which has a propff governee is already a prosodic
head, it counts as such in metrical structure, even though Johtrn UNISTRESSABI-

LITY requires it to be 'w(eak)'.
The approach developed above accounts for most facts involving the

prosodic behaviour of the joiner vowel, namely its visibility to tonic lengthen-
ing and that it can bear stress when the vowel in an adjacent syllable is a ghost
or another joiner.

There is one group of examples where the approach outlined above does
not yet predict the correct stress pattern. These are the ones in (37)b. More
specifically, the problem concerns the difference between the penultimate stress
on the words in (37)b and the antepenultimate stress in, e.g. [tekaniktake]
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((36)a). The latter word is represented as /tekanak0hkel and stress falls on the
vowel preceding both the empty nucleus and the joiner. On the other hand, in
[teka?nukser6:ke], represented as lteka?Anuk0s0rake/, stress falls on the joiner
vowel, rather than on the vowel [u] preceding both empty nuclei and the
joiner. Since empty nuclei are otherwise predicted to be invisible to sffess, one

should expect the output form of the word to be *[teka?nirkssrake] with stress

on the pre-antepenultimate audible vowel in the word. It is not fully clear to
me why this stress pattern is not attested. Except for the three examples in
(37)b, I have not come across more words with the relevant type of vocalic
sequences. I notice that in two of these the ghost vowel and the joiner are
preceded by a consonantal cluster enclosing another silent empty nucleus. This
fact can be relevant.

The penultimate stress on the words in (37)b suggests that the avoidance of
stress on the joiner vowel is to some extent sensitive to vowel audibility, and
not only their visibility to stress. Only if the audible vowel to its left is a

possible foot head site, as in the examples in (36)a, and not an invisible ghost,
as in (37)b, does the joiner escape sffess itself. In other contexts the joiner can
bear stress since, unlike in the case of invisible ghost vowels, nothing in its
repres entational structure prevents it.

The prosodic behaviour of the ghost vowels and the stem joiner in Mohawk
has attracted a lot of attention in the literature. Having presented an account of
the Mohawk facts within the Strict CV framework developed in this disserta-
tion, I now turn to consideration of some previous analyses of the same facts.

3.8 Some previous analyses
3.8.1 Michelson (1981, l9B9)

Although Mohawk epenthesis was first discussed by Postal (1968), Michelson
(1981, 1983, 1988 and 1989) was the first to offer thorough studies of the
interaction between ghost vowel appearance and stress in Mohawk. Given the
contextual predictabiliry of ghost vowel surfacing, she analyses them as

epenthetic vowels. In order to account for their partial prosodic invisibility,
Michelson (1981) postulates that epenthesis takes place in several stages which
are ordered differently with regard to stress assignment and tonic lengthening.

The solution proposed in Michelson (1989) relies on the distinction
befween the insertion of a vocalic melody and the insertion of a vocalic
position (i.e. a skeletal or timing slot). It is assumed that the vocalic melody
consisting of a 'floating' segmental feature matrix is supplied prior to the
insertion of a syllabic V-position. Such positions are inserted by three
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independent rules which are ordered differently with respect to the sffess rule,
tonic lengthening and i-prothesis. Crucially, V-positions must be supplied first
to form closed syllables in order to account for the fact that epenthetic vowels
followed by consonantal clusters are visible to stress. This analysis, as much as

the previous one, must rely on the arbitrary ordering between stress and
epenthesis. Moreover, as pointed out by Piggott (1995a), it treats epenthesis as

a segmentally-driven phenomenon, rather than a prosodically-driven one. This
type of analysis was argued against by It6 (1989).24

The stem joiner vowel is ffeated on a par with the ghost vowel [e], i.e. it is
also assumed to be epenthetic. Complex rules of joiner epenthesis are postu-
lated which are cmcially differently ordered with respect to stress and tonic
lengthening. However, what is a problem in the analyses proposed by
Michelson is the behaviour of the stem joiner when adjacent to another stem
joiner or ghost [e] (cf, the examples in (37)b and (38) above). It is the leftmost
vowel which is incorrectly predicted to bear sffess, rather than the rightmost
one. Michelson (1981) postulates a rule of 'stress jump' from a stressed vowel
ghost vowel or stem joiner to the following joiner. Michelson (1989: 6a)
observes that it is possible to reformulate the pre-stress rule of V-slot insertion
in such a way that it applies in two unrelated contexts: before a consonantal
cluster as well as when there is an invisible epenthetic vowel ([e] or [a]) in the
preceding syllable. Still, such an analysis fails to explain why the stress is
assigned the way it is.

3.8.2 Piggott (1995a)
3.8.2.1 Epenthesis and stress

The analysis put forward in Piggott (1995a) is couched in a moraic framework
(cf., e.g. Hyman 1985 and Hayes 1989) enriched with elements of OT and
Government Phonology. I will review it in some detail since, analogously to
the approached developed in this chapter, it appeals to Proper Government as

well as the ranking of well-formedness requirements.
Piggott challenges the thesis generally assumed in moraic studies that

syllabic nuclei always bear at least one mora (a unit of prosodic weight). He
proposes that in Mohawk epenthetic vowels are inserted as empty syllable
heads (analogous to empfy nuclei of Government Phonology) without a

corresponding mora. Consider the representation of the word [t6keriks] 'I put

24 Piggott also considers (but rejects) a possible reinterpretation of Michelson's analysis in
terms of It6's prosodic model.
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of the final consonantal cluster

(4e) /te-k-rik-s/
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299). Following the source, the syllabic status

is left of out consideration.

'I put them together'

(ks)
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o

/
/tt/lte

(50) /wak-nyak-s/
oGo

AA lGs,
Iwaksnyaks]

oo/t
[tdkeriks]

The locus of the epenthetic vowel, i.e. an empty nucleus, is represented above
by a bullet'.'. LJnlike underlying vowels, it is not dominated by a mora ';r'.
Therefore it is invisible to stress. Piggott argues that the stress foot in Mohawk
is a bimoraic trochee. It counts moras and not syllable nodes. The representa-
tion in (49) contains only two moras, the leftmost of which receives primary
stress. The bullet (o) is said to be filled melodically "in the postlexical
component of the phonology".

Moreover, Piggott proposes that a syllable with a mora-less vowel may also
contain a coda consonant which - due to the Weight-by-Position Principle (cf.
Hayes 1989, Prince 1990)2s - will be moraic. This is why closed syllables
with epenthetic vowels are visible to stress, although the source of their
prosodic weight is not the nucleus, but the coda consonant. Consider the
representation below (cf. Piggott 1995a: 299):

'I get married'

According to Piggott, a bimoraic trochee is constructed on the rightmost two
moras in the representation above. The head (i.e. leftmost) mora in the frochee
happens to be associated to a coda consonant, rather than to a vowel. In such a

situation primary stress is realised on the nucleus of the syllable containing the

's Weight-by-Position states that a consonant in the coda position is assigned a mora in the
course of syllabification.
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moraic consonant. Final glottal stops behave exceptionally with respect to
Weight-by-Position and never become moraic (see the representation in (52)
below).

In the above representation of [wakgnyaks] the final two consonants are left
out of consideration. Final [s] may be argued to be irrelevant for stress
assignment by virrue of being exffametrical. However, [k] preceding it should
be assigned a conesponding mora by Weight-by-Position. It follows that the
rightmost two moras in the word are in fact the ones associated with the vowel
[a] in the last syllable and with its coda consonant [k]:

(s 1) {(o

I
/tt/lwa

oo/\A
1) I /i i (s,
*[wakgny6ks]

This predicts incorrectly that stress should fall onto the vowel of the final
closed syllable since it bears the penultimate mora in the word. Piggott
attributes the absence of stress on final (heavy) syllables to the effects of the
constraint NoNFINALITv posfulated in OT (Prince & Smolensky 1993,
McCarthy & Prince 1993). This constraint prohibits the location of the
prosodic head at the end of the word.

Insights from a different framework, namely Government Phonology, are
resorted to in order to account for the behaviour of empty nuclei in adjacent
syllables. Consider the following representations (cf. Piggott 1995a: 306).
Piggott observes that the representation in (52)a is ill-formed because it
contains a sequence of empfy nuclei in adjacent syllables which cannot be
properly governed. This kind of ill-formedness, he argues, must be repaired
lexically, Lexical vowel epenthesis, unlike postlexical epenthesis, involves
mora insertion into one of the empty positions, as shown in (52)b. The exact
manner in which the location for mora insertion is determined remains a little
vague. Apparently, domain-final licensing is appealed to in order to account for
the well-formedness of the last empty nucleus at this stage. Lacking a proper
govemor to its right, the preceding nucleus must become contentful and
weightful. Postlexical insertion fills the final empty nucleus.
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'It's in the dish/glass'

'I have counted it'

a. * o

/1
/t,/lyo

o

/
fr

b.o
A

/ryo

o

/

/1
Ior

J
e

[yo:tgrq?]

o?

A distinction crucial for the above analysis of the interaction between
epenthesis and stress in Mohawk is the one between lexical and postlexical
epenthesis. Only lexical epenthesis is accompanied by mora insertion. It applies
to repair ill-formed sequences of empty nuclei. On the other hand, postlexical
epenthesis, resulting in weightless nuclei, is supposed to take place only in
languages which require all syllabic nuclei to be phonetically realised (cf,
Piggott 1995a: n. l0).

3.8. 2. 2 Tonic lengthening

In moraic theory tonic lengthening is standardly interpreted as the addition of
a mora to the vowel bearing main stress which is accompanied by melodic
spreading, as shown below (cf. Piggott 1995a: 297). The brackets '0' enclose
stress feet.

(53) /wak-ashet-r-r/
a.os

//\
/p /tt tL/t / I r

wakas

( o o)AA/r, /r,/t / I

hetu

J tonic lengthening
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(oA
/p p/V

he
tul

o)
A

/ r-,/l
tu

b.o
A

/iwa

o

//iri

(o
/\/v'te

o

/\
/ t-r lL/ llk a s

[wakashe:

However, as Piggott observes, this analysis offers no obvious explanation of
why in Mohawk lengthening carurot affect a vowel followed by a mora-less
nucleus in the next syllable. Consider the representation of an incorrect form
*[t6:kgriks] below (cf. (a9) above):

(s4)

k. (ks)
*[t6:kgriks]

The above representation is not ill-formed in any obvious way which would
account for the blocking of tonic lengthening.

Piggott observes that the interpretation of tonic lengthening as mora
addition is problematic. It creates a dispreferred type of meffical sffucture.
While the input to lengthening is a trochee consisting of two light syllables
(LL), as in (53)a above, its output contains an asyrnmetrical, ffimoraic trochee
containing a heavy and a light syllable (HL). CrossJinguistically, (LL) trochees
have been observed to be preferred to (HL) trochees (cf. Prince 1990). It is
unexpected that a process should change a well-formed structure into a less
favoured one. In particular, within the framework of OT output forms are
expected to be as well-formed as possible.

The solution Piggott proposes relies on a different interpretation of tonic
lengthening. It involves mora transfer from the dependent to the head within
the main sffess foot, and not mora addition. This operation, labelled Trochaic
Enhancement, is illustrated below (cf. Piggott 1995a: 318). The mora added to
the tonic vowel comes from the nucleus of the following syllable within the
stress foot. Trochaic Enhancement is governed by a general locality require-
ment. It follows that if a syllable with a weightless nucleus intervenes between
the tonic vowel and the vowel in the dependent position within the foot, as is
the case in (49), Trochaic Enhancement can no longer operate locally and tonic
lengthening cannot take place.
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o)A/tL p -+

/ llrat
Isat6:rat]

-IMPERATIVE

o)A/ I'.l
rat
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(55) ls-atoratl
o,( o/t

/1 /1sato

(56) lka-naw-ku/
a.o(o*/A

/1 /r{ a n a

'hunt'
(oA

/t-r p/Vto

o

/
/r,
/l
SA

3.8.2.3 The stem joiner

Piggott's (1995a) account of the stem joiner vowel [a] crucially relies on the
ordering of phonological operations. He assumes that the joiner vowel is
inserted lexically, which is ensured by its morphological association. A
lexically inserted vowel, he argues, just like an underlying vowel and unlike a
post-lexically inserted vowel, must project a mora. This explains why the stem
joiner never blocks tonic lengthening in the preceding syllable. Crucially,
however, a-epenthesis must be ordered within the lexicon after sffess assign-
ment. Otherwise it should be able to bear sfress just like underlying vowels.
According to Piggott, the as-late-as-possible insertion of the joiner vowel is not
an arbitrary feature of Mohawk, but follows from the economy principle,
Procrastinate. This principle delays vowel insertion as long as possible.

Consider his analysis of the word [kanii:waku] 'in the swamp' below. First
a trochaic foot is formed at the right word edge, as illusffated in (56)a. The
morpheme which is lexically specified to tngger the joiner insertion is put in
curly brackets '{ku}'. The subsequent insertion of the joiner vowel results in a
ternary foot, shown in (56)b. The ill-formedness of this foot is not repaired by
destroying it and forming an entirely new foot, but by a minimal adjustment.
The original head is preserved in the readjusted foot while the original
dependent, i.e. the final mora, is left out (see (56)c). Finally, Trochaic
Enhancement applies to lengthen the tonic vowel.

'in the swamp'
o

/w.

o)

Ill
{k u}
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b. o( o*IA
/ 'l f 'l

kana

c. o( oAI/t / |

kana

o

A

liw.

ro

/w.
I

a

o)
A

lpll
{k u}

)o
ll

t1
{k u}

I

a

[kana:waku]

Piggott argues that the Procrastinate principle delays vowel insertion, but does
not exclude the possibility of earlier insertion if necessary. Such a necessify
arises when there is a sequence of epenthetic vowels in the representation. A
sequence of empfy syllable heads is ill-formed and must be repaired lexically
before sffess is assigned. In this case early lexical joiner insertion is permitted.
As a result, the inserted vowel has all the properties of an underlying vowel. It
can itself be stressed and lengthened. It also allows for tonic lengthening in the
preceding syllable.

Such an account can successfully account for the prosodic behaviour of the
stem joiner and ghost [e] in adjacent syllables. As argued by Piggott, joiner
insertion is lexical and will therefore take precedence over the insertion of [e].
This precedence is crucial since it is always the joiner which becomes fully
metrically visible in sequences of the stem joiner and ghost [e], in whatever
order the two vowels appear. Under directional righrto-left analysis, the
requirements of Proper Government alone would invariably trigger the lexical
insertion of the leftmost nucleus in a sequence of two consecutive empty
syllable heads. For instance, in the word [ohnekrikeri] (cf. (37)a above) the
final vowel [i] may (iambically) properly govern the preceding empty syllable
head (which surfaces phonetically for independent reasons). However, the
antepenultimate nucleus, which is the location of the joiner vowel, cannot be
properly governed and that is why it is targeted by early lexical insertion.

On the other hand, the pattem illustrated in (37)b cannot be predicted. In
the word [teka?nukseri:ke] the final underlying [e] should be able to properly
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govern the preceding empty nucleus (i.e. the locus of the stem joiner). As in
[ohnek6kgri], the antepenultimate nucleus carurot be properly governed and is
expected to be subject to early lexical insertion, producing incorrect
*[teka?nuks{rake]. To prevent this, joiner insertion must apply early in such
cases and take precedence over [e] insertion.

3.8.2.4 Discussion

Piggott's analysis relies on a combination of mechanisms borrowed from
different frameworks. Its eclectic character leads to one of its main weaknesses,
pointed out by Hagstrom (1997): nearly every set of facts seems to be

accounted for by a distinct and unrelated principle.
Moreover, all the approaches appealed to are crucially and rather controver-

sially modified. For instance, within a moraic framework a vowel is immedi-
ately dominated by a mora which itself is dominated by the syllable node. The
notion of a mora-less vowel, crucial to Piggott's analysis, involves a deviant
type of association which skips a representational level. It runs against
Archangeli's (1991) proposal that a mora is automatically inserted into an
epenthetic syllable. Moreover, since the kind of epenthesis which does involve
mora insertion is concluded to be lexical, while the kind which does not is
postlexical, the reference to the (presence or absence of) abstract units of
weight does not seem to facilitate the analysis. The crucial difference seems to
be when the process takes place (also with respect to stress assignment), and
not whether or not an abstract entity is inserted into representation.

More objections involve the postulation of syllables with a mora-less
nucleus and a moraic coda consonant. One may wonder whether the represen-
tation in (50) does not actually predict that the moraic consonant should be
realised as syllabic and stressed. Syllabic consonants bearing primary stress

can, for instance, be found in Serbo-Croatian, although never post-vocalically.
A representation like that in (50) is ill-formed within Govemrnent

Phonology, elements of which Piggott uses. On the one hand, an empty nuclear
position cannot govem a coda position (cf. Kaye et al. 1990). On the other
hand, within the standard theory iambic PG from the contentful vowel [o]
would be blocked from applying to the preceding empty nucleus by the
intervening consonant cluster (cf. $ 1.1.8). It is not clear why this kind of ill-
formedness should not be repaired lexically by (vowel-and-mora) epenthesis
into the nuclear position the way that the ill-formedness of representations
involving sequences of empty nuclei in adjacent syllables is repaired.

t4l
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Another departure from Govemment Phonology that Piggott makes is the
postulation of word-final coda consonants, such as the final glottal stop in (52).
Under Coda Licensing (cf. $ 1.1.7), a word-final consonant can only occupy an
onset position, and not a rhymal complement position. Piggott (1995b) also
argues for this modification of the standard theory. He suggests that Coda
Licensing is a parameter, rather than a principle.

As far as the stem joiner vowel is concerned, it is not clear how the above
analysis can predict correctly the pattern exemplified in (38), where there is a
sequence of two joiner vowels. The requirements of Proper Govemment alone
should favour early insertion into the antepenultimate, rather than penultimate,
nucleus, resulting in, e.g. incorrect *[tekana?kflrake] instead of actual [teka-
na?kar6:kel. Piggott does not consider cases like that in his paper.

As Hagstrom (1997) observes, Piggott's account is essentially a rule-based
approach, where rule ordering is argued to follow at least partially from some
universal principles, such as the phonological economy principle Procrastinate.
The latter is probably meant as an instantiation of Chomsky's (1995) constraint
on syntactic derivations. However, the syntactic principle prohibits operations
with overt reflexes, while in phonology it is supposed to postpone (i.e.
procrastinate) processes from applying early in the grarnmar. It appears then
that syntax and phonology do not refer to the same notion.

3.8.3 Alderete (1995)

Alderete (1995) proposes an account of the metrical invisibility of Mohawk
ghost vowels within the framework of OT. He analyses ghost vowels as

epenthetic and argues that they are stress-invisible due to the set of constraints
called Hneo-DEP(ENDENCE). These constraints require that no epenthetic
material can be contained within a prosodic head. Due to the constraint
Hren(o)-DEp syllables with epenthetic vowels cannot themselves bear main
stress, while HEao(Foor)-DEP excludes them altogether from the main stress
foot. They force tyhe construction of discontinuous feet, skipping syllables
with epenthetic vowels, as in[{o.ng.rah}.tg?] 'leaf (cf. (5)a above), where '{}'
enclose the main stress foot and the disregarded foot-internal syllable with an
epenthetic vowel is italicised.

However, such an approach wrongly predicts that all epenthetic vowels,
including those in adjacent syllables, should be entirely ignored by stress
assignment. For instance, lt-a-w-aresr-?/ 'it boiled over' is wrongly expected to
surface as *[{tu:.re}.se.re?], instead of correct [tu.{r6:sg}.rg?]. Alderete argues
that, while epenthetic vowels are essenfially disallowed in main stress feet, they
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are not excluded from footing altogether. That means that there would in fact
be two feet in the incorrect form *[{tu:.re}.(se.re?)]. According to Alderete, the
ill-formedness of this form lies in the fact that it is not the rightmost foot
which bears main stress, as demanded by the At-tcNr-R constraint. This
consfraint must crucially be ranked below Heeo(o')-DEP, so that (sg.re?) cannot
become the main stress foot. By ranking it above Hnen(Fr)-Der Alderete
selects the correct parsing [tu.{16:s9}.re?], where one of the epenthetic vowels
is included (as a dependent) in the main sffess foot and there is no other foot
closer to the right word-edge.

Finally, in order to allow for epenthetic vowels in closed syllables to bear
sffess, as in [tekahsutsrha?] 'I splice it' (cf. (6)b above), Alderete appeals to
the Wrtcur-ro-Srness PnmcprB (WSP). WSP requires that heavy (i.e.

closed) syllables must be stressed (cf. Prince 1990).26 Ranking it above
Hnno(o')-Dep gives the right result.

While Alderete manages to account for a subset of facts concerning
Mohawk ghost vowels, he does not address some crucial issues. In particular,
he does not discuss the facts of tonic lengthening or the prosodic behaviour of
the joiner vowel. No obvious explanation for these facts follows from his
approach.

A serious flaw in his account concems discontinuous feet, such as the one

in l{6.ne.rah}.tq?1. According to his analysis, syllables with invisible ghosts
(here [ne]) are not entirely meffically invisible, but just avoided in the main
sffess foot. They can be parsed into feet as long as these do not bear the main
stress. Therefore his proposal that such syllables are skipped and ignored in the
middle of the main sffess feet seems highly implausible.zT Moreover, no
pnncipled account is suggested for how such foot-intemal extrametrical
syllables are incorporated in the prosodic structure of the whole word and how
their segments are licensed to surface phonetically. These shortcornings
undermine the validity of Alderete's approach with respect to Mohawk.

26 Exceptionally, syllables closed by laryngeals do not count as heavy.

" On the other hand, in the GP approach I propose in $ 3.3 properly governed ghost vowels
are consistently invisible to metrical structure. They are not projected onto the representa-
tional level where stress feet are formed.
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3.8.4 Hagstrom (1997)
3.8.4.1 'Weak' [eJ

Hagstrom (1997) offers another OT analysis of Mohawk ghost vowels where
he addresses the facts more extensively. It is based on an a priori assumption
that stress and the minimal word requirement in Mohawk are syllable-based,
and not mora-based, phenomena. Hence the invisibility of certain ghost vowels
to stress and to the prosodic minimality condition implies that they are not
incorporated into a syllable.'8 He assumes that only sffess-visible vowels are
underlyingly associated with a mora as well as with a syllable node. The
addition of new syllable nodes in the process of syllabification is prohibited, so

that epenthetic vowels, such as Mohawk ghost [e], are directly included in a

foot, skipping the level of the syllable. Consider the representation below:

(57) /te-k-rik-s/
PW

I

F

'I put them together'

According to this analysis, [k] preceding the invisible ghost vowel in [t6k9riks]
is not syllabified as the onset of this vowel, but forms the coda of the
preceding syllable. It follows from such a representation that the tonic vowel
followed by 'weak' [e] in the next syllable cannot undergo lengthening. The
syllable under main sffess already is bimoraic.

The epenthesis of a ghost vowel in between certain consonants, such as [k]
and [r] above, is due to a prohibition on such specific consonantal sequences. It
is formulated as the constraint SvLL(ABLE)CoNTACT.30 It demands that

28 The same idea is expresssed in Potter (1994: 354).
2e The issue of how consonant + [s] clusters should be represented is left open in the study.
Hagstrom (1997: n. 15) suggests tentatively that they may involve complex segments. Notice
that in the above representation such a complex segment would have to be formed by fusing
two segments which belong to different morphemes.

'o On the Syllable Contact Law, see, e.g. Hooper (1976) and Vennemann (1988).

o\
/\\

/ l-L p l-t/ ttl
6 k e

tdkeriks

s

/\
/11
f i ks2e
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(output-)adjacent non-tautosyllabic consonants must be of the same sonority
level. This way heterosyllabic clusters of an obstruent and a sonorant, in
whatever order, are penalised. (Another constraint prohibits parsing them as

branching onsets.) On the other hand, clusters of two obstruents or two
sonorants are allowed.

3.8.4.2 Visible epenthetic vowels

The visibility of epenthetic vowels before consonantal clusters implies that they
exceptionally get associated to a syllable node. Hagstrom argues that this is

forced by the need to parse the following consonant into a syllable. This is
illustrated below:

(58) a. * PW

I

F

Iwikenyaks]

b.+

wit k e n y a ks

Iw6kgnyaks]

PW

I

F

oho\
/\\

/1 1 1
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The representation in (58)a is ill-formed since [n] is left unsyllabified. The ill-
formedness of (58)b is due to the presence of a branching onset [ny] in the
final syllable, while branching onsets and branching codas are disallowed by
high-ranked constraints. The representation in (58)c is selected as best,
although it contains a syllable node dominating a 'weak' vowel.

Consider also the representation of a word with two adjacent epenthetic
vowels:

(se)

c. PW

/
/F

/i--.-ooo

A A A
tr {J Ilil,

watenyaks

PW

I

Ft

The above form contains a consonant [r] 'trapped' between two'weak vowels'.
In order to incorporate the consonant into a syllable, one of the ghost vowels
must become the syllable nucleus. It is, however, not clear why this could not
be done by making the rightmost, rather than the leftmost, ghost vowel into a
syllable nucleus, as shown below:

I,L

N
e?
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*PW
I

Ft

v6tere?. 
*[y6Jsrs?]

The above representation is incorrect, although it is parallel to the one in (57)
above and is not ill-formed in any obvious way. Hagsffom (1997: n. 29)
suggests that the ill-formedness of the sffucture above can be related to an
At-IcN-o consffaint which prefers all syllables in a prosodic word to begin as

much to the left of the word as possible.
As represented in (59) and (60) above, Hagstrom assumes that the glottal

stop (word-finally as well as internally) must 'share a mora' with a neighbour-
ing vowel, rather than be associated to a mora of its own. This is meant to
account for the fact that the final glottal stop does not need to be dominated by
a syllable node in the way other coda consonants must be.

According to the above analysis, vowel epenthesis is triggered by two types
of considerations: the need to syllabiff a consonant, as in (58)c above, or the
need to split up certain consonantal sequences, as in (57). Hagstrom puts
forward a very controversial claim, contrary to the standard views on syllabifi-
cation, that in Mohawk a vowel can be incorporated into prosodic structure
without being part of a syllable, while a consonant must always form part of a
syllable, either as its onset or as a coda. Skipping a level in the prosodic
hierarchy is allowed for vowels, but not for consonants.

3.8.4.3 The stem joiner

Hagstrom suggests that the stem joiner is inserted after a specific type of
morphological category which he labels the'lexical root'. The joiner is
assumed to be another 'weak' vowel in Mohawk, i.e. one underlyingly
associated to a mora, but not to a syllable node. A problem this raises is how
to account for the fact that tonic lengthening is possible before the stem joiner,
while it can never take place before 'weak' [e]. Hagstrom concludes that the

(60)

A\t
/i i i /1yotere

*[y6tsrs?]
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consonant preceding the joiner is
where it would block lengthening,

CHAPTER 3

not in the coda of the preceding vowel,
but in its appendix, as shown below:

(61)

where ']' - 'lexical root' boundary

The addition of a lengthening mora to the tonic vowel is possible in (61)
because the following consonant is not moraic. It is directly associated to the
syllable node.

Syllable appendices are prohibited by a general constraint. However,
consonants at the right edge of a lexical root are forced into the appendix
position. This is due to a higher-ranked constraint WEAKEDGE, which requires
the right edge of the lexical root to be empty. The precise interpretation of the
consffaint seems problematic. There does not seem to exist any kind of
structure which can fully satisfli it. As long as a lexical root is not entirely
empty itself, there always is an element which occupies its right periphery.
Hagstrom argues in any case that, given this constraint, it is more satisfactory
if the final consonant of the lexical root, here [w], is not dominated by a mora
because there are fewer structural elements present at the edge. Up to this point
it may seem that WnarEocn can be interpreted as a sorl of AI-IcNMENT
constraint. It forces the root-final consonant to be parsed into the last syllable
of the root, but in a non-moraic position.

In words where the joiner is followed by 'weak' [e] in the next syllable the
pressure to syllabiff the consonant in between them forces the addition of a

syllable node dominating the joiner. This predicts that the joiner, and not ghost

[e], will bear stress:

PW

//F/|S=oo\o/ A\ /
11 1yJ,! li
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(62)

In this case, however, violation of the constraint WnaxEocn is avoided by
parsing the root-final consonant [t] into an onset position, rather than into an
appendix of the preceding syllable. According to Hagstrom, this is because the

onset is not dominated by a mora, either, to satisf,i WEArEncE, and the
appendix in general involves marked structure, disfavoured by a *Appmlplx

(i.e. 'no appendix') constraint. In other words, WBerEncg is (relatively)
satisfied if the root-final consonant is either a syllable appendix or an onset.

Clearly, in the latter case WgarEoGE does not function as an ATIGUMENT

consffaint.
The same interpretation of WTnTEDGE accounts for the sffess placement in

words where the joiner precedes ghost [e], as in [teka?nukserf,:ke] (cf. (37)b
above). Consider the partial representation below:

(63)

As in the case of the representation in (62) above, one of the 'weak' vowels,
either [e] or the joiner, must become syllabic in order to guarantee the
syllabification of the intervening lexical root-final consonant [r]. By making the
second vowel syllabic and parsing [r] into its onset WpnrEnGE is satisfied and
so is the consffaint ruling out appendices.

o
A

/iri

ooIAp /r-,t / |

oru

o

A

o

/\
/ tt tL r,L/ llln u kse
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No analysis is provided for words with sequences of the joiner vowel in
adjacent syllables, exemplified in (38) above.

3.8.4.4 Discussion

In the above review of Hagstrom's account I have concentrated on the types of
structures postulated by him for words containing 'weak' vowels, rather than
on the consffaint ranking machinery which is supposed to select them. This is
because the postulated structures seem highly questionable.

Central to Hagstrom's analysis is the assumption that metrical processes in
Mohawk, i.e. stress assignment and the prosodic minimality condition, are
sensitive to the presence of the syllable node. Given this assumption, metrical
invisibility of certain vowels is interpreted as the indication of their extrasyl-
labic status. However, this crucial assumption appears to be made a priori.
There is no independent evidence for it. It also implies that syllabification must
be lexical: it is part of the input. The latter assumption is not shared by most
OT linguists.

Hagsffom's line of analysis leads to several controversial proposals. While
it is generally accepted in metrical theory that not only edgemost consonants,
but also vowels in peripheral syllables can be extrametrical, i.e. invisible to
foot formation processes, extrasyllabicity has so far been confined to conso-
nants. As far as moraic theory is concemed, Bagemihl (1991) argues in his
analysis of Bella Coola that sequences of consonants and even whole vowel-
less words can be parsed into moras, but not be dominated by syllable nodes.
On the other hand, according to Hagstrom, in Mohawk consonants must always
be included in a syllable, while vowels can be moraif,red, but left unsyllabified.
Since under this kind of approach the nuclear syllabic status no longer
constitutes the essence of the vocalic status of a segment, one wonders what
does.

Hagstrom's proposal runs against the universally high ranked requirement
according to which a prevocalic consonant is an onset of the following
syllable. Recall, for instance, the representation in (59) above where [r] before
the second, invisible ghost vowel is not its onset, but the coda of the preceding
vowel.

Even more problematic are forms where an invisible vowel is preceded by
a consonantal cluster. In words such as [tekan6ktake] 'tlo beds' (cf. (36)a
above) or [sateweyuhkar{:rn] 'measure it!' (cf. (38) above), where a conso-
nantal cluster occurs before an invisible stem joiner, one can argue that one of
the consonants in the cluster occupies the coda position (following [u] in the
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nucleus), while the other is parsed into the appendix of the same syllable.
However, no appendix position is available before 'weak' [*].'' Notice in (63)
above that the cluster [ks] before 'weak' [e] must be syllabified into the coda

as one complex segment. Still, the syllabification of the three consonantal
cluster [tsh] before the ghost vowel in [wakgno?kwitshgr6:ku] 'I have eaten the
cornmush' (cf. (37)b) remains a serious problem.

Hagstrom does not consider words with sequences of the stem joiner in
adjacent syllables, such as [tekana?kar6:ke] 'two horns' in (38) above. It
seems, however, that his analysis cannot predict correctly which of the joiners
should become syllabic. Given the two relevant constraints, *Apppttutx and
WEarEoGr, one carurot decide between the two possible forms partially
represented in (64) below.

(64) PW

[tekana?kar6:ke]

PW

In either case WnarEnGE is (relatively) satisfied, since none of the lexical
root-final consonants are moraic, and in either case *Appruux is violated

3' Consonants are only forced into an appendix position by the constraint WearEocr, which
specifically refers to the lexical root edge before the stem joiner.
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sAha?kl

A
/ o o/ A /

1 /V/1
^ rl i: k e

,/o o\ o

AA)An a ? kl fiz rl a k e
*[tekana?kfl:rake]
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once, by one of the lexical root-final consonants, tk] or [r]. In OT, if trvo
forms satisflz the consffaint hierarchy equally well, they are predicted to be in
free variation, which is certainly not the case above. Only the form in (64)a is
attested.

Recall that Hagstrom suggests with respect to the parallel problem in the
case of 'weak' [e] sequences that an AtIGN-o constraint may be relevant.
Words such as [y6:tgrs?] (cf. Hagstrom's representation in (52) above) indicate
that in Mohawk left-alignment prevails over nghfalignment so that the
leftmost 'weak' [e] becomes syllabic. However, the facts are the opposite in
the case of joiner sequences, which constitutes a problem.

Another questionable point is the suggestion that the glottal stop is parsed
into the same mora as the preceding vowel, as shown in (52). In other words,
sequences of a vowel and a glottal stop are represented as short diphthongs.
Such sequences do not seem to pattern phonologically in any way with short
diphthongs in other languages, which would justiff this kind of representation.
What is more, such short diphthongs can be 'weak' and invisible to stress,
which is the case in (52). One wonders whether there is no limit to the
segmental complexity which a 'weak' vowel can license.

An implication of Hagstrom's analysis is that, since the syllabic vs. non-
syllabic status of a vowel is part of the input, &fly sort of vowel can be non-
syllabic in a language. Why is it then not the case that there are several
melodically different kinds of 'weak' vowels in Mohawk?

Finally, although Hagstrom's analysis is couched in a moraic framework, it
is the syllable, and not the mora, which plays a crucial role in his analysis. He
does appeal to the moraic vs. non-moraic status of consonants, but there is
hardly any independent evidence for either. Mora units seem to be manipulated
in the representations according to the needs. They do not express any constant
prosodic characteristics of the segments they dominate.

3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed the behaviour of the ghost vowel [e] and the
stem joiner [a] in Mohawk. Such vowels, even though audible, i.e. phonetically
realised, are not always taken into account by stress. They do not have a
consistent effect on tonic lengthening, either, since stress-invisible ghosts block
it.

I have proposed a Strict CV analysis of the Mohawk facts in terms of
ffochaic Proper Government and a set of violable constraints on the well-
formedness of PG relations, put forward in Chapter 2 above. I have argued that
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what distinguishes visible from invisible ghosts is the status of the former as

proper governors. In terms of PG relations, audible but invisible ghosts have
the same status as empty nuclei which are inaudible. Both are invisible to
sffess, both block tonic lengthening in the preceding syllable, and both trigger
the phonetic realisation of their proper governor in the preceding CV unit. I
have argued that the phonetic audibility of some invisible ghosts is due to the
requirements on Inter-Onset Government relations, i.e. relations befween
consonants across empty nuclei. In Mohawk IO Government relations are
contracted independently of PG relations.

I have also discussed the special status of the consonants [s h ?], which are
present in the large majority complex consonantal clusters in Mohawk. Their
clustering properties have been attributed to Magic Licensing. I have suggested
that Magically Licensing consonants are phonotactically syllabic, i.e. they
occupy an onset position and spread to the following empty nucleus.

As far as the stem joiner vowels are concerned, I have argued that they are
not lexically empty. Instead, these are contentful vowels. They are metrically
visible, but stress is avoided on them, due to the violable constraint Jon\rgR

UxsrrussABrLITY.
An important implication of the above analysis is that PG does not simply

pertain to the phonetic presence or absence of a nucleus, but to its phonologi-
cal status. These two aspects can be identified with each other in the majority
of languages, where licensed nuclei are always inaudible and unlicensed nuclei
are always audible. In Mohawk the differences in the phonological status are
instead manifested in the way nuclei are treated by stress. Within a model
adopting trochaic PG, phonological relevance is an attribute of (proper)
governing heads, which is to be expected.

1s3
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Conclusions and discussion

In the first part of this dissertation I have developed a revised approach to
Proper Govemment, based on several straightforward and violable constraints
which interact in determining the well-formedness of PG relations. Its crucial
postulates are the following:

l) Every language has a Strict CV structure, where Proper Government
relations are contracted.

2) Proper Government is a left-headed (trochaic) governing relation (cf, the
well-formedness constraint Tnocuee).

3) Phonetic realisation is an attribute of empty nuclei which are heads in PG
relations (cf. Hreo AUnBTLITY).

4) PG relations are binary (cf. BlNarurv).
5) The parsing of empty nuclei into PG relations is triggered by the constraint

No Lepsr, which prohibits sequences of silent nuclei.
6) In the default case, a 'zero' nucleus has null phonetic realisation (cf.

Ioeunrv(O)).
7) Representations are not scanned directionally, but such output form is

selected which best satisfies hierarchically ordered well-formedness
constraints (cf. Optirnality/Correspondence Theory).

8) Cross-linguistic variation follows from different rankings of the same set of
constraints, and not frorn different parameter settings (cf. O/CT).

All the constraints postulated above (except for Tnocnse) essentially express
well-formedness requirements on PG relations which have been inherent in the
standard GP approach.

The appeal to a number of simple and fairly unconffoversial constraints and
their ranking in the analysis of ghost vowel surfacing patterns, I claim, is an
advantage of the present approach. The idea that various constraint hierarchies
are responsible for cross-linguistic variation resolves the problem of the
proliferation of parameters in the standard theory of Government Phonology.

Another advantage of trochaic PG is that no special domain-final licensing
mechanism is necessary. Domain-final licensing has been shown to be
redundant in the analysis of Turkish, Yawelmani, Cairene Arabic and Mohawk.
In these languages a single domain-final empty nucleus is subject to Proper
Government from the preceding word-internal contentful nucleus. The
occurrence of two domain-final empty nuclei in Turkish and Cairene Arabic
has been argued to result from the outranking of the constraint against
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sequences of silent nuclei by other well-formedness constraints, pertaining to
Inter-Onset relations or the location of PG heads with respect to word egdes.
Moreover, under trochaic PG, the special status of the word-initial syllable in
Turkish and Yawelmani, which disallow for an silent nucleus in this position,
is not surprising since trochaic PG cannot license such nuclei.

By postulating that all languages only have extremely simple (CV)
constituents, the Strict CV approach adopted here differs radically from other
theories of syllabic structure. However, this does not imply that it is incompat-
ible with other approaches. On the contrary, I argue that Strict CV structures
can be assumed in addition to the structures assumed in other models. As
pointed out above, heavy syllables [CV:] and [CVC] can also be identified as

constituents of Strict CV structure, namely as (trochaic) PG feet. In other
words, Strict CV postulates sffuctures below the representational level
traditionally recognised as the syllable, without necessarily revoking any higher
level structures. Strict CV structures can be successfully referred to in the
analysis of phonotactic pafferns, while others can be more adequate for the
analysis of other phonological phenomena.r

A prediction of the approach taken in this dissertation, which makes crucial
reference to language-specific rankings of several universal consffaints, is that,
for each constraint, a language is possible where this consffaint is violated.
Violations of the constraints No Lapsn (in Turkish and Cairene Arabic) and
BnteRlrv (in Cairene Arabic) have been discussed in Chapter 2 above. The
analysis in Chapter 3 has illustrated a special case of the violability of Inpur-
ruv(O) in Mohawk, where an INtpR-ONrsnr constraint can force PG dependents
to be phonetically realised. In the same language Magically Licensed proper
governors are not realised as audible vowels because Hpeo AUnBII-ITY is
outranked by the MacIC LICENSING constraint. In Chapters 6-8 I will also
discuss violations of Hrap Auomu-Iry due to another constraint in Polish.
Another case of Brxnrury violation in Polish will be pointed out in Chapter 7.

In $ 2.6 above I have concluded that TnocuEp is apparently highest ranked of
all constraints on the well-formedness of PG relations, since I have found no
evident cases of its violations.

One further advantage of the approach developed in this dissertation is that
the surfacing of empty nuclei appears to be govemed by the same principles
that assign stress to syllables:

I For instance, assimilation processes, such as voice assimilation, are generally insensitive to
the presence of any empty nuclei in between melodically adjacent consonants. They can then
be better accounted for with reference to phonological structure which ignores such nuclei.
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i) Both sffess feet and PG relations are (preferably) left-headed.
ii) Both well-formed stress feet and PG relations are binary.
iii The formation of both stress feet and PG relations is due to a 'rhyth-

mic' constraint No Lepsg.
iv) Stress in the metrical structure and audibility in the PG structure

involve prominence which is an attribute of prosodic heads.

The parallel between internuclear Proper Government relations and foot
formation lies in the origins of the analysis of vowel -zero altemations in terms
of PG relations (cf. Kaye 1986-87). This parallel and the thesis put forward in
van der Hulst & Rowicka (1997), who claim that in many languages Proper
Government relations can be identified with lexicalised metrical structure,
clarifo the status of PG among internuclear relations. Moreover, the prediction
follows that PG relations in a language are likely to reflect an earlier stage of
its metrical structure. This prediction is confirmed by the analysis of Polish in
Part II of this dissertation. I will argue that in terms of PG relations, Polish
exhibits some properties of the lexical accent system which it had in the past.
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Chapter 5

Yers and consonantal clusters

5.1 Introduction

The existence of extraordinarily complex consonantal clusters, which some-
times seem unpronounceable for non-native speakers, is a notorious feafure of
Polish. Lists of the existing clusters in various positions in the word have been
provided, for instance, by Bargielowna (1950) and Sawicka (1974) (see also
Appendi ces 2-4 below). They report the occurrence of up to four consonants
word-initially, up to five consonants word-medially and up to five consonants
word-finally. Such facts have obviously been problematic for many theories of
syllabic sffucture. They constitute a particular challenge to standard Govern-
ment Phonology, which allows for at most binary branching constituents, and
even more so to its Strict CV variety, which denies the existence of any
branching constituents and postulates a nuclear position after every consonant.

On the other hand, beside the tolerance of heavy consonantal clusters,
Polish also exhibits vowel-zero alternations. Ghost vowels tend to break up
clusters in certain systematic ways. This indicates that there are specific limits
on clustering in Polish. From the viewpoint of Government Phonology, this
provides evidence that the requirements of Proper Government are valid in the
language. In this case, however, the question arises why languages whose
phonotactics is regulated by Proper Government can differ so radically as, for
instance, do Yawelmani and Polish. Why does Polish exhibit clusters which are
unthinkable in Yawelmani?

In Part II of this dissertation I show that the formation of PG relations in
Polish is subject to the same well-formedness conditions as in the languages
discussed in Part I. PG relations in Polish are binary, trochaic and contracted
strictly locally, and phonetic realisation is (in the default case) a property of
PG heads. However, they are also subject to restrictions familiar from sffess in
lexical accent systems. PG is sensitive to the lexical marking of morphemes as

'unaccentable'. Ghost vowels contained in unmarked morphemes sirnply
behave like empty nuclei in the languages discussed in Part I of this disserta-
tion: they are audible if they have a properly governing function to fulfil with
respect to another empty nucleus and otherwise they remain silent. On the
other hand, heads of PG feet contained in unaccentable morphemes avoid
prosodic prominence, which in terms of Proper Govemment involves audibil-
ity. In other words, empty nuclei in unaccentable morphemes do not become
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audible even if they are proper governors. The result is a sequence of silent
empfy nuclei, which involves a consonantal cluster on the surface. On the other
hand, some morphemes are marked as pre-accenting and these bring about
sequences of audible empty nuclei in consecutive CV units.

Morpheme unaccentability is subject to constraints on the well-formedness
of word tree structure. These are analogous to consffaints on the well-formed-
ness of PG relations, but refer to a higher representational level. Thus, a

sequence of unaccentable morphemes constitutes a lapse in the word tree (cf.
the consffaint No L,Lrsn), and therefore it is resolved by violating the
unaccentability of the leftmost morpheme (cf. the constraint TnocunE).

The prosodic markings on morphemes in the lexicon of Polish which I
postulate discuss affect PG relations only. They are entirely ignored by the
present-day stress system. Polish sffess is weight-insensitive. Disregarding a

handful of exceptions discussed in $ 3.7.2.2 above, it falls on the penultimate
vowel in the word. Historically, however, Polish used to have a lexical accent
system, where lexical marking played a crucial role. I argue that the marking-
sensitive PG relations in contemporary Polish involve lexicalised metrical
structure of the past.

The discussion of the Polish facts in this dissertation is organised as

follows. In this chapter I introduce the basic facts conceming two aspects of
Polish phonotactics: vowel-zero alternations and consonantal clusters. Some
previous analyses of these facts are also reviewed below. In Chapter 6 I focus
on the behaviour of ghost vowels in suffixed words. Complex consonantal
clusters in roots are analysed in Chapter 7. Finally, in Chapter 8 I consider
ghost vowels in prefixes.

5.1.1 The vocalic inventory

Polish has a relatively simple vowel system consisting of six short vowels
spelled i y e a o u (also spelled d) as well as two nasal vowels q and e. They
are represented below.r The vowel spelled y is high, unrounded and retracted.
The nasal vowels are realised phonetically as oral mid vowels [e] and [o] (not

[a]), respectively, followed by a nasal consonant homorganic to the following
stop consonant, as in pAk Lpe3k] 'bunch', or by the front nasal glide when the

I To be more precise, Polish mid vowels are half open. The most
Polish [y] is [+]. Prevocalic [i], as in nieic'to carry', denotes
preceding consonant, here [ri], and not the vowel [i].

adequate IPA symbol for
the palatalisation of the



following
otherwise

(1) front
i
erQ

YERS

consonant is a palatal fricative, as in
by the back nasal glide, as in wqi fvofrll
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gei tg{Sl 'goose', and
'snake'.2

back
u,o [u]
or4

high
mid
low

There are no long vowels
speech, there are no syllabic

a

or diphthongs in Polish. Except for fast casual
consonants (see, however, $ 7.5 below).

5.1.2 The consonantal inventory

The surface inventory of Polish consonants is given in (2) below. The
corresponding graphemes, if distinct from the transcription, are given in curly
brackets. I use the phonetic ffanscription adopted in studies of Slavic lan-
guages, which is more adequate with respect to the sounds of Polish than the
IPA.

(2) Polish consonants
lab.(-dent.) dent.-alv. post-alv. palat.-alv.

plos.: p
b

fric.: f
v {w}

affric.:

nas.: m
lat.:
glides: w {l}, fr

t
d

s 5 {sz}
z i, l2,rz\
c d {cz}j{dz} $Ozl
n
1r

5 {S,si}
i, {2,21}
i {i,ci}
i {ae,azt\
ri {ri,ni}

J, J

velar
k
ob
x {ch,h}

J

I have chosen to quote examples from Polish in the following chapters in their
orthographic form since the phonological status of several consonantal
phonemes is arguably different from what their phonetic transcription implies

'The segmental structure and phonological behaviour of nasal vowels in Polish has been left
out of the discussion in this dissertation. See, e.g. Bethin (1992), Rowicka & van de Weijer
(1992, 1994) and Bloch-Rozmej (1998).
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(and closer to what their spelling suggests). Below I recapitulate the arguments
adduced by Kurylowicz (1952) and Gussmann (1991).

The consonant spelled I and surfacing as the labio-velar glide [w] in
standard Polish often behaves phonologically like a lateral (cf. Gussmann
1981). It regularly alternates with / in palatalising contexts. For instance, this is
the case before the vowel [i], as in maty 'small-NoM sG-MASC' vs. mali
'idem-NoM PL-MASC', and before a palatalising suffix, such as adjectival -sfri, in
diabel'devil' vs. diabelski'devilish'. The consonant I [*] is then arguably the
surface realisation of a non-palatalised lateral. In fact, I is pronounced as a
velarised alveolar lateral by some speakers, mainly in the north-east part of
Poland.

The labio-dental fricative w [v] (and tfl in devoicing contexts) often
behaves phonologically like a sonorant, rather than an obstruent. Historically,
the semivowel [w] shifted to [v] and in devoicing contexts to [fJ.3 Its origin is
reflected in its distribution in consonantal sequences where it often pafferns
with sonorants. The consonant w also behaves like a sonorant in voicing
phenomena. It surfaces as voiceless when adjacent to a voiceless obstruent,
whether preceding, as in bite[vJny 'battle-aDJ' vs. bit[/Ja 'battle-NouN', or
following, as in tra[vJa'grass' vs. traffika'tdem-DIM'. On the other hand, in
clusters of tme obstruents, the rightmost one determines the value for voice, as

in pro[iJit 'rcquest-vERB' vs. pro[iJba'idem-NouN'. If w behaved like a real
obsffuent it should trigger the voicing of the preceding consonant in *bi[dvJa.

Moreover, [v] alternates in a number of forms with the glide U]. Consider, for
instance, the verbalising suffix -o[vJa- which alternates with -ubJ-, as in
studio[vJ ac 'to study' vs. studiufiJ e '(he) studies'. Following Kurylowicz
(1952), I consider every occurrence of [v] as a surface realisation of the
phonological glide lw/.

It would, however, go too far to analyse every occurence of tf] as

reflecting underlying lwl. Gussmann (1991) observes that voiceless [f] cannot
be the surface realisation of underlying lwl word-initially, e.g. in fala'wave'
and flaczet 'to become flabby', where there is no devoicing context.

Many instances of [5,2] altemate with /r/. Consider the following examples:

(3) dlrle
kompute[r]
och[r]a
pance[r]ny

'(I) tear'
'computer'
'ochre-NOtlN'
'armoured'

d[z]e
kompute[Z]e
och[5]e
pance[5]

'(he) tears'
'idem-Loc sG'
'idem-Loc sc'
'armour-plate'

3 For a GP analysis of the change, see Cyran & Nilsson (1998).
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The above alternations indicate that [S,Z] are phonologically palatalised
counterparts of hl, [3] surfacing after a voiceless obstruent or word-finally and

[Z] elsewhere. This is also reflected in their spelling as rz. The analysis of rz as
palatalised lr'l after obstruents, whether alternating synchronically with [r] or
not, simplifies the analysis of Polish phonotactics. It is also in accordance with
the history of the Polish language. In many cases palatalised [r'] can be found
in Russian cognates of Polish words containing [5,2], as in Russian [tr'i] vs.
Polish trzy [tlyl 'three'. However, there are also occurrences of se [5] for
which no evidence suggests that they are phonologically h'1. Consider, e .9.
wszystko'everything' (cf. Russian vs'o) and szafa'wardrobe'.

The nasal glides [w] and til occur before fricatives. They are the
realisations of the nasal consonants [n] and [ri], respectively, and of the nasality
of nasal vowels in this position. They have no independent phonemic status in
Polish. The same can be said with respect to the velar nasal t3]. It involves the
realisation of the nasal part of a nasal vowel before a velar stop consonant in
native vocabulary, as in ,q[ik'hand-cEN PL'. It is also found in borrowings,
such as bank.

Given the above, I assume that Polish has the following underlying
inventory of consonants:

(4) Polish consonants
lab.(-dent.) dent.-alv.

plos.:

fric.:

affric.:

nas.:
lat.:
glides:

t
d
S

Z

c

3
n
l, I

p
b
f

post-alv.

S

i,
c
2
o

t, t'

palat.-alv. velar
k
ob
xS

2

6

3
ri

Lists of Polish consonantal clusters with examples are included as appen-
dices to this dissertation. Appendix 2 contains word-initial clusters, Appendix 3

contains word-medial clusters, while word-final clusters are included in
Appendix 4. Lists are based on Bargiel6wna (1950) and Sawicka (1974).
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5.2 Vowel-zero alternations

CHAPTER 5

Vowel-zero altemations are a well-known phenomenon in Slavic languages and
they have inspired a great deal of attention in the phonological literafure (cf.,
e.g. Lightner 1965, 1972, Hyman 1985, Melvold 1990, Yearly 1995 on
Russian, Hristova 1994 on Bulgarian and Russian, Rubach 1985-86, Kensto-
wicz & Rubach 1987, Rubach & Booij 1992, Rubach l993a,b on Slovak,
Laskowski 1975, Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1984, Nykiel-Herbert 1984, 1985,

Spencer 1986, Czaykowska-Higgins 1988, Gorecka 1988, Rubach & Booij
1990a,b, Bethin 1,992, Piotrowskt 1992a,b, Piotrowski, Roca & Spencer 1992,
Srpyra 1992, Gussmann & Kaye 1993, Zoll 1993, Gussmann t997, Rowicka,
in press, Cyran & Gussmann, to appear, on Polish). In many cases vowels
alternating with zero can be ffaced back to the 'yers' of Common Slavic and

have therefore become known under the same name.o Thanks to their salient
properly of not entirely predictable appearance and disappearance, they have
also won the name of 'fleeting vowels'(cf.Rubach 1985-86) or'ghost
segments' (cf. Srpyra 1992). In this thesis I will use both the terms 'ghosts'
and 'yers' with respect to Polish vowels alternating with zero.

The vowels which have the property of alternating with z;ero in Polish are

[e], [y], [i] and [o]. While the appearance of the latter three is highly restricted,
the ghost vowel [e] is virrually omnipresent.

5.2.1 Ghost [eJ

Ghost [e] can be found in roots as well as affixes, in underived and derived
forms of most major grammatical categories. Below I give examples with the

alternating vowel [e] (underlined) in an underived word (5)a, in a derived word
(5)b, in a borrowing (5)c, in an adjective-forming suffix (5)d and a prefix (5)e.

o This is not to say that all synchronic ghost vowels descend from historical yers. This
cannot be the case, for instance, in bonowings which have been reinterpreted phonologically
as containing a yer vowel. For instance, swetgr'sweater' ys. swetra 'idem-ceu sG' was

borrowed from English long after the loss of historical yer vowels). On the other hand, some

historical yers have been lost altogether, for instance, word-initially in grac'to play' (cf. the

Russian cognate igrat'). Historical yers were high lax vowels, also referred to as 'half-
vowels'. They became full vowels when 'strong', i.e. even-numbered in sequences of yers,

counting from the word end. In other positions they were lost. Observe that a GP approach
to vowel-zero altemations strongly resembles the above generalisation about the develop-
ment of yers, known as Havlik's Law.
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(5) a. sen 'dream-NoM sG' snu
b. gigrka 'game-DIM' gra
c. handel 'trade-NoM sc' handlem
d. pewisn 'certain-PREDIC' pewny
e. oderwai 'to tear off odrywai

(6) a. jesien
b. rzeczka
c. roweT
d. probrerz
e. przerwa(,

'aufumn-NoM sG'
'river-DlM'
'bicycle-NoM sc'
'gauge-NoM SG'

'to break'
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'idem-GEN SG'

'idem-NoM sG'
'idem-INSTR SG'

'idem-ADJ'
'idem-IMPERF'

'idem-GBN sG'
'idem-NoM PL'
.idem.TNSTR 

SG,
.idem-GEN 

SG,

'idem-Dl'

the two kinds of [e] are

Generally, Polish vowel-zero alternations follow the pattern well-known cross-
linguistically: the emergence of a ghost vowel on the surface is conditioned by
the presence of another ghost vowel in the following syllable. This is, for
instance, the case in (5)b above, where the ghost vowel in the root surfaces
before an inaudible ghost in the diminutive suffix -ek (see the alternation
within the suffix in domgk 'house-DlM' vs. domki 'idem-otM PL'). Ghost
appearance is also triggered by 'zero' inflectional endings, such as the
nominative singular desinence of masculine nouns (cf. (5)a and (c) above). If
the next vowel is not a ghost, the ghost in the preceding syllable is not
phonetically manifested.

Beside the ghost vowel, there are also phonetically identical instances of [e]
which are not capable of alternating with zero. Consider the following
examples where [e] never deletes. As above, I illustrate the case with an

underived item (6)a, in a derived word (6)b, in a borrowing (6)c, in a suffix
(6)d and a prefix (6)e. The non-alternating [e]'s are italicised.

Jeslsnl
rzeka
rowerem
probterza
przerwac

These facts indicate that despite their phonetic identity,
phonologically distinct.

5.2.2 Ghost [yJ and [iJ

Ghost vowels sometimes surface as [y] or [i], rather than [e]. This is the case
in neRrvED IMeERFECTIVT (nt) forms of verbs. The vowel appears as [e] only
in front of [r]. Otherwise, it tums up as [i] after palatalised consonants and as

[y] elsewhere. Consider the following examples.
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PERFECTIVE

zamknai
poslai
wytnie, 3 pr
wyprad
zabrai
pozrei

CHAPTER 5

IMPERFECTIVE

zamykac
posylai
wyclnai
wlpigrai
zabtgrac
poilgrac

'to close'
'to send'
'to cut out'
'to wash out'
'to take away'
'to devour'

(7)
a.

b.

The words in (7)a display the alternation between [y]/[i] and zero in their ut
forms, while in the items in (7)b the alternating vowel surfaces as [e] since it
is followed by [r]. The sequences [ir] and [yr] are generally absent morpheme-
internally in standard Polish. Therefore, the emergence of [e], rather than [y] or

[i], in the words in (7)b has traditionally been attributed to the operation of an
independently motivated process lowering [V] and [i] to [e] in front of [r] (cf.
Gussmann 1980). Data from dialects where there is no r-Lowering, and ghost
vowels in DI verbs are realised as high also before [r], support such an
analysis.5

There is evidence that, despite different phonetic forms, ghost [y] and [i]
derive from the same underlying source as ghost [e]. Certain roots containing
yers exhibit both [e]-zero alternations when they are part of a nominal stem,
and [y]/[i]-zero alternations when they appear in a verb. The following
examples illusffate the three-way alternation in two roots containing yers: [e] -
o- tvl.

(8) a. zamgik
zarctka
zamykac

b. posel
posla
posylai

'lock-NoM sG'
'idem-cgN sG'
'to lock-Dl'
'deputy-NoM SG'

'idem-GpN sG'
'to send-Dl'

The above examples give evidence that ghost [e] and ghost [y]/[i] come from
the same source. However, while yer surfacing as [e] is dependent on the
following vowel, the emergence of [y]i[i] is unquestionably morphologically
conditioned. It is characteristic of ot verb forms, and is discussed in Chapter 7
of this dissertation.

' Apu.t from that, [e] appears exceptionally in przy:lgai 'to cling-u' (cf. przy:lgnqi 'to
cling-tnnr'), where it is not followed by [r].
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One more environment where a yer is phonetically realised as [y] is a class

of borrowings, exemplified below.6 Unlike in the case of ol verbs, a typical
ghost vowel surfacing context is involved here, namely, a sequence of yers in
adjacent syllables.

(9) NouN
lekcja
melodia
stacja

DIMINUTIVE
lekcyjka
melodyjka
stacyjka

ADJECTIVE

lekcyjny
melodyjny
stacyjny

'lesson'
'melody'
'station'

A yer vowel appears in the stem when a derivational suffix is attached which
itself begins with a yer, e.g. the diminutive suffix -ka or adjectival -ny.
Observe that in all cases the materialised ghost vowel is followed by [j]. As a
matter of fact, there are virtually no words in Polish where a yer would surface
before [] as [e].?

5.2.3 Ghost [oJ

There is a handful of words in which the vowel alternating with zero is [o], as

in osial vs. osla 'donkey', NoM sG vs. GEN sG, and kozigl vs. kozla 'goat',
NoM SG vs. cEN sG. In all cases the ghost vowel is followed by l. Dialectal
pronunciations of these words do contain [e] instead.

Except for the few contexts mentioned above, the ghost vowel is always
realised as [e].

5.3 Previous analyses of yers

From among all Slavic languages, yers in Polish have probably been best
investigated in generative phonology. Their phonological representation has
been a subject of heated debate in the literature, beginning with the fundamen-

6 The vowel [i] is only sporadically found before [i] and the suffixes -,?yADJ and -ftaDtM, as

rn linia'line' vs. prostolinljny'straightforward'.
7 A counterexample to this generalisation may be the verb wefi 'to go in' which can be
analysed morphologically as wg:iit'in (prefix) : go' (cf. w:chodzic'idem-ol'). The verb
is, however, exceptional in other ways, too. Yer surfacing in the prefix does not follow from
any productive yer vocalisation pattern in the language: the vowel following the yer is [i],
and not another yer.
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tal question whether they must be present underlyingly, or not (in which case

they are epenthetic).

5.3.1 Yers: underlying or epenthetic?

Traditional generative accounts have mostly assumed the presence of yers in
underlying representation (cf. Gussmam 1980, Rubach 1984 and Szpyra 1989).
In order to distinguish them from regular, nondeleting vowels, yers have been
interpreted as phonologically [+lax] vowels. Since the consonants preceding
yers are sometimes palatalised, as in [p'Jes vs. psa 'dog', NoM vs. GEN, and
sometimes not, as in [bJe, vs. bzu'lilac', NoM vs. GEN, two kinds of yers have
been postulated: palatalising, i.e. front, and non-palatalising, i.e. back. Yers
have also been specified as high, rather than mid vowels, to account for the
above mentioned alternations with [y] and [i]. They are tensed and lowered to
[e] by (the so-called 'Lower') rule in order to surface, or otherwise deleted.

With the development of nonlinear and metrical phonology, some
researchers have revived the idea first entertained by Laskowski (1975). It
involves an epenthetic solution to vowel-zero alternations (cf. Gorecka 1986,

1988, Czaykowska-Higgins 1988 and Piotrowski 1992a). These authors
emphasise the fact that the location of vowel-zero alternations is largely
predictable and governed by well-formedness constraints on syllable sffucture.
Gorecka (1986, 1988) points out that surfacing yers break up stem-final
clusters which are not well-formed coda sequences.8 For instance, the rising
sonority cluster [sn] cannot be a coda cluster in *sosru 'pine tree-GEN PL' (cf.
cortect sosen) since it fails to meet the Sonority Sequencing Generalisation (cf.
Selkirk 1984b).e She also postulates a constralnt against t*o ,onorants in the
coda, which rules out *gumn 'barn-GEN PL' (cf. correct gamign). Additional
evidence in favour of the coda restrictions in Polish is found in the Imperative
allomorphy and the Comparative allomorphy (cf., e.g. Bethin 1987 on the
Imperative formation and Gussmann 1997 on the Comparative formation; the
latter article is discussed in $ 5.5 below).

Gorecka observes that exceptions to the constraints on codas are largely
confined to the word-final position, as tn form 'form-GEN pL'. She attributes
them to the extrasyllabicity of the final consonants in such words. Extrasyllabi-
city is lifted under suffixation and therefore such clusters are then broken up

8 This account of Gorecka's (1986, 1988) analysis is based on its thorough review in
Czaykowska (1988).

' See, however, well-formed pieifi'song'.
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by a yer, as rn forgm+ny 'shapely'. In order to account for the fact that
epenthesis does not take place before suffixes consisting of more than one

consonant, as in ciel+sk (*cielg+sk) 'carcass', Gorecka stipulates that the
epenthesis rule is restricted to apply in the environment of the edgemost
consonant. Moreover, the rule is assumed to be cyclic and only apply in
derived environments. That is why it cannot split up the suffix-final cluster in
*ciel*sgk This also accounts for the absence of the epenthesis in morpheme-
internal clusters, for instance initially in *plgc+i or *pglc*i 'sex-GEN sG' (cf.
correct plc+i) and finally in *blasek (correct blask) 'glare'. A cyclic analysis of
ghost vowel appearance in prefixes has also been proposed, excluding,
however, the complex facts involving the prefix wz-lwgz- (cf. Chapter 8

below).
In general, while Gorecka's epenthetic approach must be given credit for

pointing to the regularities in yer surfacing and its (partial) contextual
predictability, it necessitates complex, arbiffary cyclic analyses as well as a
distinction between the insertion of a vocalic position and the insertion of
melodic features for [e] in order to account for various patterns of yer
surfacing in groups of words.

The epenthetic approach to Polish vowel-zero altemations has also been
taken up more recently within the framework of OT by Verhtlde (1996). He
observes that consonantal clusters are regularly broken up when an overt
derivational suffix is present, such as the diminutive -k- tn sargnfra 'roe-deer-
DIM', but they remain intact when such a suffix is absent, as in sarn'roe-deer-
GEN pL'. He postulates two constraint rankings (or 'co-phonologies') for
Polish, one for the 'word level' phonology, ruling out complex clusters, and
one of the 'stem level'phonology, ruling out epenthesis. The stem level
ranking is triggered by the presence of a derivational suffix or by an idiosyn-
cratic properfy of a morpheme, while the word level constraint ranking is
triggered by the presence of overt inflection. Under this analysis, suffixes
labelled Class B in Chapter 6 below, which are responsible for most complex
word-final clusters, are apparently not identified as independent suffixes and
left out of the discussion.

The epenthetic approach to Polish ghost vowels has been argued against by
many authors, e.g. Gussmam (1980), Rubach (1985-86), Bethin (1992) and
Szpyra (1992). According to them, the phonetic emergence of yers can
straightforwardly be predicted only in a limited number of words. Problems for
epenthetic analyses involves cases where, on the one hand, yers break
acceptable consonant collocations, as in korgk'cork' (cf. kark *karek 'nape';

17l
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both words are underived)to
heavy clusters, as illusffated

(10) [fstr]qt
[<rn]EIbrnlV
[trfJoga
leka[rstfl
ba[rr.n]Y

CHAPTER 5

and, on the other hand, a vowel fails to split up
below:

'repulsion-NoM sG'
'wayward-ADJ'
'terror-NOM sG'
'medicine-GEN PL'
'colourful'

Although various more or less ad hoc stipulations in the analysis can prevent
epenthesis from applying to such consonantal clusters, their actual syllable
structure remains problematic. The fact that such clusters are tolerated at all
undermines the validity of syllable structure conditions in Polish.

The Strict CV framework adopted in this dissertation makes it possible to
incorporate certain insights of the epenthetic approach to voweT-zero alterna-
tions. Although yers are assumed to be present lexically (as empty nuclear
positions), their phonetic appearance is largely predictable since it results from
general prosodic well-formedness conditions. The restriction of 'epenthesis' to
the site before the edgemost consonant will be shown to follow from the
requirernents of trochaic Proper Govemment and the Strict CV structure. Coda
constraints can be expressed in terms of constraints on Inter-Onset relations,
such as those proposed by Cyran & Gussmann, to appear (see $ 7.2.1 below).

The development of non-linear phonology and the enrichment of phono-
logical representations in terms of tiers have offered new and powerful
descriptive mechanisms. It has become possible to express certain properties of
segments in terms of their structural characteristics, rather than feature make-
up. In the case of yers, no phonetically based features seem adequate to
express their most essential property, i.e. the ability to (dis)appear.

Since they are in a way only 'potential' segments (i.e. phonetically realised
only in some contexts), in non-linear studies yers have been analysed as
lacking some aspect of the multidimensional segmental structure that other
vowels have. One interpretation may be that underlying yers have melodic
specification, but lack a timing slot. Altematively, they may have a skeletal
position, but lack melodic specification. Both views have found their advocates

'0 Within standard GP the difference between such 'minimal pairs' car be accounted for by
representing [r] as a coda consonant in /kar.k0l [kark] and as the onset followed by an
empty nucleus in lko.r0.k0l [korqk]. Translated into the Strict CV approach, this solution
involves a lexically specified IO Government relation between consonants in clusters which
fail to be broken up by a ghost vowel, such as [rk] in [kark].
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(see e.g. Rubach 1985-6 and Bethin 1992, on the one hand, and Spencer 1986
and Gussmann 1997, Gussmann & Kaye 1993, and Szpyra 7992, on the other).

5.i.2 Yers as tloating matrices

The idea behind Rubach's (1985-86) analysis of yers is that the timing of
segments is governed by the skeletal tier. If a segment is represented on the
skeleton it will surface. On the other hand, if a feature matrix which makes up
a segment is not linked to a skeletal position (or a timing slot), it cannot be
realised phonetically. Rubach (1985-86) suggests that the phonetic absence of
non-vocalised yers in Polish follows from the fact that they lack timing
positions (cf. also Kenstowicz & Rubach 1987 for a similar proposal with
respect to yers in Slovak). This interpretation of yers is further developed in
Rubach and Boorj (1990a,b). According to this proposal, yers are viewed as

floating melodies, or feature maffixes. Under special circumstances they can
receive skeletal slots and be phonetically interpreted. Such an approach is also
to some extent compelled by the traditional assumption that yers fall into two
categories, palatalising and non-palatalising. If the two kinds of yers differ with
respect to a segmental feature, namely, [tback], they necessarily have melodic
representation.

Following Rubach, Bethin (1992) also represents yers as floating maffices.
However, drawing on Gussmann's (1992) proposal that palatalisation in Polish
is an inherent properry of consonants and does not need to be induced by the
following vowel, she gives up the distinction between front and back yers. The
only feature which remains in the floating matrix is [-cons]. Yers are no more
than floating vocalic root nodes devoid of any melody. Therefore they cannot
be perceived by skeleton-oriented processes, but they are able to disturb
segment adjacency on the root tier. It is, however, not obvious if they can have
the same effect with respect to individual melodic features.

Under Bethin's analysis, as under Rubach's, yers are not syllabic until they
get associated with a skeletal position and those which do not receive a timing
slot never get incorporated into syllable structure. It is therefore surprising to
find a generalisation that, as a prerequisite for Yer Vocalisation (i.e. the
process whereby yers become regular vowels), 'a [-cons] node must be present
in the following syllable' (Bethin 7992:136; emphasis mine - GR).

Bethin herself seems to be aware of this deficiency in the analysis of yers
as 'floating matrices'. When discussing Yer Vocalisation she admits that
'technically there is no reason why the presence of an unassociated feafure
matrix in one place should provoke the insertion of an x-slot elsewhere, and
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particularly in what turns out to be the preceding syllable'. However, she takes

this poor syllabic motivation for Yer Vocalisation as evidence that a strictly
syllable-driven kind of 'Vocalisation', i.e. epenthesis, may also be necessary,
and not as evidence that underlyingly present yers function as nuclear heads.

Bethin proposes that vowel surfacing is due to epenthesis in words such as

forgmny 'shapely' (cf. forma 'shape' vs. form and not *fore* 'idem-GnN PL').
If the emerging vowel were an underlying yer, it should also appear in the ceN
pl form. A consequence of Bethin's approach is that vowel-zero alternations in
certain inflectional categories are due to Yer Vocalisation (triggered by a yer
ending) in the case of native vocabulary, but result from epenthesis (triggered
by an unsyllabified consonant) in borrowed words. This, however, undermines
both parts of the analysis. A more plausible solution seems to be one in which
phonetically identical phenomena in the same context are attributed to the same

triggering factors. Such an insight is not available under Bethin's approach,
where there is no correlation between yers viewed as floating matrices and
epenthetic nuclei.

The floating matrix interpretation of Slavic yers and ghost segments in
general has also been adopted by Zoll (1993) within the framework of
Optimality Theory. She assumes a moraic approach, where no skeletal tier is
recognised. Ghost vowels lack an underlying root node, consisting only of
melodic features. They materialise when epenthesis - triggered by prosodic and

cluster constraints - provides them with the missing root node. [n order to
account for the failure of epenthesis to break up complex clusters in some

words (cf. examples in (10)), Zoll assumes that they contain no yff vowels.
She argues that, in contrast to many other languages, epenthesis in Polish is

only available as a strategy when an underlying yer is present. In the absence

of a yer, the cluster has to be tolerated as it is. A major flaw of this analysis -

as it stands - is that, given the arbinary lexical distribution of yers, any
sequence of consonants in any position within the word would have to be
tolerated if no yer happens to be underlying present. This is far from true.
Such an approach calls for some additional conditions on the distribution of
yers.

5.3.3 Yers as empty positions

Parallel to the frameworks in which yers are floating matrices, alternative
accounts have been developed according to which yers lack melody, rather
than skeletal representation. The first such account was proposed by Spencer
(1986). He represents yers as vocalic slots unspecified for any Place features.
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Assuming that [e] is the maximally phonologically unspecified vowel in Polish,
he argues that yers obtain their specification by means of default rules of the
type proposed in Archangeli (1984). Feature filling rules applies to a string of
consecutive empty vocalic slots, ignoring the rightmost one, which is assumed
to be extrametrical. This is illustrated by the derivation of cukiCr 'sugar-
NoM sG' vs. cukru 'idem-GnN sG' (1986: 255). The asterisk (*) denotes the
extrametrical V-slot.

(l 1) b.c Vk Vr Vrtt
utu

rV
I

a.c V
I

u

KV
I

e

cukier cukru

The feature filling rule is established to be cyclic, while a postcyclic rule
deletes unspecified V-slots.

The basic problem this analysis involves is that it allows no distinction to
be made between the alternating and the non-alternating [e]'s. Since [e] is
assumed to be the default, fully unspecified vowel, all its instances are
predicted to receive their features by redundancy rules. Another problem
concerns non-surfacing yers and the use of extrametricality. While the word-
final yers which never surface can plausibly be considered extrameffical, the
appeal to exffametricality with reference to non-peripheral, i.e. word-internal,
V-slots, as in (1l)b above, is highly conffoversial. As pointed out by Piotrow-
ski (1992b), the extrametrical marking in such cases is nothing more than a
diacritic.tl

The analysis presented in Szpyra (1992) attempts to combine some
elements of the kind of approach developed in Rubach (1985-86) and Bethin
(1992) with that of Spencer (1986) and 'to make the best of both worlds'.
Following the first two authors, she assumes that the most distinctive characte-
ristic of yers is their failure to undergo syllabification. However, she also
interprets some facts as evidence that yerc blocft syllabification. Consonants
separated by a yer carulot be included in the same syllable.r2 To have any
effect on syllabification, yers cannot be 'floating matrices', but must be
represented on the skeletal tier. She suggests that yers are underlyingly empty
root nodes devoid of any melodic features and, in particular, specified neither

" See Piotrowski (1992b) for more discussion of Spencer's analysis.p The major arguments for the claim that yers escape syllabification are the same as

adduced by earlier authors. They involve the Comparative Allomorphy (cf. $ 4.5.4 below)
and the Imperative Allomorphy in Polish, but different conclusions are drawn from the same
facts.
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as [consonantal] nor [vocalic]. This absence of the major class specification
inhibits their syllabification, since without the [cons] or [voc] specification they
cannot be assigned any position in the syllable. Szpyra argues that syllabifica-
tion cannot ignore yers either, and operate across them, as it cannot disregard
any segment represented at the skeletal tier. She postulates that syllabification
proceeds from left to right, but when it encounters an empty root node, it stops

and starts anew after it. If all segments on both sides of the yer can be

exhaustively syllabified, the yer remains unsyllabified and invisible on the
surface. If, however, a consonant is trapped between two yers or word-finally
after a yer, it cannot be syllabified and Yer Vocalisation is triggered. This is
the occurrence of an unsyllabified consonant after a yer, Szpyra concludes,
which forces Yer Vocalisation. Vocalisation consists in providing the yer with
the specification [-cons] so that it gets syllabified as a nucleus.

Under Szpyra's analysis, an underlying yer is virtually equivalent to a

syllable boundary: it blocks syllabification. This seems a rather unwelcome
theoretical innovation. The proposed yer representation, i.e. an entirely
unspecified root node, is phonologically devoid of meaning. Many researchers
who appeal to the root node in segmental representations point out that its
main role is to provide information about the major class status of the segment.
Some argue in fact that the root node consists of, rather than supports, major
class features (see, e.g. Schein & Steriade 1986, McCarthy 1988 and van de

Weijer 1994). From this point of view, unspecified root nodes cannot exist.
Moreover, within a framework which does allow empty root nodes the 'zero'
major class feature specification (i.e. neither vocalic nor consonantal) will most
likely denote the category of transitional segments, such as glides, whose

syllabic status depends on the context. Hence the argument that yers block
syllabification because they are unspecified for major class membership does

not seem viable.

5.3.4 Yers and lexical syllabicity

An original interpretation of yers is put forward in Piotrowski et al. (1992).
They suggest that a ghost vowel is the surface reflex of an underlying syllabic
consonant. They refer to the famous Imdlawn Tashliyt dialect of Berber, where
it has been argued that not only vowels, but also all consonants (including
voiceless stops) can function as syllabic nuclei (cf. Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985;

see also Prince & Smolensky 1993 for an Optimality Theoretic analysis).
Pioffowski et al. propose that in Polish consonants can be lexically marked

as syllabic. This is, for instance, the case with [r] in cukigr vs. culrru'sugar',
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NoM sG vs. GEN sG. The syllabic consonant in a prevocalic position loses its
syllabicity, which is the case in cukru. This is related to, among others, It6's
(1986) Universal Core Syllable Condition which demands a tautosyllabic
parsing of CV sequences. On the other hand, preconsonantally or word-finally,
'the syllabic independence of the consonant is retained and eventually realised
by epenthesis of [e] before it' (Piotrowski et al. 1992:39), which is the case in
cukier.

For stems which may appear with or without a yer, as in wiatr 'wind' vs.

wiatgrek'idem-otM', two lexical allomorphs are postulated, one with a syllabic
and the other with a non-syllabic consonant. Vowel-zero alternations in
prefixes before certain verb roots (see Chapter 8 below) are attributed to a

lexical marking of these roots which specifies that their first consonants are

lexically syllabic. This seems to imply that otherwise word-initial consonants
cannot be syllabic. Still, given the arbitrary nature of lexical marking, it is not
clear why, for instance, no nominal root should ever begin with a syllabic
consonant and trigger epenthesis in the preceding prefix, if any. Lexical
allomorphy is also suggested as an explanation for vowel-zero alternations in
the prefix wzJwgz- and DI verb stems (cf. $ 8.4.9 and $ 7.4 below).

Notice that the lexical syllabicity mark is entirely arbitrary as to the kind of
segment which can bear it and its position in the word. Whenever no ghost

vowel appears to break up a consonantal cluster, as initially rn mgla'mist', the
cluster simply happens not to contain a syllabic consonant. Moreover, the
alleged lexically syllabic consonants can never remain associated with a nuclear
position in the output form. They lose the underlying syllabicity prevocalically.
In other positions the insertion of a vowel in front of them automatically
delinks the underlying nuclear position from the consonant. In other words, the

consonant syllabicity essentially functions as a diacritic specifying a potential
epenthesis site.

5.4 Yers in GP

Government Phonology is also a type of approach in which ghost vowels are

lexically present and lack melodic specification. At the same time, however, it
reconciles the epenthetic and the underlying approaches to yers. Yers are

assumed to be present in the underlying representation, and yet their phonetic
appearance is predictable. It follows from certain well-formedness constraints
on representations. In this way the Government Phonology approach comes
close to the epenthetic approaches to yer emergence which also relate it to
phonotactic well-formedness conditions.
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Slavic vowel-zero altemations have been analysed in terms of (iambic)
Proper Government of empty nuclei within the standard Government Phonol-
ogy framework, for instance, for Russian by Kaye (1992) and for Polish by
Gussmann & Kaye (1993), Gussmann (1997) and Cyran &, Gussmann (to
appear). Consider, for instance, how the voweT-zero alternations in the Polish
word pigs 'dog' vs. psa 'idem-cgN sG' are analysed by Gussmarul & Kaye
(1993). (12)a below contains two empty nuclei. Of those, N, is licensed to
remain silent by parametric domain-final licensing. The preceding N, lacks a
potential proper governor and therefore must surface. In (12)b, on the other
hand, the final nucleus N, is contentful. It can properly govern the preceding
empty N, which therefore remains silent.

(r2) a.

o
I

x

I

p

b.,/
ON,ON-
ll'll'
xxxxl,lp+s

e

Pies

,^.

T,? T,
xxxll

SA

psa

However, this pattern of vowel -zero alternations can equally well be analysed
in terrns of trochaic PG. Consider the representations below. (13)a contains a

sequence of empty nuclei. The inaudibility of both nuclei would violate the No
Lepss constraint (cf. g 2.2.6). In order to properly govern Nr, N, must be
phonetically realised. In (13)b, on the other hand, there is only one empfy
nucleus. It is not trochaically properly governed because there is no other
nucleus to its left. Since there is no sequence of silent nuclei, No Lepse is not
violated. Therefore (13)b is not ill-formed in terms of internuclear relations,
although it contains an ungoverned empfy nucleus.

(t 3)
N,O N-l'll'
xxx

I

JS
e

Pies

b.
o

I

x

I

p

o
I

x

I

p

N,ON"l'll'
xxxlt

SA

psa
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In the preceding sections I have reviewed previous analyses of Polish vowel-
zero alternations. Below I present various earlier approaches to the other aspect
of Polish phonotactics, namely, the occurrence of complex consonantal clusters.

5.5 Some earlier accounts of consonantal clusters
5.5.1 Kurylowicz (1952)

The first attempt to analyse the syllabic constituency of Polish consonantal
clusters can be found in Kurylowicz (1952). The point of departure for
Kurylowicz's analysis are two observations about Polish consonantal clusters.
First, for many clusters of the type C,C, their mirror images CrC, are also
attested in the language. Consider, e.g. bl- (blqd 'mistake') .rrs. lb- (lby
'heads'), czw- (cnvoro'four people') vs. wcz- (wczoraj 'yesterday'), and tr-
(trawa 'grass') vs. rt- (rtqc 'mercury'). Second, clusters of trvo identical
consonants can be found in prevocalic position, e.g. ss- in ssat'to suck' and
czcz- tn czczy'futile'. Kurylowicz concludes that Polish prevocalic clusters are

bi-partite. Within each part of the cluster, the sonority sequencing requirements
are observed which are known from classical languages, such as Greek. A
well-formed onset may then consist of up to three consonants:

0$ lsl + obsffuent + sonorant

Sequences that seem violate to this template in Polish can be identified as

combinations of two well-behaved onsets. The peculiarity of the Polish
situation is then not that it tolerates extreme complexity within a single onset
group which violates template (14), but that it allows for combinations of two
onsets before a vowel. Each of these onsets may consist of zero up to three
consonants which must obey the well-formedness template in (14). Consider,
e.g. the bi-partite clusters w/str- rn wstrqt 'aversion' and dr/gw in drgnqi 'to
shudder'. Another idiosyncrasy of Polish is that /s/ in the template above
stands not only for [s], but also for its voiced and palatalised counterparts

fs, z, S, 2, i, Z]. Consider, e.g. [zdr] tn zdrowie'health' and [Si] in iciqc 'to cut
down'.

The bi-partite approach also facilitates the analysis of clusters in other
positions within the word. Post-vocalically, however, the first component of a
bi-partite cluster may only be a post-vocalic (coda) group of diminishing
sonority, typically a sonorant * obstruent. The second component in the
complex may only be a well-formed onset. Consider, a.E. [mp/stw] in
przestqpstw'crime-GBN PL'and [r/stw] in warstw'layer-GnN PL'. An
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intervocalic cluster must minimally contain an onset of the following syllable.
It can be preceded by a coda group. Kurylowicz does not state explicitly
whether according to him, combinations of trvo onsets can also be allowed
interocalically.

Kurylowicz observes that in some (but not all) cases the phonological
division into groups of consonants follows the morphological division.
Compare the phonological and morphological division lv/nr] in w:znosii 'to
raise' vs. phonological lzmlnl in z:mniejszyt'to diminish'. In some cases a

few different divisions are possible, e.g. [str] tn straszrzy 'horrible' can be

divided as [s/tr], [st/r] or considered one onset [str]. He also points out that the
bi-partite structure of consonantal clusters can be related historically to the loss
of yer vowels in weak positions, as a result of which the two onsets enclosing
a weak yer became adjacent.r3

5.5.2 Gussmann (1991)

Kurylowicz' pioneer study is reviewed in Gussmann (1991). Gussmann points
out its overgenerative power as the major drawback. Given the 35 consonants
recognised by Bargielowna (1950),t4 one might expect 1225 possible onset
combinations in Polish, instead of the attested 231. The more than 50 bi-
consonantal onsets identified by Kurylowicz should be able to combine to form
2500 four-consonantal (i.e. bi-partite) groups. In fact, there are no more than
15 of those, mostly arising at prefix boundaries. The discrepancy between the
number of potentially possible and the number of actually attested groups is so
great that it can hardly be due to accidental gaps in the lexicon.

Gussmann concludes that the idea of bi-partite onsets must be given up.
Clusters of this kind mostly arise on the surface due to the deletion of an
intervening yer vowel. In early generative accounts of Polish phonology (cf.
Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1984), yers were assumed to be present underlyingly
and relevant to some phonological processes. According to this view, words
such as lza'tear' and mcha 'moss-GEN sG' contain two consonants separated
by an underlying vowel (cf. lgz 'lear-GEN PL' and mech 'moss'). Hence in
phonological terms they do obey the onset template given in (14). There are

13 Notice that the standard Govemment Phonology approach to Polish clusters is much in the
spirit of Kurylowicz's proposal. The crucial difference is that a nucleus must be postulated
in between the two parts of Kurylowicz's double onset, even though this nucleus is
inaudible.

'o These include, for instance, labial and velar consonants with secondary palatal articulation,
which are not recognised as independent phonemes in this study.
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few words in which prevocalic clusters do not conform to the template and
where no vowel-zero alternations can justifu the postulation of underlying yers,
such as rtqt'mercury' and rdest'water pepper'. According to Gussmann, these
should be regarded as exceptions, rather than made legitimate by a theory
which allows for double onsets.

According to Gussmann, the phonological presence of a yer vowel provides
an explanation for the existence of onset-like clusters word-finally, as in
zabojstw'homicide-cEN PL', where the deleted final yer is a case marker. Yers
are also present word-medially before certain suffixes, e.g. adjectival -sfti as in
lebski'clever'. With the postulation of underlyrng yers, the syllable structure of
most Polish words turns out to obey template (14). Consonants which still fail
to fit into it, according to Gussmaill, should phonologically be represented as

exffasyllabic. They get incorporated into the syllable at the point where "a
structure flattening operation removes all hierarchical organisation within the
syllable", i.e. post-lexically. However, the issue of how the kind, the number
and the distribution of extrasyllabic consonants should be controlled is not
addressed.

Gussmann's approach, with its emphasis on the universal syllabic well-
formedness requirements and the appeal to the syllabic function of vowels
which are present phonologically, but not phonetically, is only one step away
from a GP analysis.

5.5.3 Rubach & Booij (1990a,b)

The view of yers which Rubach & Booij adopt determines their approach to
the problem of Polish consonantal clusters. Following Rubach (1985-86), they
represent yers as floating matrices, i.e. vocalic features not linked to a skeletal
position. Yer Vocalisation consists in inserting a skeletal slot for a floating
matrix. Given such an assumption, there is no way unvocalised yers can play
any role in syllabification (as they do in Gussmann's l99l analysis) since the
latter operates on skeletal positions.

Moreover, contrary to Kurylowicz (1952) and Gussmann (1991), Rubach &
Booij interpret all occurrences of [f, v] (also when spelled w) and [5, Z] (also
when spelled rz) as phonological obstruents, rather than sonorants, in accor-
dance with The phonetics. Such an approach suggests the conclusion that
sequences of obstruents are fully acceptable in Polish, e.g. [gZb] in grzbiet

l8l
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'back' and [fstf] Ln mernotrawstw'waste-GEN PL'.'' Th.y also point out that
fricatives and stops can occur in clusters in either order, e.g. t5p] in szpieg
'spy' and [p5] in pszenica'wheat'. This runs against the Sonority Sequencing
Generalisation (SSG) (Selkirk 1984b), which demands that 'the sonority of
segrnents must decrease towards the edges of a syllable'. The sonority of
segments is generally defined by the following scale of decreasing sonority:
vowels - liquids - nasals - fricatives - stops. Rubach & Booij conclude that
Polish does not require a sonority distance in clusters of obstruents.

Another observation they make is that clusters in Polish which violate the
SSG mainly occur at word edges. Following Fudge (1969) and Halle &
Vergnaud (1980), they assume that a word-initial and final consonant does not
count from the point of view of the SSG. Under this assumption, the edgemost
consonant can be ignored for the purposes of sonority sequencing, so that
clusters such as [Sri] in linic 'to shine' and [w] in lwy 'lions' (word-initially),
as well as [str] in siilstr 'sister-GEN pL' and I m] in wiedim 'witch-GEN PL'

(word-finally), no longer constitute violations of the SSG.'6
Rubach & Booij propose that the edgemost consonants which cannot be

fully syllabified are protected from Stray Erasure and incorporated into
prosodic structure by rules of adjunction (cf. Steriade 1982). Moreover, the
notions of adjunction and licensing directly by the phonological word, rather
than the syllable, are also resorted to in the case of some word-internal
unsyllabifiable consonants. This concems sonorants trapped word-internally
befween obstruents, such as [n] tn piosnka'song', or between a sonorant and
another consonant, such as [m] in karmnik'feeder'. In the first example, [n] is
prevented from being syllabified either together with [s] into the preceding
coda or together with [k] into the following onset by the SSG (because it is
more sonorous than [s], on the one hand, and [k], on the other). In the second
example, [rrur] is ruled out as an onset by the SSG and [rm] is said to be

disallowed as a coda due to a language-specific constraint against two
sonorants in the coda. To add support to the idea of adjunction to the phono-
logical word of such 'trapped' word-internal consonants and unsyllabified
edgemost consonants, Rubach & Booij point out that certain processes which

rs This is a valid observation with respect to many languages. For instance, in Mohawk
(analysed in Chapter 3), sequences of obstruents are tolerated far better than sequences

containing a sonorant. The same is true of the native American languages of the Salish
family (cf., e.g. Bianco 1996 and Czaykowska-Higgins & Willetl 1997) and of an unrelated
language, Itelmen, spoken in Kamchatka (cf. Bobaljik 1996).
16 This proposal still leaves word-initial /CrCl clusters, as in Brda'river name' and drgnqc
'to shiver', unaccounted for.
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make reference to prosodic structure, such as Voice Assimilation, apparently
ignore such extrasyllabic consonants.

A question that arises with respect to this analysis, but which the authors
do not explicitly address, is how exactly the mechanism of adjunction can be
restricted in a principled manner. The danger is that by allowing adjunction to
affect edgemost as well as word-internal segments, the predictive power of the
approach becomes limited. Any sequence of obstruents can be sanctioned and
unsyllabified consonants in any other sequence can be rescued by adjunction.
Such an analysis calls for supplementary statements of restrictive conditions on
adjunction and on the clustering capabilities of obstruents in order to account
for the limitations on consonantal clusters in Polish.

Bethin's (1992) analysis of Polish syllabification resembles that of Rubach
& Booij. She assumes that syllabification applies cyclically, but the syllabifica-
tion algorithm is different at different cycles. It is most restrictive lexically,
where only syllables of the type 'CRVR' can be built (where 'C' stands for a
consonant, 'R' for a sonorant and 'V' for a vowel). Following Kurylowcz,
Bethin derives many occurrences of [S, Z] and [f, v] from underlying sonorants.
At the word level 'CCVC' syllables are allowed. Finally, segments which still
remain unsyllabified are adjoined post-lexically, in the fashion proposed by
Rubach & Booij

5.5.4 Gussmann (1997)

Gussmann (1997) constitutes the first attempt to analyse Polish consonantal
clusters within the framework of GP. The paper focuses on initial clusters.
Consonantal clusters in this position often necessitate the postulation of
sequences of intervening empty nuclei, as rn pchla fiAxAW 'flea', mdlec
lmfid0/e,t0l 'to faint' and lgnqc ll0gDnq(Al 'to adhere'. Some of these empty
nuclei are motivated by vowel-zero alternations, as in pchgl 'flea-GEN PL' and
przy:lqai 'to adhere-Dl'. In other cases they are required by the theory-
internal well-formedness restrictions on constituent structure. For instance,
neither [px] nor [gn] is a well-formed onset. In a sequence of two empty nuclei
one is generally expected to be realised phonetically. This is because (iambic)
Proper Govemment from the following vowel can only affect one empty
nucleus in the preceding syllable. The remaining unlicensed nucleus should be
phonetically realised, as shown below:

183
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(rs) /.\/-
oN,oNroNlIr"lt'p +ch I a

:fpgchla

pchla

The output forms of the above examples are therefore incorrectly predicted to
be *pgchla, *mgdlec and *lggnqc. The inaudible initial empfy nuclei must,
according to standard GP, be licensed. Gussmann concludes that Proper
Govemment can apply iteratively in Polish from a contentful vowel to two
preceding empty nuclei. This is illustrated below:

(16)
*r? 

T,
la

Iterative PG was first proposed in Kaye (1986-87) in his analysis of the
Marrakech dialect of Moroccan Arabic (based on El Mejjad 1985), where,

similarly to the Polish cases, two empty nuclei remain silent before a content-
ful vowel. Consider the effects of binary PG in standard Moroccan Arabic
((17)a) and iterative PG in the Marrakech dialect ((17)b), applied to the same

underlying form (cf. Kaye 1986-87: 146):

o Nrottpch
pchla

(17) (tan) rktb+r:/
a. ,A-^r

o Nro Nro N1I'l'll'k+t bu
+

k rtbu

N, O N.,-tt-
bu

'we are writing'

b.
oN,olt
kt

kdbu
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Kaye predicts the theoretical possibility of iterative PG drawing on the analogy
between stress and PG. Since metrical feet are either binary or unbounded, one
can expect the same two possibilities in PG.'' The issue is left open to what
extent PG can be 'unbounded', i.e. how many nuclei it can affect iteratively.

Gussmann observes that in Polish at most two empty nuclei can be
iteratively properly governed. Whenever a sequence of three empty nuclei
arises, the empty nucleus in the middle must surface. This is what, according
to him, explains the allomorphy in the comparative degree of Polish adjectives.
The comparative degree suffix emerges either as -_isz(y) or -sz(y) (where the
final vowel belongs to an inflectional ending). Compare, e.g. godny owofihy'

and godniqiszy 'more worthy' vs. glupi 'stupid' and glupszy 'more stupid'.
Gussmann proposes to derive both suffix allomorphs from the underlying form
lAjASl. Consider the application of PG in the forms below:

(l 8) a.

o
\gl

godniqiszy

In (18)a there are two empty nuclei within the comparative suffix, both of
which are properly governed iteratively by contentful No. In (18)b, on the other
hand, the comparative suffix, which itself contains two empty nuclei, is
preceded by a stem which includes the adjectival suffix lhnl. Observe the
surfacing of the empty nucleus in the suffix rn godzign'worthy-PREDIC'. In a
sequence of three empty nuclei, only the last one, Nr, is properly governed by
contentful Nr. N, has a properly goveming function to fulfil with respect to N,
and must therefore surface.

Gussmarur's interpretation of iterative PG is then crucially different from
Kaye's. An empty nucleus which is outside of a binary PG relation surfaces in
order to properly govern another empty nucleus. Otherwise there is no need for
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o
I

J

o Nro N2o N3o N4o N5ttttttls o d n 
J i 

sry

SZY

NrO N2II
up
gtupszy

,,^r4^b.

" Kaye denies the existence of ternary structures.
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it to get phonetically realised and it yields to iterative PG. Under this interpre-
tation, PG is restricted to binary or ternary strutcures, while there is no clearcut
restriction on the iterative application of PG in Kaye's proposal.

Gussmann's view on the mechanism of PG comes close to the one

defended in this thesis, where the phonetic emergence of an empty nucleus is
closely related to its role as a proper governor. One crucial difference is of
course the headedness of the postulated PG relations, iambic in Gussmann's
analysis and ffochaic in this dissertation. Another is that, contrary to Guss-
mann, the present model only allows strictly local and binary PG relations.
According to the view I advocate here, if a contentful vowel is followed by
two silent empty nuclei, it is never the case that the contentful vowel properly
governs both of them by trochaic PG. The vowel can only govern the
immediately following empty nucleus, the second one being left unparsed.

Some of the facts considered by Gussmann, namely, word-initial clusters in
underived words, are discussed in Chapter 7 of this dissertation. As far as the
comparative of adjectives is concerned, Gussmann's analysis is based on the
assumption that the sequence [ej] which precedes the comparative suffix -sz(y),
€.9., in godnigiszy 'more worthy' constitutes an inherent part of the suffix
lbjhlyl. I suggest it does not. The suffix itself consists of one CV unit ftAl. \\e
sequence [ej] is added before it in certain cases to ensure the prosodic well-
formedness of the whole derivative. [ej] is the same kind of 'extension' of a

suffix as the sequence -yw- in front of the oI suffix -aj- in verb phonology (to
be discussed in Chapter 7). Such suffix allomorphy is not considered in this
dissertation.

In his joint work with Kaye and with Cyran, Gussmann gives up the idea
of iterative PG. The proposals put forward in Gussmann & Kaye (1993) and
Cyran & Gussmann (to appear) are reviewed in more detail in the following
chapters of this dissertation. Gussmann & Kaye focuses on morphologically
complex words, and these are considered in Chapters 6 and 8 below. On the
other hand, the main contribution of Cyran & Gussmann is the analysis of
initial clusters in underived words. These are addressed in Chapter 7 below.

5.6 Recapitulation

In this chapter I have introduced the basic facts concerning the behaviour of
yer vowels and consonantal clusters in Polish and I have reviewed several
previous accounts of these facts in various frameworks in order to illustrate the
complexity of problems which an analysis of these two aspects of Polish
phonotactics faces and the diversity of approaches put forward in the literature.
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Yers have been analysed as either epenthetic or underlying vowels. The
advocates of the epenthetic approach emphasise the predictability of the
phonetic appearance of yers in certain contexts. Those researchers who assume

their presence in underlying structure represent them either as floating matrices
devoid of skeletal positions or as skeletal positions (or root nodes) with no
melodic specification. Government Phonology appears to uniry both
approaches, with its representation of yers as lexically present empty nuclei and
the appeal to universal well-formedness conditions on their (in)audibility.

As far as consonantal clusters are concemed, since Kurylowicz' (1952)
study, most researchers ffied to show that Polish clusters do conform in some
way to the universal well-formedness constraints, such as the SSG, and to
identifo the contexts where they do not.



Chapter 6

Yer surfacing patterns under suffixation

6.I Introduction
6.1 .l Problematic patterns

The theory of Proper Government as developed so far, whether iambic or
trochaic, predicts that in a sequence of ghost vowels every other one should
materialise phonetically. Consider a hypothetical series of four empty nuclei:

(l) a.

(2)

,'--t
NrO N2

IJC
V

,-
N3O N4

IJC
V

,A'rr--t
NrO NrO N,t-lJC CJ
VV

lcvccvcl

iambic PG

trochaic PG

'the day before-NoM sG

'idem-GnN sG'

./
N4

b.

o
I

C

o
I

C

o
I

C

o
I

C

lcvccvcl

However, words with long sequences of yers which confirm this prediction can

hardly be found in Polish. Here is one example which comes close to it:r

a. przeddzigrt
b. przedednia

lprzed0d0rtAl
lprzed0d0ia/

The form in (2)a contains three consecutive yers, of which only the middle one

is phonetically realised. In (2)b there are two yers and the leftmost one

t The example in (2) is a lexicalised prefixed noun /przed0:dhffil. Lexicalisation involves
the erasure of internal morphological structure and parsing the whole word as one
phonological domain. Prefixes do not normally form synthetic domains with the following
nominal stems, so that stem yers cannot trigger the surfacing of prefix yers, as in (2)b
above. Consider, e.g. nad:dni6wka *nadgdniowka'extra day's work' (cf. dzigri'day') and

bez:snu *bezg:snu 'insomnia-GEN sG' (cf. sg|n 'sleep'). For the analysis of vowel-zero
alternations in prefixed verbs, see Chapter 8 below.
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surfaces. [n both cases every other yer becomes audible, in accord with the
predictions of Proper Government.

Polish abounds in words which seem to falsifo the theory of GP because

they contain sequences of yers which do not behave as predicted in (1). They
diverge from the predicted pattern in two possible ways: either more ghost
vowels appear phonetically than expected (cf. (3)a below), or fewer ghost
vowels appear than expected, i.e. sequences of silent nuclei are tolerated (cf.
(3)b). The laffer result in 'il1-behaved' consonantal clusters on the surface.

(3)a.A 0 A +
cukiErgk

cf. cukierki
cf. cukru

b.A A A -)
klamstw

cf. klamai
cf. klamstewko

'candy'
'idem-uoM PL'
'sugar-GEN sG'

'lie-GEN PL'
'to lie'
'lie-DIM'

e9a

aa0

Both types of situation arise as a result of suffixation, predominantly in non-
verbal derivation.2

Gussmarur & Kaye (1993) discuss the problems which examples of both
kinds raise for a GP analysis. Below, I review their approach and proceed to
propose an alternative. Before doing so, I introduce some preliminary
information about the phonology of non-verbal suffixes in Polish.

6.1.2 Sffixes according to the initial segtnent
6. 1.2. I Vowel-initial sffixes

Polish roots as well as derivational suffixes end (phonetically) in a consonant
(or the nasal part of a nasal vowel). The word-final vowel (or phonetic 'zero')
cornes from the inflectional ending.3 There is a number of derivational suffixes
which begin with a contentful vowel, e.g. -ist(y) *' -ow(!) pu and -arzNoM.

2 Most verbal suffixes are vowel-initial and synthetic, so that their attachment does not
create sequences of empty nuclei. See $ 6.3 below.
3 Most inflectional endings consist of one vowel, e.g. NoM pL -y rn domy 'houses', some
have a'VC' form, e-g. INSTR sG -em in domem'with a house', a few are 'VCV', a.E.

DAT sG -owi in domowi 'for a house', a few are 'zero', o.E. NoM SG -A in dom 'ho:ose',
and only sporadically 'CV', e.g. INSTR pt -mi in korimi'by means of horses'.
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When added to roots which exhibit vowel-zero alternations, such suffixes do
not trigger yer surfacing. Consider the following examples:

$) No root yer surfacing before vowel-initial sffixes

191

mglisty
cf. mgigl

taSmowy
cf. tasigmka

krqglarz
cf. krqgiglnia

*mgielisty

*tasiemowy

*krqgielarz

'misty'
.miSt.GEN 

PL,

'tape-ADJ'
'ribbon'
'skittle player'
'skittle-alley'

The fact that no ghost vowels materialise root-internally before suffrxes which
begrn with a contentful vowel indicates that the suffixes are always parsed
synthetically into the same domain as the preceding root, e.g. [ta50m+o!vy],
and not analytically (*[[ta$0m0]owy]). The root-final consonant becomes the
onset of the following suffix-initial vowel.a Therefore the addition of a vowel-
initial suffix does not create a sequence of empty nuclei. The phonology of this
kind of suffixation is fairly straightforward and will not be discussed further in
this dissertation.

6.1.2.2 Class A sffixes

Suffixes which do not begin with a contentful vowel can be classified into two
types. I will refer to them as Class A and Class B, respectively. The distinction
between the two classes concerns the question whether a ghost vowel ever
appears between the root and the suffix (or within the suffix itself). This is the
case with Class A suffixes, such as diminutive -ek, adjectival -n(y) and
nominalising -gc and -n(a). A yer regularly surfaces before a'zero' inflectional
ending (cf. (5)a), but it is absent before a contentful inflectional ending (cf.
(5)b). When attached to roots ending in a consonantal cluster, Class A suffixes
trigger the appearance of a yer within the root (cf. (5)c). Multiple Class A
suffixation can result in yers appearing in consecutive syllables (cf. (5)d). The
yer vowel appearing in front of a suffix has traditionally been assumed to
constitute part of the suffix. Such suffixes have then been represented as yer-
initial. Partly due to the great productivity of the suffix -ek, the 'every one
except for the last' surfacing scheme has been assumed in many studies to

o More specifically, due to reduction (see g 2.2.4 above), the representation is 'contracted'
by ignoring the empty sequence of the root-final Nucleus and the suffix-initial Onset.



characterise the general behaviour of sequences of yers in Polish (cf. Gussmarul
1980, Rubach 1984 and Spencer 1986).

(5) Class A sufftxes
a. Yer surfacing before 'zero' inflection

domek ldom+Ak+W 'house-DlM'
pewien lpew+An+W 'sure-PREDIC'
kupigc ll<vp+Ac+A/ 'merchant'
panien lpan+An+W 'maid-GEN PL'

b. No yer before contentful inflection
domka /dom+0k+a/ 'house-DIM-GEN sG'
pelvny lpew+An+yl 'sure-NoM SG'

kupca l1r.ry+Ac+al 'merchant-GEN SG'

parula lpan+An+al 'maid-NoM sG'

c. Root yer surfacing

o'urli ,r, 
tpas+ak+it ,ffE:;"'"'

krelvny /kr0w+n0+fl 'relative'
cf. lawi 'blood-cEN sG'

widelec lwid0l+Ac+61 'fork'
cf. widty 'pitchfork'*u:l:or** tdtaw+an*o/ 

.Hr?1,f""0,
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d. Yers surfacing in consecutive syllables
piss ftAs+Al 'dog'

cf. psa 'idem-GnN sG'
pigsgk ftAs+Ak+Al 'dog-DIM-NoM sG'

cf. pieska 'idem-GEN sG'
pieseczekt lp0s+0k+Ok+W 'dog-ntu-DlM

.NOM SG,

cf, pieseczka 'idem-GnN sG'

s The affricate [d], spelled cz, is the result of the palatalisation of fl</ before [e].
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6.1.2.3 Class B sffixes

In the case of Class B suffixes, including nominalising -b(a), -w(a) and -stw(o),
the appearance of yers is less regular. It does not take place before a 'zero'
inflectional ending (cf. (6)a), but when a C1ass A suffix is attached, which does

not begin with a contentful vowel, a ghost vowel appears in front of the Class
B suffix (cf. (6)b).6

(6) Class B suffixes
a. No yer surfacing before 'zero' inflection

sfuzb
*sluzeb

modlitw
*modlitgw

paristw
*pafstgw

b. Yer surfacing
stuzebna
modlitgwny
paristgwko

lshfi+Ab+A/

/modlit+0w+Al

/pan+@stAw+Al

'service', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'prayer', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'state', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

before another derivational suffix
*sluzbna /sfuz+0b+An+al 'maid'
*modlitrrmy /modlit+0w+0n+y I 'prayer-ADJ'
*paristwko /pan+0st0w+0k+o I 'state-DlM'

Class B suffixes do not affach after another Class B suffix.

6.1.3 Some previous analyses

The difference between Class A and Class B suffixes has not been addressed
explicitly by many researchers. Given the productivity of most Class A
suffrxes, they have attracted most attention. Class A suffixes have generally
been represented as yer-initial. For instance, Rubach (1984) represents
pigsgczgk 'dog-oIM-DIM' as ttttpisl +klikl i], where 'i' and 'i' stand for the
front and the back yer, respectively. The rule of Yer Vocalisation changes a
yer into [e] before another yer. It is argued to be cyclic and restricted to
derived environments. This is how the 'every one except for the last' yer
surfacing pattem in diminutive nouns is accounted for.

6 The yer at the beginning of the suffix -stw(o) never surfaces, but the palatalisation of the

stem-final consonant, which the suffix induces (cf. pafnJ 'lord' vs. pa[riJstwo'state'), has

traditionally been taken as evidence for the presence of a palatalising yer suffix-initially.
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Class B suffix -stw(o) is also represented as yer-initial /istiv/. The non-
surfacing of the initial yer'i'is attributed to the fact that the following yer'i',
whose presence could trigger the vocalisation ruIe, appears on the same cycle
as the first yer, i.e. in a non-derived environment, while the vocalisation rule is
restricted to derived environments. The difference between pafistw 'state-
-GEN PL'and paristgwko'state-DlM'is not discussed. However, given that the
final yer in the uorra SG ending creates a derived environment and triggers the
surfacing of the penultimate yer in pisseczst ttttpisl +klikl il, the yer of the
cEN PL ending should also be able to do so. In that case *panstgw is incorrect-
ly predicted, instead of paristw. No explanation is suggested for this fact. Other
Class B suffixes are not considered either.

Pioffowski (1992b) devotes some attention to the problem. He represents
yers as empty rhyme heads which get filled before another empty rhyme head
in the next syllable. The rule often fails to apply as expected in the inflectional
paradigm. Piotrowski proposes that this is due to the extrametricality of the
inflectional yer, which cannot therefore trigger the surfacing of the yer in the
preceding syllable. Still, this does not explain why the yer of the GEN PL

ending fails to trigger the surfacing of the yer in a Class B suffix, as in paristw
(*paristgw), while it never fails to do so in a Class A suffix, as in dziewczyngk
(*dziewczynk)' gtrl-DIM-GEN rl' (cf. dziewczyna' girl').

Both Class A and Class B suffixes are problematic from the point of view
of Government Phonology. Class A suffixation can result in sequences of ghost
vowels surfacing in adjacent syllables, i.e. the deviant pattern in (3)a above,
while Class B suffixation can result in sequences of silent yers in contiguous
syllables, i.e. the deviant pattern (3)b above. Both patterns apparently run
against the basic predictions of the theory of Proper Government. This problem
is discussed at length by Gussmann & Kaye (1993). Below I review their
analysis.

6.2 Gussmann & Kaye (1993)
6.2.1 A cyclic analysis of diminutives

Gussmarur & Kaye's (henceforth: G&K) (1993) paper is the most comprehen-
sive study of vowel -zero alternation phenomena in Polish within the framework
of (standard) Government Phonology. In this chapter I review G&K's analysis
of suffixed words. (Their account of prefixed words is discussed in Chapter 8.)

As noted above, one of the most productive Class A suffixes is the
diminutive suffix -eft. As illustrated in (5)d, (double) diminutive formation can
result in a sequence of yers in contiguous syllables, where all yers except the
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last are phonetically realised. Of the three yers in the form piesek $Asfrk0l,
only the middle one is predicted to surface, but instead the first two are

realised phonetically. The form pigseczgk fuAs0kDk0l contains four empty
nuclei, of which the first three become audible. This contradicts the generally
predicted pattern in (1) above, according to which pics7k should actually
surface as *psgk and pigsgczgk should be *pigsczek.

According to G&K, the deviant yer surfacing pattern found in diminutives
is due to the analytic status of the suffix and the nested domain sffucture of its
derivatives, which triggers the cyclic application of (iambic) PG. The domain
sfructure of the double diminutive pigseczgk, they suggest, is the following:7

oN3 oN5

As has been observed above, G&K assume that the diminutive suffix begins
with an empty nucleus. Since every nucleus licenses an onset, under their
analysis the suffix consists of tvvo CV units, one of which (ONr) is entirely
empty.

G&K argue that in a nested structure, such as that in (7), empty nuclei
must be licensed within each domain in a cyclic marrner, going from the
innermost domain to the external one. In the innermost domain [p0s0] there are

only two empty nuclei. The domain-final empty nucleus N, can be parametric-
ally licensed, while the precedinB Nr is unlicensed and must acquire phonetic
realisation. Passing to the next larger domain involves bracket erasure. The
structure at this stage is as shown below:

?N6kl?--kl
o Nro N2IIt tp s l

(7)

(8)

?N4
k

? 
NI? N2

ps

+ ON3

(8) contains a sequence of two skeletally adjacent empty nuclei separated by a

'pointless' onset (i.e. one not linked to a skeletal point). The first of the empty
nuclei, Nr, is the root-final one, while empty N, belongs to the diminutive
suffix. In a sequence of two empty nuclei, one is always predicted to acquire
phonetic realisation, irrespective of whether the third nucleus (here: final Nr) is

' Since G&K recognise branching constituents, their representations
tier. I will leave it out below as long as it is redundant, i.e. when no
ents occur in the words under consideration.

contain the skeletal
branching constitu-
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empfy or contentful. However, this is not the case. A yer surfaces when No is
empty, as in the NoM SG form pigsgk, but no yer appears between [s] and [k] if
No dominates a contentful vowel, e.g. the GEN SG suffix -a: pigska *pigsgka. Tn

other words, there is evidence for only one empty nucleus between the root
and the diminutive suffix, whose (dis)appearance depends on the following
nucleus, and not for two nuclei, as represented in (8).

G&K assume that configurations of an empty nucleus and an empty onset
straddling a morphological boundary, like in (8), are subject to reduction (cf.
fi 2.2.4 above).8 After reduction, the structure is as shown in (9).

(e) /r^\NrO N3O
lls Jk

e

,/
N4o

I

p

*psek

Consider the PG relations within (9). The final empty nucleus is licensed
parametrically so that it cannot properly govern the preceding empty nucleus.
N3 acquires phonetic realisation. It could now properly govern empty Nr.
However, the predicted final form *psgk is incorrect. In fact, N, resists PG and
also surfaces in piesek.

G&K propose two possible explanations for this fact. According to one,

unlicensed empty nuclei acquire segmental content in the course of the
derivation. Once empty N, is'spelled out' on the first cycle in [p0s0], it is no
longer empty on the next cycles. Alternatively, one can assume that prosodic
licensing obeys the Strict Cyclicity Condition (SCC) so that a nucleus which is
unlicensed on one cycle cannot become licensed on a later cycle. G&K do not
explicitly choose between the two solutions. As a matter of fact, the two
explanations do not exclude each other. In either case, it is cyclicity that results
in the surfacing of more than every other yer in diminutive nouns.

Crucially, the formulation of the SCC adopted by G&K must be that of
Kean (1974) (see also Chomsky 1973). It states that no changes could be
effected within a previous cycle which did not involve crucial reference to
material contained within the curent cycle. On the other hand, according to

8 While in Polish it seems arbitrary whether reduction affects an empty nucleus * onset
sequence (i.e. Nr+O), or an empty CV unit (i.e. empty onset 1 Nr), given the other
assumption, one would incorrectly predict the shortening of 'disyllabic' long vowels in
other languages, such as Yawelmani.
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Mascar6 (1976) and Halle (1979), the SCC prevents cyclic rules from applying
exclusively within the domain of one cycle. The latter version of the SCC has
been adopted by Rubach (1984) in his Lexical Phonology analysis of Polish.
This version would not allow for any changes within the innermost domain

[p0s0] solely, such as spelling out N,. According to it, cyclic rules could only
apply in a derived environment, i.e. after the attachment of the first diminutive
suffix. The relevant structure would then be the one in (9) and the predicted
output form would be *psgk Kean's version of the SCC does not restrict cyclic
phenomena to a derived environment and allows for PG relations to be estab-
lished on the first cycle within the innermost (i.e. root) domain only.

In the case of double diminutives, such as pigseczgk, there is one more
cycle involved, including the second diminutive suffix. Reduction applies again
to simplify the sequence of the empty nucleus which was final in (9) and the
following initial yer of the diminutive suffix. Empty nuclei which are
unlicensed acquire phonetic realisation, as shown below:

(1 0)

pieseczek

Observe that inflectional suffixation does not trigger an additional cycle.
Inflectional endings attach synthetically. Therefore the surfacing of the empty
nucleus N, in (10) depends on whether the inflectional ending is a'zero', in
which case the output is as shown in ( l0), or a contentful vowel, as in the
representation below:

Nro N3o f,-*.lll"t"lt"
esekka
pieseczka 'dog-ntU-GEN SG'

Nu in (1I) dominates the contentful vowel [a] of the cpN SG ending. It properly
governs the preceding Nr, which remains silent.

To sum up, under G&K's analysis of diminutives, the surfacing of every
yer in a sequence except for the last one is due to the analytic nature of the

,/
o Nro N3o N5o N6ltlttlp e s e k +k

e

(l l)
o

I

p
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suffix. The nested dornain structure of analytical derivatives ffiggers cychc
phonological analysis.

6.2.2 Sequences of silent yers

In this section I recapitulate G&K's analysis of derived words containing
sequences of silent yers (i.e. the derivatives of Class B suffixes).

The nominal Class B suffix -b(a) most frequently attaches to verbal bases.

Consider the following examples:

(12)

wrozba wr6zb

'service'
'to serve'
'idem-ADJ'
'infamy'
'infamous'
'praise'
'to praise'
'praiseworthy'
'prophesy'
'to prophesise'
'prophetic'
'number'
'to count'
'numerous'

'match-making'
'to make match'
'request'
'to request'
'prophesy'
'to prophesy'
'sculpture'
'to curve'

As illustrated above, no ghost vowels appear befween the root and the suffix
-b(a) when a'zero' inflectional ending follows. However, when a derivational
suffix is attached, such as the adjectival (Class A) suffrx -n(y), the yer does
surface.

A. NOM SG GEN PL

sfuzba sluzb

hariba harib

chwalba chwalb

hczba hczb

cf, sfuzyi
sluzebny

cf. hanisbny

cf. chwalii
chwalsbny

cf. vnbZry(,
wr6zebny

cf. licry(,
liczebny

b. swaiba swaib
cf. swatai

proSba proSb

cf. prosii
wieszczba wieszczb

cf. wieszczyc
rzeLba rzeilb

cf. rzeza(
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G&K suggest that the non-surfacing of the yer in the cEN PL forms can be

accounted for if one assumes that the suffix -b(a) is analytic and consonant-
initial. Given this, the word sluib (cf. (12)a) can be represented as below:e

(13) ,/ ,/
NrO N2 O N3Itltt
xxxxxtrtuz I b l

o
\xxtl
sl

The word has nested domain structure. The empty nucleus N, at the end of the
internal domain and the one at the end of the external domain, Nr, are
parameffically licensed. None of them is predicted to surface under a non-
cyclic analysis. On the other hand, under a cyclic analysis, the suffix -b(a)
would be included on the second cycle in the same domain as the preceding
root. At this point N, would no longer be domain-final, and could incorrectly
be expected to surface rn *sluzgb. G&K do not mention the second cycle of
-b(a) derivatives and the possibility of N, surfacing. However, if nested domain
sffucture alone triggers cyclic analysis in the case of analytic Class A deriva-
tives, the same should happen in the case of analytic -b(") derivatives.

It seems that G&K relate the non-appearance of N, to the Strict Cyclicity
Consffaint. Under the assumption that prosodic licensing obeys the SCC, as

suggested by G&K, one can argue that a nucleus which is licensed domain-
finally on one cycle cannot be reanalysed as unlicensed on a later cycle. Since
N, in (13) is licensed parametrically on the intemal cycle, it cannot surface on
the second cycle when a suffix is attached.

Recall from $ 6.2.1 that the root-final empty nuclei in diminutives do not
surface either, since they are subject to reduction (cf. N, in (8)). The yer which
appears between the root and the suffix in piqsek is assumed to belong to the
suffix. In other words, both Class A and Class B derivatives have nested
domain structure. The difference in the yer surfacing pattems between the two
types of derivatives is, according to G&K, due to the presence of a yer at the
beginning of Class A suffixes, and its absence at the beginning of Class B
suffixes.

' G&K do not state explicitly what exactly is the syllabic structure of the initial /sl/ cluster
in this example, i.e. as a complex onset, as represented here, or with a Magically Licensed
initial empty nucleus. However, the issue is immaterial to the present discussion.
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Unfortunately, such an approach predicts wrongly that the root-final yers in
-b(a) derivatives should never be able to surface. This prediction is challenged
by adectives derived from -b(a) nouns by means of the cyclic suffix -n(y) (ct.
the third column in (12) above). As G&K observe, the surfacing of the yer in
between the root and the suffix -b(a), as in sluzgfiny, indicates that in these
words -b(a) is no longer an analytic sufflrx. They conclude that sluiebny must
be represented in terms of domain structure as [[sfuzObO]nyl or [sfuz0bOny],
instead of the predicted [[[sluz0]b0)ny), which would produce *sluibny. G&K
admit that they cannot provide a reason for the readjustment of the morpho-
logical and phonological domain structure to support their analysis.

6.2.3 Ambiguous sffixes

G&K observe that the synthetic/analytic status of certain suffixes cannot be
determined. This is the case with the nominal suffixes -nik and -nic(a), as well
as the adjectival -n(y). Consider the following examples:

(14) a.

b.

setnik
cf. sto

cukiernik
cf. cukru

najgmnik
cf. najmu

sluzebnica
cf. stuzba

cukiernica
cf. cukru

okignnica
cf. okno

breaking up of the initial
'centurion' supports the
nucleus between [s] and
in $ 3.5.1 above). Given
of s/o, and *gstnik.

'centurion'
'hundred'lo
'confectioner'
'sugar-GEN sG'
'mercenary'
'hiring-GEN SG'

'hand maid'
'service'
'sugar bowl'
'sugar-GEN sG'
'window shutter'
'window'

[st] cluster in sro 'hundred' vs. sgt 'idem-cgN-
claim that such clusters contain a Magically

[t], and not before [s] (see the discussion of
the latter assumption, one would expect *gsl as

ro Notice that the
PL' and sgtnik

Licensed ernpty
Magic Licensing
the crN pL form
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c. senny
cf. snu

piekielny
cf. pieklo

wiosenny
cf. wiosna
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'sleepy'
'sleep-GEN SG'

'hellish'
'hell'
'spring-ADJ'
'spring'

These suffixes trigger the appearance of a ghost vowel in the preceding root.
However, the surfacing of the root yer is predicted irrespective of whether the

suffix is assumed to attach synthetically or analytically. Compare the two
possible analyses of the word sgtnik in (15) below.

(15) a. /niU as an analytic sffix
,/
N2o

li)'i
e

setnik

b. /niU as a synthetic sffix
//+\/.^\o Nro Nro N3rtll"

I s +t n i
e

setnik

In (15)a the word is represented with nested domain structure, assuming that
-nik ts an analytic suffix. This nested structure triggers a cyclic analysis. On
the first cycle the intemal domain-final empty nucleus N, is parameffically
licensed, while the preceding ungoverned Nr must become phonetically
realised. On the second cycle Reduction removes the empty Nr+O sequence.

Domain-final N, is licensed parametrically, while N, is properly governed by
the following No.

In (15)b -nik is analysed as a synthetic suffix. The dornain-final ernpty
nucleus N4 is parameffically licensed. Contentful N, properly governs the
preceding empty nucleus Nr, while the unlicensed N, must be phonetically
interpreted. As in the case of the cyclic analysis, the predicted output is

correct: setnik.

,/
ON.

Ikl
N3? 

T-
ni

,/
oN4

Ikl
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6. 2. 4 s-initial sufftxes

Several derivational suffixes in Polish begin phonetically with [s], for instance,
-sk(i)ort, -sk(o)*o* and -sfw(o)*or. These suffixes can trigger the appearance of
a ghost vowel in the base to which they attach. Consider, e.g. panigriski
'maiden' (cf. panna 'girl, rnaid') and okropigitstwo 'horror' (cf. olvopny
'horrible'). As in the case of word-initial [sC] clusters, G&K assume that the
suffix-initial [s] is syllabified as the coda of an empty nucleus preceding it. In
other words, s-initial suffixes are analysed as a subset of yer-initial (or Class
A) sufftxes. The initial empty nucleus in such suffixes is subject to Magic
Licensing (cf. $ 1.1.8.4 and $ 3.5.1 above).

Consider the representation of the word pariski 'lordly' (cf. pan 'lord'), as

analysed by G&K (1993: 445), where '#' indicates Magic Licensing:rl

(l 6)

Since the sequence [sk] in the suffix forrns a (coda-onset) governing domain,
the final contentful nucleus N: cannot iambically properly govern empty Nr.
The fact that the nucleus remains silent tn pafiski (*panigski) is attributed to
the Magic Licensing properties of the following [s].

6.2.5 Branching onsets or [C0CJ sequences?

The nominalising suffix -stw(o) involves an additional problem for a GP
analysis. While it appears as -sfw before the 'zero' inflectional ending of
cEN PL, it surfaces as -stgw- when another derivational suffix follows. Some
examples are provided below.

" The structure in (16) can be interpreted either as synthetic or as representing the second
cycle of an analytic analysis after the reduction of the root-final empty nucleus.

*
R

\
o Nr o Nr\ o N3rtrllrr
xxxxxxxllttttp a n s k i



(17) GEN PL

paristw
Swiristw
lgarstw

YERS AND SUFFIXATION

DIMINUTIVE
paristewko
Swiristewko
lgarstgwko

203

'state'
'dirty trick'
'lie'

The presence of a vowel in the diminutive forms implies that the suffix should

be represented with an empty nucleus in between its last two consonants.

Under such an assumption, however, this empty nucleus is also incorrectly
predicted to emerge in the GEN PL forms in the lefthand column of (17).

Consider the following representation (cf, G&K 1993: 437):

(1 8)
wlw
{F

^4
R

\,/
o Nlo Nr\ o N3o N4ttltllttt
xxxxxxxxxllltrtp a n s t +w

e

paristgw

The final empfy nucleus No is pararneffically licensed. N, is subject to Magic
Licensing, thanks to [s] in its coda. N, remains without a proper governor and
must be interpreted phonetically rn *pansreul. While this is a correct prediction
with respect to the internal domain of the diminutive panstgwko, which is what
the above sffucture represents according to G&K, it also anticipates incorrectly
yer appearance within the derivational suffix in cpN pt-.

G&K's way out of the problem is to postulate two allomorphs of the
suffix. The basic form of the suffix is /0s.tw0/ (where '.' indicates the syllable
boundary). It contains no empty nucleus between [t] and [w], which forrn a

branching onset. The other allomorph, /Os.t0.wbl, is selected when the word is
subject to further derivation, e.g. diminutive forrnation. Both allomorphs must
be listed lexically. The change from /AstwDl to /Ost0whl camot be carried out
in the course of lexical derivation within the framework of Govemment
Phonology. It involves resyllabification, i.e. breaking up a governing relation
befween the head and the dependent in a branching onset and an insertion of
an empty nuclear position.

G&K observe that not only branching onsets, but also coda-onset clusters
generally tend to be broken up in derived forms. Apart from the suffix -stw(o),
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other examples of the first type, according to them, involve words ending in
-w(a) (which they apparently do not recognise as a separate suffix). Consider
words such as modlitwa 'prayer' vs. modlitw 'idem-GEN pL', but modlitgwny
'idem-ADJ', and bitwa 'battle' vs. bitwlbilcw 'idem-GpN pL', but bitewny
'idem-ADJ'. According to G&K, forms with no ghost vowels appearing
between [t] and [w] simply contain branching onsets, while the forms where
the vowel does emerge the two consonants are separate onsets. Examples of
coda-onset sequences being broken up in derivation involve words such as

walka 'fight' vs. walk 'idem-GnN pL', but walgczny 'idem-ADJ', and forma
'form' vs. form 'idem-GgN pL', but foremny 'tdem-ADJ'. They do not state
explicitly whether all such words must be lexically listed with two allomorphs.

6.2.6 Discussion

G&K assume that the synthetic or analytic status of a suffix is an arbitrary
properfy. They therefore fail to capture the generalisation that in Polish suffrxes
beginning with a contentful vowel are never analytic. As far as analytic
suffixes are concerned, the distinction between yer-initial or consonant-initial
suffixes seems to be poorly motivated. The presence of suffix-initial yers is not
always confirmed by vowel-zero alternations. While a yer surfaces before the
diminutive suffix, it never does in front of -sk(i) *,, -snu(o)*6* and -sk(o)*o*,
although these are also represented as yer-initial.

The initial yer in suffixes such as -gftr,, is essentially postulated for theory-
internal reasons and there is hardly any independent evidence for it. The
theory-internal reasons pertain to the E*pty Category Principle and its focus
on the licensing of weak yers. Given these, the SCC blocks 'de-licensing' (and
the phonetic realisation) of the root-final yers, such as N, in (8) above. Another
source must be assumed for the ghost vowel appearing in front of the suffix.

The presence of the alleged suffix-initial yer always creates a redundant
sequence of yers across the morphological root and suffix boundary, as in
pissek [[p0s0]0k01 'dog-DIM', which has to be resolved by reduction. The
initial empty nucleus is postulated in Class A suffixes, and not in Class B
suffixes, in order to account for the yer surfacing before the former class of
suffixes, and not the latter, before 'zero' inflection. However, derivatives of
both classes of suffixes exhibit yer surfacing when subject to funher derivation.
Under G&K's analysis there is no straightforward and convincing explanation
for the latter fact.

The account of the alternations between -sfw and -stgw- as in panstw vs.
paristgwko (cf. (17) above), is a weak point in G&K's analysis. Listing fwo
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allomorphs of the suffix can be a viable solution with respect to one mor-
pheme. However, G&K observe that there is a general tendency to eliminate
consonantal clusters under derivation, for which they are unable to provide a
uniform account. They have to conclude that the breaking up of [trv] in
paristgwko, [k] in walgczny 'brave' (cf. walk 'fight-crN PL'), and of [Zb] in
sluhgbny 'seryice-ADJ' (cf. sluzb 'service-cEN rr') are similar, but different
phenomena.

Contrary to G&K, I am of the opinion that if the 'branching onset-like'
cluster, such as ttw] in the suffix -stw(o), is ever broken up, then it is not
correct to represent it as a branching onset, but as a sequence of two onsets.
The facts involving breaking up of final clusters of both 'coda-onset' and
'branching onset' types, among others, have led me to adopt a Strict CV
analysis of Polish.

In the following secfion I reanalyse the behaviour of yers under Class A
and Class B suffixation, adopting the approach developed in Part I of this
dissertation.

6.3 New analysis
6.i.1 Sffixation and domain structure

Conffary to G&K, I claim that there are no yer-initial suffixes in Polish, but
only (contentful) vowel-initial ones and consonant-initial ones. The postulation
of a yer at the beginning of Class A suffixes results in a redundant sequence of
two empty nuclei with an intervening empty onset. This necessitates Reduction
and complicates the analysis. I argue that Class A suffixes, like Class B
suffixes, begin with a consonant.

Moreover, I claim that the distinction befween analytic and spthetic
suffixes in Polish is not at all arbitrary. Vowel-initial suffixes are never
analytic. This also seems to be a cross-linguistic tendency, although apparently
subject to exceptions which have so far impeded a statement in terms of a
principle. For instance, Brockhaus (1995) observes a similar tendency in
German, but also points out the existence of a few analytic vowel-initial
suffixes. Her conclusion is therefore that there is no correlation befween the
initial segment of a suffix and its (non-)analytic status. The same tendency has
been observed with respect to Dutch by Booij (1977), who discusses vowel-
initial Class I (analogous to non-analytic) suffixes and consonant-initial Class II
(i.e. analytic) suffixes. The only exception in Dutch involves the Class II
vowel-initial suffix -achtig, which is, however, exceptional in other ways, too.
Its derivatives can be argued to have a compound-like sffucture.
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According to Kaye (1995), morphological structure can either have little
effect on phonology or none at all. The 'none' effect involves synthetic
affixation, which results in words phonologically indistinguishable from
underived words. The 'little' effect is due to analytic affixation, which defines

the domains of phonological processing. In other words, 'analytic morphology
is phonologically parsable' (1995: 305). The parsability of morphologically
complex words is desirable since it helps comprehension. However, the

division into analyic and non-analytic affixes remains arbitrary.
On the other hand, van Oostendorp (to appear) argues that the marking of

all morphological constituent boundaries in terms of phonological domain
boundaries is universally preferred. The constraint which requires such
phonological parsing can be referred to as AucN(Morph,Phon). From this
perspective, which I also adopt here, analytic affixation represents the default
sifuation. The synthetic parsing of vowel-initial suffixes can be attributed to
another, higher ranked well-formedness requirement, namely a constraint
against redundant empfy structure. The latter constraint selects a synthetic
phonological sffucture where a stem-final consonant constitutes an onset

followed by a suffix-initial vowel in the same domain over an analytic
sffucture where the stem ends in an empty nucleus and the following analytic
suffix begins with an empty onset. It triggers the reduction of the empty
nucleus * onset sequence across a morpheme juncture (cf. 9 2.2.4 above).

Under this view, the (non)analytrc status of suffixes is no longer arbitrary, but
it is strictly related to their phonological shape.

As far as Polish is concerned, vowel-initial suffixes are always parsed

synthetically and consonanrinitial suffixes are generally parsed analytically.
The only exceptions involve consonant-initial suffixes which have a lexically
contentful vowel preceded by roots which have no such vowel (as in
lfikD+hw(y)l tkliwy 'tender'). I argue in Chapter 7 that such root and suffix
sequences are parsed synthetically, due to another constraint, which outranks
At-IoN(Morph,Phon). Class A and B suffixes, being consonant-initial, always
attach analytically. The result of their analytic parsing is that such suffixes
trigger the appearance of a yer before the stem-final consonant. Compare

modlitw 'prayer-GEN pL' with modlitew*ka 'rdem-DIM' and posla'legate-Geu
sG'with posel*stwo'legation'. This can even affect words which, when
unsuffixed, end in a consonantal cluster, such as wiatr 'wind' vs. wiatgr*ka
'idem-plM-cEN sG'. In other words, the final empty nucleus of a suffixed stem

be properly governed.''

12 Word-final [Cr] clusters do not behave quite consistently in this respect. Compare wiatr
'wind' and wiatgr*ka 'idem-DIM-cEN sc', but wietrz*ny 'windy' (*wiatgr-tny), wieprz 'pig'
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This requirement can be formulated in terms of a constraint demanding the

presence of a PG foot at the end of every stem. I will refer to as Epcp-fucHT.
The same consffaint in fact also holds with respect to underived words, but it
is less rigorously obeyed. Compare, for instance, WSp 'island-GEN PL' and

wysqt+ka'idem-Dtu', filtr'filter' andfiltgr+/ri 'idem-DIM-PL'. I conclude that
EocE-RtcHT, requiring the word-final empty nucleus to be properly governed,

is ranked below the constraint protecting lnter-Onset Government relations.
However, in derived words, due to independent well-formedness requirements,
a PG relation must be as close to the right stem edge as possible.

The constraint Ence-fuGHT is parallel to a requirement familiar from the
study of Polish stress.r3 Apart from a handful of exceptions with antipenulti-
mate stress, discussed in $ 3.7.2.2 above, and some non-assimilated borrowings
with final stress (e.g. reiim'regime'; although the regularised pronunciation
rgzim is preferred by the present author), primary stress falls on the penulti-
mate syllable. This gives evidence for a high ranked constraint which demands
a trochaic metrical foot at the right word edge. It can in fact be identified with
the constraint Ence-fucHT, but applied at a higher projection level, where
metrical relations are contracted. (See also $ 8.4 below.)

6.3.2 Class A and Class B as 'weak' sffixes

Given the claim that both Class A and Class B suffixes are consonant-initial
and therefore both analytic, the question arises why their attachment results in
different yer surfacing patterns. In this section I argue that suffixes of both
classes are inherently prosodically 'weak' and Class A suffixes are additionally
pre-specified as requiring parsing into the weak position in a PG relation.

The most prominent characteristic of Class A and B suffixes in comparison
with all other suffixes is that they have no lexically contentful vowels.In fact,
except for -stw(o), they all consist of only one consonant. The absence of
contentful vowels in such suffixes, I will argue, deterrnines the prosodic
behaviour of Class A and B suff,rxes. The absence of any vowels in their

and wieprz+ka 'idem-ntu-cru SG' (*wiepgr+ks) and pieprz 'pepper' and pieprz+ny
'peppery' (piepgrny). In Chapter 7 I suggest that in Polish in words such as drgat 'to
shiver' and rwat'to tear', [r] behaves phonotactically as a syllabic consonant. It seems that
it can also behave as such in derived words and therefore the stem-final clusters ending in

[r] are not necessarily split up.

'' For studies of Polish stress, see Comrie (1976), Franks (1985), Rubach & Booij (1985),
Halle & Vergnaud (1987), Kenstowicz (1994), Hayes (1995) and Kra6ka-Szlenk (1995),
among others.
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lexical representation makes such suffixes inherently prosodically weak. They
cannot bear prosodic prominence because they lack prominence bearing units,
i.e. vowels. While morphemes which have at least one contentful vowel are
represented by this vowel in metrical structure, vowelless morphemes are not.
They are prosodically dependent on the stem to which they attach. This can be
represented as below, for the words kopgrgk'dill-uu' and harib 'disgrace-GEN
PL'. Below and throughout this dissertation, the 'weak' morphemes are
underlined.

(l e) a. Eb.t\.-A\
-r

kopOrO l k0 l tttt rYI

In both words, the root has a contentful vowel, which is indicated by 'A' over
it, while the suffix has none and is adjoined to the root as a weak branch. The
root-final PG relation and a 'weak' suffix together form a left-headed
'superfoot', X. The head of such a superfoot must be an audible nucleus. This
can be attributed to the constraint HBeo AuoB[ITy(E), analogous to the
constraint which refers to heads of PG relations. The root and the suffix form
an analytic domain, therefore a PG foot must be formed within the root
domain in [kop0rD) kopsr.

Nothing else needs to be said about the behaviour of the Class B suffix -
-b(a) in harib, as represented in (19)b. It is separated from the root by the
domain boundary and therefore its empty nucleus does not contract a PG
relation with the root-final empty nucleus. It remains unparsed in terms of PG.
Both the root-final yer and the suffix yer remain inaudible. The fact that an
analytic parsing is selected suggests that the constraint ArtcN(Morph,Phon) is
ranked above No LapSE, which could be satisfied if the root and the suffix
were parsed synthetically in [[hari0bO) *hanigb.

6.3.i The diminutive suffix as the PG foot-tail'

On the other hand, in the diminutive noun in (19)a not only the root-medial
yer is realised phonetically, but the root-final one as well. I propose that this is
due to the 'pre-accentual' preference of the diminutive suffix -efr. It is pre-
specified lexically as a PG 'foot-tail', i.e. it wants to be parsed as a governee
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in a PG relation. This requirement will be indicated in representations by'.)'
above the pre-accenting suffix. It implies that the preceding nucleus, i.e. the
root-final yer, must become the PG foot head and be realised phonetically. I
will refer to the constraint which forces the formation of such a PG relation as

PRE-ACCENTUATION.T4 PnB-acCENTUATIoN does not trigger a fully synthetic
parsing of the pre-accenting suffix, which indicates its ranking below
Artcu(Morph,Phon). The synthetic parsing of the word [kop0r0k0] would
result in the ungrammatical output *koprgk. However, PRr-ACCENTUATION
affects the 'crispness' of the phonological domain edge between the root and
the suffix by triggering the formation of a PG relation across this edge (cf, It6
& Mester, in press). This is illustrated below:

(20) a. Stem domain

oNrtt
ko

o Nrotrt
kop

O N,O N,t"t'p Jr
e

c. Pre-accenfuation domain

^.)N2O N3+ O N4ltrJ k
e

koperek

In the final output, both the root-medial PG head (required by Enor-Rtcur)
and the PG head goveming the suffix yer are audible. In double diminutives,
such as kopgrgczgk'dill-uu-DlM', the same analysis is applicable, except that
one more pre-accenfuation domain is involved.

Recall that under G&K's cyclic analysis of diminutives, the SCC blocks the
surfacing of an empfy nucleus which has been licensed on the previous cycle.
(This is the reason why suffix-initial yers have to be postulated as the source

ro The satisfaction of the pre-accentuation requirement can be forced by a FIITHFULNESS
constraint, protecting lexically specif,red properties of morphemes. Alternatively, pre-
accentuation can also be interpreted in terms of an At-tcNuENT constraint, specific for a

class of morphemes, which requires that the nght edge of every Class A suffix coincides
with the right edge of a PG relations. The choice of the specific option is not crucial for the
present analysis.
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of the surfacing ghost vowels.) On the other hand, under the present analysis,
the appearance of an empfy nucleus which is licensed on the previous cycle
(such as N, in (20)a) raises no objections. Unlike in the case of the ECP, the
focus of the Hpnn AuuIelLITy constraint are PG heads, and not governees.
Consequently, the SCC can only protect the status of the PG heads of the
earlier cycles.

The audibility of consecutive yers in diminutives can, however, be

explained without resort to the SCC if one adopts the view that in the output of
a nested domain structure, every domain has to be well-formed at the same
time. Every nucleus which is a PG head in some domain should be audible in
the fina1 output form. In the example at hand, N, and N, are each a PG head
within its respective domain. The fact that N, is a head in the pre-accentuation
domain (including the stem and the pre-accenting suffix) does not change its
status within the first (innermost) domain. It cannot count as an audible
nucleus there, because it has no governee within that domain. Hence, irrespec-
tive of what the PG relations are in the second domaifl, Nz has a properly
governing function to fulfiI in its own domain.

The presence of a vocalic inflectional ending, which attaches synthetically
to the derivational suffix, blocks pre-accentuation, as in kopgrka'dill-nnra-GEN
sG' (*kopgrgka). Given the Complexity Condition on governing relations (cf.

$ 1.2.4), an empfy nucleus cannot properly govern a contentful vowel. Once No

in the representation in (20)b above is filled by a vocalic ending, it cannot be
a dependent in a PG relation. The preceding empty N, cannot govem it and
there is no pre-accentuation effect.

To recapitulate, the difference between Class A suffixes and Class B
suffixes is the result of the pre-accenting specification of the former class, and
the absence of such a specification on the latter class.

6.3.4 Other Class A sffixes
6.3.4. t -n(y)n,

I argue that the adjectival suffix -n(y) also belongs there. Consider some of its
derivatives.
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krwi

snu

cerkwi

okno

'relative'
'blood', NoM sG vs. GEN sG

'sleepy'
'sleep', NoM SG vs. GEN SG

'of the orthodox church'
'orthodox church',
NOM SG vS. GEN SG

'window-ADJ'
'window', GEN PL vs. NoM sG'

2lt

(21) krswny
cf. krgw
senny
cf. sen
cerkiewny
cf. cerkiew

okienny
cf. okien

The examples are all derived from roots which exhibit vowel-zero alternations.
The root yers surface when the adjectival suffix -n(y) follows, This fast in
itself does not constitute evidence in favour of the analytic domain structure of
-n(y) derivatives. The analysis arrives at the same results whether the suffix is
assumed to be attached synthetically or analytically to its host stem. Compare
the representations below:

(22) a. Analytic analysis

,,-
oNroN2
lrrlt t s Jn I

e

senny

b. Synthetic analysis

,--,
o Nro N2ottl
s Jn n

e

sennv

The irurermost domain in (22)a contains a sequence of two yers, of which the
leftmost, N,, must be realised phonetically. The pre-accenting preference of the
suffix cannot be satisfied in terms of PG relations, due to the contentful vowel
[y] of the inflectional NoM sG-MASC ending, which is attached synthetically to
the derivational suffix. No trochaic PG relation can be contracted between
empty N, and contentful Nr. The Class A or B membership of the suffix
cannot be established.

?T,nvl

N,.

I

v
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In (22)b, the adjectival suffix is represented as parsed sSmthetically with the
root. Again, in a sequence of two yers, the leftmost must surface. The output
forms of (22)a and (b) are identical.r5 The sequence of only fwo yers does not
suffice to determine the analyic or synthetic status of a suffix and/or its Class
A or B membership. Conclusive evidence must contain examples with three
consecutive yers. Evidence like this is difficult to find, given the fact that
adjectival inflectional endings normally begin with a contentful vowel.

MASC adjectives can take a 'zero' ending, instead of Nou sG -/, when used
predicatively. In this case a ghost vowel appears between the root and the
suffix. Consider the examples in (23). Since agatn sequences of only two yers
are involved, yer surfacing in predicative forms illustrated above can be
accounted for either by assuming that the suffix is synthetic or analytic (and
subject to the parallel analysis of each domain, like diminutives). The ill-
formedness of outputs such as *pe*n indicates only that the suffix does not
belong to Class B. Unfortunately, the 'zero' predicative ending never occurs
with -n(y) derivatives of the type illustrated in (21) above, i.e. containing roots
which themselves exhibit vowel-zero alternations.

(23) PREDTc

pewign
godzign
winnien

*pewn vs.
*godn
*winn

NOM SG

pewny
godny
winny

'certain'
'worthy'
'guilty'

The only relevant example which I could find involves feminine derivatives of
the same adjectival suffix. They can also sporadically function as nouns and
take nominal inflectional endings. (Feminine adjectival inflection includes no
'zero' endings.) Consider the following example.

(24) sluzba
shrzsbna
stuzebien

The last word in (24) contains a
first two of which surface.'u As

'service'
'handmaid'
'idem-GgN PL'

sequence of three yers in lsDfuilAb0+n0l,
argued above, this pattern results from

the
the

" In Chapter 7, however, I will argue that synthetic suffixation to vowelless roots, such as

ls0n0l, would not trigger the appearance of the root yer.

'u The word actually consists of a root, the Class B suffix -b(a) and, the suffix -n(a). As I
argue below (cf. $ 6.6), the facts that it can attach to a Class B suffix and that it triggers the
appearance of the yer immediately before the Class B suffix both indicate that -n (a) belongs
to Class A.
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pre-accentuation of an analytic Class A suffix. However, it must be remarked
that the form sluzgbign is rather old-fashioned. The word is normally inflected
as an adjective, in which case the csN PL form is the unilluminating sluigb-
nych.

6.3.4.2 -%cuou

In the following words containing the nominalising suffix -9c, two out of three
yers in a sequence in ldiab0fi+cbl and lw:dfllD+cLl acqtire phonetic interpreta-
tion:

(25) diabglec
cf. diabet

widglgc
cf. widsl

This pattern indicates

diabglca
diabla
widelca
widty

'villain', NOM SG vs. GEN SG

'devil', NoM sG vs. GEN sG

'fork', NoM sG vs. GEN sG

'pitchfork', GEN PL vs. NoM PL

that the suffix also belongs to Class A.

6.3.4.3 -n(o)*ou

The following example suggests that the neuter nominal suffix -n(o) is another

Class A suffix:

(26) drwa
drgwno
drewien

'firewood'
'wood'
'idem-GgN PL'

Two out of three consecutive yers in the last form above surface. This
indicates that the form is due to the pre-accentuation of a Class A suffix.

However, the suffix -n(o) does not always exhibit consistent Class A
behaviour as far as yer surfacing is concerned. Compare the two groups of
examples in (27). While in the examples in (27)a the yer preceding the suffix
is audible when a 'zero' inflectional ending follows, it remains silent in the
examples in (27)b. Interestingly, in (almost) all cases of the (27)b type, yers
remain silent between coronals: stop tt] or fricative lz) and nasal [n]. One
exception to this generalisation is the word iciggno'sinew'. It has two possible
GEN PL forms, iciqgn or iciqgign (the author of this dissertation, as a native
speaker of Polish, definitely gives preference to the latter). On the other hand,
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there are -n(o) derivatives where yers do
e.g. plotno vs. plocign 'linen', NoM SG

'loom', NoM sG vs. GEN PL.

appear between coronals. Compare,
vs. GEN PL, and krosno vs. lcrosen

(27) NOM SG

wl6kno
cz6lno
bagno

tqbro
piqtno
kielzno

GEN PL

wlokien
czolgn
bagien

tQttl
piqtn
kielzn

b.

'fibre'
'canoe'
'swamp'

'pulse'
'stigma'
'mouthpiece'

One way to account for the difference between the words in (27)a and (b) is to
assume that the suffix -n(o) has two allomorphs, one Class A, as argued above,
and the other Class B, of the type to be discussed later in this chapter. In that
case, however, the fact that the stems to which the Class A allomorph attaches
(almost) all end in a coronal would be a coincidence. None of the above
words, either in (27)a or (b), has a transparent complex morphological structure
any more. It can therefore be assumed that they are lexicalised and have no
internal phonological domain structure, e.g. ltqtDn0/. The non-surfacing of yers
between tt] and [n] in the latter word can be related to an Inter-Onset
Government relation between these consonants.

In $ 6.3.4 above, I have analysed Class A suffixes, such as the -?kow,
traditionally considered to begin with a yer, as consonant-initial, i.e. /k0/. As
all consonant-initial suffixes, they attach analytically. Moreover, all Class A
suffixes are lexically pre-specified as 'PG foot-tails', which produces the effect
of 'pre-accentuation', i.e.the audibility of the yer preceding them. The
surfacing of every yer in a sequence except for the last one in the derivatives
of Class A suffixes is a combined result of the surfacing of a PG head within
the host domain of the analytic suffix and the pre-accenting requirement of the
Class A suffix.

6.3.5 Class B sffixes

Being consonant-initial, Class B suffrxes, such as the nominal suffix -b(a) hLl,
also attach analytically and form nested domains, €.9. [[sfu20]b0l for sluib
'service-GEN PL'. However, unlike Class A suffixes, they are not pre-specified
as pre-accenting. Class B suffixes exhibit the behaviour which is normally



Class B includes the suffix suffix rs -w(a). Consider the examples in (28)
below. The GEN Pr forms in (28)a end in consonantal clusters which are split
up by a ghost vowel in related forms when another derivational suffix follows.
There is free variation in the cEN pL forms of the words in (28)b. They can
end in a cluster, or a yer can appear in front of the suffix. For the words in
(28)c, only GEN PL forms where a yer surfaces in front of the suffix are
possible.

The ceN PL forms with no ghost vowels can be accounted for under the
assumption that the suffix -w(a) is Class B. As far as the fluctuating forms in
(28)b are concerned, I suggest that the ones without a vowel contain a Class B
suffix, e.g. binu [[bit0]w0], while those with a vowel are lexically represented
as single synthetic domains, e.g. bitew [bit0w0]. The suffix in question is
unproductive and the morphological structure of its derivatives may have been
lost in some cases. This, I suggest, is also the case for the words in (28)c.

YERS

expected from analytic suffixes:
do not affect the shape of PG
root-final yer and the suffix yer

6.3.5.1 -w(a)*o,

(28) a. NoM sG GEN pL

sakwa sakw

tykwa tykw

modlitrva modlitrv

strzykwa strzykw

pardwa pardw

b. bitwa bitrv

brzfia brzyfw

tratwa ffatw

AND SUFFIXATION 215

they remain outside the domain of the root and
relations within the root. Therefore both the
remain silent.

cf. sakiewka

cf. tykiswka

cf. modlitswka
cf. modlitewnik

cf. strzykiewka

bitsw
cf. bitgwny
brzytew
cf. brzytqwka
tratew
cf. ffatewka

'travelling-bag'
'idem-DIM'
'bottle-gourd'
'idem-DIM'
'prayer'
'idem-DIM'
'prayer-book'
'holothurian'
'idem-DIM'
'grouse'

'battle'
'idem-ADJ'
'tazor'
'idem-DIM'
'Taft'
'idem-DIM'
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c. listwa listew *listw 'slat'
cf. listewka 'idem-DIM'

pluskwa pluskiew *pluskw 'bed bug'
cf. pluskigwka oidem-DlM'

The appearance of yers before the suffix in the words in the third column in
(28) is discussed in $ 6.5.3 below.

6.3.5.2 More Class B sffixes

A few other unproductive nominalising suffixes, -d(a),
belong to Class B. Consider the following examples:

(29) NoM sG GEN PL

a. prawda prawd
cf. prawy

krzywda la4rwd
cf. lrzywy

bujda bujd
cf. bujai

-m(o) and -sfr(o/, also

b. bielmo bielm
cf. biaty

widmo widm
cf. widziei

c. zielsko zielsk
cf. zielony

babsko babsk
cf. baba

'truth'
'right'
'harm'
'crooked'
'lie' (coll.)
'to lie' (coll.)

'web eye'
'white'
'phantom'
'to see'

'weed'
'green'
'hag'
'woman' (coll.)

The cEN pL forms of words in -d(a), -m(o) ard -sk(o) end in consonantal
clusters. No yer emerges in front of the suffixes, which follows if they are

assumed to belong to Class B.
The Class B suffixes considered so far are in fact 'well-behaved' analytic

suffixes. In the default case, they remain outside the domain of the root.
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6. 3. 5.3 Problematic -stw(o) ro*

Apart from the unproductive nominal suffixes discussed above ,
includes a productive suffix deriving absffact nouns, namely -stw(o).
analytic suffixes, it triggers the appearance of a ghost vowel in the
which it attaches, as in the examples below:

217

Class B
ri As all
stem to

(30) NoM sG

panigristwo

okropigristwo

poselstwo

GEN PL

panisfstw

otropieristw

poselstw

cf. panna

cf. okropny

cf. posla

'maidenhood'
'girl'
'horror'
'horrible'
'legation'
'legate-GEN SG'

As in the case of all Class B suffixes, the GEN PL forms of -snu(o) derivatives
end in consonantal clusters which fail to be broken up by a yer. What is
specific to this suffix is that it itself contains three consonants, which are,
moreover, preceded by the root-final consonant. It is worth observing that
almost all attested word-final consonantal clusters in Polish consisting of more
than three consonants appear in the crN PL forms of -stw(o) derivatives (cf.
Appendix 4)." As in the case of other Class B suffixes, the consonantal
clusters of the -stw(o) derivatives are split up by a yer when a Class A suffix
follows (cf. the examples in (17) above; sequences of Class B suffixes are not
attested). The problem to be accounted for is why this yer remains silent in
GEN PL forms, but not before another derivational suffix.

Given the Strict CV approach adopted in the present dissertation, one
nuclear position must be postulated between [t] and [w] in the suffix -stw(o)

17 The suffix also has allomorphs -cnu(o), as in rybactwo 'fishing', and -dztw(o), as in
sqsiedztwo 'neighbourhood'. The initial affricates in these allomorphs are the result of fusion
between the stem-final consonant, [k] in rybak'fisherman' and [d] in sqsiad 'neighbour',
and the initial [s] of -stw(o).

'8 The word-final [mpsk] cluster, as tn kqtst, contains the nasal part of the nasal vowel, the
root-final consonant [p] (cf. kqlta'tuft') and the suffix -sk with Magically Licensing [sJ. The
final cluster [pstS] in za:pstrz 'mottle!' belongs to an vowelless, unaccentable root
fiAsAthr'Al with a Magically Licensing [s]. On unaccentable roots see Chapter 7. The only
word-final cluster of five consonants (cf. Appendix 4), namely [mpstfl, as in przestq[mpstfl
'crime-GEN PL', consists of the nasal part of a nasal vowel (which is realised as [m] before
the followins [p]), the root-final consonant [p] and the three consonants of the suffix
-stw(o).
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and another one befween [s] and tt]. If the inflectional ending is also 'zero', a

sequence of three empty nuclei arises within the suffix. Consider the represen-
tation of the word poselstw'legation-GEN pt' below." The innermost domain
contains a sequence of two empty nuclei, the leftrnost one of which, Nr,
acquires phonetic realisation as the proper governor of the rightmost one, Nr.
On the other hand, the suffix contains a sequence of three empty nuclei, No, N,
and Nu, which all remain silent. The analytic status of -s/r,rz (o) does not suffice
to explain why none of the empty nuclei within the suffix is audible. The
inaudibility of No is arguably due to Magic Licensing, since [s] occupies its
onset.2o However, the remaining two empty nuclei should be able to confract
a trochaic PG relation, with N, as the govemor and Nu as the govemee. N, is
incorrectly predicted to be phonetically realised.

(3 1)

t

One of two conclusions can be drawn from the fact that N, in the representa-
tion above remains silent: either no PG relation is contracted between N, and

Nu, or a PG relation is contracted, but for some reason its head is not phoneti-
cally realised. In either case, the situation in Polish seems to violate the
constraints on the well-formedness of PG relations, postulated in Chapter 2

above, No Lapse (because there is a sequence of inaudible nuclei) and, if there
is a PG relation with a silent head, HBao AunB[ITY. An adequate analysis
must provide a reason why these constraints are violated. It should also predict
the possible limits of such violations.

'' More specifically, the structure of the word is /po:s0lD+s0tDw0/. On vowelless roots, like
kAlW 'to send', see Chapter 7.
20 Magic Licensing expresses unusual clustering property of /sl in general. However, it has

often been observed that clusters of lsl and a stop consonant have a special stafus cross-

linguistically (cf. Kurylowicz 1975, Selkirk 1982 and van de Weijer 1994, among others).

They have even been interpreted as single complex segments, rather than sequences of
segments. In particular [st] clusters tend to behave like single segments (cf. Rowicka 1994

on Palatal Assimilation in Polish). This facts can be relevant here.

I o Nro N2o N3]rrltp o. Jl

tY 'l 'l,m

o N4o Nso N6ltrt
stw
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6. 3. 5.4 No PnoNan-tsNcn

I suggest that the inaudibility of all the nuclei contained within the Class B
suffix -stw(o) is due to the lexical specification of this suffix as prosodically
'weak'. Stress on a syllable and the phonetic realisation of an empty nucleus
both involve the manifestation of prominence which is an atffibute of prosodic
heads in metrical relations and in PG relations, respectively. Class B suffixes
are lexically specified to reject such prominence. Therefore even if there is a
PG relation within such a suffix, its head will not be phonetically realised,
because the 'weak' status of the suffix prevents it. I postulate the following
constraint which prohibits the manifestation of prominence on a morpheme
specified as 'weak':

(32) No PnourvoNcs
No prominence on weak heads.

Since the audibility of PG heads involves the manifestation of prominence, No
PRoiranwNcn prohibits the phonetic realisation of heads in 'weak' suffixes. In
Polish it dominates HsRo Auom[ttv. Due to such a ranking, whether a PG
relation is contracted within the suffix in (31) or not, it can have no audible
head. The precise nature of the 'weak' specification of Class B suffixes which
triggers No PnoUINENCE will be addressed presently.

6.3.5.5 Unbounded PG feet?

It is a separate issue whether empty nuclei within a 'weak' suffix, such as N,
and Nu in (3 1), do conffact a PG relation, whose head remains silent, or
whether they do not conffact a PG relation at all. Since there is no audible PG
head within the suffix, the latter may seem to be the case. There is simply no
evidence for a PG relation between fwo silent empty nuclei.

As far as stress is concerned, the appearance of lapses, i.e. sequences of
unstressed vowels, before or after the stressed vowel in languages such as

Russian, has led some researchers to posfulate unbounded foot sffucture for
such languages. They assume that the head of an unbounded foot, i.e. the
stressed vowel, can be preceded and/or followed by an in principle unlimited
number of dependents within the foot (see van der Hulst, to appear). The
question whether a counterpart of unbounded feet can be found in PG has also
been posed. Recall Kaye's (1985-86) proposal that word-initial sequences of
silent empty nuclei in a dialect of Moroccan Arabic are due to (unbounded)
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iterative PG and Gussmann's (1997) postulation of iterative PG in the analysis
of Polish word-initial clusters (see g 5.5.4 above).

Given iambic PG of the standard theory, both Kaye (1985-86) and
Gussmann (1997) predict the occurrence of iteratively properly governed empty
nuclei only before a contentful nucleus, and not after rt, as in the case in
-stw(o) derivatives, as shown in (3 1) above. According to Gussmann's
proposal, there is a limit on PG iterativity that no more than fwo empty nuclei
are allowed before the proper governor. However, in (31) there are four silent
empty nuclei word-finally, three of which are within the suffix. Such facts can
only be accounted for in terms of iterative PG if there are no resffictions on its
scope and head location. Iterative PG would have to be right-headed to license
sequences of initial empty nuclei considered by Gussmann (1997), and left-
headed for final empfy nuclei, as in -stw(o) derivatives.

6.3.5.6 Silent PG heads

The fact that there are no audible secondary stresses in a language does not
necessarily imply that there is no exhaustive footing at all. For instance, in
modern Greek, there is no secondary stress, but heads of feet which do not
bear main stress are exempt from vowel reduction. Evidence for exhaustive
footing comes from vowel quality, rather than stress. On the other hand, in
Russian secondary stress is assigned to every other foot head, rather than to
every other syllable, but there is independent evidence for exhaustive footing
(cf. Revithiadou 1999). As far as Proper Government relations are concerned,
in their analysis of Kammu phonotactics, van der Hulst & Ritter (1998, in
prep.) postulate internuclear goveming relations whose heads do not have a
phonetic interpretation.

I also suggest that the phonotactic structure of the word poselstw'legation--
GEN PL' does contain a PG relation between N, and Nu within the suffix.
However, since it is contained within a 'weak' suffix, the proper governor N,
is inaudible. This is represented below. In other words, No PnoMINENCE does
not prohibit the formation of PG relations, but it prevents the phonetic
realisation of PG heads within 'weak' morphemes, which involves a violation
of Hnap AuolBrurv. I conclude that No PnoMINENCE outranks the latter
constraint in Polish: No PRotvttNgNCE >> Hpen AuotgLITy. It also forces a
violation of No Lepsp since, although N, is a governor, it is not audible, and
therefore it can bear no manifestation of prominence.
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(33)

w

-\

PG

tt NrO N31

As argued in Chapter 3, PG relations pertain to the phonological status of
nuclei, and not simply to their audibility. In the case of Mohawk, some empty
nuclei can be audible despite their PG governee status. Their governee status is
manifested in their invisibility to stress. However, the lack of phonetic
interpretation makes nuclei unable to sustain any manifestation of prominence.
Hence, although N, above is a PG governor, it is inaudible ffid, as such,

unsffessable. I argue therefore that in this sense the representation in (33)
involves a violation of the No Lepse constraint, caused by the higher ranking
of No PnounqpNcE.

In the representation in (33), N, and Nu, included in the weak PG foot, are
indirectly licensed by the surfacing nucleus Nr, which is the head of the
(edgemostmost) PG foot (marked 's(trong)'). The weak PG foot is a dependent
of the sffong one. This kind of dependency does not involve iterative PG. It
holds at a higher level of prosodic hierarchy. The same relation holds between

the PG foot within the root and the Class B suffix -b(a) in, for instance, the
word sluib'service-GEN PL':

(34)

PG

tt

The head of the rnain PG foot in the above structure is audible Nz. It properly
govems empfy N3. On the other hand, empty No in the analytic suffix is
unparsed in terms of PG relations. It is included in the word as an unfooted
dependent of the rightmost PG foot, and in this way it is also an indirect
dependent of Nr. I have suggested above to identiff the sffucture containing a
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'sffong' PG foot (with an audible head) and a 'weak' suffix (with no audible
vowels) as a superfoot, I.

The postulafion of PG feet with silent heads, just like the postulation of
empty nuclei, must be subject to principled restrictions, or it will be devoid of
any predictive power. As represented in (33) and (34), in Polish the weak
branch in a superfoot can either dominate a single empty nucleus or a PG foot
with a silent head. There is never more than one PG foot with a silent head at
the right word edge. On the one hand, there is no Class B suffix with a longer
sequence of empty nuclei than -stw(o), which would necessitate the postulation
of more than one silent PG foot within one suffix. On the other hand, Class B
suffixes do not attach after one another. A contentful nucleus, such as N, in
(33) and (34), can sponsor no more than one such silent PG foot.

A sequence of two weak branches would create a lapse, similar to the
stress lapse formed by consecutive unstressed syllables and similar to the lapse
formed by two adjacent silent nuclei. They caru:ot both be included in a

superfoot with the preceding strong PG relation. I conclude that Polish obeys a
BrNerurY(X) restriction on superfeet, analogous to the requirements on PG
relations and metrical feet.2' Moreover, there is a prohibition against adjacent
weak word tree branches. I suggest that it involves the constraint No
LersE(ol), where 'o' stands for the word. No Lersr(rrl) is the same constraint
which prohibits sequences of silent nuclei, but applicable at a higher projection
level.

6.4 The nature of the 'weak' specification

In this section I suggest that the 'weak' status of Class B suffixes can be best
understood in terms of 'unaccentability', familiar from lexical accent sys-
tems.22

2r Notice that the more rigorous satisfaction of Eoce-Lgrr in suffixed words, than in
underived words, observed in $ 6.3.1 above, can also be related to BtNezurv(X). Given the
locality restriction on governing relations, a PG foot in the superfoot head position could not
support a weak suffix if it also had to support an ungoverned nucleus within its own
domain. The PG relation which is the head of the superfoot should be adjacent to its
dependent in the suffix.
22 The notion of accent as 'prominence' is broader than that of stress. Accent can be realised
as stress, pitch or harmony. See, for instance, van Heuven & Sluijter (1996).
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6.4.1 Morpheme (un)accentability in lexical accent systems

Yer surfacing as a result of PG can be compared to rhythmic sffess. The
condition that the head of every PG foot must be phonetically realised, as

stated in HEao AupBtLITy(PG), parallels the requirement that the head of
every meffical foot must bear some stress. Lapses must be avoided in both
types of structures.

However, apart from rhythmic languages, there is a large group of
languages with lexical accent systems where stress works differently. Several
modern Slavic languages and dialects also belong here, e.g. (Byelo)Russian,
Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian and northem Kashubian dialects. A crucial properfy
of lexical accent systems is that the location of accent is sensitive to lexical
specifications of morphemes. Morphemes can bear themselves a lexical accent
and attract stress, they can bear no specification, in which case they do not
influence stress assignment, but can bear stress, or they can be unaccentable
and avoid bearing stress. In the latter case, the location of a prosodic head, i.e.
a stressed nucleus, is avoided within such a morpheme. A recent analysis of
languages with lexical accent systems can be found in Revithiadou (1999). All
the examples below are due to her (see also Melvold 1990).

Consider the Russian words in (35). The accented syllables in morphemes
with lexical accents are printed in bold. Unaccentable morphemes are under-
lined. The root lji.ft:.lok-l bears a lexical accent. It is sffessed irrespective of the
accentual properties of the following inflectional endings (cf. (35)a,b). The root
lzerkal-l has no prespecification. If it is suffixed with the Nout sG ending l-ol,
which has no itself no marking, stress falls by default on the root-initial
syllable (cf. (35)c). On the other hand, in ner pL stress falls on the inflectional
ending which bears a lexical accent (cf. (35)d). In the last two examples in
(35), stress is assigned to the inflectional endings. In the case of the ner pl
form, this fact can be attributed to the presence of a lexical accent on the
ending. However, the NoM SG ending has been established not to bear any
specification. It carurot attract stress. If the preceding root had no lexical
marking, stress should fall by default on the initial syllable. Final stress in
(35)e must therefore be due to the requirements of the root. lg4-l is unaccent-
able. It avoids bearing sffess itself and therefore stress falls on the neighbour-
ing morpheme.
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(35) Lexical accent system: Russian
a. /jflblok-o I j6bloko
b. /j6blok-{m/ j6blokam
c. lzerkal-ol zdrkalo
d. lzerkal-irml zerkalilm
e. lg4-al 9o16
f. lsor-{ml gor6m

'apple-t*toM sG'
'apple-ner PL'

'miror-NoM SG'

'mirror-DAT PL'

'mountain-NoM sG'
'mountain-DAT PL'

Unaccentable morphemes usually have a preference as to whether stress should
fall on the syllable preceding them (i.e. they are pre-accenting), or on the
syllable following them (i.e. they are post-accenting). There is, however, a
group of derivational suffixes in Russian which are never accented themselves,
yet they are not pre-accenting or post-accenting either. These include nominal-
ising suffixes -ost', -nik and -stvo (the cognate of Polish -snv(o)). Revithiadou
does not discuss such 'extraprosodic' unaccentable suffixes.

6.4.2 Unaccentability in PG

I suggest that the 'weak' suffixes in Polish are parallel to unaccentable
morphemes in lexical accent systems. They reject prominence realised as

audibility just as unaccentable morphemes in lexical accent systems reject
stress. Unaccentability is the 'weak' status that the constraint No PnoN{rNrr.tcp
refers to. Class B suffixes correspond to the unaccentable morphemes with no
edge preference. Class A suffixes can also be interpreted as a sort of unaccent-
able morphemes, namely pre-accenting ones." Being analytic and (inherently)
unaccentable, they must be sponsored by a PG foot at the end of the domain to
which they attach.za

23 Altematively, Class A suffixes can be interpreted as a class of accented suffixes which,
however, lack a prominence-bearing element, i.e. a vowel. The closest they can get to being
accented is by being included as a dependent following the prominent position within a PG
relation. Their accentual requirement is also satisfied if a vowel-initial suffix is synthetically
attached to them.
2o As far as stress is concerned, Revithiadou proposes a different view of unaccentability and
pre-accentuation, which involves no lexical feature of unaccentability. Unaccentable
morphemes are represented with a floating accent which is forbidden to dock onto the
morpheme which sponsors it by a constraint. At-tcNMENT constraints determine its final
position. However, this approach cannot be extended to 'extraprosodic' unaccentable
suffixes, such as Russian -stvo.
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In lexical accent systems, unaccentability is not restricted to morphemes
with no audible vowels. On the other hand, in Polish there is only evidence for
the unaccentability of vowelless suffixes. This is, however, not surprising. I
have argued that PG relations involve lexicalised metrical sffucture. The proto-
language from which Polish developed had a lexical accent system. However,
with the change from a lexical accent system to a fixed stress system in Polish,
the accentual properties of most morphemes have been lost (that is to say,
obliterated by the new constraint ranking). They became redundant since they
could no longer influence stress placement. Only relations which involve empty
nuclei have been preserved in the form of PG feet and only accentual
properties of those morphemes can be detected which influence the shape of
PG feet and yer audibility.2s

Unaccentability of vowelless suffixes can be understood in terms of their
representational deficiency.26 Since such suffixes have no elements capable of
bearing prominence (i.e. vowels), their lexical representation can be argued to
lack the projection level where prominence can be assigned. The consffaint No
PRourNpNcn therefore functions as a FanHTULNESS requirement, which
prohrbits the addition of the missing representational level.

6.5 Unaccentability and multiple derivation

Recall that a peculiarity of Class B suffixes which G&K cannot readily account
for is that they do not exhibit any vowel-zero alternations before inflectional
endings, but a yer always emerges in front of the Class B suffix when it is
followed by another (Class A) derivational suffix. The third columns in (12)
and (28) above provide examples containing the suffix -b(a) or -w(a) and
another derivational suffix, e.g. sluigbny 'service-ADJ' (cf. sluib 'service-
GEN PL'), chwalgbny'praiseworthy' (cf. chwalb 'praise-GEN pL') andmodlitcw-
nik'prayer-book' (cf. modlitw 'prayer-GEN pL')." Given the Class B member-

" Moreover, it is not surprising that there is no evidence for post-accenting unaccentable
suffixes in present-day Polish. Such evidence would have to involve vowelless suffixes
which force the audibility of an empty nucleus following them: IAA+Al -+ IAA+Yl.
Given the high ranking of the constraints TRocspe and BtNe.rury in Polish, such pattems
were never likely to arise.

'6 This suggestion is due to Marc van Oostendoorp (p.c.).
27 There are a few exceptions where no yer emerges before a Class B suffix even though
another suffix has been attached after it, e.g. strzelba'riff\e' vs. strzelbka *strzelgbka'idem-

otu' (cf. strzelac 'to f,tre'). In all such cases [b] of the suffix is preceded by a liquid. Such
clusters tend to remain intact also in underived words even before a Class A suffix (cf. the
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ship (i.e . unaccentabilityl of the former suffixes, one could expect forms such

as *sluibny and *modlinunik.

In terms of the present analysis, the appearance of a yer in front of the

Class B suffixes indicates that the suffix-final ernpry nucleus is parsed into a
PG relation with the preceding empty nucleus, which involves a violation of
the suffix's unaccentability. This is most evident in the words exemplified in
(17), where the aftachment of the Class A diminutive suffix after the Class B
suffix -stw(o) triggers the audibility of the yer within the latter suffix, as in
paitstgw,ko 'state-DlM'. A yer always appears before the last consonant of the
base to which an analyic suffix is attached, irrespective of whether this last
consonant belongs to the root or to a derivational suffix, and irrespective of
whether the stem-final suffix is Class A (pre-accenting) or Class B (unaccent-
able). There must be a sfiong PG relation (i.e. one with an audible head) at the

right edge of the phonological domain to which an analytic suffix is attached.
This requirement outranks No PnoNarhtBNCE, which protects morpheme
unaccentability.

The existence of such a constraint has, in fact already been postulated
above. It is a constraint on the well-formedness of the word tree. An unaccent-
able suffix at the right word edge forms a weak branch, which must be

sponsored by the head of a superfoot with an audible nucleus. Two adjacent
weak branches would create a lapse. The prohibition against adjacent weak
branches involves the consffaint No Lepsn(o). If the No Lepsn(ro) constraint
is ranked higher in Polish than No PnoUINENCE, it follows that the unaccent-
ability of one of the adjacent morphemes must be violated. I conclude that
Polish observes the ranking No LarsE(ro) >> No PnoMINENCE.

Consider again the word panstgwgfr 'state-DIM-GEN PL'. The analysis of the
innermost domain, containing only the base [pan0], is skipped, as unproblem-
atic. The attachment of the diminutive suffix after the nominalising -stw(o)
forces the audibility of No, which must be the head of the superfoot supporting
the suffix. The pre-accenting requirement of the diminutive suffix is satisfied in
the pre-accentuation domain by making the preceding N, audible. In the final
output form, panstgwgk, all domains are conflated and both nuclei, whose head
status has been determined in different domains, receive phonetic realisation.

borrowing farba vs. farb 'paint', NoM
This restriction suggests the relevance

sc vs. GEN pL, and the diminutive forbka *fargbka).

of some constraints on IO Government relations.
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a. Second domain
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Notice that the attachment of a vocalic inflectional ending to the last
derivational suffix, as rn panstgwko'state-DIM-NoM sG', does not change the
unaccentability of the suffix and its status as the weak branch in a superfoot. In
terms of the word tree structure, the suffix -stw(o) must provide the head of a
superfoot to sponsor the next unaccentable suffix, The unaccentability of
-stw(o) must be violated and No must be realised phonetically, irrespective of
whether Nu remains empty or it will be filled by a vocalic ending.

The suffix -stw(o) can also occur outside a Class A suffix, as in panigristwo
'maidenhood'. The GEN PL form panignstw, and not *panigristgw, proves that
-stw(o) preserves its unaccentable status after a Class A suffix. The analysis of
the structure in the third domain of [[[pan0]n0ls0t0w0l is represented in (37)
below.
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N, must be a proper governor of N, in order to satisff the pre-accentuation of
the Class A suffix -n(a). Since the domain to which -stw(o) attaches ends in a
strong PG foot anyway, due to the pre-accenting requirement of the suffix
-n(a), the required audible head of the superfoot including -stw(o) is present.
E*pty N, and Nu in the suffix conffact a PG relation. However, its head, Nr,
does not become audible, due to No PnoulNENCE.

6.6 Word-final clusters in underived words

In this chapter I have focused on yer surfacing and consonantal clusters under
suffixation. Word-final clusters in Polish also occur in unsuffixed words, as in
szept 'whisper', and in words whose morphological complexity is no longer
transparent, for instance pieiri 'song', which could be argued to contain the
nominalising suffix -ri. (Word-final clusters in Polish are listed in Appendix 4
below.) I believe that the fact that final clusters in such words fail to be split
up by an audible yer calls for an explanation in terms of Inter-Onset Govern-
ment relations, since the attested clusters exhibit certain regularities in terms of
their melodic make-up.

As far as biconsonantal clusters are concerned, the majority are of rising
sonority, consisting of a sonorant and an obstruent. This suggests that the coda-
onset relation of the standard GP theory deserves a reconsideration within the
Strict CV framework (see Cyran's 1998 proposal concerning both left-headed
and right-headed Inter-Onset Government in Polish). Many clusters of two and
three consonants contain [s], primarily adjacent to voiceless obstruents. The
clustering properties of [s] can be attributed to the effect of Magic Licensing.
Another tendency worth noticing is the occurrence [r] finally in many clusters,
again mainly with voiceless consonants. [r] also appears in many morpheme-
initial clusters, discussed in Chapter 7 below.

6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter I have considered the surfacing patterns of yers (i.e. ghost
vowels) in suffixed words in Polish. Sequences of yers which arise under
suffixation behave in one of two ways. Either all yers in a sequence are
audible except for the last one (under Class A suffixation), or all yers remain
silent (under Class B suffixation). Such patterns are challenging to the theory
of Proper Govemment, both within standard GP and in the approach developed
in this dissertation.
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I have pointed out that all suffixes which are involved in the problematic
patterns consist of consonants only and have no lexically contentful vowels.
Such suffixes, I have argued, are lexically marked as unaccentable. Unaccent-
ability is a prosodic properry of morphemes, known from lexical accent
systems, such as that of Russian. Unaccentable morphemes avoid prominence,
realised as stress. They are usually pre-accenting or post-accenting, i.e. they
trigger stress on the syllable preceding or following thern. Some do not assign

sffess to a specific syllable, as long as no stress falls on them.
Analogously, in terms of PG relations, unaccentability involves a lexical

specification that the morpheme in question cannot bear prosodic prominence.
Like all consonant-initial suffixes, unaccentable suffixes of both Class A and
Class B are parsed analytically. Being unaccentable and analytic, such suffixes
must be supported by a strong PG foot with an audible head within the domain
to which it attaches. The strong PG foot and the weak suffix form together a

superfoot. Class A suffixes parallel pre-accenting morphemes. They are pre-
specified as PG foot-tails and therefore trigger the surfacing of a PG foot head

in front of them. This, combined with the appearance of the nucleus in the
superfoot head position, can result in sequences of yers surfacing in contiguous
syllables.

On the other hand, Class B suffixes parallel unaccentable morphemes
which do not assign sfiess to a specific syllable. They are also incorporated as

a weak branch in a superfoot. Since phonetic realisation is a manifestation of
prosodic prominence, the audibiliry of empty nuclei within such suffixes is
suppressed (due to the constraint No PnoumBNCE), even if they are heads of
PG relations. This results in sequences of silent nuclei. Unaccentability can be

violated when it conflicts with the constraints on the well-formedness of the
word tree. A sequence of two unaccentable morphemes constitutes a lapse of
two weak word tree branches, prohibited by the constraint No LersE(rrl),
analogous to No Lepsn in sffess and in PG relations. Such a lapse is resolved
by violating the unaccentability of the leftmost morpheme, due to the ranking
of No LersE(ol) above No PnoUINENCE. All consffaints controlling the well-
formedness of superfeet are ranked high in Polish, above No PnoMINENCE,

which dominates Hpep Auotntrnv(PG) and No Lerse(PG).

No Lnpse(o)), BnreRIry(I), Hpen AuoretLITy(I)
I

NO PnonaINENCE

I

Hnnn AuorsrLrrY(PG), No Lepsr(PG)
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Under the present approach, the (non-)analytic status is not an idioslmcratic
feature of suffixes, and need not be lexically specified. It follows from the
general requirement on marking morphological compositionality in terms of
phonological domains, ATIGN(Morph, Phon). The synthetic parsing of vowel-
initial suffixes is due to the higher ranked constraint against redundant empty
structure. On the other hand, unaccentability is an arbitrary feature, although in
Polish only the unaccentability of vowelless morphemes can have any effect on
PG relations. It is responsible for the inaudibility of the nuclei within the
unaccentable suffi x -stw(o).

The analysis in terms of unaccentability does not necessitate any changes in
the theory of PG as developed in Part I of this dissertation. PG relations in
Polish are binary and trochaic, and do not involve any long-distance relations.
The present approach accounts for some problematic yer surfacing patterns by
appealing to a property of morphemes that is familiar from lexical accent
systems. In Chapters 7 and 8, the same property will be shown to play a role
in the behaviour of yers in roots and prefixes in Polish.



Chapter 7

IJnaccentable roots

7.I Introduction

In this chapter I discuss the behaviour of roots which have no contentful
vowels. (Sequences ofl empty nuclei within such roots consistently fail to
surface phonetically. This results in complex consonantal clusters word-
initially. Consider, for instance, [mg{ in mgla 'mist', tdrg] in drgat 'to
vibrate' or the initial geminated affricate rn didzysty 'ratny' .

I will argue that such consonant-only roots are lexically specified as

unaccentable, similarly to unaccentable suffixes discussed in Chapter 6. Since
the phonetic surfacing of an empty nucleus is a manifestation of the prosodic
prominence associated with this nucleus, as I argue in this dissertation, it is
avoided in an unaccentable morpheme, which inherently rejects such promi-
nence. However, as has been shown in the preceding chapter, morpheme
unaccentability is sometimes violated when it conflicts with the prosodic
preferences of another morpheme. As in the case of unaccentability conflicts
discussed in Chapter 6, the winner is always the rightmost morpheme, due to
the prosodic requirements on the shape of the word tree.

This chapter is organised as follows. In $ 7.2 I present the facts and
problems which an account of initial clusters in Polish must face by way of
reviewing the GP analysis proposed by Cyran & Gussmann (to appear).
Subsequently, an alternative approach is developed in $ 7.3.The appearance of
yers in unaccentable verbal roots in ugRtvED IMPERFECTIVE forms is discussed
in $ 7.4. $ 7.5 concludes.

7.2 Cyran & Gussmdnn (to appear)

Cyran &. Gussmann (C&G) focus on word-initial consonantal clusters in
Polish, but address issues of general theoretical significance. Most importantly,
they point out that under the standard approach, PG is predicted to be blind to
the nature of the consonants which surround a properly governed empty
nucleus. PG should therefore be able to license an empty nucleus between any
two consonants and create arbitrary consonantal sequences. Sequences of any
two consonants should be possible. This is not at all the case in Polish. Certain
types of clusters are not attested and, according to C&G, simply ungrammati-
cal. The aim of their paper is to explain the mechanisms licensing all silent
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empty nuclei as well as to account for the predominant patterns of segmental
distribution.

7.2.1 Inter-Onset (IO) Government

There is a significant number of underived words in Polish with three initial
consonants, separated by two empty nuclei lC$CzAq...l. Such words are
obviously problematic, given the fact that iambic PG can only license one
empty nucleus. Consider the examples below:

(1) mgla
pchla
mdty
tkliwy
ckliwy
dLgnE(,

mlnai

lgnqi

tknqi
cf. dotykai

tchn4i
cf. dech

'mist', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'flea', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'bland'
'tender'
'sickening'
'to stab'
'to speed'
'to speed-Dl'
'to stick'
'to stick-Dl'
'to touch'
'to touch-Dl'
'to breathe'
'breath'

mgigt
pchsl

cf. pomykai

cf. prrylggac

The evidence for empty nuclei separating the word-initial consonants partly
comes from the vowel-zero alternations illusffated above and partly follows
from theory-internal considerations. Clusters such as [gn] or [xn] do not qualiflr
as branching onsets since nasals cannot be dependents in branching onsets. It
is, however, striking that C, and C, in the initial clusters exemplified above
resemble branching onsets. C&G propose that these consonants contract a
governing relation across the empty nucleus separating them, namely Inter-
Onset Government. IO Government in Polish is left-headed, they argue, and
hence it results in clusters similar to branching onsets, where the head also
precedes the dependent.

Crucially, I0 Government must be made possible by the following
contentful vowel, which at the same time properly governs the empfy nucleus
preceding the consonants in an IO Government relation (i.e. the one between
C, and Cr). In other words, according to C&G, in a word such as tknqt 'to



touch',
below:

(2)
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an IO Government relation is enclosed within a PG relation, as shown

(iambic) PG
IO Government

,/

N.O N,
t-lqe

oNr
I

t

r-1
? 

N2?

In this way iambic PG in combination with IO Government accounts for the
existence of many word-initial triconsonantal clusters. Since IO Government
can only be contracted by consonants of a specific flpe (a potential govemor
and a potential governee), the correct prediction follows that sequences of three
consonants of the same type, i.e. three obstruents or three sonorants, are not
allowed in Polish.

IO Government in combination with PG and Magic Licensing also accounts
for the attested initial clusters of four consonants. Consider the representations

of the words drgnqc 'to shudder' and idiblo 'blade (of grass)':

,/ (iambic) PG
IO Government

r-] (iambic) PG
IO Govemment

o N.ottl
xxx

In (3)a empty N, is licensed by IO Govemment, while contentful N3 properly
governs empty N, across the IO Government relation, Since properly governed
N, is preceded by a branching onset, a sequence of four consonants arises. On
the other hand, in (3)b the initial empty nucleus Nr is subject to Magic

(3)

b.

i.' T' ? T,? T,? T.
xxxxxxxxxtttttt
d r g n q i

T.
x

I

o
tt
bl

ON,tl-
xx

I

*2

aJ
R
,rr
xx

I

2
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Licensing. E*pry N3 is licensed by IO Government, and N2 is properly
govemed by final contentful N

According to C&G, the ,.#uirirg initial four-consonantal clusters are due

to Magic Licensing before branching onsets. For instance, in wstrqt'repulsion',
represented as lf0strEt/, the empty nucleus between the first two consonants is
Magically Licensed. The following two consonants form a well-formed
branching onset.

7.2.2 'Principle ranking': IO Government above PG

C&G observe that IO Government must take precedence over PG. If in a

lCPC2ACrY...l sequence a PG relation were conffacted first between the

contentful vowel and the preceding empty nucleus (i.e. the one between C, and
C3), IO Government would become superfluous and the empty nucleus between
Cr and C2 would remain unlicensed. C&G argue that IO Government is
triggered whenever a sequence of two onsets across an empty nucleus contains
a typical governor and a ffiical governee (i.e. essentially an obstruent and a
sonorant). Only in other cases can PG relations be conffacted. It follows that in
words such as kra /k0ral 'ice float' (cf. kigr 'idem-GEN rr') and kla fl<ANal

'tusk-Gru sG' (cf. kiel 'idem-NoM sG') the empty nucleus is in fact not
licensed by PG, as would generally be assumed, but by an IO Government
relation contracted befween [k] and [r], and tkl and [], respectively. C&G
appeal to 'principle rankirg', IO Government being ranked above PG.

C&G observe that the majority of morpheme-internal vowel-zero alterna-
tions takes place between consonants of rising sonority which can contract an

IO Government relation, such as lkLil. Alternations in between consonants of
decreasing sonority, such as hbkl, are found across domains (cf. par+ka
'couple-olM' vs. par*ek'idem-GEN PL'), and hardly ever morpheme-internally.
According to C&G, this fact can also be derived from the ranking of IO
Government above PG. Due to this ranking, a domain-internal cluster
consisting of a typical governor and a typical governee must conffact a leff
headed IO Government relation, or it is banned altogether. PG cannot salvage
consonantal sequences which are ill-formed in terms of IO Govemment by
licensing the intervening empty nucleus. Consider the two impossible forms
below. While cknit 'to long' is an actual word of Polish, neither *cngkic nor
*cgnkic exist. In the case of the first form, PG would have to apply across an
ill-formed IO Government relation, and in the case of the other form, PG
would have to apply to a nucleus between a typical governor and a typical
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governee which, however, are not in the right order to contract an IO Govern-
ment relation.

(iambic) PG
IO Government

,/(4)

o Nro Nro N3o N4ll,-ll-lc n +k i i
e

*cnekii

b. ,N̂2O N3IIki

,/
N4

(iambic) PG
o

I

c

o NroIIc.tn
e

*cenkii

Except for obstruent + sonorant clusters, the requirements of IO Government
also determine the possible order of clusters consisting of two sonorants. C&G
observe that of the sonorants, only [] and [m] behave like governors, in that
they can be followed by another sonorant word-initially, e.g. mnogi 'numerous'
and lnu 'flax-GEN SG'. Sequences of the reverse order (*nmogi) or consisting
of other sonorants (*rnu) are unattested. They point out that [] and [m] also
pattern with obsffuents elsewhere. These are the only two sonorants which can
precede a Magic Licensing context word-initially. In words such as linic 'to
shine' and micit 'to avenge' they precede a magically licensed nucleus with [s]
in the coda (cf. C&G's analysis of the word wstrqt rn g 7.2.1 above). This
position is otherwise reserved only for obstruents, as it is tn bzdura'nonsense'
wslrroi'throughout' and pstry'gaudy' (where u/ pronounced [f] is analys.A u,
an obstruent, rather than a glide phonologically). C&G conclude that, unlike all
other sonorants, tl] and [m] can also act like governors in IO Govemment
relations.

Given the above considerations, PG in Polish can only apply to empty
nuclei separating two consonants which do not trigger IO Government. Its role
is reduced to (a) the interaction with IO Government in sequences of two
empty nuclei, (b) empty nuclei between two obstruents, and (c) empty nuclei
between a branching onset and another onset, as in krtari fiolDtan0/ 'larynx'. A
generalisation which C&G do not state explicitly, but which follows from their
analysis, is that IO Government is specifically triggered by the presence of a
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sonorant (other than [] or tm]). Such typical govemees apparently require to
be governed (by left-headed IO Govemment) whenever they stand melodically
next to another consonant.

7.2.3 Constraints on adjacent consonantal melodies

Except for IO Government, which concems the complexity of consonants in a
cluster, C&G observe that there are constraints on the adjacent consonantal
melodies. In the lC$CzACr.../ sequences discussed above, C, is usually a velar
obstruent (while C, is a sonorant). Restrictions on C, and C, can follow from
the IO Government relation which they contract. On the other hand, the initial
consonant C, could be expected to enjoy relative freedom since it is apparently
not involved in a governing relation with any other consonant. In fact,
however, this position is predominantly occupied by a coronal plosive or
affricate, as the following examples show:

(5) tkn4c
tkwii
tchn4i
dignq(
cknii

Brda
grdyka
drgai
brdysai
krtari

'to touch'
'to stick'
'to breathe'
'to stab'
'to long'

oname of a river'
'Adam's apple'
'to vibrate'
'to frolic'
'larynx'

Among the words which do not conform to this general pattern, certatn
subregularities can also be observed. If C, is labial, rather than coronal, then C,
is a velar fricative, rather than a plosive, as in pchla 'flea' and pchnqc 'to
push'. Another important subregularity is that the position of C, can also be

occupied by a sonorant [] or [m], as rn mgnienie 'wink', mdly 'sickening' and

lgnqt 'to cling'. This is another argument in favour of recognising these

consonants as potential governors in IO Govemment relations.
C&G emphasise that constraints on adjacent consonantal melodies are

independent of governing relations between consonants. Consider the words in
(6) below.

(6)
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Although one can hardly postulate a (direct) governing relation between the
plosives separated by [r] in the word-initial clusters above, there are no words
in which the plosives are homorganic (*brba, *drdat). There is apparently a
constraint against having homorganic plosives in such clusters. (It is possible,
however, for a labial plosive and a labial glide to co-occur, BS in brwi
'eyebrows'.) Moreover, labial plosives are never attested in the third position in
such clusters.

7.2.4 Licensing Inheritance

C&G propose that the melodic restrictions on consonantal clusters can be
related to the notion of Licensing Inheritance (cf. Harris 1992, 1994, Brock-
haus 1995). The idea of Licensing Inheritance is that the amount of phonologi-
cal material which a skeletal slot is able to license is determined by its location
within the prosodic structure at various levels, i.e. in the syllable, the foot and
the phonological word. The weaker the prosodic position of a slot, the less
segmental complexity it can support.

C&G assume the following complexity hierarchy for plosives:

(7) sffong
b/p gk,

weak
dlt

The weak (or underspecified) status of coronals cross-linguistically has been
well documented in the literature (cf. Paradis & Prunet 1991). ln GP the issue
of their representation remains unsettled. According to KLV (1990) and Harris
( 1990), coronals contain the coronal element R. Broadbent ( I 991), Scheer
(1996) and Cyran (1997) define coronality in terms of other elements, while
Backley (1993) argues that coronals are unspecified (see Cyran 1997 for a
discussion of the various approaches). Velars are also weaker than labials in
GP since they are represented as 'headless' segments, empty-headed or headed
by the 'neutral' element @. k follows that labial plosives require a consider-
able licensing potential and can primarily be expected in prosodically strong
positions.

Consider the relevant governing and licensing relations that C&G recognise
within the word dignqc 'to stab' in (8) below (cf. (2) above). According to
C&G, the ultimate licensor is always a contentful nucleus, here N3. It govern-
ment-licenses the onset of empty N, to contract an IO Government relation
with the following onset. It also has to properly govern empty N, which then
licenses its own onset. Under this analysis, N, licenses directly or indirectly all
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the three consonants in the preceding cluster. It follows that its licensing
potential has to be divided between these consonants. The more goes to one
position, the less is left for the remaining ones. Therefore labial plosives,
which absorb a considerable licensing potential, are not likely to occur in such
clusters.

(iambic) PG
Government Licensing
IO Government

N2o
l'"

n

Moreover, a crucial claim which C&G make is that governing relations must
be licensed prior to segments. This principle, they argue, is part of Universal
Grammar, and not a specific properfy of Polish. From this principle they derive
the ranking of IO Government above PG. A contentful nucleus universally first
licenses relations between consonants (within a branching onset, or IO
Govemment), and only then does it license another empty nucleus by PG.

Therefore in (8) above the IO Government relation must first be licensed, and
only then is N, properly governed and its onset licensed. In words with such a
licensing path the word-initial onset turns out to be a very weak position, not
likely to support a labial plosive.'

The analysis proposed by C&G modifies the concept of Govemment
Licensing (GL) introduced in Charette (1991). The general idea remains that
every governing relation must be licensed. However, according to Charette,
Government Licensing always comes from the nucleus which directly follows
a given governing domain. From examples such as drgac ldr0ga(A/ 'to vibrate'
(cf. (6) above), where a branching onset [dr] is followed by an empty nucleus
(and another onset), she concludes that in Polish empty nuclei can govemment-
license an onset head to govern its dependent. On the other hand, C&G
propose that the govemment-licensor is invariably a contentful nucleus. It can
be fuither away from the goveming relation which it licenses.

Consider their analysis of governing and licensing relations in drgat,
represented in (9). Here the licensing path is reversed in comparison with the
representation in (8). Govemment-licensing goes first of all to the head of the

,/(8)

ON4
I

i

o N,o
r-"' 

' 
I*2s

I Notice, however, that in dignqt'to stab' the initial
is a rather complex segment (although a coronal),
licensing potential.

onset is an affricate which structurally
and as such arguably needs a lot of
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initial branching onset which must govern its dependent. Subsequently N2
properly govems empty N, and licenses its own onset. It follows that the word-
initial consonant is in a stronger position than in (8) above. Indeed, as some of
the examples in (6) above show, this position can be occupied by a labial
plosive.

(9) 
:--------r---it ff!o Nlo N2o
\llllxxxxxxl"-'l r-'l I

dr g ae

(10) a. tba
lza
tkad
lgac

b. rdest
rtEi
rdza

Government Licensing
iambic PG

'head-GpN sG' cf. lgb 'idem-NoM sc'
'tear' cf. lez 'idem-GEN pL'

'to weep'
'to lie'
'water-pepper'
omercury'

'rust'

,/
N,

t'
x

One problem remains unresolved under C&G's analysis. According to what has
been said above, consonantal sequences containing an obstruent and a sonorant
in whatever order always trigger IO. If the conffacted IO Government relation
is well-formed (i.e. left-headed), the sequence is licensed. If not, the sequence
is disallowed and cannot be saved by applying PG to the intervening empty
nucleus. Still, there is a small number of words which undermine this
generalisation:

C&G refrain from offering an unequivocal interpretation for such words.
However, by putting the form lba in the above table they indicate the
possibility of PG applying to the empty nucleus following the initial sonorant.
There is also a handful of examples beginning with [r] and (arguably) another
sonorant, namely, rwat'to tear', rwetes'commotion' and riet'to neigh'. Such
clusters have been predicted to be impossible and are indeed extremely rare.
C&G do not propose an explicit interpretation for these cases.

Initial clusters of more than four consonants are correctly predicted not to
occur since they cannot be accounted for by the mechanisms appealed to in
C&G's analysis.
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7.2.5 Discussion

C&G provide the most exhaustive discussion of Polish consonantal clusters so

far. Most regularities are pointed out for the first time and an explanatory
account is suggested for them. A significant implication of the paper is that
even if one does not a priori decide to analyse Polish as a Strict CV language,
sequences of silent empty nuclei must be postulated in the initial clusters and
mechanisms must be developed to account for their inaudibility. Objections
which I raise to their analysis are inherent to the framework which they adopt,
in particular iambic Proper Government and the ECP.

The assumption that PG is an iambic relation and that every inaudible
nucleus must be properly governed forces them to postulate non-local PG
relations in words such as tknqc ltAkAnAcW 'to touch' (cf. (2) above). The
claim that the contentful vowel [a] can properly govern the first empty nucleus
across the IO Govemment relation between tk] and [n] nrns against the
provision of the standard theory that PG does not operate across a governing
domain. More seriously, it implies that PG is not restricted by the locality
condition since it can skip a potential governee and target the next one.

It is not quite clear how the ranking of IO Government above PG can rule
out sequences of onsets which are not able to contract a left-headed IO
Government relation. A sequence of two obsffuents, e.g. tp] and [t] in ptak

$Atak0l 'bird', does not conffact IO. Yet it is allowed and the intervening
empfy nucleus is said to be properly governed by the following [a]. On the
other hand, a sequence of fwo sonorants is ruled out unless the first one of
them is a potential governor in an IO Govemment relation, i.e. tl] or [m].
Similarly, a sequence of a sonorant and an obstruent, e.g. [n] and tk] in
hypothetical *nkat, which cannot conffact a left-headed IO Government
relation, is ruled out. If IO Government is not absolutely necessary for a

sequence to be tolerated and allows PG to apply in some cases, it is not clear
how it can prevent PG from applying in others. In my view, these facts cannot
be derived from the ranking of IO Govemment above PG. As pointed out
above, it is specifically the presence of a sonorant (other than [1, m]), i.e. a
typical govemee ffie of consonant, which necessitates an IO Government
relation. Such sonorants need to be governed in an IO Government relation if
they are melodically adjacent to another consonant.

A radical point in C&G's analysis seems to be the claim that the licensor is
always a contentful nucleus. For one, the postulated licensing paths are fairly
complicated and not quite uniform. In dignqc (cf. (8) above) the contentful
vowel directly licenses the IO governor [g] as well as its own onset. Its relation
with the word-initial consonant is apparently that of indirect licensing (via N,
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which it properly governs). On the other hand, with respect to drgac (cf. (9)

above) C&G say explicitly that it is not the empty nucleus N, which licenses

the word-initial (branching) onset, but the contentful vowel which properly
governs N, and licenses its onset.

Second, there are no obvious consistent sffuctural relations between the

licensor vowel and the consonantal licensee positions. In the cases which they

have considered so far (which involve initial clusters), a contentful nucleus

seems to license all consonantal positions up to the onset of the empty nucleus

which it properly governs. One may wonder whether, in the case of word-
intemal clusters, e.g. in paristwa'state-NoM pL', the final contentful nucleus

also has to license all the consonantal positions preceding it, namely Fi], [s], [t]
as well as [w]? And what would the licensing path look like in this case?

Third, if the direction and scope of licensing is in any way related to the
direction and scope of PG, as the cases studied above suggest, the present

analysis cannot be straightforwardly extended to word-final clusters where no
contentful vowel follows, as in paristw'state-GEN PL'. On the other hand, if in
the case of final clusters licensing is said to go from the last contentful nucleus
rightwards, both the directionality and the scope of licensing appear to be fairly
arbitrary.

The analysis which I will propose below, based on trochaic PG relations,
provides sffuctural motivation for the licensing relations between a contentful
vowel which is the phonological dornain head and the consonantal positions
preceding or following it, and it defines the extent of such licensing. It is a
direct extension of the analysis developed in the preceding chapter and does

not involve any additional complications of the theory of trochaic Proper
Government.

7.3 New analysis

In the analysis of the distribution of empty nuclei in this dissertation I
concentrate on the intemuclear relations in which such nuclei participate.
Following the standard view in Government Phonology, I consider such
relations to be the fundamental mechanism responsible for the formation of
consonantal clusters.
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7.3. I Unaccentable roots

A fact which C&G disregard in their analysis is the morphological sffucture of
the majority of words with troublesome initial consonantal clusters. Consider
again the examples given by C&G, this time arranged in morphological classes:

(11)

b.

c.

mgl+a mgiql
pchl+a pchgl
mdl+y
tk+liw+y
ck+1iw+y
dzg+n4+i
mk+n4+i

'mist', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'flea', NoM sG vs. GEN PL

'bland'
'tender'
'sickening'
'to stab'
'to speed'

The words in (11)a are underived nouns or adjectives. They contain conso-
nantal roots followed by inflectional endings. The adjectives in (11)b have
consonantal roots followed by the adjectival suffrx -liw(y) and inflection. (1l)c
exemplifies a considerable nurnber of verbs containing the verbalising suffix
-nq-.2 The verbal roots preceding the suffix mostly consist of two consonants
separated by silent empty nuclei. There are very few roots of three consonants,
such as drg-, as in drgai and drgnqt 'to shudder', PERI' vs. IMpEtr$, and /kw-
in tlwit'to stick'. It is striking that in all cases the consonantal clusters are not
just root-initial. The roots consist only of consonants (and intervening empty
nuclei). All contentful vowels in the words in (11) come from derivational
and/or inflectional suffixes.3

In the preceding chapter I have dealt with sequences of silent empty nuclei
in suffixed words, as in paitstw'state-GEN pL'. I have argued that the empfy
nuclei in the suffix -sfw confract a PG relation whose head, however, does not
acquire phonetic realisation. I have suggested that this is because the suffix is
lexically specified as unaccentable. This postulated morpheme specification is

2 Verb stems in Polish consist of a root, e.g. /pisD/ 'write', which expresses the semantic
core, and a verbalising sffix, e.g. lal, which determines the derivational and inflectional
paradigm of the verb. Most verbalising suffixes contain a vowel. Some verbs, however, take
a, zeto verbalising suffix, so that in these verbs the root is isomorphic with the stem. The
choice of the verbalising suffix is unpredictable, hence it is generally assumed to be
specified in the lexicon (cf., e.g. Laskowski 1975 and Grzegorczykowa 1979; see also
Czaykowska-Higgins 1988, 1997). Together, the root and the verbalising suffix form the
stem, e.g. /pis+a/, which is subject to further derivation and/or inflection. Cf. the infinitive
pis*a*s'to write' and the noun pisimo'letter'.
3 For a list of vowelless verbal roots, see Chapter 8.
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analogous to unaccentability in lexical accent systems, where main stress

placement is avoided on morphemes lexically marked as unaccentable. Given
that the surfacing of an empty nucleus corresponds to stress placement, the
phonetic realisation of PG heads in unaccentable morphemes is suppressed (cf.

the consffaint No PRounrreNCE, $ 6.4,5). A PG head contained within an

unaccentable suffix remains silent.
As far as lexical accent systems are concemed, the properry of unaccent-

ability is not restricted to affixes. There are also unaccentable roots. I argue

that Polish also has roots whose unaccentability affects PG relations. As in the

case of suffixes, they are inherently unaccentable in that they contain no lexical
prominence-bearing elements, i.e. contentful vowels. The unaccentability of
roots suppresses the audibility of yers contained with them, even when such
yers are proper governors.

Consider how according to this proposal the noun mgla 'mist', containing
the vowelless root /m0gAMl, is represented below. 'rrl' stands for the 'word'.

( 12)

mgla

The final nucleus in the representation above is filled by the contentful vowel
-a of the uou sG ending. The two empty nuclei in the root contract a PG
relation, whose head, however, remains silent. The final contentful vowel of
the inflectional ending becomes the head of the domain which sponsors the
preceding weak PG foot. In Chapter 6 I have argued that a weak PG relation
forms a superfoot with the preceding strong PG relation. In this case, however,
there is nothing to the left of the unaccentable root. It is not preceded by a
potential superfoot head and rnust 'lean' onto the following audible nucleus.
However, the representation in (12) does not contain a superfoot. Instead, the
weak PG foot of the root is adjoined at the level of the word 'rD'. I argue that
superfeet, like PG relations, can only be lefrheaded. Relevant evidence will be

discussed in Chapter 8.

It was argued in Chapter 6 that consonanrinitial suffixes are parsed
analytically by default, due to the constraint ALIGN(Morph,Phon), which

(D

ws
ft
NrO N2O N3llt

gla

o
I
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favours marking the morphological structure of words in terms of phonological
domain boundaries. Every domain should have an audible head. This require-
ment, which in the standard approach constitutes part of the Licensing
Principle, can be identified as Hpeo Auuelt.try(ol). It is undominated in
Polish, as evidenced by the lack of (contentful) words with no vowels. This
would make incorrect predictions when an unaccentable root is followed by a
consonant-initial suffix which contains a vowel, such as the adjectival suffix
-liw(y) and the verbalising suffix -nq-. For instance, the root lilAfrghl and the
verbalising suffix /n4/ should be parsed analytically as [dZAeAYtei0]. The
incorrectly predicted output of the verb 'to stab' would be *dzignqi, instead
of the correct dignqc. The fact that no yer surfaces in the root indicates that
the root and the suffix are parsed synthetically as [dz0g0n4i0], represented in
(13). Once the unaccentable root does not form a domain of its own, it does
not require an audible nucleus as the domain-head. Both yers contained in it
remain silent, as required by No PnoUINENCE. The suffix vowel becomes the
head of the domain, which supports the weak PG relation of the root.

(l 3)

w
,'-

o N,o N.+I l"tLg

s

,-\
o N3o N4tltn4 a,

dignqi

The above representation violates the constraint At-tcN(Morph,Phon), but it
satisfies No PnoUINENCE. I conclude that the latter constraint is ranked higher
in Polish: No PnonanreNcE >> Auou(Morph,Phon).

The same ranking explains no yer appearance in -liw(y) derivatives, such as

tkliwy'tender', and not *tgkliwy, which should result from the analytic parsing
of the adjectival suffix. Since the suffix has a contentful vowel, parsing it
synthetically with the unaccentable root /t0k0l makes it possible to satisSr No
PnounqgNCE as well as the requirernent that every domain should have an
audible head (Heeo Auplelttrv(rrr)).
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7.3.2 Root unaccentability violations
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A problem arises when an unaccentable nominal root is followed by a 'zero'
inflectional ending, as in GEN PL mgigl. Consider the representation in (14)
below. There is no overt nucleus in an unaccentable root or in a 'zeto'
inflectional suffix to function as the required domain head. In this case the

unaccentability of the root rnust be violated. The phonetic surfacing of a yer in
an unaccentable root, as in (14), provides evidence for the ranking Hpep
Aunmu-trv(ro) >> No PRotvlttBNCE in Polish.

(14)

o
I

m

o
A

/s
/ ,r_-r.,

NrO N2O N3l-t
J
e

mgisl

The fact that the last two nuclei, rather than the first two, form a PG relation
in (14) can be attributed to the consfaint No Larsn(PG). However, as

observed earlier in this dissertation, Polish prosody in general exhibits the
preference for a foot to be located at the right word edge. The main stress foot
includes the last two audible nuclei in the word, although secondary stress is

assigned to every other syllable, counting from the beginning of the word.
There are then two conflicting directionalities in the formation of metrical
relations. Words of three syllables provide evidence that the right-edge
orientation wins, since stress falls on the penultimate syllable, as in jagoda
'berry' (and not *jagoda).

An analogous situation can be observed with respect to PG relations. One
PG relation is usually formed at the end of the word. I have referred to the

relevant constraint as EucE-RIGHT (cf. $ 6.3.1). It demands that the last empty
nucleus of the word be licensed by PG. On the other hand, however, in
Chapter 8, some evidence will be adduced for a constraint which requires a

sffong, i.e. audible, nucleus domain-initially (Encn-Lerr). The two constraints
are in conflict in a word which only contains three empty nuclei, like (14)
above. As in the case of stress, the right edge requirement wins, since the
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penultimate yer is phonetically realised rn mgigL This indicates the ranking of
Encp-RIGHT >> Encp-LEFT in PG relations, similarly to stress.

The case of root unaccentability violation illusffated in (14) above involves
an underived noun with an unaccentable root and 'zeto' inflection. Apart from
this, there are violations which arise in combinations of unaccentable roots
with unaccentable derivational suffixes, such as the Class A adjectival suffix
-n(y) discussed in Chapter 6. Such suffixation triggers the appearance of a
ghost vowel in the root it attaches to, including unaccentable roots. Consider
the following examples:

(15) Root
lsftnU snu
hfit0l sto
ldbnW dni
fi<ArAwA/ lrwi

'sleep-GEN sG'

'hundred'
'days'
'blood-cEN sG'

Adjective
senny
sstny
dzignny
krewny

'sleepy'
ohundredth'

'daily'
'relative'

Apparently, the synthetic parsing of the root and the suffix is not possible if
the suffix itself has no vowel. The vowel of the inflectional ending, which
attaches synthetically to it, does not change the unaccentable status of the
suffix. An unaccentable suffix must be parsed analytically, and due to such a
parsing, the root yer in the PG head position must be phonetically realised, at
the cost of violating the unaccentability of the root.

The nominalising suffixes -nik, -niak and -nica also trigger yer appearance
in the preceding unaccentable root (as in sennik 'dream-book' and krewniak
'relative'; cf. $ 6.2.3 above). This may seem to undermine the generalisation
made on the basis of the suffixes -liw(y) and -fte-, that consonant-initial
suffixes with contentful vowels are parsed synthetically with unaccentable
roots, in order to avoid a No PRorratNeNCE violation. I argue, however, that the
former suffixes are only apparent counterexamples. In fact, they consist of the
pre-accenting suffix -n(y) followed by the nominalising suffixes -1ft, -ak or -ica.
These are also independent suffixes in Polish (cf. slod*ki 'sweet' vs. slodz+ik
'sweetener', and lys+y 'bold' vs. fus+ica 'stony rnountain'). The vowel-initial
suffixes -ik, -ak or -ica attach synthetically to the preceding suffix -n(y). Still,
this is not sufficient to trigger the synthetic parsing of both suffixes with the
preceding unaccentable root.

I conclude that the unaccentability rnarking on the -n(y) suffix is present,
irrespective of the vocalic inflectional ending which can follow it (as tn sgn*ny
'sleepy') and irrespective of the vowel of the following synthetically attached
suffix. Two unaccentable rnorphemes are not tolareted next to each other,
which I have attributed to the consffaint No Lersn(ro), parallel to No
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LnrsE(PG) and No Lepsp in stress. As already argued in Chapter 6, No
Larsn(ro) dominates No PnounqrNcE. The unaccentability of the leftmost
morpheme is violated. This suggests that left-headed structures are generally
preferred in Polish. A weak branch leans onto the following audible nucleus if
there is nothing to its left, as in (12) and (13) above. In this position, it is
parallel to a word-initial empty nucleus, which is not preceded by a potential
proper governor. However, if there are two adjacent empty nuclei, the leftmost
one must properly govern the following one. Similarly, in a sequence of nvo
weak branches (i.e. unaccentable morphemes), the leftmost one must provide
support for the rightmost one, and give up its unaccentabiliry.

Similar cases of root unaccentabiliry violations involve diminutive nouns
derived from unaccentable roots, such as pigsglc /p0sGrk0/ 'dog-DIM'. The
Class B suffix -stwo can also attach to a few unaccentable verbal roots, as in
z=dzigr*stwo 'extortion' and po-sel+stwo 'legation', where again the
unaccentability of the root is violated. Other Class B suffixes do not attach to
unaccentable roots.

Other examples of violations due to the conflicting requirements of
morphemes will be discussed in $ 7.4 below.

7.3.3 Licensing of 'unfooted' empty nuclei

The above analysis of root-initial clusters in terms of root unaccentability
accounts for the occurrence of three consonants word-initially, as in mgla
lmDg0/+il 'mist' or tknqc ftAkD+nqtDl 'to touch'. The two empty nuclei
sandwiched between these consonants conffact a PG relation whose head
remains inaudible. Such an empty-headed PG foot is indirectly licensed by the
following contentful nucleus at the level of the word.

The contentful domain head can also indirectly license one 'unfooted'
ernpfy nucleus (i.e. one ungovemed in terms of PG) in the preceding syllable.
This is the case in the word pchac'to push', represented below:

(16)

o
I

p
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The verb pchac contains an unaccentable root /p0xhl and the verbalising suffix
-a-. The empty nucleus in the first syllable in (16) is not properly govemed,
because there is no potential proper govemor to its left. It is, however,
indirectly licensed by the following contenful Nr. N, is the head of the domain
and it can license one 'unfooted' dependent. There is a head-dependent relation
between a contentful nucleus and the preceding empty one in (16), but this
relation does not involve (iambic) PG. It holds on the word level, above PG
feet.

Under iambic PG, an empty nucleus in the word-initial CV unit (such as N,
in (16)) shouldbe properly governed by the following audible vowel (here Nr),
similarly to word-medial empty nuclei. It is therefore unexpected that many
languages, such as Turkish and Yawelmani discussed in Chapter 2 above, do

not allow for silent nuclei word-initially, but they do word-medially. On the
other hand, according to the present approach, the occurrence of a silent
nucleus in a word-initial CV unit involves a special type of prosodic licensing.
It is due to the unaccentability of the word-initial morpheme and the No
PnourNpNCE constraint, which suppresses the phonetic realisation of PG heads
in such morphemes.

The difference between PG relations in Turkish and Polish, as viewed here,
is analogous to the difference between stress in rhythmic languages and lexical
accent systems. In rhythmic languages prominence is realised on every foot
head (as stress or as audibility). On the other hand, words in lexical accent
systems often exhibit no secondary stress. As argued by Revithiadou (1999),
prominence in Russian (in the form of secondary stress) can only be realised
on every other foot head. This parallels the behaviour of PG relations in
Polish, where the head of one weak PG feet does not acquire phonetic
realisation, as long as it is adjacent to no other weak word tree branch.

7.3.4 Initial clusters and Magic Licensing

There are a few roots in Polish which consist of four consonants, while the
analysis developed above can only account for the occurrence of up to three
consonants, enclosing two silent nuclei. Consider, for instance, idibl-, as in
idiblo'blade of grass' (cf. idnbel'idem-cEN PL') and pstr- rn pstry'gaudy'.
The extra consonant in the clusters is [s], which in the first word is palatalised
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and voiced. I assume that its presence is due to Magic Licensing.o The
word is represented below:

(17) o
I

WS
,/_-,

N,O N.O N'l-rl
blo

o
I

ilz
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former

1*
Nr

Under the present analysis, Magic Licensing affects an empty nucleus
following (palatalised and voiced) [s].

A cluster of four consonants also results from the concatenation of the
fficonsonantal root drg- with the consonant-initial verbalising suffix -nq- in
drgnqi 'to shudder, to give a start'. In comparison with other unaccentable
roots which take the suffix -nq- and which are all bi-consonantal, e.g. dig-,
mk- and tk- (cf. (l)), the root drg- contains an extra consonant [r]. According
to C&G, initial [dr] in this root constitutes a branching onset. I will return to
the issue of the interpretation of clusters with [r] in a Strict CV approach later
in this chapter.

7.3.5 Trochaic PG and Licensing Inheritance

The above account of word-initial consonantal clusters has concentrated on
internuclear relations. No claims have been made concerning the nature of
consonants allowed in such clusters. However, the network of internuclear
relations postulated for words with unaccentable morphemes can provide a

basis for the analysis of restrictions on melodically adjacent consonants.
Recall that according to Cyran & Gussmann, the ultimate licensor in (word-

initial) consonantal clusters is always a contentful nucleus. Its licensing
potential is split up between all the melodically adjacent consonants preceding
it. Therefore if a more complex consonant appears in one position, the
remaining consonants must be less complex. However, within their approach

o As was observed in Chapter 6 with respect to the suffix -stw(o), in unaccentable roots the
Magically Licensed [s] is always followed by and assimilated to [t, d]. This can be taken as

evidence in favour of interpreting [st] as a complex segment, rather than a cluster.

o
I

Z
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there are no obvious and consistent sffuctural relations between the licensor
vowel and the preceding consonantal licensee positions. Consider again their
representation of the word dignqt 'to stab', given in (8) above, and repeated
below for convenience:

(18) ,/ (iambic) PG
Government Licensing
IO Government

oN4
I

e

ON,
r."''

&2 nq

Notice that the alleged licensing relation from the contentful nucleus N, to the
onset of empty N, is not based on a governing relation (see also $ 7.2.4 and

i 7.2.6 above).
On the other hand, the analysis developed above does involve relations

between a contentful nucleus and the preceding one or two empty nuclei. In
this way it implies the possibility that the nature of all the onset consonants of
these empty nuclei can depend on the following contentful vowel and the
consonant directly preceding it. Consider the reanalysed representation of
dignqc, repeated from (13) above:

(l e)

+O
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Here N, and N, are in a PG relation which is indirectly licensed as a whole by
the domain head Nr. Given that every nucleus licenses its own onset, N, has
some influence on all the onsets preceding it.

C&G observe that the initial position in fficonsonantal clusters is generally
occupied by the governor rype of segments. This positional strength is not
surprising under the present analysis since the initial onset, such as [dz] in
(19), is licensed by a nucleus which is a PG head, albeit an inaudible one. It
also follows that the consonants enclosing the governee N, must resemble a

branching onset. As pointed out by C&G, the consonants surrounding a vowel-
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zero alternating site tend to resemble branching onsets. They go as far as to
suggest that it is in fact IO Government, and not PG, that licenses empty nuclei
between such consonants, e.g. rn kra ktral 'ice float'. I agree with them with
respect to the latter example. However, I am of the opinion that licensing by
IO Government does not necessarily exclude licensing by PG at the same time,
if there is a potential govemor to the left. PG licenses the intervening position
to remain silent by establishing that it has no properly governing function to
fuIfil. On the other hand, IO Government sanctions melodically the cluster
which arises this way. In the case at hand, N, in (19) is properly governed, but
for the structure to be well-formed, the consonants surrounding it must also be
approved of by IO.

While C&G's analysis of initial clusters cannot be extended to word-final
clusters in a straightforward way because it crucially relies on iambic PG, the
present account does not face such a problem because it distinguishes two
levels of relations between contentful and empty nuclei: within PG feet and
befween such feet. The headedness within PG feet is fixed: trochaic. On the
other hand, the head orientation on the higher prosodic level varies. This
variability is due to the lexical '(un)accentability' properties of morphemes.
The headedness at the word level depends on the location of an unaccentable
morpheme within the word.

However, one should be cautious in trying to derive all interconsonantal
relations from the internuclear relations of the intervening nuclei. It is possible
that the former function fairly independent from the latter. Recall that C&G
point out restrictions against homorganicity which hold morpheme-internally
between non-adjacent consonants in Polish (cf. $ 7.2.3 above). In their analysis
of Kammu, van der Hulst & Ritter (1998, in prep.) also observe long distance
dependencies between consonants within the word across an audible vowel.

It can also be the case in Polish that all consonants within a morpheme,
whether separated by audible or inaudible nuclei, share a certain licensing
potential and hence are interrelated. However, no extensive studies of Polish
morpheme structure conditions have been carried out, and C&G only look for
regularities which involve melodically adjacent consonants. In this dissertation
I do not go into the details of interconsonantal relations and restrictions on
adjacent consonantal melodies in Polish. A prerequisite for a reliable analysis
of such facts is an explicit theory of segmental sffucture. This goes far beyond
the scope of this study, which focuses on the internuclear relations involving
empfy nuclei.
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7.4 Root unaccentability violations in DEMVED IMPERFECTIYE verbs

In this section I examine yer surfacing in nBRrvED IMPERFECTIVE (nt) verbs
which contain unaccentable roots. What is striking about DI yer appearance is

that it takes place not before another yer in the following syllable, but before
the vowel [a] of the u suffix. It has been problematic for many previous
approaches. For instance, Spencer (1986) suggests listing all pl forms in the

lexicon and relating them by means of a purely descriptive morpholexical rule.
Similarly, Szpyra (1992: note 24) proposes lexical markings on the words in
which yer surfacing takes place.'

I will argue that such yer surfacing in unaccentable roots is forced by the
pre-accenting requirement of the DI suffix. This solution is essentially a
restatement of the approach proposed in Rowicka & van de Weder (1994).

7.4. I Morphological preliminaries

The meaning of the DI verbs is roughly 'to perform an action repeatedly,
without necessarily finishing it'. DI suffixes belong to the class of derivational
suffixes. These kinds of suffixes generally truncate verbalising suffixes. Thus,
the form which undergoes DI suffixation is the stem, but its ffuncated
verbalising suffrx no longer shows up in the DI verbs. There are two DI

suffixes, ywa(i) and a(j). (20) provides some straightforward examples. In (a)

the suffix is ywa(j), and in (b) it is a(j):

(20) a. pEkFECTrr/E DERIVED IMzERFECTIYE

zapisac zapisywac 'to write down'
wyrownai wyr6wnywac 'to flatten'

b. zarobtc zarabia( 'to eam'
wyrzucii vryrzuca(, to throw away'

Before the following vowel-initial suffixes the ol suffixes appear with the final
glide tj] which, however, does not surface preconsonantally, e.g. before the
infinitival suffix -i. The phonology of the suffixation with -ywa(il is fairly
straightforward. What is of interest for the present discussion is yer surfacing
induced by the other ot suffix , a(il.

t For a review of some earlier approaches to the problem of u yer surfacing see Rowicka &
van de Weijer (1994).
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7.4.2 DI yer surfacing

In most contexts considered so far yer surfacing in Polish follows the well-
known pattern found cross-linguistically: a yer, i.e. an underlying empty
nucleus, surfaces when it is followed by another empty nucleus. Before any
other vowel in the next syllable it does not show up.

This is, however, not what happens in DI verbs. In such verbs a single
empty nucleus in the root surfaces before the contentful vowel [a] of the ot
suffix.6 Consider the examples in (21):?

(21) Root
a. lfiwhl

ItAkA/
fiAxA/

b. hbrhl
ld0r0l
lfirbl

PERFECTIVE

wy=wai
ws:tknqi
ode-tchnAi
zg:brac
zg:drzec
w5trzei

DENVED IMPERFECTIVE

wv:rvwac
w--tykai
od:dychai
z:bigrac
rdzigrac
wy*cierai

'to extract'
'to stick in'
'to breathe'
'to gather'
'to tear ofP
'to wipe off

In (21) the vowelless verbal roots are suffixed with the u suffix a(j), and the
empty nuclei in the roots emerge. Interestingly, the phonetic realisation of the
surfacing yers is not regularly [e], but [y], as shown in (21)a. In those cases

where the vowel is [e], exemplified in (21)b, the yer is followed by [r]. The
presence or the shape of the prefix has no influence on the altemations in the
DI stem itself, as the examples in (22) show:

(22) PERFECTTvE

tchn4i
DERIVED IMPERFECTIYE

dychai 'to
w-dychad 'to
z:dychai 'to
w5dychac 'to
od:dychai 'to
po:od-dychai 'to
na-w:dychai 'to

breathe'
breathe in'
die'
breathe out'
inhale'
inhale-tTERATIVE'
breathe in-nERarIVE'

6 Recall from $ 5.2.2 above that yers which surface as [y] in nt verbs turn up as [e] in
nouns containing the same roots. Compare, for instance, za:mlcnqt 'to lock' and za:mykac
'idem-Dl' vs. za:mgk'lock' artd za:mka'idem -GEN-SG'.
7 For more examples, see Chapter 8.
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The phonology of prefixes is addressed in Chapter 8 below. At this point it is
only relevant that they generally attach analytically to the following root.

The fact that in DI verbs the surfacing yer is not followed by another yer,
together with its different melodic realisation, suggest that such surfacing
cannot be attributed to the requirements of Proper Government. Under iambic
PG, the yer in question (N,) could be properly governed by the contentful
vowel [a] of the DI suffix (Nr). This is shown in the representations of a(n
uninflected) DI stem in (23)a below (the prefix is omitted from the repre-
sentation as irrelevant):

(23) a.

NrO + N2 lo,tt
cha

o
I

d

o
I

d

/,- b.
NrO + N2 lDlll

ch

On the other hand, under the analysis developed at the beginning of this
chapter, the yer in N, should remain silent irrespective of its PG status, since it
is contained in an unaccentable root. This is the reason why the root yers
remain silent in the perfective counterparts of all the verbs in (21).

Moreover, it is not the case that every yer directly followed by the ot
suffix -a(il must appear phonetically, as pointed out by Nykiel-Herbert (1984):

(24) a. uskrzydlid
uskrzydlad

*uskrzydylai

cf. skrzydgt

b. upodobnii
upodabniai

'to provide with wings'
'idem-Dl'

'wing-GnN-PL'

'to make similar'
'idem-Dl'

*upodobiBniac

cf. podobiefistwo 'similarity'

In the above examples the final syllable of the verb stem to which the u suffix
is attached contains a yer. The yer surfaces in related words, but remains
inaudible in the ol verb forms. The change of [o] to [a] before the DI suffix in
(24)b is another Dl-specific phenomenon to be briefly considered below.
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7.4.3 DI Minimality Condition (Rowicka & van de Weijer 1994)

F
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The analysis of yer surfacing in u verbs put forward in Rowicka & van de

Weijer (R&W) (1994) focuses on the prosodic shape of words. It is observed
that yers emerge only in roots which have no contentful nucleus. Yers do not
show up in stems which already have at least one contentful vowel before the

suffix vowel [a] (see the examples in (2a) above). R&W conclude that yer

surfacing is due to a prosodic minimality condition on the output form of pt

verb stems.

(25) DI Minimality Condition

The above condition requires that a DI stem must be minimally disyllabic, i.e.
it must contain a branching foot at its right edge. The lack of an enclosing
bracket to the left of the foot head in (25) indicates that it may or may not be

preceded by more syllables, i.e. the condition is on the minimal size only. The
condition in (25) forces yer surfacing in the verbs exemplified in (21) as the

most straightforward way of creating the missing branch of the required binary
foot. In order to provide a syllable head which can function as the foot head,

the yer in a subminimal root of a DI stem must become audible.
Additional support for the relevance of the trochaic foot at the right edge

of u stems comes from the analysis of other vocalic phenomena characteristic
of ol verbs. The ol suffix a(j) triggers some melodic changes in the vowel
preceding it. Consider the data in (26). The alternating vowels are italicised.

(26) PERFECTIYE DENVED IMPERFECTIVE

a. zaprosii zapraszat, 'to invite'
wyrobii wyrabiac 'to shape'

1,,

b. zagnteil(,
wymieSi

zagniatat
wymiatac

'to knead'
'to sweep out'
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The [o] and [e] in the perfective verb form surface as [a] in the oI. This
change is only obligatory in the vowel preceding the DI suffrx. If there are
more [o] vowels in the stem they ffiay, but do not have to, change to [a]:

(27) Perfective
o:swobodzii

Derived Imperfective
o:swobadzac

or o-swaba dzac
o:szolamiad

or o:szalamiai

'to liberate'

'to daze'o:szolomii

The forms in which all (stem) instances of underlying [o] change into [a] can
be explained by means of a oI vowel harmony process (cf. Rubach 1986). This
type of approach cannot, however, explain why the change to [a] is obligatory
with respect to only one vowel [o] in the stem, but optional with respect to
others. R&W point out that the obligatory vowel change is related to a
particular position in the prosodic sffucture, namely, the foot head position
specified in the minimality condition in (25).

7.4.4 DI Minimality Condition as pre-accentuation

R&W's analysis of DI yer surfacing in terms of a prosodic minimality
condition can be adopted in the present model as it stands. However, it can
also be understood in terms of accentual propertie s of morphemes, to which the
present analysis of Polish crucially appeals.

What the minimality condition in (25) expresses is the requirement that the
DI suffix -a(j) must be preceded by a strong prosodic position (i.e. a foot
head). In other words, the suffix is pre-accenting. However, since the u suffix
has a contentful vowel, the analysis of vowelless unaccentable suffixes
developed above cannot automatically apply to it. It does not refer to PG
relations, but rather to a higher projection level, where only audible vowels are
projected. DI yer surfacing appears to involve the only case in present-day
Polish where pre-accentuation effects are observed before a morpheme with a

contentful vowel.
The pre-accentuation requirement of the DI suffix does not need to be

necessarily satisfied by the vowel immediately preceding the DI suffix.
Therefore a yer in the syllable preceding the nt suffix remains silent if there is
another vowel in the root, as in uskrzydlac (*uskrzydylat) (ct. Q$ above). It
must, however, be satisfied within the morpheme directly preceding the pre-
accenting suffix. It associates to a nucleus within the root, even if this involves
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the violation of the root's unaccentability and of the BTeRITY constraint on
PG relations, which is otherwise strictly observed in Polish. Nowhere else are

there surfacing PG heads without silent PG dependents. The phonetic
realisation of the yers appearing in ol verbs as [y], rather than [e], is a means
of marking the degenerate stafus of the PG feet within the u stems.

7.5 Word-initial clusters
7.5.1 Initial clusters in accentable roots

Consonantal clusters occur also initially in roots which, conffary to unaccent-
able roots on which I have focused in this chapter, also contain a lexical vowel
(see Appendix 2 below). Such a vowel can bear prosodic prominence and be a
governor in a PG relation. Its presence makes a root accentable in terms of PG
relations. A consequence of this is that the occurrence of silent ernpty nuclei in
the initial CV units of such roots cannot be attributed to morpheme unaccent-
ability. Given trochaic PG, they cannot be properly governed. The question
arises why such empty nuclei are tolerated and how they are then licensed. It is
beyond the scope of this dissertation to account for the occurrence of every
type of cluster in Polish. Below I point out some facts which are intended to
clear up the picture to some extent.

Clusters of four consonants appear only in a few unaccentable roots and in
words beginning with the prefix wz- (also spelled as lus-, w^f- or wsz-), as in
wz:bronic 'to prohibit'. The same prefix also occurs in many word-initial
clusters of three consonants, wz--nieit 'to lift'. Prefixed words are considered
in the next chapter. The morphological structure of some of the words in
question is no longer (fully) transparent, as in the case of wspanialy'splendid'
and wszczynat'to start'. Still, their phonotactics can be best understood if they
are analysed as containing the prefix lwhzW (notice, for instance, the appear-
ance of the same root in wszczynai and po--czynat 'to do').

As far as other root-initial clusters of three consonants in accentable roots
are concerned, one large group includes clusters of [s, z] + obstruent +
sonorant, as in zdrowie'health' and sknera 'niggatd'.8 A small group contains
/s/ (or its voiced and/or palatalised variants) in the second position, as in
pszczola'bee'. The clustering properties of /s/, also in numerous biconsonantal
sequences, can be attributed to its Magic Licensing capacity. In some cases,
however, the prefix hhl is involved. The massive occurrence of obstruent +
sonorant sequences, both following /s/ and in biconsonantal clusters, calls for

8 There are only few words where [s, z] is followed by two sonorants, e.g. smrod'stench'
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an analysis in terms of left-headed IO Government, resembling the constituent
govefirment of the standard GP theory. Another large group of clusters contain
hl or /r'l (spelled 'rz' and pronounced as [5] or [Z]) in the second position, as

in krtari'larynx'. Such clusters occur also in unaccentable roots. The status of
hl in such clusters in addressed in the following section.

Clusters of turo obstruents, in particular of two plosives, as in [ptJak 'bird',
which Cyran & Gussmann attribute to the operation of iambic PG, require
another explanation, given trochaic PG. I argue that the classification into well-
behaved, i.e. branching-onset and coda-onset clusters and 'ill-behaved' clusters
(which had to be accounted for by iambic PG) in standard Government
Phonology is not sufficient to deal with cross-linguistic facts. For instance,
some plosive + nasal clusters, which do not qualiff as branching onsets, are

widely attested in Germanic languages. Consider, for instance, the Dutch words
knap 'smart' and gnuiven 'chuckle'. I suggest that an adequate theory of
consonantal clusters should be more flexible and make it possible to draw the
borderline between acceptable and unacceptable clusters on a language-specific
basis. Such a theory can be possible within a Strict CV approach in terms of
IO Government.

A reliable account requires an explicit theory of segmental sffucture, which
goes beyond the focus of this study. Moreover, it will be worth comparing the
facts of Polish with those of other languages which allow for sequences of
obstruents (see fn.l 1 in Chapter 5 above). Clusters of two sonorants apparently
confirm Cyran & Gussmann's hypothesis about the governor status of [m],
since it can occur in accentable roots before all other sonorants, except for lwl
[v], which can be attributed to a constraint against homorganicity. There is no
such evidence for the governor status of [, l], which C&G also propose, since
they do not occur at all initially in biconsonantal clusters in accentable roots.
On the other hand, [r] is found in a few words in this position, e.g. in rtqc
'mercury'.

In the following section I consider a hypothesis about the syllabic status of
lrl in Polish, which can provide an explanation for the occurrence of [r]
initially in biconsonantal clusters and medially in triconsonantal clusters.

7.5.2 Syllabic /rl in Polish

Polish is generally assumed to have no syllabic consonants (except in fast
casual speech; cf. Biedrzycki 1971, 1978, Rubach 1974). Only vocalic nuclei
count for metrical structure and can bear primary or secondary stress, unlike,
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for instance, some other Slavic languages, like Czech and Serbo-Croatian.e It
is, however, interesting to notice that in terms of phonotactics, some r-contain-
ing clusters in Polish resemble clusters in the languages where tr] can be

syllabic. Compare the cognates of the word for 'blood':

In the Polish word, there is a vowel-zero alternation only between [r] and [v],
while in Bulgarian a ghost vowel appears either between [r] and [v] or between

[k] and [r]. In Serbo-Croatian no vowel appears within the root. Instead, the
cluster-medial [r] is syllabic in both forms. In Russian the nucleus following
the cluster [<r] has been historically re-analysed as a contentful (non-alternat-
ing) vowel, which makes the forms of less theoretical interest.

Notice the resemblance between the Polish and the Serbo-Croatian cEN sG

forms. Both contain the same sequence of consonants tlav] (devoiced in Polish
to [fff]), the difference being that Serbo-Croatian tr] counts in metrical
sffucture and can even bear primary stress, while in Polish words ltke kr'wi are
perceived as monosyllabic. More examples of this kind are given in (29)
below.

(28) 'blood'
a. Polish
b. Serbo-Croatian
c. Bulgarian
d. Russian

NOM SG

lcrew
krv

I

l<rAv

krov'

Serbo-Croatian

ltrvlenje

td1vla

[rtrlJetl

[grm]eti

tgr,dliti

GEN SG

lffwi
hvi

,
kOrvi
krovi

'to squander'
'friction'
'firewood'
'firewood'
'pivot'
'to suffer'
'to thunder'
'to thunder'
'Adam's apple'
'to scold'

(29) Polish

[trf]onii

[drv]a

[tSp]ief

[gZm]iei

[grd]yka

e Serbo-Croatian examples come from Benson (1978, 1979). Thanks also to Maja Popovii
(p.c.).
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I propose that, despite this difference, in both languages the forms are the same

in terms of their phonotactic structure, namely in both languages cluster-medial

[r] is syllabic. It occupies an onset position as well as the following nuclear
position. This accounts for the fact that [CrC] sequences can be tolerated in
Polish, just as they are in Serbo-Croatian, although the former language has no
metrically syllabic consonants.

Phonetics does not provide unambiguous evidence concerning syllabic
consonants since there is no independent physical measure of syllabicify.
Derived criteria, such as duration and/or the presence of vocal-fold vibration,
are typically gradient. Under these circumstances, the only solid type of
evidence conceming the syllabic parsing of a given string is phonological:
metrical or phonotactic. I suggest that the metrical criterion of syllabiciry does
not necessarily overlap with a phonotactic one. Consonants can function as

syllabic in phonotactic patterns, but at the same time be metrically 'weightless'.
This is the case, I argue, with some occurrences of Polish [r].

The r-metathesis in the Bulgarian forms, given in (28) above, provides
strong evidence for a Strict CV representation of the root lk0r$vh/.\o The
forms can straightforwardly be derived from the following sffuctures:

(30) b.
ONjlt
vi

o
I

k
?NI
k

O N,O N.I-l
r Jv

a

,'--
NrO N2

IJr
a

tkOrvillkrOvl

The first representation contains a sequence of three empty nuclei. Given the
constraint No Lepsr and trochaic PG, the surfacing of N2 is correctly
predicted. The first empty nucleus N, is not properly govemed, but it has no
goveming function either. I assume that it is licensed by a left-headed IO
Govemment relation between the consonants tk] and [r] which enclose it.
Observe that the NoM sG form krgw [kref] in Polish is analogous to the

r0 Such metathesis of a consonant and a schwa vowel in Bulgarian mostly involves [r], but
also occurs with [] (see, e.g. Scatton 1975 and Jetchev 1996). Consider a few more
examples:

(l) srQk
gr0m
xldc
drQvce

Bfrci
gQrmja
xdlcam
dQrvo

'Greek-NotrN', sG vs. PL

'thunder', NoLN vs. vERB
'hiccup', INTERT vs. vERB

'log'vs. 'wood'
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Bulgarian form in (30)a, except that the empty nucleus is phonetically realised
as [e] in Polish and as tAl is Bulgarian. Like Bulgarian and unlike Serbo-
Croatian, Polish requires a vocalic melody in the nucleus which is the domain-
head.

In the representation in (30)b there is a sequence of two empty nuclei, of
which the leftmost, as a proper governor of the rightmost nucleus, is correctly
predicted to swface phonetically.

It is Iess obvious how the Serbo-Croatian forms should be represented. The
representation of syllabic consonants is still a maffer of debate in GP. Within
the standard approach, one can, for instance, analyse the [<r] cluster in [rv]
and [krvi] as a branching onset, with [r] spreading into the following empty
nuclear position. Alternatively, [r] can be syllabified into the nucleus position
and preceded by a simple onset [k]. Both possibilities are represented below:

(31) a.

The representation in (31)a is only possible within a framework assuming
branching constituents, while the one in (31)b can also be postulated within a

Strict CV approach. A problem involved in the representation in (31)a is that
the sonorant is at the same time linked to two syllabic positions between which
there is no direct structural relation: a dependent position within an onset and
the nuclear position licensing this onset.

On the other hand, from the representation in (3 I )b it does not follow
straightforwardly *hy, contrary to contentful vocalic nuclei, a nucleus filled by
a syllabic consonant cannot be either preceded or followed by a consonantal
cluster. Moreover, the representation in (31)b implies that the loss of syllabic
sonorants in a language is mostly likely to result in the total loss of the
sonorants in the nuclear positions (and their substitution by a vocalic melody),
since there is no other syllabic position available for them. This was not the
case in the development of Slavic languages, where a vowel generally appears
next lo the previously syllabic sonorant (cf. present-day Serbo-Croatian trg
with syllabic [r] and Polish targ 'marketplace').

Another possible way of representing a syllabic consonant is that proposed
by Yoshida (1990) for the Japanese'moraic'nasal. Following him, I assume
that a syllabic consonant occupies an onset position and spreads melodically to
the following ungoverned empty nucleus. Given this proposal, the representa-

b.oNllxxtt
kr

N

I

x

o
\xxtlkr
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tion of Serbo-Croatian NoM sc form tqr], given below, is almost the same as

that of its Bulgarian cognate in (30)a.

(32) N,ON"
' 

| ,' 
L

It
r

Both in the Bulgarian and in the Serbo-Croatian forms, the empty nucleus in
the middle must receive phonetic realisation in order to resolve the lapse of
three empty nuclei. The difference befween the two languages consists in the
language-specific manner of realising Nz phonetically. While in Bulgarian the
surfacing nucleus acquires the default vocalic melody [D], in Serbo-Croatian it
can be filled by the melody of the preceding [r]. In the absence of an adjacent

[r], an ungoverned empty nucleus is realised in Serbo-Croatian as [a], e.g. san
'sleep' (cf. sna 'idem-GnN sG'). Polish NoM sc form lvew is analogous to
Bulgarian, except for the melody of the surfacing yer. Similarly to Bulgarian
and contrary to Serbo-Croatian, Polish requires vocalic melody in the nucleus
which is the domain-head position.

As far as the Serbo-Croatian GEN sG form tryit is concerned, there are

two plausible representations, shown in (33) below. Given the representation of
syllabic [r] in [ry], given in (32) above, one can also assume that in fkrvi] the
liquid spreads to the following empty nucleus. This possibility is shown in
(33)a. On the other hand, by analogy to the Bulgarian forms, one would rather
expect the leftmost empty nucleus in a sequence to acquire phonetic realisation,
since it has a properly governing function to fulfil with respect to the following
empty nucleus. This is represented in (33)b. In either case r-spreading results
in a representation which satisfies No LRPSE, since it does not contain a

sequence of silent nuclei. Both possibilities are represented below:

ON1
I

V

o
I

k

(33) b.a.

^\N,ON,ttt. 
I 

'
.J

r

oN3lt
vl

o
I

k
? 

N 
? 

ry,? 
T,

k r vi

As observed above, (33)b is closer to the representation of the Bulgarian
cognate. It relates the spreading of [r] melody to an empty nucleus, here N,, to
the properly governing role which this nucleus has to fulfil with respect to
another empty nucleus, here Nr. Its drawback is that it assumes that r-spreading
can take place either leftwards (in [avi]) or right'wards (in tq./]), either to a
nucleus preceding or following [r]. I
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The interpretation represented in (33)a is more restrictive in the sense that
it allows for r-spreading only in one direction: rightrvards. On the other hand,
it implies that such spreading can target an ungoverned empty nucleus even if
it is not a proper governor. There is independent evidence that this is indeed
the case in Serbo-Croatian. Syllabic [r] also occurs initially in words, such as

rvati'to wrestle', represented below:

(34)

As shown above, the [r] melody spreads to an ungoverned nucleus which has

no properly governing function to fulfil since the following vowel is lexically
contentful. I conclude that (33)a is the correct representation of the Serbo-
Croatian word tlffvil and that syllabic [r] always involves spreading of the
liquid to the following ungoverned empty nucleus.

I have observed above that Polish resembles Serbo-Croatian in allowing for
[CrC] clusters. Like Serbo-Croatian, it also allows for word-initial pre-
consonantal [r]. Consider the following words:

(35) Polish Serbo-Croatian

[rv]ai

trju
[pvJati

lrdlu
lrZled

l1i:le
lrtlai

tltl

In the case of both [CrC] clusters and [rC] clusters, [r] is metrically syllabic in
Serbo-Croatian, but not in Polish. I suggest, however, that in both languages
the liquid is phonotactically syllabic, i.e. it occupies an onset as well as a
nuclear position. The same analysis applies to h'l (spelled rz artd realised
phonetically as [5, Z]) in words such as drzwi'door' and grzmiec 'to thunder'.
In other words, I postulate the following representations for the words
beginning in [CrC] and [rC] clusters in Polish:

? Y,? T,? T,
r v a t i

'to tear'
'to wrestle'
'rust'
'rust'
'to neigh'
'(it) neighs'
'mercury'
'cape'
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(36) o Nro Nro N3o N4I l.-' lll
k r vi
g t' m'e (,

rva(,

As represented above, words beginning with tCrC] and [rC] clusters contarn
phonotactically syllabic [r].

The differences between the ways in which phonotactically syllabic trl
functions in Polish and in Serbo-Croatian are due to the different restrictions
on nuclear projections in the two languages. In Serbo-Croatian syllabic [r] is
projected onto a higher nuclear projection level, just like vocalic nuclei. It
therefore enjoys the same metrical status as vocalic nuclei: it counts for stress

and can bear primary stress. In Polish, on the other hand, only vocalic nuclei
are projected onto the level where metrical relations are formed. Therefore the
head of the domain must always contain a vocalic nucleus, as in krgw (*lt w)
'blood'.

Under the present analysis, the first empty nucleus in [CrC] clusters, such
as N, in (36), is not properly governed. I assume that it is licensed in terms of
an IO Government relation between the consonants enclosing it, similarly to
other word-initial [Cr] clusters. Indeed, the initial consonant in [CrC] clusters
is always a typical govemor, i.e. an obstruent (see the examples in (6) above).

It is worthwhile noticing that the phonotactically syllabic [r] in Polish is
never followed by a consonantal cluster within the same domain (while a post-

vocalic [r] can be, as rn gardlo'throat'). There are no words such as *[trpnJic

hhrfipDnicU or * [drvlJ at fiArAwblatLl .tt This fact can be interpreted as

evidence that, while a nucleus filled by a syllabic [r] can do without a proper
governor, it can hardly be a proper governor itself with respect to another
empfy nucleus. Alternatively, this fact can be related to some restrictions on
clusters due to IO Government relations and the interaction befween IO and PG
relations. While an empty nucleus licensed by an IO Government relation can
be followed by syllabic [r], as in krwi, the opposite order is apparently not
possible (*rl*vi). On the other hand, tr] can appear in the onset before a

(trochaically) properly governed nucleus which is followed by an IO Govern-
ment relation, as in cerkwi'orthodox church-cEN sG. This issue deserves more
investigation both in languages with metrically syllabic [r], such as Serbo-

rr The only exception to this generalisation is the word drgnqc'to shudder', which contains
a vowelless root drg- and the verbalising suffix -nq-.
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Croatian, and in languages with only phonotactically syllabic [r], such as

Polish.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed the behaviour of empty nuclei in roots which
contain no lexically contentful vowels. I have argued that, similarly to
vowelless suffixes discussed in Chapter 6, vowelless roots are lexically marked
as unaccentable. As in the case of suffixes, the phonetic realisation of empty
nuclei in PG head position within unaccentable roots is generally blocked by
the constraint No PnourunNcE. In surface terms, this results in complex
consonantal clusters word-initially. Just as suffix unaccentability, root unaccent-
ability is sometimes violated and a yer in an unaccentable root acquires
phonetic realisation.

I have discussed three kinds of situation when this happens. First, when an
unaccentable root is the only morpheme in the word (i.e. it is followed by
'zero' inflection) one of its empty nuclei must surface to provide an overt
domain head, required by the constraint HEAD AuomnIrv(ol). Second, if an

unaccentable root is followed by an unaccentable derivational suffix, the
unaccentability of the leftmost morpheme, i.e. the root, must be violated in
order to provide a strong PG foot for the head of a superfoot, and to support a

weak branch, i.e. the suffix. The head of a PG relation within the root must be
phonetically realised. These violations are due to the ranking of No Lepsp(o)
above No PnoMINENCE. Third, when an unaccentable root is followed by a
pre-accenting derivational suffix, namely, the ot suffix -a(il, the pre-accentu-
ation requirement must be met by making an empty nucleus in the root surface.

Finally, I have suggested that the [r] which occurs medially in tri-conso-
nantal clusters and initially in biconsonantal clusters, both in accentable and in
unaccentable roots, is phonotactically syllabic, i.e. it occupies both an onset
and the following nuclear position. Therefore the nuclear position does not
count as silent in phonotactic sffucture, even though it is not filled by a vowel.
However, contrary to Serbo-Croatian, such phonotactically syllabic [r] is not
metrically syllabic. It is never projected into meffical structure and can never
bear stress in Polish. Therefore it is not perceived phonetically as syllabic.
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Ghost vowels in prefixes

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter I consider vowel-zero alternations in Polish prefixes. Several
phonological processes provide evidence that, in terms of phonological
domains, prefixes are generally parsed separately from the following stem.

Given this, irrespective of the shape of the following root, a prefix-final yer,
having no dependent in the same domain, should never surface. However, the
yer does materialise phonetically before certain roots containing a yer in their
initial CV unit, which indicates that the prefix and the root are parsed as one

domain. Moreover, irrespective of whether such a domain contains fwo, three
or even four consecutive empty nuclei, it is always only the flrst of them that
acquires phonetic realisation.

The roots which trigger the audibility of the preceding prefix yer have no
contentful vowels. In Chapters 6 and 7 above, such vowelless roots were
argued to be unaccentable in terms of PG relations and reject prosodic
prominence, which in the case of PG heads involves phonetic audibility.
Unaccentability will also be argued to be a property of vowelless prefixes. It
accounts in particular for the inaudibilify of both yers in the prefix wz- MAzAl.
However, when an unaccentable prefix is followed by an unaccentable root, the

unaccentability conflict is resolved in favour of the root and a yer in the prefix
must appear phonetically.

This chapter is organised as follows. The rest of this section is devoted to
morphological preliminaries concerning the sffucture of prefixed verbs ($ 8.1.1)
and to the presentation of facts concerning vowel-zero alternations in prefixes
($ 8.1.2). $ 8.2 provides a review of the analysis in Gussmann & Kaye (1993).
Another possible approach, following the line of argument put forward in
Lowenstarnm (to appear) is evaluated in $ 8.3. Subsequently, a new analysis is
developed in $ 8.4. Finally, $ 8.5 concludes.

8. 1. I Morphological preliminaries

Prefixation is a cornmon means of word formation in Polish, predominantly in
verb morphology. Prefixation to other grammatical categories is relatively
infrequent. A verb stem can suppofi up to two prefixes, which modifu its
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meaning.
ary).'

(1)

Some examples are

a. uczy(,
b. na:uczyi
c. od:uczyi
d. po:od:uczac

CHAPTER 8

given below (where '-'

'to teach'
'to teach-PERF'
'to unlearn'
'to unlearn-Dl'

indicates prefix bound-

The prefix and the stem to which it attaches do not constitute one domain for
several phonological processes. For one, Polish does not tolerate vowel hiatus
word-internally,2 but sequences of vowels are allowed across the prefix
juncture (cf. (l)b and (d). The last example also shows that in doubly prefixed
words, prefixes are prosodically separated from each other. Second, the prefix-
final consonant is not obligatorily syllabified into the onset of the following
stem-initial vowel, but instead the prefixal boundary constitutes a syllable
boundary as well (e.g.(1)d can be syllabified as [po.od.u.czacf).3 Moreover,
Palatal Assimilation, which obligatorily affects consonantal clusters word-
internally, fails to apply across the prefixal juncture.o Consider the examples in
(2). In the words in the righrhand column the consonant [n] is palatalised to

tril before the front vowel [e]. Word-internally in bli[inJ e (cf. (2)a) the
consonant [z) preceding [n] is also affected, due to Palatal Assimilation. As
shown in (2)b, however, Palatal Assimilation does not apply across the prefixal
juncture. Szpyra (1989) mentions a few more phonological processes which
regularly apply word-internally but not across the prefixal juncture. Following

I Prefixation precedes the attachment of inflectional and derivational suffixes. However,
examples will be given in their INFINITIVE forms to facilitate the identification of lexical
items.
2 Except for borrowings (e.g. kameleon 'cameleon'), apparent counterexamples involve
native words llke choinkc 'christmas tree' and boi (sid 'Ge) is afraid'. However, these are

pronounced with the front glide [] which is not spelled out before the vowel [i]. The glide
can reappear in related forms, e.g. in chojak'fir tree-coLL' and bojq (sid '(I) am afraid'.
Adjacent vowels in lexicalised prefixed words are parsed as diphthongs, e.g. nauka

[nawka] 'science' (cf. nauczyt fnauczyi.] 'to teach-reRR'). The stressed vowels are in
boldface.

' This is not true only of monoconsonantal prefixes, e.g. in z:identyfi.kowat 'to identify-
PERF' the prefix cannot be parsed into a syllable of its own, as in *[z.i.den.ty.fi.ko.wai].
However, the prefix boundary may still be marked by the glottal stop in a pronunciation
such as [z?i.den.ty.fi .ko.wai].
o More specifically, optional Palatal Assimilation of the type which is observed across
words on the phrase level can apply across the prefixal boundary. For an analysis, see

Rowicka (1994).
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Booij & Rubach (1984) and Rubach (1984), she concludes that prefixed words
do not constitute single phonological words, but rather phonological com-
pounds.

(2) Palatal As similation
a. applicable word-internally

bli[ar]a 'scar' bli[zn]e 'idem-toc-sc'
*bli[ai]e

b. blocked across prefixal juncture

[z-n]osii 'to bear-IMpERF' [z-n]eSi 'to bear'
*[Z=i]eSi

Essentially the same approach with respect to prefixes has been taken in GP
(cf. G&K 1993 and Kaye 1995). Prefixes have been assumed to form domains
of their own. This can be expressed in terms of bracketing, as in
[[po][od][ucza6]l (cf, (l)d) and [[z][nosii]l (cf. (2)b). The issue of the prosodic
status of prefixes will be taken up again later in this chapter.

8.1.2 Vowel-zero alternations in prefixes

If prefixed words form analytic domains and PG relations cannot be contracted
across the prefixal juncture, the presence of yers in the stem is predicted never
to have any influence on the behaviour of yers in the prefix. This prediction
tums out to be wrong. The prefix-final yer does surface if it is followed by
another yer in the verb root. A ptlzzling pattern is found in verbs with the
'double' prefix wz-.5 Neither of the yers in the 'double' prefix surfaces if
followed by a contentful vowel in the root. However, before a silent yer in the
root, the first yer in the prefix surfaces, while the one directly preceding the
root does not. Examples are provided in (3). In (3)a and (c) prefixes are
attached to roots with contentful vowels, while in (3)b and (d) they are
attached to roots with non-surfacing empty nuclei bhrhl and /d0x0/. The root
yers surface in the related npnrvED IMrERFECTIVT (oI) forms (see Chapter 7
above). Prefix yer surfacing in (3)b and (d) suggests that these words constitute

5 The prefix wz-lwgz- is interpreted by some researchers as a combination of two prefixes
w- and z-, which also occur on their own (cf. e.g. Gussmann & Kaye 1993 and Rowicka,
in press). I therefore refer to it as 'double'. In this chapter, however, I will argue that it
constitutes in fact one unit.
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single phonological domains,6 while the blocking of Palatal Assimilation in
z:nieit in (3)a and in wz:nieii in (3)c suggests that those verbs have analytic
domain sffucture.

(3) Vowel-zero alternations in singly-prefi*ed verbs
a. Roots with contentful vowels b. Roots with yers

z:nie$i 'to bear' zg:brac
cf. z-brgrac

od-dai 'to give back' ode-tchnqc
cf. od:dychai

'double'prefix
d. Roots with yers

wez:brad
cf. wz:bierai
wes:tchnqi
cf. wz-dychai

'to collect'
'idem-Dl'
'to relax'
'idem-Dl'

'to swell up'
'idem-Dl'
'to sigh'
'idem-Dl'

Vowel-zero alternations in the
c. Roots with contentful vowels

wr-nie6i 'to erect'

wz=osn4i 'to grow up'

This systematic difference in domain sffucture between groups of prefixed
words calls for an explanation. Moreover, the pattern of ghost vowel appear-
ance in words with the 'double' prefix presents apuzzle: in a sequence of three
(or even four) yers it is only the first one that surfaces phonetically, while the
following ones remain silent: 0 A A -+ e A A, e.g. wgz:brat lwgz0:b0rai0].

Previous studies, whether in GP or other frameworks, have failed to offer a

satisfactory account. In particular, they could not predict correctly the
behaviour of yers tn wz-prefixed words. Therefore facts involving wz-prefrxa-
tion have seldom been discussed in the literature. Before presenting a new
analysis I will review an account put forward by G&K (1993).

8.2 Gussmann & Kaye (1993)

G&K observe that in most cases prefixation in Polish does result in analytic
domains, even if there is a yer in the following root. There are words where
the prefix-final yer remains silent before a yer in the root:

6 In such words the
processes to apply.
structure.

context never arises
Hence yer surfacing

for Palatal Assimilation or other word-internal
provides the only evidence about their domain
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(4) od:wszyi 'delouse' cf. wgsz
od:pchlii 'deflea' cf. pchgl
roz:krwawii 'cause to bleed' cf. l<rew

roz={rzawil 'cause to cry' cf. lgz

The denominal stems of the verbs above all contain an empty
initial CV unit, as evidenced by the yer surfacing in the base

the structure of the word roz:lzawic (cf. G&K 1993: 440):

27t

'louse'
'flea-GEN-PL'
'blood'
.IEAr-GEN.PL,

nucleus in their
noun. Consider

(s) /
t oNroN2ttl

roz

,/"-\ '/
I t o N3o N4o N5o N6llrrllt

I z a wi i

The word contains a sequence of empty nuclei in N, and N, which are,
however, contained in separate domains. Stem-initial N3 is followed and
properly governed (under iambic PG) by contentful No. On the other hand, N2
is not followed by a potential proper governor, but it is licensed parametrically
by virnre of being domain-final in the prefix domain. Neither of the empty
nuclei in the sequence surfaces phonetically.

With respect to the words in which prefix yers do surface before yers in
the root, exemplified in (3) above, G&K conclude that they involve
lexicalisations. While in [[roz0ffNfizawtc0]] the prefix roz- forms an analytic
domain, as represented in (5), a word like rozg:brat [[roze:b0raiD]l 'to
undress' has been lexicalised to constifute a single domain, as represented
below:

(6) /.+(-\ rr-, ,/
N2O N3O N4O N5

,'l'll-l+b r a e

e

oN,o
ll'l
roz

rozgbraf,

In (6) the prefix and the root yers are included in the same domain. N, can be
properly governed by the following vowel, but prefix-final N, can no longer be
licensed parameffically because it is no longer domain-final. The nucleus
following it is itself empfy, therefore N, must become audible.

G&K observe that rozg:brat'to undress' is no longer related to its base
verb brat 'to take' (cf. bicrze'(he) takes') in any systematic morphological
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way.1 It is claimed that whether a prefix behaves in an analytic or non-analytic
way is unpredictable, and this information must be part of every prefixed
lexical enflry. In general, synthetic domain structure is to be expected in the

case of items characterised by "greater lexical idiosyncrasy, semantic non-
compositionality, idiomaticity and the like".

Words prefixed with wgz-/wz- are more challenging. The 'double' prefix
most often appears with no vowels, as in wz:nieit 'to erect' and wz:rosnqc
'to grow up' (cf. (3) above). This is dealt with by assuming that the prefix
consists of two analytic domains [w0][20], where both empty nuclei are

licensed parametrically as domain-final.

(7)

(8)

,/
N, lt It o N3ottt

ros

o
I

Z

lo
I

w

I o Nro Nro N3o N4o-ttt.ltl
wz'tbra(

e

/
N2

/r-'.rd\r--

/-. '/
N4O NsO Nultttnae

However, in order to account for the yer
and wgs:tchnqt 'to sigh', restrucfuring
would predict an incorrect output. This is

surfacing rn wgz:brai 'to swell up'
into a single phonological domain
represented below:

,/
N5 l

twzsbrai

In (8) the final empty nucleus N, is licensed parametrically. At the beginning
of the domain, however, there are three empfy nuclei. Of these, N, can be

properly governed (by iambic PG) by the following contentful N4. N, must
acquire phonetic realisation because it is not followed by a proper govemor. It
can govem the preceding N, which may therefore remain empty. The output
form, predicted under iambic PC and a righrto-left directional analysis, is

incorrect: *wze:brac. G&K sonclude that in the actual form wgz:brat
lexicalisation has resulted in a single domain for the 'double' prefix, which
does not include the following stem. This is shown below:

' Note that this sounds less convincing with respect to rozg:brat in the sense of 'to take

something apart'.
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(e) /
N2 lt

/^\ ,/
N3O NoO N5ttlr ae

o
!

b

t o N,ott
wJ z

e

wezbrac

8.2.1 Discussion

The analysis of vowel-zero alternations in Polish prefixes put forward by
Gussmann & Kaye relates yer surfacing to the domain structure of morphologi-
cally complex words. However, it suffers from several weaknesses which are
inherent to the standard iambic PG approach to vowel -zero altemations.

I agree with G&K that the prefix yer in roz:lzawii is silent due to the fact
that in this word the prefix and the verb stem are parsed analytically, while
rozg:brai is amalysed as a single domain and therefore the prefix yff does
surface in the latter word. I also agree that the analytic parsing represents the
more general, default case since it is found in words with 'regular' roots with
contentful vowels. I do not agree, however, that this difference in domain
structure between groups of words follows from idiosyncratic and unpredictable
characteristics of the prefixes which they contain. Prefix yers materialise when
followed by one of about thirry verbal roots, none of which has contentful
vowels, such as bLrfil 'take' (see $ 8.3.2 below). There is an evident correla-
tion between the analytrclsynthetic status of the prefix and the phonological
form of the root to which it attaches. To say that the occurrence of synthetic
parsings is unpredictable and due to lexicalisation is to miss this generalisation.
Why should random lexicalisation regularly affect only verbs containing roots
of a specific structure?

G&K point out that there are prefixed verbs with roots of similar structure
which have analytic domain structure and do not trigger prefix yer surfacing
(cf. (4) above). However, it has been noted by Laskowski (1975), Nykiel-
Herbert (1985) and Szpyra (1989) that such words all contarn nominal roots.
As has been said above, prefixation is ffiical of verbal rnorphology and there
are considerable restrictions on attaching prefixes to nouns and adjectives. The
only de-nominal verbs with an audible yer in the prefix are listed in (10)
below. However, od:mglic ts also a possible form of the verb 'to "devapor-
ise"'. Besides, the semantic relation between pies 'dog' and zgtrtsut 'to wreck'
has been lost entirely so that the latter verb is no longer perceived as denom-
inal. Szpyra (1989) quotes the noun podgszw,fl'sole', which can be claimed to
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be derived from szew 'stitch' (cf. szwu 'idem-GEN sG'), prefixed with pod-.
Again, the relation between the base and the derivative is not obvious. See also
the word przeddzigri 'the day before' in $ 6.1.1.

(10) roze-dniec
cf. dziefi
ode=nglii
cf. mgigl
z9:psuc
cf. pies

dnia

mgla

psa

'to grow light'
'day', NoM vs. GEN sG

'to "devapourise"'
'fog', GEN PL vs. NoM sG

'to wreck'
'dog', NoM vs. GEN sG

All of these forms, I suggest, are lexicalisations. On the other hand, ghost

vowels regularly appear before verbal roots. Given these observations, I argue
that the the audibility of prefix yers before verbal roots calls for a principled
account and cannot only be attributed to lexicalisation.

The reason why G&K cannot capture the link between the presence of an

empty nucleus in the verb root and the synthetic status of the preceding prefix
is the iambic nature of PG which they adopt. Under iambic PG there is nothing
ill-formed about an empty nucleus in the first CV unit of a (verb root) domain
because it can be properly governed by the following contentful vowel. Iambic
PG also makes it impossible to extend straightforwardly the analysis suggested
for the most synthetically parsed prefixed words to the wz-prefrxed ones. G&K
cannot accept the most straightforward representation for such words, and
assume that they also form single domains because the audibility of only the
first prefix yer in a sequence is unexpected under iambic PG. Even if the
phonetic realisation of the first yer in the word (such as N, in (8)), rather than
the second (i.e. Nr), is accounted for on independent grounds (as a 'beginning
of the word' phenomenon), the inaudibility of the following two yers is
problematic. This undermines the lexicalisation argument. Singly prefixed
verbs give evidence that Polish allows for parsing a prefix synthetically, as one

domain with the stem. Why should such parsings be banned for wz-preftxed
verbs? If lexicalisation is random and arbitrary, why does it never result in
such parsings?

Moreover, the idea that prefixes form phonological domains of their own is
very conffoversial. A prefix cannot possibly constitute a well-formed content
word of Polish, which representing it as a phonological dornain of its own
implies. Another requirement active in Polish is that every phonological
domain should have an unlicensed, overt nucleus as the domain head (cf.
Licensing Principle, $ 1.1.1). On the other hand, the prefixes v/- and z- in (7)
are represented as dornains containing no roots and no overt vowels.
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Given the arguments in favour of parsing prefixes analytically, but not as

independent domains, a word such as w-rosnqt 'to grow inside something'
should be represented as below:

(11) ?

t oNrI oN2oltt"l
wros

/.^ /
N3O N4O N5l ltttn 4.e

In (11) only the beginning of the prefix is marked by a bracket. The absence
of a closing bracket at the end of the prefix indicates that prefixes do not form
domains of their own, but they proclitise to the following stem. The stem, on
the other hand, constifutes an intemal domain of its own, so that a nested
structure results. Such representations for prefixed words express the fact that
there is a phonological domain boundary between the prefix and the stem
(namely, the initial stem boundary), which can block phonological interaction
befween the two morphemes. At the same time, prefixes are not provided with
the status of independent phonological domains and do not have to comply
with the well-formedness requirements on independent words.

However, according to the representation in (11) the prefix-final empty
nucleus is not domain-final (it is not followed by a domain-closing bracket ']'
in (11)) and parametric licensing cannot apply to it. The stem forms a separate
domain, hence no (iambic) PG from the stem vowel is possible, either. The
incorrectly predicted output is *vve:rosnqt. No account is readily available for
the fact that the prefix-final empty nucleus in the actual output w:rosnqt is
allowed to remain silent. G&K do not consider at all procliticised nested
structures and Kaye (1995) rejects them altogether as impossible and cross-
I inguistic ally unattested.

8.3 Lowenstamm (to appear)

The 'beginning of the word phenomena' are discussed within a Strict CV
approach by Lowenstamm (to appear). He proposes that the prohibition on
empty nuclei in the word-initial CV unit in many languages is due to the
existence of an empty initial CV site to the left of every major category item.

In languages such as French, the initial empfy CV site must be (iambically)
properly govemed by the first vowel of the following word which must
therefore always be contentful. This is shown below for the word tapis'rug':
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(12) /r'aCVCV!t
ta
[tapi]

VC

I

p

It follows that word-initial clusters can only be of the branching onset-like
kind, so that PG can operate across them.8 Only under such conditions can the
licensing of the initial site be guaranteed in the language.

On the other hand, if a language ever allows for an 'ill-behaved' cluster
word-initially, the licensing of the initial site cannot be guaranteed and is
therefore blocked. This is, for instance, the case in Biblical Hebrew. Consider
the representation of the word rqaHim'spices':

(13) ,/
CVCVIII
Hi m

C

I

r

/-\VCVII
qa

+CVCVtt
ta

CV

The initial CV site is said to be the site of cliticisation, on the condition that
the site is licensed. For instance, in French, where the initial site is always
licensed, the definite article can cliticise to the noun it determines. The initial
state is shown in (la)a. Since the initial CV site is licensed, the cliticisation
takes place in the form of a movement of the clitic into the site, as shown in
(14)b. The deserted CV of the article is free to host another clitic, if necessary.

(14) a.

b.

CVttpi s

CVIIla

VC VCllt
t ap

r-,CV+ CVll1A

8 Lowenstarnm assumes that branching onset-like clusters contain an empty nucleus caught
in a'closed domain'(indicated by'{ }'), as inplateau /{p0l}atol [plato] 'plateau'. Iambic
PG is allowed to apply across a closed domain, i.e. non-locally. Cf. also Scheer's theory of
direct consonantal interaction in $ 1.2.2 above.
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Cliticisation is not expected to take place if the initial site is unlicensed.

Lowenstamm argues that in languages like Biblical Hebrew, where the
licensing of the initial CV cannot always be guaranteed, cliticisation is blocked
across the board in order to ensure uniform behaviour. The non-cliticising
behaviour of the definite article ha in lha+rfiqaHim0l 'the spices' is illustrated
below:

CV
I

m

(1s) cv+cvL
I L-,e-'-' I

har

/-\
VCVCVtrllq a Hi

As long as the empty initial CV is word-marginal, it may remain uninterpreted.
In (15), however, it is'stuck in the middle of the phonological word' and must
undergo phonetic interpretation. In this case the preceding contentful vowel of
the definite article spreads to it. Alternatively, the root initial consonant can
spread to the preceding empty'C'. However, [r] and a few other consonants
resist gemination.

8.3.1 Discussion

Lowenstamm's proposal raises many questions. The idea of cliticisation as

movement into the following major category word is controversial and its
implications have not been fully considered. One can expect that it involves a

kind of domain restructuring. However, no independent evidence is adduced to
support the claim that nouns preceded by the definite article in French and in
Biblical Hebrew have different domain structures. In the case of Biblical
Hebrew, is there independent evidence that the length of the definite article
vowel is due to (the initial CV of) the following word, or is it perhaps the
article itself that ends in an empty CV unit? The monosyllabicity of the initial
site predicts a difference in behaviour between monosyllabic and longer clitics
in languages like French, since only the former can possibly move into the
initial site. However, no relevant evidence is discussed in the paper.

Let us consider the implications of Lowenstamm's proposal for Polish.
Given the existence of ill-behaved' clusters word-initially in Polish, it is a
Biblical Hebrew type of language. Polish has no (in)defrnite articles, but
prefixation can be interpreted as cliticisation. Moreover, prefixes behave in two
different ways depending on whether the following root has a contentful vowel
or not. However, contrary to Lowenstamm's predictions, a prefix remains
outside the root domain before a contentful vowel in the root, and attaches
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synthetically before an empty nucleus (as evidenced by vowel-zero alterna-
tions). There is no manifestation of the empty CV site in terms of vowel length
or consonant gemination (but Polish has neither long vowels nor morpheme-
intemal geminates). The difference in the behaviour of prefixes has no
correlation with their length either. Monosyllabic zg- forms one domain with
the following root in zg:brac 'to collect' and so does disyllabic ode- in
odg:tchnqt 'to relax' (cf. (3) above).

Below I propose a new analysis of vowel -zero alternations in prefixes. It is
an extension of the approach proposed in Chapters 6 and 7 above. It makes
crucial reference to prosodic properties of rnorphemes (i.e. their unaccent-
ability) and the trochaic character of PG relations.

8.4 New analysis
8.4.1 Prefixes and domain structure: Attcw-Root

Contrary to Gussmann & Kaye (1993), I claim that the way prefixed words are
parsed into phonological domains in Polish is not due to some idiosyncratic
properties of the prefixes, but to general well-formedness constraints on
morphology-to-phonology mapping. Cross-linguistically, prefixes tend to be
parsed analytically, rather than included in the same domain as the following
root. This fact can hardly be accidental and attributed to a special behaviour of
individual prefixes. It can be related to the presence of a rnorphological root
following them. The beginning of the root should be indicated by parsing it
into a separate phonological domain.

As argued in Chapter 6, marking the morphological complexity of the word
in terms of phonological domain boundaries is desirable, and required by the
consffaint ALIGN(Morph,Phon). The morphological boundary which seems
most relevant cross-linguistically is the beginning of the root. The constraint on
marking this boundary has been formulated with respect to morphology-to-
prosody alignment within OT as AI-lcN-L-Root, or ALIGN-Root (cf. McCarthy
& Prince 1993). It demands that the left edge of every morphological root
should coincide with the left edge of a prosodic word. Due to it, prefixes, if
any, are preferably left outside the prosodic word containing the root and are
parsed as prosodic proclitics to it. I suggest that the same constraint controls
the well-formedness of phonotactic domains on the Strict CV tier in Polish. It
can be viewed as a high ranked subconstraint of ArrcN(Morph,Phon).e

' Unlike Ar-rcr.r(Morph,Phon) referring to
dominated by the constraint which triggers

root-suff,rx conjunctures, ArtcN-Root is not
the synthetic attachment of morphemes which
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The effects of Ar-tcN-Root are visible in prefixed verbs exemplified in (3)a
and (c), such as z:nieii. Their phonological dornain structure, represented in
terms of bracketing, is as shown below:

(1 6) lz
[Prefix

[nie5
[Root

+e l
+ Suffix(es)l

The above representation contains a nested domain structure, where the prefix
is procliticised to the innermost domain consisting of the verb stem (root and
suffixes).

Phonological domain structure which is relevant for phonotactic relations
(i.e . PG relations and Inter-Onset Government relations) does not always
coincide with prosodic structure. For instance, the nested domain structure of
suffixed words in Polish, argued for in Chapter 6, is ignored by stress

assignment in present-day Polish. For the purposes of stress assignment, all
grammatical words, suffixed as well as prefixed, constitute single prosodic
words. A prefixed word, such as roz:nieit'to deliver', bears primary stress on
the prefix vowel. At the same time, as pointed out above, the prefix and the
root are separated by a phonological domain boundary which blocks Palatal
Assimilation (*ro [i:riJ ieii). Therefore, following Polgirdi's (1998) suggestion,
I assume that phonotactic domains are distinct from prosodic structure.

There are, however, evident parallels between the two types of structure.
For instance, the condition that a phonological domain should have an overt
nuclear head (HEet Aunm[-Irv(ro)) parallels the requirement observed in
Dutch that no independent word can consist of only a schwa-syllable. On the
other hand, there are prefixes of this shape (e.g. be- in be:grijpen 'to
understand'). Booij (1985a) suggests that prefixes involve 'appendices to the
phonological word' (see also Booij 1985b, 1995 as well as Nespor & Vogel
1986, among others). They do no constitute independent prosodic words of
their own, but are not included into the prosodic word of their host stem either.
They are phonologically dependent on the stem, 'adjoined' or 'procliticised'.
Similarly, it has been argued above that in tenns of phonotactic domains,
prefixes also constitute proclitics.ro

begin with a vowel. In careful pronunciation in Polish, the begiruling of a root coincides
with the syllable boundary, even if the root-initial segment is a vowel and the preceding
prefix ends in a consonant (cf., e.g. [od.?u.czy(] 'to unlearn').
r0 In standard GP, nested domain structures with proclitics have not been recognised and no
terminology has been developed to refer to the internal vs. external types of domains. In
Prosodic Phonology, Nespor & Vogel (1986) refer to the internal domains containing the
root and suff,rxes in nested structures, like that in (16), as the 'prosodic word' (PW), and to
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In other words, the phonotactic phonological domains recognised in the
present analysis resemble, but do not coincide with, the prosodic domains in
metrical structure. This dualify in fact follows from the assumption, pursued in
this dissertation, that PG relations in Polish involve lexicalised metrical
structure of the past, while present-day stress identifies new (postlexical)
prosodic domains. Both types of structures are subject to analogous well-
formedness constraints, which, however, can be ranked differently. This can
result in some mismatches between the two domain structures.

8.4.2 Unaccentable verbal roots

The audibility of prefix yers in the words in (3)b and (d) indicates that such
words constitute single domains, in spite of the requirements of AucN-Root. In
order to establish why this is the case, one must consider the structure of the
verbal roots which trigger the synthetic parsing of prefixes. There are around
30 such verbal roots. An almost exhaustive list of these (excluding roots with
nasal vowels, which are left out of the discussion here), based on Szpyra
(1989), is given in (17). The surfacing of prefix yers, which will be considered
in this chapter, is illustrated in (17)b. The roots contained in the verbs are
given in ( I 7)a. The DI forms of the same verbs illustrating vowel-zero
alternations within the roots are given in (17)c.

As observed by Szpyra, the roots of the verbs given in (17)a are all of a

specific structure. They consist of fwo consonants and yers. They have no
lexically contentful vowels. There are a few more verbal roots of this form, not
listed below, which do not happen to occur with a prefix ending in a conso-
nant. There are, however, no such verbal roots which do occur after a conson-
ant-final prefix, but fail to trigger yer surfacing.

In the present study, the postulation of the empty nuclei follows from the
assumptions of the Strict CV approach. In non-GP analyses, the altemations in
nt forms, given in (17)c, were considered evidence for the presence of yers in
the roots. Within a standard GP approach, in many cases the presence of an
empty nucleus in between the consonants of the root must also be postulated

the external domain containing the proclitic and the prosodic word as the 'clitic group'
(CG). In OT it is often assumed that such nested structures involve recursive PW configur-
ations (see, e.g. Peperkamp 1997). However, as argued in Rowicka (in press), a consistent
OT analysis of Polish facts is not possible without making a crucial distinction between the
internal and the external domain in nested structures. Applying the same At-tcuh,teNr
constraints simultaneously to both dornains creates a confusion in well-formedness
judgements and can result in wrong predictions.
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on phonotactic grounds. For instance, a sequence like [rv] in rwac 'to tear'
cannot be analysed as a well-formed branching onset. In Chapter 7 above I
have argued that roots containing no lexically contentful vowels, such as those

listed in (17)a, are lexically marked as unaccentable.

(17) Yer surfacing in prefixes
a. Root b. PERFECTIYE

lilArfll pode-zrei
Itfir0l we:trzei
ldLfil odg:dtzel
lbbrhl zg*rac
lpLrW ods-przei
fihrh/ ode:prai
fuAfil zg-nrzec
ljbrLl obs:jrzei
lgbrfil ode:grai

lwfrr0l ode:wrzec
lp0x0l ode-pchnqi
lfiwLl rozg-rwat,
fiAxAl ods:tchn4i
hbwAl ode-zwai
ls0x0l obe-schn4i
hfis0l we:ssai
lsfip0l ode:spai
h0M/ pode:slad
lm0kU ode-mlmai
hfrkW ode:1k.6
ftAgb/ zs:lgac
fihLW zs-liryc

C. DENVED IMPERFECTIVE

pod-flgrac
w:cierai
od-dziqrai
z-bigra(
od--piqrai
od:pigrai
u=nierai

od:grywai
cf. giqr

ot-wigrai
od:pychai
roz:rywai
od-dychai
od:zywai
ob:sychai
w-sysai
od:sypiai
pod:sylai
od=nykai
od-tykai

'to eat up'
'to rub in'
'to tear offl
'to collect'
'to beat off
'to wash off
'to die'
'to watch'
'to win back'
'game-GEN-PL'
'to open'
'to push away'
'to tear apart'
'to relax'
'to speak'
'to dry'
'to suck in'
'to sleep off
'to send'
'to open'
oto uncork'
'to lie'
'to abuse'

The relevant factor which triggers the audibility of the prefix yer is not simply
the absence of a contentful vowel in the root-initial CV unit. Consider the
examples in (18) below. All the roots in the words in (18) begin with a

consonantal cluster. Within the Strict CV approach, they are represented with
an empty nucleus after the first consonant. The clusters in most of these roots
cannot be interpreted as branching onsets within the standard GP either. The
last two roots contain three consonants which cannot all be represented as one
well-formed onset under any restrictive theory of syllable structure. Yet in
none of the prefixed verbs do prefix yers surface.
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(18) b0roj0t broid
z:broii
roz-broii
psoci6
s:spocii
roz=psocii
mruzyi
z:'mruLryc

trwonii
s:trwonii

roz-trwonii

trwozyi
s:hwozyi

'to frolic'
'to do mischief
'to disarm'
'to frolic'
'to play a trick'
'to start frolicking'
'to close (eyes)
'to close (eyes)
-PERT,

'to squander'
'to squander
.PERF,

'to squander
-PERF,

'to scare'
'to scare-PERF'

lp0sotDl

lmDrug0l

ftArfiwon0l

ftArAwog0/

*ze-bro"
*roze:broi'

*ze-psocii
roze-psocii

*zg:mruiryc

tzg-trwonii

*rozg:1*'onii

*ze:trwo' '

These examples show that the inaudibility of the first nucleus in the root does
not suffice to make the preceding prefix yer audible.rr Prefix yers are audible
only before roots which do not have any lexically contentful vowels.

Moreover, the PG status of the yer in the root-initial CV unit does not
seem to be relevant. Some of the stems in (17)b have one empty nucleus
initially, while others have two, depending on whether the verbalising suffix
following the root is vowel- or consonant-initial. Compare, for instance, the
representation of rwac 'to tear' and pchnqt 'to push'. The unaccentable roots
are underlined. In (19)a empty N, is not properly governed because it is not
preceded by u potential governor. On the other hand, the first two empty nuclei
in (19)b have been argued to form a silent (unaccentable) PG foot. In terms of
PG, Nr in (19)b is a governor, while N, in (19)a is not. This difference does
not have an influence on the appearance of the prefix yer in rozg:rwac and
odg:pchnqt tn (17)b. Prefix yers become audible before roots in both words.

Ir Compare the analysis in Rowicka (in press), where it is argued that pref,rx yer surfacing
is triggered by an empty nucleus in the first syllable of the root. The latter analysis is not
couched within a GP framework and it is assumed that clusters such as [ps] and [mr] can
constitute branching onsets. Still, the last two roots in (17) remain problematic for that
analysis, such as s:trtwonii instead of the predicted *zg:tr0wonit.
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b.

o N,oll
rw

o
I

n

o
I

p

nN,ON",IL
ch

,'^
N,O N,l'1"
4"e

8.4.3 Accentable and unaccentable prefixes

The shape of the prefix does not seem to be relevant to whether or not the
prefix yer materialises. Yers are audible in z-/zg-, wJwg- and wz-/wgz-, which
do not have lexically contentful vowels, as well as in roz-/rozg- or od-/odg-,
which do.

However, it has been argued in Chapters 6 and 7 that suffixes and roots
without lexically contentful vowels are unaccentable. By analogy, one can
expect the vowelless prefixes w-, z- and wz- to be unaccentable, in contrast to
accentable prefixes with contentful vowels, like od-/ode-. I claim that such a

distinction indeed exists between prefixes. Vowelless prefixes are inherently
unaccentable since they lack an element which can naturally bear prominence,
i.e. a vowel. Little independent evidence can be found to support this claim,
except for the behaviour of the prefix wz-/wgz-, discussed in $ 8.4.8 below, and
the distribution of prefixes before verbal and non-verbal roots (cf. $ 8.4.5).
Prefix unaccentability can easily be violated if it conflicts with the require-
ments the following morpheme, since prefixes occupy the leftmost position in
the word tree. As pointed out in the preceding chapters, in unaccentability
conflicts in Polish the rightmost morpheme generally wins, due to the
requirement on the left-headedness of superfeet. Therefore prefix unaccent-
ability can have little influence on yer (in)audibility in Polish.

8.4.4 Unaccentable roots with unaccentable prefixes

Most prefixed words in Polish observe the constraint ArtcN-Root. In such
words, prefixes are procliticised to the phonological domain which starts at the
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left edge of the root, as in [z[nieSi]] 'to bear'. The procliticised prefix is
adjoined to the word tree as a weak branch. However, in the case of prefixed
verbs with unaccentable roots, ALIGN-Root and the general requirements on the
well-formedness of the word tree are in conflict.

Consider first an input structure where both the root and the prefix are

unaccentable, namely hb=Awadbl 'to tear off . Parsing such a verb as a nested
domain, as demanded by AtlcN-Root, and satisfying the unaccentability of
both morphemes would result in the following ill-formed structure:

(20)

o N2oII
rw

loN, t

I

z

S

,r-a
N3O N.ltl
a(,

*zrwat

(20) contains two unaccentable morphemes, the root and the prefix, separated

by a domain edge. Their unaccentability is obeyed since neither the prefix yer
nor the root yer becomes audible. Nuclei in both unaccentable morphemes are

supported by a sffong word tree branch to their left, headed by [a]. However,
the presence of two adjacent weak branches in the word ffee violates No
Lnrse(o). As argued in Chapter 6, No Lepsn(co) is a high ranked constraint in
Polish phonotactics. (20) is ill-formed and does not correspond to an actual
word of Polish.

To achieve a well-formed structure, the unaccentability of one of the
morphemes must be breached. In the case at hand, the only plausible way to
arrive at a well-formed sffucture is by violating prefix unaccentabiliry. The
unaccentable root contains only one yer. Given the high ranking of the
BNnRIIY consffaint on PG relations, it would be very costly to force the
audibility of N, by parsing it into a non-branching PG foot in *z:rgwai

[20[rqwai0]1. This would satisfo No Lepsn(rrr) as well as ALtcN-Root, but
violate both No PnoUINENCE and BnqaRITy. Alternatively, a strong word tree
branch can be achieved by parsing the prefix synthetically with the following
root and violating its unaccentability. This is shown below:
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(21)

to
I

Z

J
e

zgrwac

The above representation violates AucN-Root as well as prefix unacsentability
(i.e. No Pnounrs,uCn) since the prefix yer N, is audible as the proper governor
of the root yer Nr. However, (21) is well-formed in terms of the word tree
sffucture. There are no adjacent weak branches in the tree. The fact that (21),
rather than (20), corresponds to the actual output form zg:rwat provides
additional evidence for the ranking: No Larsr(ro) >> No PRoiraINrNCE,
AI-tcN-Root.

8.4.5 Encs-Lmr in stress and PG

One more way in which the representation in (21) is more satisfactory than the
one in (20), I suggest, concerns the presence of a strong word tree branch
(with an audible head) at the beginning of the domain in (21). I argue that
there is a preference in Polish for such a strong left domain-edge in Polish
prosodic structure. I will refer to it as EncE-Lerr. The postulation of such a
constraint follows from the analogy between PG relations and stress.

Present-day Polish has weight-insensitive, bounded ffochaic stress system
(for descriptions and analyses see, for instance, Comrie 1976, Rubach & Booij
1985, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Kenstowicz 1994, Hayes 1995 and KraSka-
Szlenk 1995). Main stress is right word-edge oriented. The main stress foot
includes the rightmost two audible vowels in the word. On the other hand,
secondary sffess is left-edge oriented: it falls on the first syllable and, in long
words, on every other syllable, echoing the initial secondary stress. The initial
syllable already had a special status in Froto-Indo-European, which had a

lexical accent system (cf. Kiparsky & Halle 1977).In the absence of a lexically
accented morpheme, stress was assigned to the word-initial syllable. The same
principle was observed in Common Slavic, the source language of Polish, and
it is still valid in present-day Russian.

In terms of prosodic well-formedness, this implies that there is a vital
requirement which favours a strong prosodic position at the beginning of a

phonological domain. Cross-linguistic preference for prosodically strong
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domain-initial syllables has been noted in the OT literature (McCarthy &,

Prince 1993b). The relevant well-formedness constraint has been labelled
AIIcN-LEFT-PW (where 'PW' stands for prosodic word). I suggest that
Eocp-LrFT, postulated above, involves the same constraint with respect to the
Strict CV tier. There it boils down to the requirement that the head of the
domain-initial word tree branch should be strong in terms of PG, i.e. have an
audible head.12

In other words, the constraint in question favours an audible nucleus in the
domain-initial CV unit. It does not, however, affect unprefixed words with
unaccentable roots and cannot force the audibility of the first yer in such roots.
Consider, for instance, again the representation of pchnqc in (19)b, which
evidently violates EncE-Lprr. I conclude that this is due to the ranking No
PRoNaTNIENCE >> Eocp-LBFr. It follows that EncE-LEFT could not trigger the
violation of prefix unaccentability in words such asze:rwacin(21). As argued
above, the synthetic parsing is due to the higher ranked conskaint No
Lersr(ro). However, the following discussion shows that, if no violation of
unaccentability is involved, this consffaint triggers a synthetic parsing of a root
and a prefix and thus makes sure the final output has a strong initial branch.

8.4.6 Unaccentable roots with accentable prefixes

Consider now a verb where an unaccentable roots is preceded by an accentable
prefix, e.g. the verb odg:rwac lod0=AwacAl 'to tear off . The prefix does not
constitute a weak word tree branch because it contains an audible vowel.
Therefore its presence before an unaccentable root does not violate No
Lersr(rrr). Yet the phonetic appearance of the prefix yer shows that the prefix
and the root are also parsed synthetically. Another constraint, ranked above
At lcNl-Root, must also favour synthetic parsings of prefixes and unaccentable
roots. I argue that this constraint involves Encp-LBnl.

Consider the word tree structure of the ungrarrunatical output form
*od:rwai. The form represented in (22) meets the requirements of AucNRoot.
However, it contains a weak branch at the beginning of the internal domain,
adjoined directly to the word node. This violates the constraint postulated
above, namely Epcn-Lprr.

12 Encp-Ltrr does not require a branching PG relation at
single contentful vowel also satisfies it, since such vowels
own (they do not need a dependent to be audible heads).
say anything about the (in)audibility of the second nucleus

the beginning of the domain. A
can form PG relations on their
Therefore Eocp-Lerr does not
in the domain.
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(22)

I odO I rOwaiO ] l

In the presence of a(n accentable) prefix before the weak root branch, Eocr-
Lnrr can easily be satisfied by failing to align the morphological prefix
boundary with a phonological domain boundary, i.e. by parsing the prefix and
the root synthetically. In a synthetic domain, EnGr-LBrr is satisfied by the
prefix vowel [o]. No Lersn(PG) triggers the formation of a PG relation
between the prefix-final yer and the root yer. Its head is realised phonetically,
since HEen AunBIITY(PG) does not conflict with any other constraints in this
case. No PnonarseNcn is also obeyed with respect to the root. This is
represented below:

(23)
t o Nrott

od

N2O N3O NrO N5ll"lt.t"+r wa(,
e

ode:rwai

In comparison with the representation rn {22), the one in (23) violates AucN-
Root, but meets the requirements of EncE-LEFT. I conclude that Polish verbal
morphonology ranks the latter consffaint higher: Eocp-LrFT >> Aucx-Root.

The opposite ranking, AUcNr-Root )) Eocp-Lnrt, can be postulated for
non-verbal morphonology, where prefixes are parsed analytically even before
unaccentable roots (as evidenced by no yer surfacing; cf. examples in (a)
above). Interestingly, with a few exceptions, unaccentable prefixes, t.e. z-, w-
and wz-, do not occur with non-verbal unaccentable roots. The exceptions
involve a few words with the prefix z- followed by a root-initial voiceless
plosive, tlke s:krwawit 'to cover with blood' (see frr. 8). I suggest that such
sequences of two unaccentable morphemes are avoided, since parsing them
analytically, in order to meet ArtcN-Root, would involve a violation of high
ranked No Lepss(r,l).

This analysis makes predictions with respect to words where an unaccent-
able root is preceded by a prefix which ends in a contentful vowel and has no
yers, such as the verb wy:rwat 'to pull out'. A candidate parsing
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[wy[r0wac0]l satisfies ArtcN-Root, but violates Encs-LnFT, because the root
constitutes a weak word ffee branch at the begiruring of the innermost domain.
On the other hand, the spthetic parsing [wyrOwai0] satisfies the latter
constraint at the cost of the former. Given the established ranking Eocn-Lsrr
>> Attcu-Root, the synthetic parsing is predicted to be selected.

Unfortunately, the above prediction cannot be verified. The expected
pronunciation [vyrvai] is the same for both parsings. There is no independent
phonological evidence as to whether words hke wy:rwat constitute a single
domain. The phonetic presence of the vowel at the end of the prefix blocks any
possible interaction between the consonants of the prefix and the root (such as

Palatal Assimilation). There are no other word-internal phonological processes
in Polish (such as vowel harmony) which could provide evidence about the
domain structure of such words. Stress is not relevant because for its purposes
all prefixed words form single domains.

8.4.7 Longer sequences of empty nuclei

The examples examined so far contain sequences of only two yers. However,
there are also prefixed words which involve longer sequences of consecutive
empty nuclei. In one group of such words, an unaccentable root is preceded by
a prefix ending in a yer and it is followed by the verbalising suffix -nq-, e.g.

wg:pchnqi 'to push inside' and odg:pchnqt 'to push away'. Another group
involves verbs with the 'double' prefix wz-/wgz- and will be discussed later (cf.

$ 8.4.8). In both groups of words, the yer surfacing pattern is rather puzzling:
only the first yer is realised phonetically out of three (or even four) in a

sequence.
Unaccentable roots suffixed with the consonanrinitial verbalising sufftx

-nq- contain two empty nuclei, one root-medially and the other root-finally.
When they are parsed synthetically with a prefix ending in a yer, a sequence of
three empty nuclei arises. Both in the standard theory, assuming iambic PG,
and in the present model, assuming trochaic PG, the yer in the middle is
generally expected to surface in such sequences. This prediction is not bome
out. Consider an incorrect vs. the correct representation of /w0-p0x0n4c0l 'to
push inside' in Qa) below. Both forms violate At-lclt-Root and the unaccent-
ability of one morpheme, either the root or the prefix. Both satisff No
Lersr(ro). In Q$a the second empfy nucleus surfaces, so that the lapse
consisting of three empty nuclei is broken up. The output form *w:pgchnqc ts

incorrect. On the other hand, in the correct form wg:pchnqc in (24)b, the first
empty nucleus is realised phonetically, while N, and N, remain silent. The
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form in (2a)b violates No Lepsr(PG) and yet it is selected over (24)a. The ill-
formedness of (24)a clearly involves a fatal violation of Eucs,-Lnnl. The
selection of (2a)b as the grammatical output indicates the ranking Encr-Lsrr
>> No Larsu(PG).

(24)

o
I

n

to
I

w

o
A

/s
/ ,^r

NrO N?O N3'l'l
pch

N̂4O N5lltqi

S

,'-,
N,O N.Ilt-
ai

b. o)

J
e
*w:pechn4i

ON?
l

ch

o
I

n

t oNroN2lt
wp

*
wg:pchn4i

It is worth pointing out that the grammaticality of (2a)b and the ill-formedness
of (24)a is a problem for an approach assuming iambic PG and strictly
directional formation of PG relations. Under iambic PG, there should be
nothing undesirable about an inaudible word-initial yer, such as N, in (24)a. lt
should be properly governed by the following surfacing Nr. The ill-formed
representation is also precisely what strictly directional, right-to-left analysis
would predict. On the other hand, the correct form in (2a)b is difficult to
arrive at, except by skipping N, and assuming a non-local PG relation between
No (the governor) and N, (the govemee), analogously to Cyran & Gussmann's
analysis of initial clusters in unprefixed words.
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The form in (2a)b contains an ungoverned nucleus N, in the middle of the
domain (indicated by the question mark). Cyran & Gussrnann (to appear)
observe that the consonants enclosing this position are always of the branching
onset-like type (cf. the review of their analysis of initial clusters in -nq-
suffixed verbs in Chapter 7 above). They postulate an Inter-Onset Government
relation between these consonants. I also assume that IO Govemment plays a
role here. It can be expected that empty nuclei which are not directly licensed
by an audible PG head (i.e. they are unparsed in terms of PG, like N, in (24)b,
or they are governed by an inaudible PG head within an unaccentable
morpheme), must be apt to some other form of licensing, like IO Govemment.

The constraint No Lerse(PG), which is outranked by Encr-Lrrr and

violated in (24)b, can still have the voting rights in the selection of the correct
outputs in words with accentable prefixes, like odg:pchnqt. Compare two
possible synthetic parsings of the word:

(2s) a.

to

to

^\NrO N2tl
od

N3O N4

I

ch

N̂5O N6tlqe
o

I

n

o
I

p

o
I

n
I,?
od

*od-pchnqi

N2? N3? N4

Jp ch

.,^t
N5O N6lII
4e

ode-pchnqi

The ungrammatical form in (25)a contains a strong PG foot G.{, + Nr), which
supports the weak PG foot in the root (I,13 + No). No PnoMINENCE is satisfied
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(with respect to root unaccentability), and so is Eocs-LEFT, thanks to the
prefix vowel [o]. The difference between (25)a and (25)b is that the former
representation violates No Lnpsn(PG) by a sequence of three silent nuclei,
while in the latter there are only two adjacent silent nuclei. This is the reason,
I suggest, why (25)b is selected.

8.4.8 The 'double' prefix wz-/wgz-

Another group of prefixed words where sequences of more than two yers arise
are verbs with the unproductive 'double' prefix wzJwgz-. Recall that Gussmarxl
& Kaye (1993) analyse it as consisting of fwo prefixes, w- andz-,because both
of these also function separately.

The analysis of prefixed words developed in the preceding sections predicts
that, in the unmarked case, prefixes will be procliticised to the domain
including the root, as demanded by AUcNI-Root. Moreover, multiply prefixed
words, such as po:od:uczat 'to unlearn-REpETITIVE' (cf. $ 8.1.1), provide
evidence that prefixes are also generally separate from each other in terms of
domains. This follows from the general constraint AI-lctl(Morph,Phon), which
favours marking morphological compositionality of words in terms of
phonological domain boundaries.

lf wz- were z concatenation of trvo prefixes, due to AucN-Root and
Aucht-Prefix, words such as wz-rosnqt 'to grow up' would be parsed as a
domain with two proclitics, as shown below:

291

(26)
t oNrI oN2t oltr

wzr

,-.
N3O NoO N5O Nul I llrltt
osnA(,

wzrosn4i

Given that the two prefixes in (26) are not in the same domain, their yers do
not contract a PG relation and N, does not surface.

There are, however, some facts which suggest that wzlwgz- in fact
functions as one prefix, rather than a sequence of two. Its meaning is not
compositional, unlike in the case of multiply prefixed verbs, where the most
external prefix modifies the meaning of the root * internal prefix. For instance,
the prefix na- intensifies the meaning of roz:rabiac 'to make trouble' in
no:roz:rabiat 'idem-RnpETITIVE', but the prefix w- does not intensit, the
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meaning of s:kazat 'to sentence' tn ws:kazat 'to indicate'. Not all stems
which take the 'double' prefix wzJwgz- also occur with the prefix z-/zg- alone.
For instance, ws:pomagac'to support' is related to pomagat'to help', but
there is no word like *s:pomagac. Moreover, multiple prefixes (with content-
ful vowels) are generally only found with IMrERFECTIVE verbal stems, while
wz-/wgz- can occur both with pERFECTtvp and IMrERFECTIVE stems, like single
prefixes. Finally, if wz- consisted of two unaccentable prefixes, the following
strong word tree branch would have to sponsor two weak branches. Such
sffuctures have been observed to be ill-formed and avoided.

All this suggests that wzJwgz- functions as a unit, rather than as two
prefixes. This is represented below:

(27)
t

,f-}l,
NrO N2t

I

Z

,ra. 
^.N3O N4O NsO N6lrrtlto s n qe

o
I

r

o
I

w

In this case there are fwo empfy nuclei in one proclitic, neither of which rs

phonetically realised. However, given the claim that all vowelless prefixes in
Polish are unaccentable, this is not surprising. Due to the constraint No
PRovtItrtpNCE, the head of a PG relation within an unaccentable morpheme
(here N,) must remain silent.

I conclude that the'double'prefix wz-ts best interpreted as one, unaccent-
able morpheme.

8.4.9 The prefix wz- with unaccentable roots

There are very few words where the prefix wz- is attached to an unaccentable
verbal root. Most of these are listed below:r3

(28)a. Root b.
hafit
lpbrLl
HAxAI

PERFECTIVE

wez:brai
wss-przei
wes:tchn4i

C. DERIVED IMPERFECTIYE

wz:bigrad
ws:pierai
wz:dychai

'to swell up'
'to support'
'to sigh'

'' Ap*t from the words listed below, the prefix wz- can also precede a root with a nasal
vowel (which alternates with a yer + nasal consonant), namely ws:piqc (siQ 'to climb up'
vs. wgs:pnie'(he) will climb up' and wz:dqc'to inflate' vs. wez:dmie'(he) will inflate'.
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Analytic parsing of such words, for instance, as lw0z0lb0rac0l], satisfies
At-lcNi-Root, but violates No Lepss(rn) as well as Encs-LEFt, both of which
have been established to be ranked higher. Therefore the latter constraints
trigger the synthetic parsing of such words. This gives rise to a sequence of
three empty nuclei in the domain, as in lwbzbbhracAl 'to swell up'. There are

two possible ways in which these nuclei can be parsed into PG relations, as

represented below:

(2e)

S

o
I

r

to
I

w

J
e

NTON2ON3ttzb

,^\
NoO Nsttae

r+r
NoO NslII
a(,

b.

wez-brai

S

,,ftl
N,O N.-l

b

o
I

r

I o N,olt
WZ

.t
e

*wzg:brai

ln (29)a the surfacing nucleus N, properly governs empty Nr, which leaves the
following root yer without a proper governor. N, is included as a weak branch
of a superfoot. On the other hand, in (29)b N, becomes audible as the proper
governor of the root yer Nr. The domain-initial empty nucleus N, remains
ungoverned and inaudible. It is adjoined directly to the word node. Of the two
representations, only the one in (29)a corresponds to an actual word. The
'double' prefix always appears as wgZ-, and never as *wzg-, in front of
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unaccentable roots. This follows straightforwardly from the constraint Eocr-
LEFI, which favours the sffucture in (29)a, with a sffong word ffee branch
word-initially.

Let me point out that it is difficult to predict correctly the location of the
surfacing prefix yer if one assumes that wz-/wgz- consists of two prefixes. In
this case, w- and z- should be able to function independently. It should be

possible for only one of them, and not necessarily both, to fuse with the
following stem in terms of domain structure. This is represented below:

(30)

to
I

Z

toN,
I

w
-' 

,r--,
NrO N1 O N4O Nsll-l'll-l'

b r ae

J
e

*w:zg-4ra6

In order to satisfo Encn-Lprr and No LapsE(r,l), it suffices to incorporate only
one prefix into the same domain as the root. The prefix yer N, and the root yer
N, contract a PG relation, the head of which surfaces. There is no obvious
need to extend the innermost domain further left to include the prefix ]4/- as

well. As a matter of fact, the incorrect representation in (30) seems even more
fortunate than the actual one in (29)a because it does not violate No
Lersr(PG), while (29)a does. Moreover, it scores better with respect to
ArtcN(Morph,Phon), thanks to aligning the boundary between the two prefixes
with a phonological domain edge.

However, the option represented in (30) is never taken in Polish. If
wz-/wgz- consists of two prefixes, this fact does not follow sffaightforwardly
from anything. It must be stipulated in one way or another. On the other hand,
if wz-/wgz- functions as a unit, it is clear that it may only be procliticised as a

unit or parsed synthetically with the following stem as a unit. The latter
approach makes direct and correct predictions about the phonotactic behaviour
of wz-/wcz-. I consider this a conclusive argument in favour of representing the
prefix as a single unaccentable morpheme.

8.4.10 Edge-Left contra Edge-Right in PG

As has been pointed out earlier in this dissertation, Polish has a two-edge
orientation in terms of stress: primary stress is assigned at the right word edge,
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while secondary stress is assigned to every other syllable, starting from the
beginning of the word. In conflict situations, e.g. in words of three syllables,
the right-edge orientation of primary sffess wins (cf. jagoda *jagoda 'berry').
The same 'edge-in' parsing effects can be observed with respect to PG
relations.

Compare how a sequence of three empty nuclei is parsed into PG relations
in (29)a above and in the word mgiel 'mist-GEN SG' (cf. Chapter 7):

(31) 
;

/s/ ,--r,
oNroNroN3lrtmgt

J
e

mgiel

In both words there is a sequence of three empty nuclei at the beginning of the
domain. However, in (29)a the first yer is phonetically realised, while in (31)
the second is audible. As argued above, the audibility of N, in (29)a is due to
the Eocr-Lprr constraint. On the other hand, the audibility of N, in (3 1) was
attributed in Chapter 7 to EpcE-RtGHT. As in the case of stress, I argue, the
Eocr-Rrcur requirement is ranked above EoGB-Lprt, and this ranking
determines the yer surfacing paffern in (31). On the other hand, in (29)a Ence-
Rtcsr is not relevant since the yer sequence is not domain-final. EncE-RIGHT
is satisfied by the PG relation with No as the head. EocE-LEFr gets the voting
rights, and in the selected output, Nr is phonetically interpreted.

Such 'edge-in' parsing in PG relations can be straightforwardly accounted
for in terms of the interaction between two conflicting Aucwtr,tENT consfraints,
while it is highly problematic for a strictly directional analysis.

8.4.1 I Taocnm(D)

There is one word where the 'double' prefix is followed by an unaccentable
root and the consonant-initial verbalising suffix -n4-, namely wgs:tchnqi 'to
sigh', represented below:
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(32)
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wss:tchn4i

The above structure contains four empfy nuclei, of which again only the first
surfaces phonetically. Of the two adjacent unaccentable morphemes, the
unaccentability of the root is satisfied and that of the prefix is violated. This
partial violation of No PRotunqrNcn is triggered by higher ranked No
Larsn(ro). Audible Nr in (32) also meets the Ence-Lprr requirement.
However, since the prefix-root boundary does not coincide with a domain
boundary, G2) violates AucN-Root.

Observe that another parsing is possible, without an AI-tcN-Root violation,
which scores equally well with respect to No PnourNENCE, EDGB-Lnrr and

No Lapss(r,l). It is represented below:

(33)

o
I

t

to
I

w

NrO N2t
I

Z

/^\ /-\
N3O N4O N5O Nul llltlch nqe

J
e

*ws:techn4i

In the above representation, the lapse of two unaccentable morphemes is
resolved by violating the unaccentability of the root, rather than of the prefix.
It is then unnecessary to parse the prefix synthetically, and Auctt-Root can be
satisfied. Moreover, (33) scores better with respect to No Lersr(PG), since
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there is only a lapse of two inaudible yers in the prefix, while in (32) there rs

a lapse of three. The constraint hierarchy, as established so far, cannot account
for why (32) is selected over (33).

It has, however, been observed several times earlier in this dissertation that
in lapses of two unaccentable morphemes, it is always the leftmost one which
becomes the strong branch in a superfoot. This observation, which suggests

that left-headed structures are generally preferred in Polish, can be stated in
terms of TnocuEE(E), a constraint analogous to the left-headedness requirement
in PG relations and in metrical feet. In (32), the two unaccentable morphemes
form a well-formed, left-headed superfoot. In (33), on the other hand, the
prefix is adjoined as a weak branch to the word node. The ill-formedness of
(33) suggests that a weak word tree branch must be parsed into a higher level
constituent with what precedes it. This requirement is met in (32), but not in
(33). I conclude that in Polish, Tnocurr(X) dominates AtlcN-Root, which
favours the loser representation in (33): TRocurp(X) >> AIIcN-Root.

As far as stress in Russian is concerned, Revithiadou (1999) argues that
conflicts between the accentual requirements of adjacent morphemes are always
resolved in favour of the morpheme which is the morpho-syntactic head. The
morpho-syntactic head in underived (but inflected) words in the root. Therefore
the accentual properties of the root prevail over those of inflectional endings.
On the other hand, derivational suffixes are morpho-syntactic heads over roots,
and can outrank the accentual requirements of the latter. However, evaluative
suffixes, such as diminutives and augmentatives, do not behave like morpho-
syntactic heads in Slavic languages, since they do not affect the morpho-
syntactic category of the word. Revithiadou observes that the accentual
requirements of such suffixes cannot outrank those of an adjacent morpheme.

The diminutive suffix in Polish also preserves the morpho-syntactic
category of the base. It derives nouns from nouns, preserving the gender of the
base. For instance, the diminutive of the feminine noun dziauczyna 'girl' is
also feminine dziewczynka, while the diminutive of the masculine noun dom
'house' is also masculine domek Yet, in terms of phonotactics, the attachment
of the vowelless diminutive suffix -ck does cause the violation of the unaccent-
ability of the preceding root, as in piesek'dog-ottvt', or Class B suffix, as in
parts@wko 'state-DlM'. This proves that, while in Russian stress, morphology
determines unaccentability conflict resolution, in Polish phonotactics, the
prosodic shape of the word tree decides.

Interestingly, in all the words containing the 'double' prefix and an
unaccentable root, the surface clusters which arise due to the inaudibility of the
root yers and the prefix-final yer, namely lz:br, s:pr, s:txn] (as well as [s:pn,
s:dm] in roots with nasal vowels), are fairly 'well-behaved'. Prefix-final [s/z]
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can only be followed by a labial or coronal plosive root-initially, which in turn
is followed by a sonorant [r] or [m, n]. In the only example where a cluster of
four consonants ([s:txn]) arises, the first two consonants involve the [st]
cluster, whose special complex segment-like status has already been observed
several times. These facts carurot be insignificant. As I have suggested above,
melodically adjacent consonants must contract IO Govemment relations across

intervening empty nuclei, even if these nuclei are properly governed. The more
indirectly the nuclei are licensed in terms of PG relations (and the less
'licensing inheritence' they receive), the stronger IO Government relations
must hold befween the adjacent consonants.

8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I have considered vowel-zero alternations in prefixes. Prefix yer
surfacing has been shown to be due to the interaction between lexical
unaccentability properties of morphemes (protected by the constraint No
PnourmgNcE) as well as general constraints on the well-formedness of domain
and word ffee structure. I have argued that vowelless prefixes are unaccentable,
similarly to vowelless roots and suffixes.

The default parsing of prefixes outside the domain of the root has been
attributed to the constraint ALIGN-Root, which requires demarcating the left
root edge by the beginning of a phonological domain. If undominated, this
consfraint would prevent any phonological interaction between the root and the
prefix. This requirement is violated in Polish prefixed verbs with unaccentable
verbal roots, as evidenced by the appearance of a prefix yer before such roots.

I have argued that this is due to higher ranked requirements on the shape of
domain and word tree structure, namely No Lepsp(ro), TnocurE(I) and Encn-
Lrrr. Due to the first two constraints, lapses of two adjacent unaccented
morphemes, i.e. an unaccentable prefix and an unaccentable root, are resolved
by parsing both morphemes synthetically and violating the unaccentability of
the prefix (i.e. making the prefix yer audible). Encn-Lnrr selects that the
output form with an audible nucleus in the domain-initial CV unit. The latter
constraint also triggers the synthetic parsing of vowelless roots with accentable
prefixes, which parsing also provides an audible nucleus at the left edge of the
domain.
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Conclusion

In Part II of this dissertation I have applied the model of trochaic Proper
Government, developed in Part I, to the analysis of Polish yers, i.e. ghost
vowels. The facts of Polish constitute a challenge to Govemment Phonology
since, on the one hand, complex consonantal clusters are tolerated in various
positions in the word, and on the other hand, in certain contexts ghost vowels
regularly break up clusters which are acceptable in others.

The basic pattern of every other ghost surfacing in a sequence, predicted by
the theory of Proper Govemment, is disturbed in three ways in Polish. In some

sequences of yers, every one of them is phonetically realised, except for the
rightmost one. This is the paffern attested in the derivatives of Class A
suffixes, discussed in Chapter 6. Elsewhere in the language all yers in a

sequence remain inaudible. This is the case in the derivatives of Class B
suffixes, discussed in Chapter 6, and in a group of roots, analysed in Chap-
ter 7. Finally, in prefixed words containing the same group of roots only the
first (prefix) yer surfaces in a sequence of fwo, three or even four empty
nuclei. Such facts are addressed in Chapter 8.

I have argued that the divergences from the simple altemating pattem of
empfy nucleus surfacing involve 'unaccentable' and 'pre-accenting' mor-
phemes. Unaccentability in terms of PG relations is a property analogical to
morpheme unaccentability in lexical accent systems. In such systems, mor-
phemes lexically marked as unaccentable reject the prosodic prominence, which
is associated with stress. Moreover, pre-accenting morphemes assign promi-
nence to a syllable to their left. Similarly, in Polish phonotactic structure,
unaccentable morphemes rqect prosodic prominence expressed as audibility,
which is associated with the PG head position. A PG relation can be contracted
within such a morpheme, but its head remains inaudible. This can result in
sequences of inaudible nuclei. On the other hand, pre-accenting morphemes
assign prominence to the nucleus before them, which therefore must be
audible. The surface result can involve sequences of audible yers in consecu-
tive CV units, i.e. the 'every one but last' yer surfacing pattern.

I have argued that roots, suffixes and prefixes which lack a lexically
contentful vowel are marked as unaccentable in the lexicon. Morpheme
unaccentability is protected by the constraint No Pnorr,ln-iENCE. It outranks
Hseo AuusLIrv(PG), which demands the audibility of properly governing
heads, and therefore suppresses the audibility of yers in unaccentable mor-
phemes. Unaccentable morphemes are incorporated into the word tree as
'weak' branches.
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The occurrence of such weak branches is subject to limitations imposed by
constraints on the well-formedness of the word tree. These are parallel to the

consfiaints on PG relations, but apply at a higher representational level. Like in
PG relations, every domain must have an audible head (Hrno Aunm[lrv(rrl)),
lapses, i.e. adjacent weak branches, are prohibited (No Lnrsr(rrt)) and in a

sequence of two weak branches, the leftmost one must become strong
(TnocHnE(E)). Moreover, a sffong branch is preferred domain-initially (Encr-
Lerr).

The formation of PG relations in Polish is subject to the same well-
formedness conditions as in the languages discussed in Part I. PG relations in
Polish are binary, trochaic and contracted locally, and phonetic realisation is a

property of PG heads. The main difference between Polish and, for instance,
Turkish is that in Polish unaccentability (i.e. the constraint No PRoMntsNcE)
crucially outranks Hpen AuuBll-lrv(PG) and No Larse(PG), and suppresses
the phonetic appearance of some PG heads. Given the opposite ranking in
Turkish, Hreo Aunlntrrr(PG) above unaccentability, it is in fact immaterial
whether there are any morphemes in the Turkish lexicon which are specified as

unaccentable. The effects of such unaccentability will be obliterated by the

requirement that PG heads within all morphemes must be audible. In fact, in a
language of this type, the constraints referring to PG relations can be identified
with the consffaints on the word tree structure. On the other hand, in Polish,
consffaints which refer to prosodic (unaccentability) properties of morphemes
interfere between the PG and the word tree types of well-formedness con-
straints.

To recapitulate, the ranking of the well-formedness constraints discussed in
Part II of this dissertation, which determine the behaviour of Polish ghost
vowels, can be represented as follows:

No Lepsp(r,l), BnqRRrry(I) TRocuEp(PG), BntaRIrv(PG)
Hreo AunBrrrY(I), Tnocuru(I)

I

No PnoUTNENCE

I

AucN-Root
Allcu(Morph,Phon) Enqr-Rtcur

Encr-Lprr
Pnn-accENruArloN 

I

No LepsE(PG)
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In Chapter 7 I put forward a proposal regarding cluster-medial [r], as in
krtari'larlmx'. I suggested that it is best analysed as phonotactically (although
it does not count as syllabic for stress). It occupies an onset position and
spreads to the following empty nucleus. Such phonotactic syllabicify is
reminiscent of Magic Licensing by [s], which is also active in Polish. In both
cases the nucleus following syllabic tr] or Magic [s] need not be properly
governed. In neither case, however, is the consonant realised as phonetically
syllabic. The relation befween Magic Licensing and the phonological and
phonetic syllabicity of consonants deserves attention in future research within a

Strict CV approach.
One of the advantages of a Strict CV approach, within which the above

analysis of Polish has been couched, is that it resolves the ambiguity between
branching onsets and onset-onset clusters, both of which must be recognised in
standard GP, in favour of the latter type of configurations only. Second,
combined with Proper Government, it sraightforwardly predicts the appearance
of a ghost vowel in front of a single domain-final consonant. Third, it predicts
the possibility of the splitting up under derivation of morpheme-final conson-
antal sequences, which behave like final branching onsets in underived words,
as in wia[trJ 'wind', but surface as consecutive onsets under further derivation,
as in wia[tgrJ gk'idem-DIM'.

An exhaustive analysis of Polish consonantal clusters within a Strict CV
approach requires a study of relations between melodically adjacent consonants.
On the one hand, there are certain restrictions on the occuffence and sequenc-
ing of consonants in vowelless roots, pointed out by Cyran & Gussmann (to
appear). On the other hand, certain types of clusters are not broken up by
surfacing yers word-finally, which suggests that the intervening empty nuclei
can be licensed by IO Government relations between the consonants enclosing
them. The mechanism of IO Government has been relatively little studied so
far and has not been considered in detail in this dissertation. A thorough
discussion of such relations concerns problems of segmental structure, rather
than prosodic strucfure, on which I have focused. However, the analysis of
internuclear relations provided in this dissertation opens up a perspective on
which facts indeed need to be attributed to the effects of IO Government
relations, and which follow from the modified theory of Proper Government.
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Consonantal clusters in Mohawk

Except for those in (10), the following inventories of surface consonantal clusters are all
taken from Michelson (1988: l2-13).

(l) Word-initial CC clusters

v w n r S t k h
,l

v

w

n ny

r

s st sk sh

t ry ts tk th

k ky kw ks kt kk kh

h

,l

(2) Word-medial CC clusters

v w n r S t k h ,)

v

w wh

n ny nh

r ry rk rh

s sy sw SN st sk sh

t ty ts tt tk rh

k ky kw ks kt kk kh

h hy hw hn hr hs ht hk

? ?w ?n ?r ?s ?t ?k
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(3) Word-final CC clusters

There are no word-final CC clusters beginning with a sonorant [y w n r], except for [rk].

(4) Word-initial CCC clusters

There are no word-initial CCC clusters where the first and/or the second consonant is a
sonorant[ywnr].

S t k h
,)

S skw shw shn shr

t tsy thn thr

k ksw kst ksk kts kkw khy khw khn
khl khr

h

?

(5) Word-final CCC clusters

[?rs], [?ks] and [kst]

v w n t S t k h ?

S st sk

t ts tk

k ks kt

h hs ht

,l ?w ?n t
ĴS ?t ?k
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(6) Word-medial CCC clusters

(7) Word-initial CCCC clusters

lshnyl and [khny]

There are no word-final CCCC clusters.

v w n r s t k h ?

v

w

n nhy
nhr

r rhy
rhw

S sny sty
sth

sky skw
skt skk

shy shw
shn shr

t tsy tsn
tst tsk
tsh

tky
tkw

thy thw
thn thr
ths

k ksw kst
ksk ksh

kts
kth

kkw khy khw
khn khr
khs kht

h hny
hnh

hry
hh

hsy hsw
hst hsk
hsh

hty hts
htk hth

hkw
hkh

,)
?wh ?ny

?nh

?rh ?sw ?st

?sk ?sh

?ty ?ts

?tk ?th
?ky ?kw
?ks ?kt
?kk ?kh
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(8) Word-medial CCCC clusters

There are no word-medial CCCC clusters where the first and/or the second consonant is a

sonorant [y * n r], except for [hnhy] and [?nhy].

(9) Word-medial CCCCC clusters

[?tsth] and [?tskw]

There are no word-initial or final CCCCC clusters.

(10) Surface clusters in Akwesasne Mohawk according to Bonvillain (1973)

Bonvillain (1973) transcribes the liquid phoneme in Akwesasne Mohawk as [], rather than

[r]. (According to Michelson (1988: 9), in this dialect the liquid often has both [] and [r]
properties.) Moreover, she includes the palatal affricate transcribed as [] in the consonant
inventory. In some cases, she observes, the affricate is the surface realisation of the sequence

tsy]. Li] never occurs word-finally.

Bonvillain reports clusters of no more than two consonants word-initially, (rare) clusters
of at most three consonants word-finally and clusters of up to four consonants word-
medially.

S t k h ?

s stury

t tsth tsky tskw

k ksth kskw kthy khny khsy
khsw

h hsts hsty hsth
hsky hskw hskt
hskk

htsy htsh hkwh

,l ?tsy ?tst
?tsk ?tsh
?tky

?khy ?kkw ?ksh
?kth ?khw ?khn
?kst
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Word-medial CC clusters reported by Bonvillain:

307

v w n S t k l h 2

v

w wh

n ny nl nh

I Iy lh

S sy sw sn sl ss st sk sh

t ts tt rk th

k ks kt kk kh

J JY

h hy hw hn hl hs ht hk hj

) ?y ?w ?n ?l ?s ?t ?k ?i

A subset of the above list is reported word-initially:

v w n s t k j h ,)

v

w

n ny

I

s sy S.w SN sl st sk sh

t tS tk th

k ks kt kk kh

l JY

h hl
,l
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Word-initial consonantal clusters in Polish

The consonantal cluster inventories in Appendices 2-4 arc based on the lists in Bargiel6wna
(1950) and Sawicka Q97$. Consonants are classified not according to their phonetic form,
but according to their phonological status (cf. Chapter 5). Many clusters occurring across the
morphological boundary in compound-like words, such as wsphl/wlaiciciel'co-owner' and
cwierc/ton 'quater of a ton', are not taken into consideration, since such clusters do not
apparently need to obey any phonotactic restrictions.

Transparent prefix boundaries are marked below by ':' if they occur adjacent to or
within the relevant clusters. Similarly, compound or clitic juncture is indicatedby 'l' . Suffix
boundaries are not marked.

Examples are given in spelling. However, in potentially problematic cases, for
instance, when nasal vowels are involved, transcription is also provided. Polish spelling
conventions and transcription are introduced in Chapter 5.

Nasal vowels are pronounced as sequences of an oral vowel and a nasal homorganic
to the following consonant. Before fricatives, nasals other than [m] (whether spelled as 'n'
or 'ri' or constituting part of a nasal vowel) are pronounced as nasalised glides, front []
before a palatalised consonant and [wJ otherwise.

Labial and velar consonants with secondary palatalisation are not included as separate
segments.

Plosives and affticates in clusters are nornally released. The rightmost obstruent in a
cluster determines the voicing of all obstruents in the cluster. Voiced consonants are
included in the left-hand column below and voiceless ones are in the right-hand column.

(1) Obstruent-initial CC- clusters
a. plosive + plosive

'bird'

'to weave'
'to mock'
'who'

'prank'
'prank'
'wheat'
'to push'
'coward'
male name
'book'

b. plosive + fricative
bzykai, 'to hum'
bzik 'craze'

dbac

gbur
gderai

gzyms
gzii siq
gienie siq

'to care'

'yokel'
'to nag'

'moulding'
'to run wild'
'sex-frenzy'

ptak

tkai
kpic
kto

psota
psikus
pszenica
pchac
tch6rz
Ksawery
ksiqzka
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c.

gdzie

plosive + affricate

d. plosive * nasal

dmuchai
dna
dni6wka
gmatwai
gnqbii
gniazdo

APPENDIX 2

zlza
z:ziajany fz-if
z4yi, [z-Z] siq

Tczew
kciuk

ptr4cze
pnie

tn4cy
tniak
kmotr
knocii
knieja

ptrywac
plama
prawy
prz6d
tlumaczyi
tli6 siq
trawa
trzy
kIaSi
klatka
krowa
krzyk

twardy
kwaSny

spodnie
stac
skarga
szpak
sztuice
szkola
Spiewai

sfera
ssac

ssie [s-S]
to'

place name
'thumb'

'creeper'
'tree trunks'

'cutting'
'chisel'
'crony'
'to bungle'
'forest'

'to swim'
'stain'
'right'
'front'
'to explain'
'to glow'
'grass'
'three'
'to put down'
'cage'
'cow'
'shout'

'hard'
'sour'

'trousers'
'to stand'
'complaint'
'starling'
'cutlery'
'school'
'to sing'

'sphere'
'to suck'
'(he) sucks'

'where'

'to blow'
'gout'
'day's wage'
'to tangle up'
'to oppress'
'nest'

'from behind'
'out of breath'
'to grow accustomed

e. plosive + liquid
bloto 'mud'
blady 'pale'
broda 'beard'
brzoza 'birch'
dlugi 'long'
dlaczego 'why'
droga 'road'
drzewo 'troe'
glowa 'head'
glqdzii 'to prate'
granica 'border'
grzech 'sin'

f. plosive + glide
dwa 'two'
gwara 'dialect'

g. fricative * plosive
zbawii 'to save'
zdolny 'able'
zgaga 'heartburn'
ibik 'wildcat'

Lgac 'to stab'

h. fricative + fricative
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j. fricative
zmora
znak
z=nie6i
2mudny
Lnq(
iniwa

i. fricative + affricate

Ldziebelko lt )

rszarzei [s-5]
scheda [sx]

scena

z-.czernrei
szczepii [$]
Sciana

chcenie
chciei

smazyi
snop

szmata
sznur

Smiech
Snieg
chmura

flaki
fruwac
slowo
slalom
sroka

SIad

Srodek
szlochac
szla
szrama
chlopak
chlapai
chrapai
chrzan

swatka
szrvalnia
Swiat
chwalic

'to get gray'
'inheritence'

'scene'
'to become black'
'to vaccinate'
'wall'
'wanting'
'to want'

'to firy'
'sheaf

'rag'
'rope'

'laughter'
'snow'
'cloud'

'tripe'
'to fly'
'word'
'slalom'
'magpie'

'trace'
'middle'
'to sob'
'(she) went'
'scar'
'boy'
'to splash'
oto snore'
'horseradish'

'matchmaker'
'sewing room'
'world'
'to praise'

'blade of grass-

DIM,

nasal
'nightmare'
'sign'
'to bear'
'laborious'
'to cut'
'harvest'

k. fricative

zloto
z:lot
z:raz
FTZEC
Lle
ir6dlo
2leb
ilopa(,
irec

+ liquid

'gold'
'reunion'
'chop steak'
'to resign'
'badly'
'spring'
'gully'
'to quaff
'to gobble'

l. fricative + glide
rwyciqiyt 'to win'
Lvvawy 'brisk'

zjawa 'phantom'
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m. afficate * plosive

APPENDIX 2

czkac
cztery

(pai

czchai

cmokai
cnota

mszyca
mchy

dzban

Mgai 'to stab'

mniej
mlody
mleko
mrugai

'jug'

'less'
'young'
'milk'
'to wink'

cnii (siq) 'to hanker'
czmychn4i 'to flee'
cma 'moth'

q. affricate + liquid
clo 'duty'
clii 'to raise duty'
czlowiek 'person'

r. affricate + glide
dzwonii 'to ring' cwany 'cunning'

czwarty 'fourth'
diwiqk 'sound' dwierd 'quarter'

n. affricate + ficative

o. affricate + affricate
dndirysty 'rainy'

p. affricate * nasal

(2) Sonorant-initial CC- clusters
a. nasal * obstruent
mgielka 'mist-olM'
mZawka 'drizzle'

b. nasal * sonorant
mnozyi 'to multiply'

czcry 'empty'
czcionka 'letter type'

'to hiccup'
'four'

'to use drugs'

oto scamper'

oto smack'
'virtue'

'plant louse'
'moss-Pl'
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c. liquid * obstruent
lby 'animal head'
Igai 'to lie' Ikai 'to sob'
lza 'tear'
lilec 'to lie'
lzie 'tear-Loc sG'
lirJ() 'to insult'
rdest 'knot grass' rtqi 'mercury'
rdza 'rust'
riysko 'stubble'

d. liquid * sonorant
lnu 'linnen-cnN sc'
lnica 'toad-flax'
lwy 'lions'
rwetes 'hubbub'

e. glide * obstntent

313

w:biec
wdowa
w:giqi
wz6r
wziqc

'pattern'
'to take'

w=sadzii
wsie
wszak

'to fall inside'
'Tuesday'

'to put in'
'villages'
'yet'

'on the whole'
'to cut in'
'yesterday'

'tender'
'to stick'
'to touch'

.to run inside, w=pa6i
'widow' wtorek
'to bend inside' w:kuwai 'to learn-coll'

w:chodzic 'to come in'

wdziqk

f. glide * sonorant
w:m6wii 'to talk into'
wnuk 'grandchild'
w:nie6i 'to bring inside'
wlosy 'hair'
wlec 'to drag'
wrona 'crow'
wrzask 'scream'
w:jazd 'entrance'
w=wieii 'to bring inside'

(3) CCC- clusters
a. plosive * obstruent + C

wcale
'charm' w:ciqc

wczoraj

tkliwy
tkwic
tkn4i
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b. plosive * sonorant + C
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bzdura
bid2enie
bi:dzic

brzdqkai
brzmiec
brwi
drgai
drLe(
drwal

drzwi

grdyka

grzbiet
grzdykai
grzmot

z:bzikowai

z:dmuchn4i
z:dlawii

'nonsense
'farting'
'to fart'

'to strum'
oto sound'
'eyebrows'
'to vibrate'
'to tremble'
'woodcutter'

'door'

'Adam's apple'

'back'
'to gobble'
'thunder'

'to go crazy'

'to blow off
'to stifle'

APPENDIX 2

tkniqcie
tchn4i
tchnienie
pst!
pszczola

ksztatt
pchnqi
pchniqcie
pchla
pchli

plwai
plci
prztykad

'touch'
'to breathe'
'breath'
'hush'
'bee'

'form'
'to push'
'push'
'flea'
'flea-ADJ'

trwonii
trzpieii
trzmiel
trznadel

kln4c
klnie
krtan
krn4brny
krwawii

krztusii siq

s:plamic
s=plon4i
sprawa
sprzeczka
s:psocii

s:tch6rzyi

s{luc
s{lii

'to spit'
'sex-GEN sc'
'to fillip'

'to squander'
'pivot'
'bumble-bee'
'yellow-hammer'

'to swear'
'(he) swears'
'1a4mx'
'insubordinate'
'to bleed'

'to choke'

'to stain'
'to burn down'
omatter'

'quarrel'
'to play a trick'

'to take fright'

'to break'
'to burn'

c. fricative * obstruent + Q
nlbli?yt 'to approach'
znblqkany 'stray'
zbroja 'armour'
nbrzydn4t 'to grow ugly'
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'health'

'to double'
'to take off
'to become surly'
'to nag-PERF'

'to tangle up'
'to depress'
oto squeeze'
'to get hungry'
'ashes'
'shapely'
'gride'
'to rape'
'to strain onself

zdrowie

z:dwajac
zdiq(
z:gburowaciei
ngdera(
z:gmatwai
z=gnqbii
z:gnieSi
z:glodniei
zgliszcza
zgrabny
zgrzyl
2=gwalcii
z=dtwigac

POLISH CLUSTERS

strona
slrzal
s:tworzyi
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'side'
'shot'
'to create'

zgnqc
igniqcie

z=mniejszyi
z:ml6cii

'to stab'
'stabbing'

'to diminish'
'to thresh'

sknera

s:kladad
s:kleii
skrobai
skrzypce
skwar

s:flaczaly
s=frun4i
z=stq)ii
s:chmurniei
schnqi
schnie
schla
schludny
s=chron
s=chrzanii
s:chwycii
szprotka
sztruks

szklo
szkliwo
szkrab
szczwany
5:dmic
5:6wiczyi
chrzfu
chrzczony
chrzcii
cknic siq
ckliwy
czchnqi

'niggard'

'to fold up'
'to glue together'
'to scrabe'
'violin'
'swelter'

'flabby'
'to fly down'
'to descend'
'to cloud'
'to dry'
'(it) gets dry'
'(she) dried'
'neat'
'chelter'
'to bangle'
'to catch'
'sprat'
'ribbed velvet'

'glass'
o glaze'
'tot'
'sly'
'to darken'
'to flog'
'baptism-cEN sc'
'baptised'
'to baptise'
'to miss'
'sickening'
'to scamper'

d. fricative/afficate + sonorant * C
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z=mrok 'dusk'

APPENDIX 2

smr6d 'stench'
mlaszcza 'in particular'
z=wlec 'to pull off
z=wr6cii 'to return'

e. sonorant * obstruent + C
mdly 'insipid'
mdlei 'to faint'

mkn4i 'to speed'
mgnienie 'twinkling'
mgla 'mist'
mglisty 'misty'

mszczenie siq 'vengeance'
m5cii siq 'to avenge'

lgnqi 'to cling'
lgnie '(he) clings

lSnii 'to sparkle'
rhn4( 'to cling'
rilniqczka 'cock's-foot'
w:blysn4i 'to flash inside' w=plywai 'to swim in'

s,=platai 'to weave'
wbrew 'against' w=prawny 'skilful'

w=prz6d 'first'
w=dmuchngi 'to blow in'
w=dlubac 'to groove in' w{loczyi 'to force into'
w:drozyi 'to apply' w:tr4cai 'to intemrpt'

w=trz4snqi 'to shake into'
w:gnieSc 'to indent'
w:glqbii 'to set into w=kladai 'to put inside'

the ground'
w=gl4d 'insight' w:klei6 'to glue in'
w:gryLc 'to bite in' w=krqcai 'to screw in'
w:grzebad 'to scratch into w:krzywie 'to bend in'

the ground'
w:gwaZdilac 'to nail in' w=kwaterowai 'to lodge'
wz:burzyi 'to agitate' wspanialy 'splendid'
wz=dqi 'to inflate' wstyd 'shame'

wz=garda 'scorn' ws:kazad 'to point out'
ws=chodzii oto rise'

wz:m6c 'to intensify' w=smarowad 'to smear in'
wz:nosii 'to rise' w:snuwai 'to spin into'
wz:niosly 'lofty'
wz=latai 'to fly upwards'

w=slawii 'to make famous'
wzrok 'sight'
wm+y2 'upwards'



(4) CCCC- clusters

drgn4i
drgnienie

frdfrblo
wz=bronii
wz-dlu2yc
wz:drygn4i

wz:gl4d

WORD.INITIAL POLISH CLUSTERS

'to budge'
'budging'

'blade of grass'
'to forbid'
'to lengthen'
'to shudder'

'consideration'

wszcrynai,
w=sznurowai
w:Spiewac
wSciekty
w=Slizgnqi
w=S16d
w:Swidrowai
w=chlonqd

pstry
pstrzyi

s=krwawii
s{rwonii

wstrEtny
wstrzemiqtliult

wskro6
ws=krzesii
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'to start'
'to lace in'
'to start singing'
'furious'
'to creep in'
'among'
'to drill in'
'to absorb'

'gaudy'
'to mottle'

'to cover with blood'
'to squander away'

'disgusting'
'moderate'

'through'
'to revive'



Appendix 3

Word-internal consonantal clusters in Polish

(l) Obstruent-initial CC- clusters
a. plosive + plosive

b. plosive + fricative

kobza

kobziarz

zygzak
wy:gzii

abdykowai

zadbac
buddysta
Edgar

nigdy

magma
mrugn4i
bagnisty

'to abdicate'

'to take care'
'buddhist'
male name

'never'

'bagpipe'

'bagpipe player'

'zigzag'
'to run amuck'

'magma'
'to wink'
'swampy'

neptek
szczypta
chlopka
wqtpii
motto
wiotki
zakpii
aktor
lekki

oblity
klapsy
absurdalny
lepsry
lepsi
mlodszy
mlodsi
bokser
boksie
dzikszy

kupcy
chlopczyk
kapcie
akcent
Iokcie

okropny
zaczepnie

sprytny
zytni6wka
sukmana
sukno
moknie

'guy-PEJoR'
'pinch'
'countrywoman'
oto doubt'
'motto'
'limp'
'to mock'
'actor'
'light'

'aburdant'
'smacking'
'absurd'
'better'
'better-M.q,sc PL'
'younger'
'younger-Msc PL'

'boxer'
'boxing-Loc sG'
'wilder'

'merchants'
'boy-DIM'
'slippers'
oaccent'

'elbows'

'horrible'
'aggressively'

'cunning'
'ray vodka'
'kind of clothing'
'cloth'
'(he) gets wet'

c. plosive * affricate

Magdzie 'Magdalena-Loc'

d. plosive * nasal
zgrabny 'shapely'
zgrzebnie 'coarsely'
wy:dma 'dune'
modny 'fashionable'
rnodnisia 'dressy woman'
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e. plosive +
jablori
grobla
lebrad
bobrze [bi]
jadto
modlii siq
m4dry
modrzew [d-i]
nagly
iglica
o:gr6d
podagrze [gZ]

APPENDIX 3

f. plosive + glide
ob=warzanek 'bagel'
adwokat 'lawyer'
po:gwarzyi 'to chat'

g. fricative + plosive

izba 'room'
gwiazda 'star'
drzazga 'splinter'
druZba 'friendship'
kazdy 'every'

rzefrba 'sculpture'

u:tga( 'to prick'

h. fricative + fricative

roz=2alic siQ 'to embitter'

lafwy
sakwa [kfl

nafta
wyspa
miasto
laska
o:szpecii
baszta
mieszkai
po:Spiech
hu$tai
rze5ki
plachta

asfalt
w)Fssac
pascha
toz:szerzyi
wELszy
wyisi

hafciarka
sG' misce

roz:czepii [sE]
niszczyc
maszcie [5d]

i. fricative

drzazdze Lzl)

moZd2ek lilA.
kazdziutki li3j

liquid
'apple tree'
'dike'
'to beg'
'beaver-Loc sG'
'food'
'to pray'
'wise'
'larch'
'sudden'
'spire'
'garden'
'podagra-Loc sG'

affricate

'splinter-Loc

'brains'
'every-DIM'

cieply
kopla
kopru
wieprzowina [p5]
w4tly
6wietlik
chytry
lotrzyk [t5]
nikly
oklep
mokry
pokrzywa [k5]

'warm'
'drop'
'dill-csN sc'
'pork'
'frail'
'glow-worm'
'cunning'
'rouge'
'minute'
'bare back'
'wett
'nettle'

'easy'
'purse'

'oil'
'island'
'city'
'mercy'
'to blemish'
'towgr'
'to live'
'rush'
'to rock'
'awake'
'rag'

'asfalt'
oto suck out'
'Passover'
'to widen'
'narrower'
'taller'

'embroidress'
'bowl-Loc'
'to discoru:ect'
'to destroy'
'mast-LOC'
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'mouth-piece-Loc'
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uidzie

j fricative

plazma
blizna
pi2mo
mqiny
powainie
wefmie
gtof;ny
luinia

* nasal

'plasma'
'scar'
'musk
'brave'
'seriously'
'(he) will take'
'dangerous'
'baths'

liquid

'goats'
'to pour'
'transparency'
'to affect'
'pointer dogs'
'possible'
'to devour'
'infectious'
'to foal'

moScie
buice [5c]
muszce [5c]
pichcenie
wiechcie

szlafmyca
trafny
pismo
wiosna
ze:szmaci(
Smieszny
prysznic
piSmiennictwo
sproSny
ba5nie
pachn4i
kuchnia

szuflada
szafran
kaslai

o:srebrzyc

po:szla
po:szli
o=szroniony
oSli

przy:Srodkowy
rychlo
chochlik
ochra
ochrze

o:swoii
Rosja
po:szwa
o:Swietlii
brzechwa

'bridge-t-Oc SG'

'kiss-Loc'
'fly-olM-Loc'
'cooking-Coll'
'wisps'

'sleeping cap'
'accurate'
'writing'
'spring'
'to turn to rags'
'funny'
'shower'
'literature'
'obscene'
'fairy-tales'
'to smell'
'kitchen'

'drawer'
'safran'
'to cough'

'to silver'

'(she) went'
'(they) went'
'frosted'
'donkey-eo.l'
'paracentral'
'soon'
'gnome'
'ochre'
'ochre-Loc sG'

'to tame'
Russia
'pillow-case'
'to illuminate'
'shaft of an arrow'

k. fricative *

kozly
roz=lai
przezrocze
roz:rzewni( fzi:l
wyilly
mo2liwy
po=itrec
zaruiliwy
o=Zrebic siq

l. fricative + glide
na:zwa 'name'
Gruzja Georgia
lyiwy 'skates'
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m. affricate

APPENDIX 3

nicpori
octu
dziecko

poczta
teczka
wadpan
padkad

(do) krodset
starodwiecczyzna
porzeczce
poczcie
bodice [6c]

kocmoluch
mocny
bra6mi
ucz,/my
Sliczny
guecznie

Waclaw
o:clii
szpicruta
po=cwalowad [cf]
racja
po:czlapad
zyczliwy
poczwara [Ef]

lampa
komtur

mamka
lontu
bunkier

+ plosive

ticzba [jbl

swadfba

o. affricate

wiedima

'number'

'matchmaking'

'good-for-nothing'
'acid-GEN sG'
'child'

'mail'
'bag'
'sir'
'to mess around'

'dammit!'
'old-fashionedness'
'currant-Loc SG'
'mail-Loc sc'
'stimuli'

'sloven'
'strong'
'brother-nisrR PL'
'let's teach'
'beautiful'
'politely'

male name
'to lay a duty'
'riding whip'
'to gallop'
'right-Noutt'
'to shuffle along'
'friendly'
'monster'

'lamp'
'Commander
(of Teutonic Knights)'

'wet-nurse'
'fuse'
'bunker'

n. affricate + fricative/affricate

* nasal

'witch'

p. affricate + liquid/glide

odfwierny 'doorman'

(2) Sonorant-initial CC- clusters
a. nasal * plosive
plomba

kamgarn
komenda
ongi$
hariba

'filling'

'worsted yarn'
'headquaters'
'once upon a time'
'disgrace'
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Swirfrtuch

bafika
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'rake'
'can'

b. nasal + fricative
emfaza 'emphasis'

giemza 'chamois'
Swiadomszy 'more aware'
tlamsii 'to smother'
czeremcha 'bird cherry'
konfitury 'jam'

wiqza(,f#l 'to tie' dqsai [frs] siq 'to be sulky'
menzurka 'measuring glass' szansa 'chance'
ciqin 1fril) 'pregnancy' ukqszenie [fiS] 'bite'
oraniada 'lemonade' czynsz6wka 'tenement house'

, ,d,.
wiqzieri [fi] 'prisoner' szansie 'chance-Loc sG'

tariszy 'cheaper'
tafsi 'cheaper-UAsc PL'

c. nasal + affricate
klamca 'lier'
zamczysko 'castle-AucM'
Tomcio 'Tom-DIM'

jqdza [nJJ 'witch' rqce [nc] 'hands'
jqczei [nE] 'to moan'
gofrcy 'office boys'
kofrczyi 'to finish'

Qaziel tfij] 'distaff piqcie [ri6] 'heel-Loc sc'

d. nasal + nasal
zlammy 'let's break'
ogromtry 'huge'
przyjemnie 'nicely'
inny 'different'
korimi 'horse-INSTR pL'

niewinnie 'innocently'

e. nasal + liquid/glide
memlac 'to mutter'
mamlec 'to mutter'
mamrotai 'to mumble'
szemrze '(he) murmurs'
Henryk male name
kanwa 'canvas'
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f. liquid * plosive
strzelba 'riffle'
szyldy 'sign boards'
ulga 'relief
kielbasa 'sausage'

falda 'fold'
czolgai siq 'to crawl'
torba 'bag'
merdai 'to wag'
warga 'lip'
wierzba 'willow'
wierzgac 'to kick'

g. liquid + fricative

APPENDIX 3

pulpet
palto
walka
chelpii siq
ksztaltowai
p6lka
szarpai
warto66
markotny

'meat ball'
'coat'
'fight'
'to boast'
'to shape'
'shelf
'to tear'
'value'
'gloomy'

Alzacja
ulzyi

za{zawiony
malieristwo

zamarzac fr-zf
szarLa
mierzif frt)

geogr. name
oto relieve'

'full of tears'
'marriage'

'to freeze'
'rank'
'to annoy'

ffiicate
'relief-Loc sc'

'sing board-DlM'
geogr.name-LOC'

'fold-Loc sc'
'lip-Loc sc'

'to despise'

* nasal
'helmet-.qUGM'
'full'
'made of wool'
'palm'
'field-RDJ'
'diligently'

'golf-player'
'to pulsate'
'alder forest'
'alder'

'to sing false'
'kolkhoz'
'ribbon'
'courses'
'poem-DIM'
'breasts'
'carrot'

[5x] 'summit'

'frngers'
'to fight'
'coat-Loc SG'

'shelf-Loc sc'
'quiver'
'yellow-ulAsc-PL'
'heart'
'to shrink'
'to drill'

h. liquid
uldze

szyldzik
WoIdze

faldzie
wardze

gardzii

i. liquid
helmisko
pelny
welniany
palma
polny
pilnie

golfista
pulsowai
olszyna
olcha

falszowai
kolchoz
szarfa
kursy
wierszyk
piersi
marchew
wierzcholek

palce
walczyd
palcie
p6Ice
kolczan
z6lci
serce
kurcryi
wiercii
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'bulla'
'norm'
'to waste'
'to slander'
'burden'

+ liquid/glide
'eagles'
'eager'
osnowman'

'mallow'
'mulberry'
'to ruffle'

* obstruent
'truth'
'stock-gi1ly-flower'

'to be determined'
'to check'

'true'
'boat-Col.I-'
'scoundrel'
'taiga'
'slouch-coll'
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bulla
norma
marnowai
oczerniai
jarzmo

j. liquid
orly
gorliwy
balwan
malwa
morwa
mierzwii

k. glide
prawda
lewkonia

u:wziqi siq
sprawdzai

prawdziwy
lajba
tajdak
tajga
lajza

w5jdzie

I. glide
glSwny
gniewnie
Pawlowi
Pawle
po:wr6t
wawrzyn
u:jma
bujny
wojnie
chojrak
u:jrzec [Z]

zawsze [I5]
owsie [f5]
owca
lowczy
Ewcia
knajpa
w6jta
czaika
pejsy
mniejszy
mniejsi
wajcha
ojca
ojczyzna
ojciec

'always'
'oat-Loc SC'
'sheep'
'hunting-.l,Dl'
'Eve-DIM'
'pub-coLL'
'village officer-cex
'lapwing'
'side curls'
'smaller'
'smaller-MAsc PL'
'lever-CoLL'
'father-GEN sG'
'fatherland'
'father'

SG,

'(he) will go out'

sonorant
'main'
'angrily'
'Paul-DAT'
'Paul-Loc'
'return'
'laurel'
'discredit'
'luxuriant'
'wal-Loc sG'
'dare-devil'
'to see'
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(3) Plosive-initial -CCC- clusters
a. plosive * plosive * plosive

APPENDIX 3

b. plosive + plosive + fricative

c. plosive * plosive * nasal
nad:gminny 'above municipality'
pod=gnoi( 'to add manure'
s6=gnie6i 'to crease'

nad:psuty 'impaired'
pod:ksiqzycowy 'under the moon'

adeptka
pod:kpiwai
sektka

'adept-Fnvt'
'to mock'
'sect-DIM'

'to touch'
'touched'

'to chip off
'to chip off
'to shake off

'to cover with sth'
'to smear with glue'
'to go around'
'to pay back'
'stain remover'
'briefing'
'to unhamess'

'to chip off
'deoxidizer'
'to reject'
'foundation'
'painful'
'to cut off
'to shout back'
'to keep up'
'electrician'

'impersonator'
'raphanus-GEN sG'

'abstinence'
'rustic'
'hag-RucN,t'

d. plosive
ob:dlubai
ob:drapai

s5=gniedi

ob=gryZi
od=blysk
od=blaskowy
pod:b16dek
pod:brzusze
od:dmuchnAi
od:dlubai

nad:drozny
pod:gloSnic
pod:gl4dai
pod:grodzie
pod:grzewai

* plosive + liquid
'to chip off
'to scratch off

'to crease'

do:tkn4i
do:tkniqty

ob{luc
ob:tr4cii
ob{rz4snqi

ob:kladac
ob:kleii
ob:kr4pyi
66:placii
od:plamiacz
od:prawa
od:przqc

od:tluc
od:tleniacz
od=trecii
pod:klad
do:tkliwy
od:kroii
od=krzykn4i
pod:trzymac
elektryk

od=tw6rca
rzodkwi

abstynencja
chlopski
babsztyl [p5t]

'to bite off
'reflection'
'reflective'
'chin'
'abdomen'
'to blow back'
'to break off a bit'

'close to the road'
'to make louder'
'to peep'
'borough'
'to warm up'

e, plosive + plosive + glide

ofl=gwahdlac 'to remove nails'

f. plosive + fricative * plosive
u:bzdurai 'to take into

one's head'
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przed=zgonny 'before death-Rp.l'

otl' p I osive + fricative + fricative/affricate

i. plosive + fricative + liquid

ekshumacja [ks-x]
ob:szczekai

od:szczekai
pod:Scielii
ekscentryk [ks-c]
tek5cik

ob=smazyi
klapsnqc
klapsnie
pod=smarowai
od:snui
ode:pchn4i
wy:pchnie
od:sznurowai
od:Smiechnqi siq
pod:Sniezny
pod:chmielony
na:tchnqi
na:tchnie
eksmisja
kuksn4i
kuksnie

ob:sluga
kapsle
ob:srai.
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na:b2dienie
za:bf;dzi|

'letting wind-vuLc'
'to let wind-vuLc'

nad:spodziewanie
od:stqp
pod=skalny
pod=szpitalny
nad=szfukowai
przed:szkoler
pod:Spiewywai
eksport
tekstowy
ekskomunika
bukszpan
w5ksztalcii

'unexpectedly'
'distance'
'rock-clad'
'close to a hospital'
'to piece out'
'kindergarten'
'to sing'
'export'
'text-ADJ'
'excommunication'
'boxwood'
'to educate'

'exhumation'
'to bark at sb'

'to bark back'
'to spread'
'eccentric-NouN'
'text-DIM'

'to fry'
'to spank'
'(he) will spank'
'to add smear'
'to unreel'
'to push off
'(he) will push out'
'to untie'
'to smile back'
ounder snow-ADJ'
'tipsy-coLL'
'to inspire'
'(he) will inspire'
'eviction'
'to give a punch'
'(he) will give a punch'

oseryice'

'bottle caps'
'to defocate-vulc'

h. plosive + fricative * nasal

ob=znajomic 'to familiarise'

nad:zmyslowy 'transcendental'
od=znaka 'badge'

I Commonly pronounced as prze[ikJole.
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biblia [btj]
u:brdai
srebrnik
kabriolet [brj]
za:brzd4kai
za:brzmie(

od:zlocii 'to remove gold'

j. plosive + fricative + glide

od:rlyczaic siq 'to give up a habit'

k. plosive + affricate + C
ob=dzwonii 'to call up'
od=dzwonii 'to call back'

od:dfwiQk 'resonance'

l. plosive + nasal * C
od:mlodniei 'to rejuvenate'
od=mrozie 'to defreeze'

m. plosive + liquid + C

APPENDIX 3

epilepsja
ob=szlifowai
kiepSciej
ob=Slizgly
za:pchlony
od:flegmii
od=frun4i
od:slonii
pod:srebrzyi
pod:szlifowac
przed:Slubny
od:Srodkowy
otchlari
od=hrzEknqi
weksle

ob:chwytywai

pod:Swietlii
pod:chwycii
aksjomat

opcja

nad:czlowiek

od:clid
lekcja

jedno:ptrciorvy
cieplny
o:plwai

'bible'
'to take into one's head'
'silver coin'
'cabriolet'
'to strum'
'to sound'

aprioryczny

pieprzny [p5n]

'epilepsy'
'to polish'
'worse-coll'
'slimy'
'full of fleas'
'to remove phlegm'
'to fly away'
'to uncover'
'to add silver'
'to polish'
'pre-marital'
'centrifugal'
'abyss'
'to clear one's throat'
'bills of exchange'

'to grope'

'to light from below'
'to snatch up'
'axiom'

'option'

'superman'

'to lift customs duty'
'lesson'

'unisexual'
'thermal'
'to spit at'

'a priori-RDJ'

'peppery'
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pieprzniczka 'pepper-box'
bialoskrzydlny 'with white wings' Swietlny 'light-Rol'
Jedlnia geogr. name Swietlnie 'light-eov'
zu--drgai 'to shiver'

opatrznoS| 'providence'
zrdrilec 'to shutter'
w5drwii 'to ridicule' prze:trwonii 'to waste'
o:drzwia 'door shutters'
Adriatyk [drj] geogr. name patriarcha [trj] 'patriarch'

za:klnq '(I) will swear'
za:klnie '(he) will swear'
a:krwawiony 'stained with blood'

zu=-grzmief 'to thunder'

n. plosive + glide + C
przed:wtorkowy 'before Tuesday'

od:wzajemnii 'to return a feeling'
od:wszyi 'to deflea'
przed=wczoraj 'day before yesterday'

od:wdziqczyi siq 'to return a seryice'
od=wlok 'insect's abdomen'
od=wlec 'to delay'
od:wracai 'to turn around'
od:wrzasn4i 'to shout back'
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(4) Fricative-initial -CCC- clusters
a. fricative + plosive + plosive

haftka
roz:gdakac siq 'to start cackling' kostka

'hook and eye'
'ankle'

spostponowai 'to treat slightingly'
resztka 'rest-DIM'

b. fricative + plosive + fricative/affricate
ronbzykac 'to start buzzing'

kostce 'ankle-Loc SG'

resztce [Stc] 'rest-DIM-LoC SG'

chustczyna [stI]'hankerchief-olHa'

c. fricative + plosive * nasal
roz:dmuchai 'to blow about' astma 'asthma'
roz:gmatwai 'to disentangle'
gwiezdny 'star-ADJ' kostny 'bone-ADJ'
gwiezdni 'star-ADJ-pL' napastnik 'aggressor'
bryzgn4c 'to splash'
roz:gniewai 'to annoy'



nozdtza
na:zgrzyta6

'nostrils'
'to grind (one's
teeth)
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d. fricative
roz:blysn4i
roz:dlubai
oSlizgly
ronbluzga(

umizgliwy

roz=broii
u:zdrowii
bazgra(,

plosive + liquid
'to flash'
'to scoop out'
'slimy'
'to gush'

'slimy'

'to disarm'
'to cure'
'to scribble'
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roz:plakai siq
roz:tluc
roz:kladai
roz:pleSi
napastliwy
piskliwy
raszpla
o:szklii
roz:pryskai
ostry
iskra
na:szprycowai
musztra
blichtru
ostrze
iskrryi
blichtrze [xtS]

listwa
do:skwierai
paszkwil [Skfl
dynastia [stj]

befsztyk

roz=stai siq
roz=Spiewac
roFszczekai siq
roz:Scielai

roz=smarowai
roz:chmurzyi siE

roz:Smieszyi
roz:snui
roz:sznurowai
wy:schn4i
w5schnie
rozlSnieiyc

roz:slawii
oschly
roz:flirtowai siq

'to burst into tears'
'to smash up'
'to unfold'
'to unplait'
'aggressive'
'shrill'
'rasp'
'to glaze'
'to splash'
'sharp'
'spark'
'to inject drugs'
'drill'
'glare-GEN Sc'
'blade'
'to sparkle'
'glare-Loc sG'

'board'
'to trouble'
'lampoon'
'dynasty'

'beefsteak'

'to split up'
'to start singing'
'to start barking'
'to spread'

'to smear'
'to clear up'
'to ammuse'
'to unreel'
'to unlace'
'to get dry'
'(it) will get dry'
'(of snow) to fall
abundantly'

'to render famous'
'stand-offish'
'to start flirting'

e. fricative + plosive + glide
roz=dwoii 'to split up in two'
roz:gwar 'hubbub'

f. fricative + fricative * obstruent

roz:zbylkowac siq 'to get spoiled'

g. fricative + fricative * sonorant

roz--zloScii 'to annoy'



h. fricative +
m62diku tZSkl

affricate + C
'brains-Loc sG'

roz:szlochai siq

roz=Slimaczyc siq

oschle
na:s:fruwad siq
roz:srozyi
roz=Srubowai
roz:chrupai
roz:swawolii siq

roz=Swietlii
roz:chwyywai

pyszczki
wieszczba
mieszczce
najei.dfrca
najefldrtcze
piszcz/cie [5d6]
pu56/cie [56d]
prszczlmy
goSdmi

roz:czlonkowai
roz:cwalowai
roz:dwiartowai

na:smrodzii
czosnkowy

prze:chrzta
o:chrzczony
o:chrzcii

mySUcie
kaslnqi
kaslnie
kaszlnqi
kaszlnie
mySUmy
pomy5lny
umySlnie

gwi2d2lcie [586]

gwiLdi:lmy

roz:dzwonii siq
roz:dfrwiEcze(,

i. fricative +
roz=mnazad
na:zmniejszai
roz=ml6cii
roz=mlaskai
roz:mrozii

'whistle!-pL'

'let's whistle'

'to set ringing'
'to resound'

nasal + C
'to multiply'
'to diminish-REPst'
'to thresh'
'to start smacking'
'to defreez.e'
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'to burst into sobs'
'to start sobbing'
'stand-offish-eDv'
'to come flying'
'to anger'
'to unscrew'
'to crunch'
'to start frolicing'
'to light up'

'to scramble for sth'

'little animal faces'
'prophecy'
'townswoman-Loc'
'invador'
'invasive'
'squeak!-RL'
'let go!-eL'
'let's squeak'
'guest-INSTR-PL'
'to dismember'
'to start galloping'
'to quarter'

'to fill (room) with stench'
'garlic-tnJ'

'convert'
'baptised'
'to baptise'

'think!-pl'
'to cough'
'(he) will cough'
'to cough'
'(he) will cough'
'let's think'
'successful'
'on purpose'

j fricative + liquid/glide + C

roz=lzawi(, 'to fill with tears'
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roz:wl6czyc
roz=wlec
na:z:wracai
roz:wrzeszczet,
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'to drag about'
'to drag about-PERF'
'to return-REPET'
'to start yelling'

(5) Affricate-initial -CCC- clusters

wojew6dztwo 'province'

(6) Nasal-initial -CCC- clusters
a. nasal * plosive * plosive

b. nasal + plosive + fricative

c. nasal * plosive * affricate

d. nasal * plosive * nasal
r4b/my [mbm] 'let's cut'
bqbny [mbn] 'drums'
dqbniak [mbfi] 'oak sapling'
porzqdny [ndn] 'systematic'

Sciqgno [ngn] 'sinew'
oszczqdnie [ndf] 'economically'
siqgnie tlSf1 '(it) will reach'

'to wake up'
'(he) will wake up'
'fishing'

'inducement-GEN SG'

'lamp-DIM'
'despair'
'flower bed'
'points'
'softly'

'skunks'
'majority'

'deputy'
'administrator'
'functional'
'oak sapling'
'administrator-FEM'
'to soften'
'bathe!-PL'
'point-DIM'

'tet's replace'
'available'
'deceitfully'
'turbid'
'to close'
'ajar'
'beauty'
'willingly'
'(it) will break'

ockn4i siq
ocknie siq

rybactwo

asumptu
lampka
zwqtpienie [ntp]
grzqdka [ntk]
punkty
miqkko I lkk1

skunksy
wiqkszo6i t3t<51

zastqpca [mpc]
zarz4dca [ntc]
funkcyjny
dqbczak [mpE]
zarz4dcryni [ntE]
zmiqkczyc [4ki]
kqp/cie [mp-d]
punkcik

zastqp/my [mpm]
dostqpny [mpn]
podstqpnie [mp[]
mqtny [ntn]
za:mkn4d
przy:mkniqty
piqkno t nknl
chqtnie Etnl
pqknie t5rn1
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e. nasal + plosive + liquid
oziqbly [mbl] 'frigid'
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okr4gly [ngt] 'round'
przerqbh-fmbl] 'air hole'

przy=mdtrawy
zqdlo [ndl]

'somewhat sickening'
'sting' pokrqtlo [ntl]

pqklo tgt<t1
stemplowai

pqtla [ntl]
aniqkli Inkl]
.J
kompres
wqtroba [ntr]
bunkry
piqtrzyi [ntS]

'knob'
'(it) cracked'
'to stamp'

'loop'
'(they) got soft'
'compress'
'liver'
'bunkers'
'accumulate'

'curse'
'inquisition'

'revenge'
'female'
'inspector'
'male'
'constitution'
'transcontinental'
'equipment'

'transfer'
'transsexual'
'transcendental'
'foreign influence'
'thicket'
'revenge-Loc sG'
'art-LOC SG'

'transmission'
'pamphlet'
'inflation'
'confrontation'
'synchronical'
'salary'

o:mdlewai
za:mglony

'to faint'
'misty'

popqdliwy [ndl] 'irritable'
zwqglii lletl 'to carbonise'
d4browa [mbr] 'oak forest'
mqdry [ndr] 'wise'
WQgry [jSrJ Hungary

wqgrzyca I3SZJ 'measles'

f. nasal + plosive + glide
polqdwica [ndw] 'sirloin'
makolqgwa []gvl'linnet'
stlpendium [ndj] 'scholarship'

g. nasal + fricative * plosive

kl4twa [ntf]
inkwizycja

ze:msta
damski
inspektor
mqski t#skl
konstytucja
transkontynentalny

rynsztunek

h. nasal + ficative + fricative/affricate
transfer
transseksualista
transcendentalny
cudzoziemszczyzna
gqszczu tfrsil
ze:mScie
kunszcie tfr561

i. nasal + fricative -f sonorant
transmisja
pamflet
inflacja
konfrontacja
synchroniczny
pensja
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j nasal + affricate * obstruent

k. nasal + affricate * nasal
pieniqdzmi [nyn] 'money-INSTR'
nqdzny [nqn] 'mizerable'
nqdznie to"yl 'mizerably'

pelgn4i
wczolgnie siq
przy:lgn4i
przplgnie

r6znofarbny

'to flicker'
'(he) will crawl in'
'to cling'
'(it) will cling'

'many-coloured'

elegancki
r1czka [nik]
rlczce [nic]

tancmistrz
bqcn4i [ncn]
bqcnie [nc6]
jqczmieri [ntm]
miesiqczny [nin]
zrqcznie [nEf]

bqcwal [ncfl
elegancja

26ltko
korbka
rnordka
Arktyka
strzelbka
wierzbka [5pk]
portfel
marksism
kierpce
furtce
wierzbce [Spc]
portc4my
cierp/cie

ksztaltny
ksztaltnie
z6lkn4i
polknie
milkn4c
milknie
cierp/my
portmonetka
szarpnqi

'elegant'
'hand-DIM'

'hand-ntu-Loc sG'

'dance teacher'
'to fall'
'(he) will fall'
'barley'
'monthly'
'skillfully'

'dolt'
'elegance'

'yolk'
'lever-DlM'
'muzzle-DlM'
Arctic
'riffle-otv'
'willow-DlM'
'wallet'
'marxism'
'(Tatra) moccasins'
'gate-LoC SG'

'willow-orM-Loc sG'
'trousers-DlM'
'suffer!-PL'

'shapely-eDJ'
'shapely-RDv'
'to turn yellow'
'(he) will swallow'
'to become silent'
'(it) becomes silent'
'let's suffer'
'purse'
'to wrench'

l. nasal + affricate + liquid/glide
pqdzle t"ltl 'paintbrushes'

(7) Liquid/glide-initial -CCC- clusters
a. liquid + plosive * obstruent

b. Iiquid + plosive + nasal
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'many
coloured-Rnv'
'to let wind-vuLc'
'(he) will let wind'
'to pull'
'(he) will pull'
'to kick'
'(he) will kick'

'giant'
'pilgrim'
'eiderdown'

'drums'
'contemptuous'
'marl-GEN sG'

'margrave'
'grouse'

'guard'
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c. liquid + plosive + liquid/glide

r6znofarbnie

pierdn4i
pierdnie
targnEi
targnie
wierzgnqi [ign]
wierzgnie

olbrzym
pielgrzym
koldra

werble
pogardliwy
marglu

margrabia
pardwa

gwardia [rdj]

cierpnie

poSmiertny
poSmiertnie
warkn4i
warknie
zgorzknqt [Skn]
zgorzknialy

poz6lkly
wielbl4d
chelpliwy
zgielkliwy
zamilkty
zamilkli

'(it) creeps'

'posthumous'
'posthumously'
'to growl'
'(it) will growl'
'to turn bitter'
'soured'

'turned yellow'
'camel'
'boastful'
'noisy'
'(they-reu) go silent'
'(they-uesc) got silent'

d. liquid + fricative/affricate * obstruent
perspektywa
polski
rozchelstai
wiorsta
parska6
bursztlm
spolszczyi
samodzier2ca
Swierszcze
herszcie
gar5ci
ksztal6/cie [dd]

e. liquid + fricative * sonorant
pelzn4i 'to crawl'

filtry
Scierpla
cierpliwy

cyrkle
portret

martwy
cerkwie
partia [rtj]

'filters'
'(it) is numb'
'patient'

'compasses
'portret'

'dead'
'orthodox churches'
'party'

'prospect'
'Polish'
'to unbutton'
'verst'
'to snort'
oamber'

'to polonise'
'autocrat'
'crickets'
'chieftain-Loc sG'
'handfuls'
'educate!-PL'
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pelznie '(he) crawls'
marzn4i [r-zn] 'to freeze'
obmierznie [r-2fr] '(it) will get

loathsome'
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napier5nik

pilSniowy
pulchny
spulchnii
szturchn4i
szturchnie
pierzchnEi [Sxn]
pierzchnie

pierzchla [Sxl]

durszlak
warchlak
pierzchliwy [Sxl]
marszruta
perswazja
marchwi
dywersja
emulsja

utarczka
utarczce
kar6/cie
karczma
kar6/my
jarmarczny
kurczliwy
aborcja

bulwka
giermka
garnki
garnca
garnczek

'breast-plate'

'felt-AoJ'
'spongy'
'to leaven (dough)'
'to poke'
'(he) will poke'
'to chap'
'(it) chaps'

'(she) escaped'

'colander'
'piglet'
'timid'
'route'
'persuasion'
'carrot-GEN SC'
'sabotage'
'emulsion'

'quarrel'
'quarrel-Loc sG'
'reprimand!-pL'
'inn'
'let's reprimand'
'of a fair'
'contractible'
'abortion'

'bulb-uu'
'henchman-GEN sG'
'pots'
'pot-GEN SG'

'pot-DIM'

wy:rznQc
wprinie

pelzla
obmierzly [r-zl]

pelzli
zmarzli [r-zl]

karm/my
karmny

'to hit hard-cot-L'
'(he) will hit hard'

'(she) crawled'
'loathsome'

'(they) crawled'
'(they) froze'

'let's feed'
'fattened'

f. liquid + affricate + C

g. liquid * sonorant + C
Chelmno place name



karmnik
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'feeding tray'
pierwszy [rI5] 'first'
pierwsi [rfS] 'frrst-Pt-'
czerwcowy 'June-ADJ'

'colourful'
'colourfully'

barwny
barwnie

h. glide + plosive + C
knajpka 'pub-DIM'
majtki 'panties-coll'

po:w=dmuchiwac 'to blow in-RBpBt'
po:w=gniatai 'to indent-REpET'

fajtnqi 'to tumble over'
fajtnie '(he) will tumble over'

po:w=glqbiai 'to go deep-RepET' na:w:kladai 'to put inside-Rgpgt'
na:w:plywai 'to flow in-REpet'
na=rrnlaczai 'to cram into-REpET'
fajtlapa 'butterfingers'
po:w:platai 'to plait into-Rnpet'
na:w=klepywai 'to clap in-REPET'

po:w:gryzai 'to bite in-REpgt' na:w:krqcai 'to turn in-REpgt'
po:w:drazai 'to incu[cate-REpET' po:w:tr4cai siq 'to interfere-REpET'

po:w:przqgad 'to harness-REPET'

i. glide + fricative/affricate * C
na:wz:dychai 'to sigh-REprt' za:wstydzic 'to put to shame'

na:ws=pinai siq 'to climb-REpET'
majster 'master'
wiejski 'rustic'
po:w=sztukowywac

'to patch up-REPET'
po:wschodzic 'to sprout'
po:w5ci4gliwy 'reseryed'
do:jScie 'access'

na:wz:nosii'to raise-REPET'
na:wz:niecai 'to arouse-REPET'

po:w:Slizgiwai siq 'to slide in-REpET'
po:wz=latywai 'to fly up-REPET'

sejsmiczny 'seismic'
sprawdi/cie [fdd] 'check!-pL'
wy=jdfcie [jdd] 'go out!-tl'
sprawdZ/my [f6m] 'let's check'

j. glide * sonorant + C
podejrzliwy tjZU 'suspicious'
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(8) -CCCC- clusters
a. plosive + CCC

pod:ksztalcii 'to educate a little'
pod:grdykowy 'under Adam's nad:krtaniowy oabove the larynx'

apple'
od=brzmiei 'to echo a sound'
s6=grzmiei 'to thunder'
w5bzdn4i siq 'to slip out'
wy:bzdnie siq '(it) will slip out'

nad:trwonii 'to waste a little'
ob=strugae 'to shave (wood)'
ob:skrobai 'to scrub'
od=straszyi 'to scare away'
nad:skrobai 'to scrape off a little'
ekstrakt 'extract'
eksploatacja 'exploitation'
ekskluzywny 'exclusive'
od=szklii 'to remove glass'
za:pstrzony 'fly-blown'
od=sprzedai 'to sell back'
pod=strryc 'to cut some hair'
pod:skrrydlowy 'under the wings'
pochlebstwo 'flattery'
pod=smrodzii 'to stink a little'

pod=z:wrotnikowy'subtropical'
za:drgn4i 'to quiver'
za:drgnie '(it) will quiver'

przed=wstQpny 'preliminary'

b. fricative + CCC
roz:tkliwii 'to move'
wes:tchn4i 'to sigh'
wes{chnienie 'sigh'
rortrzpiotai siq 'to start frolicing'
ror{rwonii 'to squander'
roz:krwawii 'to start bleeding'
industrializm 'industrialism'

roz:brzmiewai 'to sound'
roz:grzmiei, 'to thunder'

roz=str6j 'disorder'
roz:skrobac 'to scratch open'
roz:strzygniad 'to decide'

zlowieszczbny 'ominous'
zlowieszczbnie 'ominously'

u:szczkn4i 'to nip off
u:szczknie '(he) will nip off



c. nasal + CCC

krn4brny [mbrn]
krnqbrnie [mbrfl]
jqdrny [ndrn]
jqdrnie [ndrrfr]
embrion [mbrj]
hipochondria

d. liquid + CCC

e. glide + CCCC
u:wz:glqdnii 'to take into account'
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roz:wscleczyc

w4tpliwy [ntpl]
kqpsko [mpsk]
gangster [5kst1
funkcja
mqdrkowac [ndrk]
mqdrsry [ndr5]
mqdrcze [ndrE]

'insubordinate'
'insubordinately'
'firm'
'firmly'
'embrio'
'hypochondria'

gqstsry t#stSl
w5mskn4i siq
w5msknie siq
tgsknota [fist<nl
tqsknii [ffskrn]
konstrukcja
klamstwo
partstwo
avyciqstwo
gqstwina [frstl]
samorzqdztwo [nctfJ

absorpcja
garstka
garstce
parsknq6
parsknie
naparstnica
czerstwy
obywatelstwo
zmarszczka
zmarszczce
garnczka
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'to infuriate'

'questionable'
'tuft (of grass)'
'gangster'
'function'
'to play the wit'
'wiser'
'sage-voc'

'thicker'
'to slip out'
'(it) will slip out'
'linging'
'to long'
'construction'
'lie'
'state'
'victory'
'brushwood'
'self-government'

'absorption'
'handful'
'handful-loc sG'
'to snort'
'(he) will snort'
'foxglove'
'stale'
'citizenship'
'wrinkle'
'wrinkle-t-oc sc'
'pot-DIM-GEN SG'

klajstrowai
po:ws=trzymai
na:ws:krzesat

'to glue'
'to hold back'
'to revive-REPET'
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podmajstrzy 'foermen'
szewctwo 'shoemaking'
zab6jstwo 'murder'

(9) -CCCCC- clusters
przestqpstwo 'crime'

Impstf]



Appendix 4

Word-final consonantal clusters in Polish

In word-final position, the past tense suffix -l (put in brackets below) is only pronounced in
careful speech.

(1) Obstruent-initial -CC clusters
a. plosive + C

szept 'whisper'
akt 'act'
gips 'gyps'
fuks 'stroke of luck'
szepcz 'whisper!'

babd 'grandmother- kop6 'smoke!'
GEN PL,

po6wiadcz 'confirm!'
odm 'pneumatosis' .yt-. 'rhlrthm'

wapf 'calcium'
zaslab(l) '(he) fainted'
wi6d(l) '(he) lead' zami6t(t) '(he) swept'
m6dl siq 'pray!'

cykl 'cycle'
b6br 'beaver'
kadr 'frame' wiatr 'wind'

pieprz 'pepper'
modlitw 'prayer-GeN PL'

spostrzeg(l) '(he) noticed' piek(l) '(he) baked'

b. fricative + C
haft 'embroidery'
wysp 'island-csN PL'

gwiazd 'star-GEN pL' miast 'city-Geu PL'
pisk 'squeak'
jacht 'yacht'

spazm 'spasm' pasm 'strand-GpN PL'
blizn 'scar-GEN PL'

trefl 'club (in cards)'
ugryz(l) '(he) bit' pas(l) '(he) pastured'

szyfr 'code'
wichr 'wind-LttgRARY'
wichrz 'dishevel!'

na:izw 'name-GEN PL'
maszt 'mast'
wieszcz 'prophet'

pr6Sb 'request-GEN PL'



(2) Sonorant-initial -CC clusters
a. nasal + C
dqb [mb] 'oak tree'
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bojazf

orzei,w

c. affricate + C
liczb

wiedim

'fear'

'refresh!'

'number-GEN PL'

'witch-ceN PL'
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przepa5d

tafm
pie6fr
my$l

uczt
za:tm

'precipice'
'ribbon-cpN PL'
'song'
'thought'

'feast-GEN PL'
'cataract-GEN PL'

'make blunt!'
'moulding'
'suede'
'smother!'
'bird cherry-GEN PL'

'corner'
'bank'
'silver coin'
'sense'
'sense of smell'
'Germanise!'
'sprat'
'link-cgx pL'

'goose'

'finish!'
'five'

'boast!'
'poor wine'
'regiment'
'falseness'
'gall'

'Alps-GEN PL'
'cult'
'wolf

hymn
st4d [nd]

haib
wiqi [jz]
mqi [wZ]

piqdf [fi ]

b. liquid + C
kielb
hold

malZ

helm
spelf
z6lw
strzelb
szyld
wilg

'hymn'
'from here'

tEp [mp]
gzyms
zamsz
tlamS
czeremch

kqt [nt]
bank I k]
tynf
sens [ws]
wqch [wx]
niemcz
brzd4c [nc]
l4cz [nE]

ses [is]

kofcz
piqd [fi6]

chelp siq
belt
pulk
falsz
aile

AIp
kult
wilk

'disgrace-GEN PL'
'relation'
'husband'

'span'

'gudgeon'
'tribute'

'mollusc'

'helmet'
'fulfil!'
'turtle'
'riffle-cEN pL'

'sign board'
'oriole-GEN PL'
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odwili

bielrn
malw
karb
hord

szarL

twierdz

twierdZ
oferm
urn
cierrfl

tar(l)
rozperl
6wierzb

larw

c. glide + C

sprawdi
lajb
bujd

we:jdi
u:jm
sp6jrz

'thaw'

'web eye-GEN PL'
'mallow-GEN PL'

'notch'
'horde-GgN PL'

'rank-GEN PL'

'fortress-cBN PL'

'maintain!'
'muff-GEN PL'

'urn-GEN PL'
'thorn'
'(he) rubbed'
'pearl!'
'itch'

'larve-GEN PL'

'check!'
'boat-CEN PL'
'lie-cEN PL'

'come in!'
'discredit-cgN
'look!'

'golf
'pulse'

'alder'
'waltz'

'wrench!'
'devil'
'park'
'ribbon-cpN PL'

'torso'
'march'
'breast'
'scab'
'heart-GEN PL'
'cramp'
'death'

golf
puls

olch
walc

szarp
czart
park
szarf
tors
marsz
pier5
parch
serc
skurcz
Smierd

miaucz [wE]

knaip
w6jt
strajk
rejs
gejsz
czyjlit
lejc

zmierzch

babsk
tekst

'twilight'

'miaow!'

'pub-GEN PL'
'village officer'
'strike'
'trip'
'geisha-GEN PL'
'somebody's'
'reins-GEN PL'

'hag-GEN tL'
'text'

PL,

(3) -CCC clusters
a. obstruent+C+C
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wieszczb

-CCCC clusters

APPENDIX 4

b. sonarant +C+C

ggdfb gq[ri b]
pelz(l)

'prophecy-GEN PL'

'tale'
'(he) crawled'

astm
si6str
ostrz
pastw

blichtr
prze:chrzt
wydawnicfw

asumpt
po:mst
kunszt
sfinks

filtr
spolszcz
pilSi
wiorst
herszt
Swierszcz
garSd

wojsk
miejsc
do:j56

glupstw
za=pstrz [pstS]
kqpsk [mpsk]
klamstw
gqstw [wstf]
intryganctw
pafstw
warstw
marnotrawstw
szewctw
zab6jstw

przestqpstw

Impstf]

'asthma-GEN PL'
'sister-GEN PL'
'sharpen!'
'prey-GEN PL'

'glare'
'convert-GEN PL'
'publishers-GEN PL'

'inducement'
'revenge-GEN PL'
oartt

'sphynx'

'filter'
'polonize!'
'felt'
'verst'
'chieftain'
'cricket'
'handful'
'army-GEN
'place-GEtt
'to arrive'

'stupidity-GEN PL'
'mottle!'
'tuft (of grass)-ceu rL'
'lie-GEN PL'

'brushwood-cett pt'
'intriguing-GEN PL'
'state-GEN PL'
'layer-GEN PL'
'waste-GEN PL'
'shoemaking-GEN PL'

'murder-GEN PL'

PL,

PL,

(4)

(5) -CCCCC cluster

'crime-GEN PL'
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Summary

This dissertation proposes an analysis of 'ghost' vowels, i.e. vowels alternating
with zero, couched within the Strict CV framework of Government Phonology
and supplemented by some insights from Optimality Theory. The prosodic
structure of every language is argued to include a Strict CV plane, where every
consonant is followed by a nucleus, either lexically contentful and audible, or
lexically empty. Empty nuclei represent ghost vowels. Which ghost vowels must
materialise phonetically and which can remain inaudible in the output is
determined by the Proper Governrnent (PG) relations in which they are involved.
These relations are contracted between adjacent nuclei, both audible and
inaudible, and are similar to metrical relations between stressed and unstressed
vowels, i.e. stress feet.

The dissertation is divided into two parts, Part I: General, and Part II:
Polish. Part I contains Chapters 1-4, while Part II includes Chapters 5-9. Chapter
1 introduces the basic notions of standard Government Phonology and its Sfrict
CV version. As developed so far, this is a principles-and-parameters approach.

In Chapter 2 I lay out the new approach to Proper Government in terms
of several straightforward and violable constraints, which interact in determining
the well-formedness of PG relations. I focus on vowel-zero alternations and long
vowel shortening in Turkish and Yawelmani. Drawing on the observation that
left-headed relations are unmarked in metrical structure, I argue that PG relations
are also left-headed, rather than right-headed, as generally assumed. From this
perspective, the phonetic realisation of a ghost vowel turns out to be related to
its position as a governor in a PG relation. This insight is expressed in terms of
the Hnen AUUBILITv constraint, which requires the audibility of heads in PG
relations. This constraint substitutes the Empty Category Principle of standard
Govemment Phonology. Under the new approach, the phonetic emergence of an
empty nucleus is a manifestation of the prominence which is an attribute of the
head of a PG relation. It is parallel to stress placement on a vowel which is the
head of a metrical foot. Long vowel shortening is also accounted for analogously
to Trochaic Shortening, familiar from the study of stress.

Apart from the audibility of the proper governor, all other aspects of the
well-formedness of PG relations, namely their binarity (cf. the constraint
BmeRrrv) and left-headedness (cf. TnocHEE), the inaudibility of empty nuclei
in a non-head position and the avoidance of sequences of silent nuclei (cf. No
Lersr) are controlled by independent constraints. I argue that by means of
various rankings of these constraints with respect to other well-formedness
constraints it is possible to account for the cross-linguistic variation in the
patterns of ghost vowel surfacing. The languages discussed include Hungarian,
Tigrinya and Cairene Arabic.
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Chapter 3 provides further evidence for the claim that the surfacing of
nuclei as a result of Proper Government involves their status as heads of trochaic
internuclear relations, i.e. prosodic heads. I discuss the behaviour of ghost
vowels in Mohawk, which involves not only alternations in terms of the phonetic
presence or absence of a ghost vowel, but also in terms of its visibility or
invisibility to stress. I show that the metrical invisibility of some ghost vowels
in this language is due to the fact that they are not heads in PG relations. Such
ghosts materialise due to resffictions on Inter-Onset Government relations which
function independently from PG relations. Nuclei which are PG heads are always
both audible and stress-visible.

Chapter 4 summarises the findings of Chapters 2 and 3 and concludes the

General Part of this dissertation.
Part II offers a study of the behaviour of Polish ghost vowels, the 'yers'.

I argue that Proper Govemment relations in this language, although strictly
binary, function similarly to stress in lexical accent systems, giving the

appearance of unbounded PG relations. More specifically, in lexical accent
systems, morphemes can be lexically specified as to whether they can bear
stress. Heads of feet contained in unaccentable morphemes reject prosodic
prominence, i.e. they do not bear stress. The surface result involves sequences

of unstressed syllables. Morpheme unaccentability can be violated if it conflicts
with the prosodic preferences of another morpheme.

Similarly, in Polish some morphemes (roots as well as affixes) which
contain no lexically contentful vowels are lexically marked as unaccentable in
terms of PG structure. Empty heads of PG relations within unaccentable
morphemes reject prominence manifested by way of phonetic interpretation and

remain inaudible. This can result in sequences of silent nuclei, i.e. in complex
consonantal clusters on the surface. As in the case of stress, such unaccentability
can be violated in conflict situations.

In other words, the formation of PG relations in Polish is subject to the

same well-formedness conditions as in the languages discussed in Part I. PG
relations in Polish are binary and trochaic, and phonetic realisation is a property
of PG heads. However, in Polish, the unaccentability of some morphemes
suppresses the phonetic appearance of the PG heads within such morphemes,
thus forcing violations of the HBen AuotettlTY constraint.

The discussion of Polish begins in Chapter 5, which provides the
preliminary information about the vocalic and the consonantal inventories of
Polish and exemplifies vowel-zero altemations in the language. I also review
some previous analyses of yers and of the complex clusters which fail to be
broken up by surfacing yers.

Chapter 6 is devoted to derived words containing suffixes which have no
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lexically contentful vowels. There are two patterns of yer surfacing found under
suffixation, both of which apparently run counter to the predictions of the theory
of PG, developed in Part I. The attachment of one group of suffixes (Class A)
results in sequences of audible yers in consecutive CV units, while the
attachment of another group of suffixes (Class B) is not accompanied by the
surfacing of any yers and results in complex clusters. Both classes include only
vowelless suffixes. I argue that they are lexically specified as 'unaccentable'.
Like all consonant-initial suffixes, they attach analytically to the preceding root,
and trigger the formation of a PG relation at its right edge. Class A suffixes
parallel pre-accenting morphemes in lexical accent systems. They are lexically
pre-specified as PG 'foot-tails' and therefore must be parsed into a dependent
position in a PG relation. The head of this position must be the preceding root-
final empty nucleus. The nucleus which is in a PG head position within the root
as well as the one pre-accented by the suffix acquire phonetic interpretation.
This can result in a sequence of audible yers. On the other hand, Class B
suffixes remain outside the domain of the root to which they attach. Due to their
unaccentability, the surfacing of PG heads within such suffixes is suppressed.
This results in sequences of empty nuclei.

Suffix unaccentability is violated if it conflicts with the prosodic
requirements of the following derivational suffix and with the general constraints
on the well-formedness of the word ffee. Since an unaccentable suffix lacks an
audible head, it is incorporated into the word tree as a weak branch, which must
be supported by an adjacent strong branch. Therefore the occurrence of weak
branches, i.e. unaccentable morphemes, within the word is subject to constraints.
These are analogous to the constraints which determine the distribution of weak
elements in metrical structure as well as the distribution of silent nuclei in PG
relations. Adjacent unaccentable morphems are prohibited by the No Lapsn
constraint, applied at a higher representational level. Due to this constraint, the
unaccentability of one of adjacent morphemes must be violated. A strong and
a weak word tree branch together form a 'superfoot'. Such superfeet are left-
headed, as required by the constraint TRocHEE, applied to the word tree
structure. These word tree well-formedness constraints dominate in Polish over
morpheme unaccentability requirements.

Chapter 7 discusses roots without lexically contentful vowels, which are
also interpreted as unaccentable. First, I review the approach put forward by
Cyran & Gussmarur (to appear). Subsequently, I propose a new analysis based
on root unaccentability and the inaudibilify of PG heads within unaccentable
roots. I also discuss some cases where root unaccentability is violated. These are
also due to the conflicts with the requirements of the following derivational
suffix and the word tree well-formedness constraints.
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The behaviour of yers in prefixes is analysed in Chapter 8. I argue that
the general analytic status of prefixes is due to a constraint which requires that
the beginning of every root designates the beginning of a phonological domain.
As in the case of roots and suffixes, prefixes with no lexically contentful vowels
are analysed as unaccentable. The spthetic parsing of (both accentable and
unaccentable) prefixes followed by unaccentable verbal roots and the appearance
of prefix yers is, I suggest, triggered by a constraint against a weak word tree
branch domain-initially and by the need to parse the unaccentable root, i.e. a
weak word tree branch, into a 'superfoot' with the preceding morpheme.

Chapter 9 recapitulates the results of the analysis of Polish yers presented
in Part II of this dissertation.

Appendix I includes lists of consonantal clusters in Mohawk. Appendices
2, 3 and 4 provide lists of Polish consonantal clusters in word-initial, word-
medial and word-final position, respectively.



Samenvatting

Deze dissertatie behandelt zogenaamde 'spookklinkers', dat wil zeggen
klinkers die met nul altemeren, in een'Sfficte CV benadering'van de
Government Phonology, aangevuld met enkele inzichten uit de Optimaliteits-
theorie. Er wordt voorgesteld dat de prosodische structuur van elke taal een
CV-laag bevat, waarin elke consonant wordt gevolgd door een nucleus, die
ofiuel hoorbaar is, ofuel lexicaal leeg is. Lege nuclei zrjn spookklinkers.
Relaties van Proper Government (PG) bepalen welke spookklinkers fonetisch
aan de oppervlakte moeten komen en welke in het fonetisch signaal ongerea-
liseerd mogen blijven. Deze relaties worden gelegd tussen adjacente hoorbare
en onhoorbare nuclei, en zljn vergelijkbaar met meffische relaties tussen
beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde klinkers, d.w.z. metrische voeten.

Deze dissertatie is verdeeld in twee delen, een algemeen deel (deel I)
en een Pools deel (deel II). Deel I bevat hooftlstukken 1-4, en deel II beslaat
hoofdstukken 5-9. Hooftlstuk I introduceert de basisbegrippen van de stan-
daardversie van Government Phonology en de Stricte CV-benadering daarin.
Dit is tot op heden als een principes-en-parameters benadering ontwikkeld.

In hoofdstuk 2 stel ik een nieuwe benadering van Proper Govemment
voor gebruikmakend van enkele eenvoudige en schendbare structuurbeperkin-
gen, die interageren bij de bepaling van de welgevormdheid van PG relaties.
Ik focus hierbij op klinkeralternanties met nul en verkorting van lange
vokalen in het Turks en het Yawelmani. Uitgaande van de observatie dat
linkshoofdige relaties ongemarkeerd zijn in metrische sffuctuur, beargumen-
teer ik dat PG relaties ook linkshoofdig zijn, in plaats van rechthoofdig, zoals
in het algemeen wordt aangenomen. Vanuit dit perspectief blijkt de realisatie
van een spookklinker gerelateerd aan zijn positie als een governor in een PG
relatie. Dit inzicht wordt uitgedrukt in termen van een Hpen Auotsttltv
constraint, welke vereist dat hooftlen in PG relaties hoorbaar zljn. Deze
constraint neemt de plaats in van het Lege Categorie Principe in de standaard-
versie van Government Phonology. Onder deze nieuwe benadering is de
fonetische realisatie van een lege nucleus een manifestatie van de prominentie
die karakteristiek is voor het hoofd van een PG relatie, parallel aan de
beklemtoning van een klinker welke het hoofd is van een meffische voet. De
verkorting van een lange vokaal wordt ook op vergelijkbare wijze verklaard
als Trocheische Verkorting uit de klemtoonliteratuur.

Behalve de hoorbaarheid van de proper governor worden alle andere
aspecten van de welgevormdheid van PG relaties, namelijk hun binaire
karakter (volgens de constraint BrNarurv) en linkshoofcligheid (volgens
TnocHnr), de onhoorbaarheid van lege nuclei in niet-hoofd positie en het
vermijden van opeenvolgende onhoorbare nuclei (volgens No Lnrsn) door
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van elkaar onafhankelijke constraints beregeld. Ik beargumenteer dat verschil-
lende hiErarchieen van deze constraints met betrekking tot andere welge-
vormdheidsconstraints het mogelijk maken de verschillen in patronen van
verschijnende spookklinkers te verklaren. De talen die hier besproken worden
zijn het Hongaars, Tigrinya en het Arabisch van Cairo.

Hoofdstuk 3 voert verdere evidentie aan voor de stelling dat het
verschijnen van nuclei als resultaat van Proper Govemment te maken heeft
met de stafus van deze nuclei als hoofd van trocheische relaties tussen nuclei,
dat wil zeggen als een prosodisch hoofd. Ik bespreek het gedrag van spook-
klinkers in het Mohawk, dat niet alleen alternanties vertoont in fonetische
aanwezigheid dan wel afwezigheid van een spookklinker, maar ook in
zichtbaarheid tegenover onzichtbaarheid in termen van klemtoon. Ik laat zien
dat de metrische onzichtbaarheid van sonlmige spookklinkers in deze taal het
resultaat zljn van het feit dat ze geen hooftlen zijn in PG relaties. ZuJke
spookklinkers worden hoorbaar als gevolg van beperkingen op Inter-Onset
Government die onafhankelijk van PG relaties functioneren. Nuclei die PG
hoof<len zljn, zijn altijd hoorbaar en zichtbaar voor klemtoon.

Hoofdstuk 4 vat de bevindingen van hoofdstukk en 2 en 3 samen en

besluit deel I van dit proefschrift.
Deel II biedt een studie van het gedrag van Poolse spookklinkers, de

zogenaamde 'yers'. Ik betoog dat Proper Government relaties in deze taal
zich op vergelijkbare wljze gedragen als klemtoon in 'lexicale accent'
systemen, hoewel ze strict binair zljn, zodat het lijkt alsof de PG relaties

ongelimiteerd zljn. Meer specifiek kunnen morfemen in lexicale accent-
systemen lexicaal gespecificeerd zijn of ze al dan niet accent kunnen dragen.
De hoofden van voeten in onbeklemtoonbare morfemen stoten prosodische
prominentie af, dat wil zeggen, zij dragen geen accent. Het oppervlakteresul-
taat betreft sequenties van onbeklemtoonde syllaben. Onbeklemtoonbaarheid
van morfemen kan geschonden worden indien het strijdig is met de prosodi-
sche voorkeuren van een ander morfeem.

Op vergelijkbare wijze zijn in het Pools sommige morfemen (wortels
zowel als affixen) die lexicaal geen volwaardige vokaal bevatten lexicaal
gemarkeerd als onbeklemtoonbaar in termen van PG sffuctuur. Lege hoofden
in PG relaties binnen onbeklemtoonbare morfernen stoten prominentie in de

vorm van fonetische interpretatie af, en blijven onhoorbaar. Dit kan resulteren
in opeenvolgingen van onuitgesproken nuclei, in de vorn van complexe
consonantische clusters aan de oppervlakte. Net als in het geval van klem-
toon, kan dergelijke onbeklemtoonbaarheid geschonden worden in situaties
waarin verschillende constraints confl ictueren.

Met andere woorden, de formatie van PG relaties in het Pools is
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ondergeschikt aan dezelfde welgevormdheidscondities als in de talen die in
deel I besproken werden. PG relaties in het Pools zijn binair en trocheisch,
terwijl fonetische relaties betrekking hebben op PG hoofden. In het Pools
onderdrukt de onbeklemtoonbaarheid van sommige morfemen echter het
fonetisch verschijnen van PG hoofclen in deze morfemen, en dwingt zo
schendingen van het HEaD AUDIBILITY constraint af.

De bespreking van het Pools begint in hoofdstuk 5, dat basisinformatie
verschaft over de vokalen en consonanten van het Pools en voorbeelden geeft
van de vokaal-nul alternanties in de taal. Ik bespreek ook enige eerdere
analyses van yers en van de complexe consonantclusters die niet opgebroken
worden door yers die aan de oppervlakte verschijnen.

Hooftlstuk 6 is gewijd aan afgeleide woorden met suffixen die geen
lexicaal volwaardige klinkers bevatten. Onder suffixatie zijn er twee patronen
van yervocalisatie, welke beide schijnbaar tegenstrij drg zijn met de voorspel-
lingen van de theorie omtrent PG, zoals ontwikkeld in deel I. Het aanhechten
van een groep van suffixen (groep A) resulteert in een sequentie van hoorbare
yers in opeenvolgende CV eenheden, terwijl het aanhechten van een andere
groep van suffixen (groep B) niet gepaard gaat met de vocalisatie van enige
yer en in een complex cluster resulteert. Beide groepen bestaan uit klinkerlo-
ze suffixen. Ik betoog dat ze lexicaal gespecificeerd zijn als 'onbeklemtoon-
baar'. Net als alle suffixen die met een consonant beginnen, hechten ze zich
aan de voorafgaande wortel op analytische wijze, en veroorzaken de formatie
van een PG relatie ter rechterzijde. De suffixen van groep A zrjn analoog aan
preaccentuerende morfemen in lexicale accentsystemen. Ze zljn lexicaal
geprespecificeerd als PG 'voetzwak' en rnoeten daarom in een zwakke positie
geparseerd worden in een PG relatie. Het hoofd van deze relatie moet de
voorafgaande lege nucleus zijn in de wortel. De nucleus die in PG hoofclposi-
tie staat zowel in de wortel als in het suffix, gepreaccentueerd, ontvangen
fonetische interpretatie. Dit kan resulteren in een opeenvolging van hoorbare
yers. Suffixen van groep B blijven buiten het domein van de wortel waaraan
zij hechten. Als gevolg van hun onbeklemtoonbaarheid wordt de vocalisatie
van PG hoofclen in zulke suffixen onderdrukt. Dit resulteert in een sequentie
van onhoorbare nuclei.

Onbeklemtoonbaarheid van suffixen wordt geschonden indien het
strijdig is met de prosodische eisen van volgende derivationele suffixen en
met de algemene beperkingen op de welgevormheid van de woordboom.
Aangezien een onbeklerntoonbaar suffix geen hoorbaar hoofd heeft wordt het
in de woordnoom opgenomen als een zwakke tak, welke ondersteund moet
worden door een naaste sterke tak. Dientengevolge is het bestaan van zwakke
takken, d.w.z. onbeklemtoonbare morfemen, onderhevig aan beperkingen.

365
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Deze zljn analoog aan constraints die het voorkomen van zwakke elementen
in metrische sffuctuur bepalen en ook de distributie van ongerealiseerde
nuclei in PG relaties. Adjacente onbeklemtoonbare morfemen worden uitge-
sloten door de No Lapsn constraint, nu toegepast op een hoger representatio-
neel niveau. Als gevolg van dit constraint moet de onbeklemtoonbaarheid van
€dn van de adjacente morfemen geschonden worden. Een sterke en een
zwakke tak van de woordboom vofinen in zo'n geval een osupervoet'. Zulke
supervoeten zijn linkshoofdig, volgens de constraint TnOCHEE, toegepast op
de woordboomstructuur. In het Pools domineren deze woordboombeperkingen
morfe emonb ekl emtoonbaarhei dsb ep erkingen.

Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt wortels zonder lexicaal volwaardige klinkers,
welke ook geinterpreteerd worden als onbeklemtoonbaar. Eerst bespreek ik
een benadering voorgesteld door Cyran & Gussmann (te verschijnen). Daarna
stel ik een nieuwe analyse voor gebaseerd op onbeklemtoonbaarheid van
wortels en de onhoorbaarheid van PG hoofden binnen onbeklemtoonbare
wortels. Ik bespreek ook enkele gevallen waarin wortelonbeklemtoonbaarheid
geschonden wordt. Deze gevallen worden ook veroorzaakt door het conflict
tussen de vereisten van het volgende derivationele suffix en de woordboom-
wel gevormdheidsbeperkingen.

Het gedrag van yers in prefixen wordt geanalyseerd in hoofdstuk 8. Ik
betoog dat de algemene analytische status van prefixen het gevolg is van een

constraint dat vereist dat elke worlel het begin van een fonologisch domein
markeert. Net zoals in het geval van wortels en suffixen worden prefixen
zonder lexicaal hoorbare klinkers als onbeklemtoonbaar geanalyseerd. De
synthetische parsering van zowel beklemtoonbare als onbeklerntoonbare
prefixen gevolgd door onbeklemtoonbare werkwoordwortels en het verschlj-
nen van yers in het prefix wordt in mijn analyse veroorzaakt door de nood-
zaak om de onbeklemtoonbare wortel (d.w.z. een zwakke woordboomtak) te
parseren in een 'supervoet' met het voorafgaande morfeem.

Hoofdstuk 9 somt de resultaten op van de analyse van Poolse yers die
in deel II van de dissertatie gepresenteerd werden.

Appendix I geeft ldsten van consonantale clusters in het Mohawk.
Appendixen 2, 3 en 4 geven lijsten consonantale clusters in het Pools in
woord-initiele, woord-mediale en woord-finale positie.
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